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LIST OF DEFINITIONS 

Body Cognition: it indicates a cognitive reflection about the body (how own’s body is 

believed, or remembered to be like?), and refers to body structural description, general 

semantic knowledge, formation of attitudes and emotion towards the body. Cognitive 

Representation, whose neural functions are mainly located in left hemisphere, subserves 

to the body cognition. 

Body Representations, or Somatorepresentation
1
: with this 'umbrella term' it can be 

grouped a variety of functional and neural configurations encoding different body 

characteristics (e.g. sensorial, perceptual or cognitive). In this sense, the conceptual 

term 'representation' can assume a variety of meanings on the base of what features are 

specifically analysed. For e.g., the primary somatosensory cortex (S1) stores a cortical 

'representation' of the capacity we own to detect tactile stimuli applied over the skin. 

This kind of representation reflects at cortical level the peripheral skin tactile receptors 

fields’ size and density, and it is commonly identifiable with the tactile homunculus. In 

this case, we can adopt the term somatosensory representation. However, the 

homuncular distorted body representation does not correspond to the subjective, 

perception we have of own's body. This example highlights two other important 

features of somatorepresentations: one is the distinction between the implicit, 

(unconscious) systems with witch the brain organizes the body, and the explicit 

(unconscious) experience with which we live our body. The second important feature is 

that somatorepresentations coexist and interact at different levels. In fact, our explicit 

perception of approximately 'veridical', body parts, needs the interactions of others 

secondary mental representations, necessary to compensate the homuncular distortion, 

                                                         
1
 Definition adapted and modified from Longo et al. 2010 
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and intervening to convert the information of this first stage tactile processing in an 

approximately 'veridical' perception: 1) the perceptual somatorepresentation, and 2) the 

cognitive somatorepresentation. The former allow us to experience our body from the 

inside, as an object of direct perception, and to perform complex tasks as the perception 

of body parts’ size and location for which we not own specialized receptors. The latter 

explains how we experience our body from the outside, as when we consider our body 

as a physical and biological object like another in the external world, and with which we 

establish a relationship.  

The term somatorepresentations it is used also as synonym of mental representations, 

and for the purposes of this thesis it does not specifically refers to the affective, 

aesthetic and idealized aspects
2
, for which it has been adopted the term Cognitive 

Representation.  

Explicit: conscious 

Implicit: unconscious 

Perceptual Representations
3
: term used referred to the neural encoding of perceptual 

tasks as the estimation of body parts' size and location. They subserve 

somatoperception, and in the theoretical model proposed by Longo et al. (2010) include 

the Superficial Schema, the Postural Schema and the Body Model. These neural 

functions are mainly located in parietal cortex, and especially in right hemisphere. 

Phantoms perceptions
4
: referred to non-painful feelings (at difference of Phantom 

Limb Pain) of shape, size, position or temperature of body part/s, including the feeling 

of missing or disownership parts, that not correspond to the objective state of reality, or 

that are disconfirmed by the visual or tactile inspection of the body part/s in question. 

                                                         
2
 Definition adapted from Pazzaglia et al. 2016 

3
 Definition adapted and modified from Longo et al. 2010 

4
 Definition adapted and modified from Russel et al. 2018 
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This term is used as a synonym of body illusions, body distortions, body perception 

dysfunctions, and distorted body perceptions/misperceptions. 

Small Fibers: are the group of thiny myelinated Aδ and/or unmyelinated C-fibers. 

Large Fibers: are the group of large-caliber myelinated Aβ-fibers. 

Somatoperception
5
: the complex perceptual tasks, for which we not own specialized 

receptors, as in the case of body parts’ size and location, the skin localization of tactile 

stimuli applied to the skin, tactile object recognition, and the spatial localisation of 

touch. Perceptual Representations are functional Somatoperception. 

Somatosensation
5
: the basics mechanisms processing the sensations of touch, 

proprioception, cold, warm, nociception, vision, etc., for which we own specific 

receptors, encoding the input information according to the particular type of stimulus 

processed. Somatosensory Representations are functional Somatosensation.  

Somatosensory Representations: the cortical representation stored in the primary 

somatosensory cortex (S1) where neurons are activated when skin receptors detect 

sensory stimuli. It reflects at cortical level the peripheral skin tactile receptors fields’ 

size and density, and it is commonly identifiable with the homunculus for tactile stimuli.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                         
5
 Definition adapted and modified from Longo et al. 2010 
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FOREWORD 

As clinicians dealing with musculoskeletal disorders, it is likely that physiotherapists, at 

least once in their career, have heard from patients stories about strange subjective 

experiences of 'swollen' joints or other body parts (the reader may simply think of an 

arthritic knee or hand), without being able to objectify this condition. Other times, we 

may have inattentively heard adjectives like “distorted”, “alien” or “detached” attributed 

to other aching body parts (e.g., in the case of patients with back or neck pain). Now, 

consider how many times we, or the patients themselves, have doubted the truthfulness 

of these stories, or think of the sense of powerlessness in not being able to provide (both 

clinicians and patients) a reliable and reasonable explanation for these phenomena.  

 The core of this doctoral thesis is the study of body perception dysfunctions 

(BPDs), a phenomenon occurring in patients affected by Musculoskeletal Disorders and 

Rheumatic Diseases (MDRDs). Special attention will be paid to fibromyalgic patients, 

who were the subject of part of my research project. My interest in body perception was 

inspired by clinical curiosity toward the kind of 'bodily illusions' mentioned above. 

Clinical manifestations such as these may be difficult to report and detail for patients, 

and challenging to comprehend for clinicians. Consequently, this doctoral research 

project was motivated by the need to explain the apparent unreasonableness of these 

stories, with the goal of studying the prevalence of these phenomena and their potential 

clinical relevance with respect to their relationship with chronic pain.  
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PHD AIM AND GENERAL ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS 
 
This thesis presents a group of studies published, submitted or in preparation, and other 

research study projects approved by Ethics Committees. Its general aim is to explore 

how patients with MDRDs may show dysfunctions in body perception. It is composed of 

two main parts. PART I presents a general overview of body perception mechanisms 

and perceptual dysfunctions in MDRDs. More particularly, Chapter I offers a 

systematic review of the literature dedicated to the questions and knowledge gaps 

highlighted in the introduction.  

PART II approaches the relationship between BPDs and neuropathic pain through an 

overview of the neurophysiological mechanisms described in the literature dedicated to 

the role of neuropathic pain in “phantom perceptions”. A special focus has been placed 

on dysfunctions of the so-called small-fibers. Finally, Chapters II-V will address the 

hypotheses guiding the subsequent studies and research projects, which explore 

phenomena of bodily illusions in two categories of MDRDs: fibromyalgic patients and 

subjects with chronic low back pain affected by failed back surgery. 

A series of studies has been conducted during the three-year period of PhD training 

(2017-2019), while other research projects were proposed for future development. 

Research lines promoted has been planned and conducted from different perspectives, 

adopting a variety of methodologies in order to cover the complexity of body perception 

phenomena in chronic painful MDRDs.  

Below, and at the opening of each chapter, I have inserted a ‘road map’ in order to 

graphically summarize the structure of the thesis and help readers navigate through the 

different scientific activities presented. 
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The reader may also find it useful to refer to the following chapter list, which 

illustrates the research projects and preliminary or definitive results of the studies 

conducted: 

 

 Chapter I: a systematic scoping review of the literature has been carried out to map 

the methodologies used by studies conducted on MDRDs to study BPDs, and to 

synthesize their findings; 

 Chapter II: an on-line cross-sectional survey has been conducted to investigate the 

prevalence of neuropathic pain and other neuropathic symptoms in a large cohort of 

Italian FM patients distributed nationwide; 

 Chapter III: an on-line cross-sectional survey has been conducted to investigate the 

prevalence of body perception dysfunctions in a large cohort of Italian FM patients 

distributed nationwide. Moreover, a secondary analysis has been carried out to study 

the prevalence of symptoms attributable to BPDs and their relationship with 

neuropathic pain; 

 Chapter IV: a mixed-method research study project accepted by the Ethical 

Committee of the University of Genoa has been proposed to investigate BPDs in 

FM patients through the administration of questionnaires and semi-structured 

interviews;  
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 Chapter V: a mixed-method research study project accepted by the Ethical 

Committee of the Vrije Universiteit Brussel has been proposed to investigate BPDs 

in CLBP patients with failed back surgery syndrome through the administration of 

questionnaires, structured neurological examination and perceptual tasks; 

 Additional files: in Appendix I a published editorial has been reported highlighting 

the neurophysiologic functions of human touch and its clinical relevance for manual 

physical therapists. Among these functions was the potential role of touch in manual 

therapy as a tool to restore mental body representation in chronic painful conditions. 

Appendix II contains the published protocol of the systematic scoping review on 

body perception dysfunctions in MDRDs. Appendix III and IV provide evidence of 

journal's acceptance of the study presented in Chapter I and additional files of the 

articles presented in Chapter II and III. Appendix V and VI contain, respectively, 

the Ethical Approval of the research project presented in Chapter IV and that of the 

research project presented in Chapter V. 
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DETAILED ORGANIZATION OF THE RESEARCH ACTIVITIES 

RELATED TO THE PHD PROJECT 
 
Different consecutive phases have characterized the scientific activities developed 

during the PhD, with respective goals and end-points: 

Phase I: assessing the state of the art about BPDs in patients with MDRDs.  

In order to clarify both the methodologies applied for studying BPDs in MDRDs and 

the evidence emerged with respect to healthy subjects or other control groups, a 

systematic scoping review of the literature was carried out as a first research study 

(Chapter II): this study has been accepted for publication by the peer-review journal 

Frontiers in Neuroscience (Appendix III). 

Intermediate and final end-points:  

 

 methodological design and publication in a peer-review journal of the 

study protocol for systematic scoping review of the literature (Appendix 

II); 

 development and conduction of the systematic scoping review, including 

coordination of research team's assigned activities, with the final end-

point of publishing the study in a peer-review journal (Chapter I and 

Appendix III - manuscript accepted). 

Considering the results emerged from the scoping review, and on the basis of an 

analysis of the literature on neuropathic pain and BPDs (see Introduction to Part II), it 

was decided in Phases II and III to plan a series of research projects to study patients 

with FM as a reference model in which neuropathic pain and BPDs could potentially 

coexist.  

Phase II: studying the presence of BPDs phenomena in a population of patients with 

rheumatic diseases (FM), analysing the relationship with neuropathic pain. 
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In light of the literature analysis made in Chapter I and of the research gaps 

emphasized in the Introduction to Part II, it was planned to investigate the prevalence of 

neuropathic pain symptoms, and especially those potentially linked to small-fibers 

involvement in a selected population of patients with MDRDs (FM). In order to collect 

large-scale data about the prevalence of neuropathic pain symptoms, the investigation 

has been conducted with self-administered questionnaires in a large cohort of patients. 

Intermediate and final end-points:  

 

 methodological design, conduction and publication in a peer-review 

journal of a cross sectional study assessing the prevalence of neuropathic 

pain symptoms in a large sample of Italian FM patients (Chapter II - 

manuscript submitted); 

Subsequently, considering the clinical similarities (e.g. the presence of neuropathic 

pain, including the involvement of small-fibers) between FM and other chronic painful 

conditions (mainly the CRPS) in which the presence of BPDs has been already studied, 

it was decided to conduct a study to investigate body illusion phenomena in two 

consecutive stages:  

1) a first study (Chapter III) has addressed the prevalence of BPDs through the 

administration of questions adapted and modified from previously 

questionnaires adopted in CRPS (Bath Questionnaire and Neglect-Like 

Symptoms Questionnaire). In this case, too, the investigation has been 

conducted through self-administered instruments, both for the purpose of 

obtaining large data indicative for the phenomenon of interest on a vast scale, 

and because at the current state of the art, a gold standard for the assessment of 

perceptual dysfunctions is far from established. 
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2) once the presence of BPDs in a large sample and their clinical relevance had 

been established through a correlation analysis with data on neuropathic pain, it 

has been proposed to deeper investigate the subjective experience of patients 

with BPDs through the conduction of a mixed-method study (Chapter IV) 

comprising the administration of semi-structured interviews. This kind of 

research provides the possibility to better capture qualitative features about body 

perception, which  is mainly a subjective phenomenon.  

Intermediate and final end-points:  

 

 methodological design, management and assessment of preliminary 

results of a cross-sectional study assessing the prevalence of symptoms 

connected to BPDs in a sample of FM patients (Chapter III - 

manuscript in preparation - preliminary results showed); 

 methodological design and planning of a secondary-analysis of the cross-

sectional investigation, studying the correlation among BPDs and 

neuropathic pain symptoms through self-administered questionnaires 

(Chapter III - manuscript in preparation - preliminary results showed); 

 design and submission to the ethical committee of a mixed-method 

research project, investigating the subjective experience of FM patients 

with BPDs through the concomitant administration of quantitative 

questionnaires and qualitative in-depth interviews (Chapter IV - 

research project approved by the Ethical Committee of the University of 

Genoa: Appendix V). 
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Phase III: studying the presence of BPD phenomena in a population of patients with 

musculoskeletal disorders (CLBP patients affected by failed back surgery syndrome), 

analysing the relationship with neuropathic pain. 

 methodological design and submission to the ethical committee of a 

cross-sectional study investigating the presence of symptoms referring to 

BPDs in a sample of CLBP patients affected by failed back surgery 

syndrome. It has been planned to study BPD phenomena through the 

administration of questionnaires and a clinical evaluation, including a 

specific neurological examination of small- and large-fibers, and 

neurocognitive tasks (Chapter V - research project approved by the 

Ethical Committee of Vrije Universiteit Brussel: Appendix VI). 
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PART I 

INTRODUCTION 

Body Perception Dysfunctions in Musculoskeletal Disorders 

and Rheumatic Diseases 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Brief overview on body perception 
 

To “live” our own body is a fascinating and complex experience because the body 

represents a unique multisensory object (Longo et al., 2008a): it is at the same time a 

source of sensations and an object to which our beliefs, emotions, reflections and 

behaviours are directed, just like with many other external objects in the world (Longo 

et al., 2010). Moreover, our own body integrates a large variety of inputs both from the 

outside and from within the body (Gallace and Spence, 2008), and represents the main 

source of interaction between us and the complex surrounding world (Medina and 

Coslett, 2016a).  Nevertheless, body experience is not direct, as we see in the case of 

bodily illusions and pain perception, two perceptual experiences that illustrate the 

complexity of mental organizations. Rather, it is filtered by a numbers of factors 
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(Pazzaglia and Zantedeschi, 2016), such as somatosensory inputs, which are 

recalibrated through innate stored information (body memory) (Riva, 2018).  

From our body we can obtain basic somatic sensations of touch, warm, cold and 

proprioception, which from peripheral receptors reach central specific cortical areas 

(somatosensation). Our body interaction, however, is also made of richer and more 

complex experiences, such as the estimation of body size and shape or the perception of 

body parts localization in external space (somatoperception) (Longo and Haggard, 

2010; Taylor-Clarke et al., 2004), for which there are no specialized sensory receptors. 

For example, the act of estimating the distance between our hand and an object in order 

to reach it, or the act of localizing – without relying on eyesight – a mosquito pricking 

our skin are two perceptual skills that are taken for granted and that we probably operate 

in the absence of awareness. As we lack receptors to capture these kinds of complex 

information (body metrics and stimuli location on the skin), we have to consider the 

possibility that they indirectly originate within the brain (Pazzaglia and Zantedeschi, 

2016) through the integration of multimodal somatosensorial flux of information with 

innate or stored configurations of the body (somatorepresentations). Medina and Coslett 

(2016b) and Longo (2015) provide a variety of examples for the necessity of a 

secondary, higher-order perceptual somatorepresentation, allowing for example the 

localisation of tactile stimuli on the skin (topognosis), or the perception of body size and 

shape (metric properties), and thereby going beyond the simple information encoding 

process taking place in the somatosensory map.  

Thus, perceptual body experiences such as those mentioned are the result of multiple 

sources of information and, more particularly, are made possible by the interaction of 

three different levels of neural processing. These levels are schematized below and have 
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been adapted and modified from the theoretical model proposed by Longo et al., 

(2010):  

 1) somatosensation: primarily sensory processing of somatic stimuli; 

2) somatoperception: higher-level percept of the body and objects in contact 

with body parts;  

 3) somatorepresentations: a variety of functional and neural 

 configurations (body models) encoding different body characteristics (e.g. 

 sensorial, perceptual or cognitive). 

These three different mechanisms (somatosensation, somatoperception and 

somatorepresentations) are integrated, and their contributions are probably overlapping 

(Moseley et al., 2012). However, different neural substrates and circuitries (Longo et 

al., 2010) are involved in their functioning, and descriptions of peculiar clinical cases 

have highlighted possible dissociations between them that can help in studying higher-

ordered mental functions from a neuropsychological perspective. For example, conflicts 

between somatoperception (what the body is felt to be like), and cognitive 

somatorepresentation (what the body is believed/remembered to be like) could arise in 

such conditions. Neurological descriptions of clinical cases, especially subsequently to 

central and peripheral nervous system damages, are rich of examples of bodily illusions 

informing us about the dissociation between the different mechanisms involved. The 

most striking example is probably given by the phantom limb illusion (Ehde et al., 

2000; Giummarra et al., 2010; Melzak, 1989). In this clinical condition, patients still 

have the perception of owning a body part (somatoperception), even though they 

cognitively know that it has been amputated (cognitive somatorepresentation), while 

somatic information cannot come from that body part (somatosensation) because 

sensitive receptors are physically missing.  
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This atypical perceptual experience highlights at least two important aspects. The first is 

that the vividness with which these patients refer to their body experience (with detailed 

sensorial characteristics that cannot be explained due to the loss of peripheral receptors) 

suggests that  sensations connected to the limb have been stored somewhere in the brain 

(body memory) (Riva, 2018). Probably, this virtual place is a structural reference model 

calibrated on the size and shape of the body and uncoupled from both somatic 

sensations and cognitive representations (Medina and Coslett, 2016b). The second 

important reflection that can be made is that somatosensation is neither sufficient nor 

necessary to produce somatoperception. Sensations from the ‘old’ limb are maintained 

in a body structure model of reference, and continue to exist even in the absence of the 

limb itself (Tsakiris and Fotopoulou, 2008). It follows that there may be a dissociation 

between these different components of mental representation of the body and the 

primary sensory process, because each one has different functional and neuroanatomical 

underpinnings (see Longo et al., 2010 for a detailed dissertation and other examples). 

In summary, our body experience ranges from basic sensations of touch, warm, cold, 

nociception etc. (somatosensation) to more sophisticated perceptual localizations of 

body parts or estimations of their size (somatoperception). In both cases, these 

embodied experiences are the result of a recalibration taking place through innate stored 

body configuration (Pazzaglia and Zantedeschi, 2016) occurring at higher cortical levels 

(somatorepresentations). Thus, body experience is essentially a perceptual experience, 

namely the top-down product of a series of hypotheses that the brain (Gregory, 1970) 

generates about the body on the basis of the available somatosensory information, 

which are not necessarily veridical. If we assume that "our perceptual experience is a 

representation of the world that tends towards veridicality" (Zavagno et al., 2015), then 

bodily illusions can be conceived as errors or deviations with respect to our body 
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representations of reference. These conflicting experiences may occur when information 

coming from our body are poor, distorted or ambiguous (bottom-up mechanism), or 

when the body representational model of reference has changed (top-down mechanism). 

Thus, the study of errors in processing explicit and implicit body experience, as in the 

case of illusion phenomena (Medina and Coslett, 2016b), may represent a useful 

opportunity to shed light on how the brain generates our body perceptual experience and 

its distortions in patients with MDRDs, and on pain perception itself (Fang et al., 2019; 

Pamment and Aspell, 2017). However, existing studies on somatorepresentation and 

somatoperception have been conducted mainly on healthy subjects (Fuentes et al., 2013; 

Longo, 2017; Longo et al., 2008b), while clinical research has mostly investigated 

neurological conditions (Haggard and Wolpert, 2005; Pia et al., 2016, 2013), eating 

disorders (Gadsby, 2017; Keizer et al., 2011; Scarpina et al., 2014; Spitoni et al., 2015), 

and neuropathic pain syndromes such as CRPS (Förderreuther et al., 2004; Galer and 

Jensen, 1999; Lewis et al., 2007; Reinersmann et al., 2013).  

A large body of literature in the field of MDRDs has instead investigated primary 

somatosensations (Tsay et al., 2015) – mainly tactile acuity (Catley et al., 2014, 2013; 

Harvie et al., 2018) and proprioception precision (Lin et al., 2019; Stanton et al., 2016; 

Tong et al., 2017) – referring generically to disturbances at the level of perception or 

mental representations. However, both two-point discrimination and joint repositioning 

error (two of the most frequently investigated tasks) cannot be considered as having a 

higher-order somatoperceptual involvement (Hillier et al., 2015; Longo and Haggard, 

2010; Spitoni et al., 2015). 

Body perception dysfunctions in MDRDs 

In circumstances where the body is diseased or damaged, the following elements can 

coexist: affected somatosensation due to organic changes, presence of altered cognitive 
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somatorepresentation due to awareness of the disease, and fear about the pathology 

(Longo et al., 2010), resulting in an alteration in somatoperception. An anecdotic case 

description has been reported by the famous neurologist Oliver Sacks in his personal 

experience of acute leg injury (Stone et al., 2012). However, in patients with chronic 

MDRDs, the mechanisms underlying somatoperception remain substantially unknown, 

and so does the role played by cognitive influences on body perception. Moreover, 

especially in patients with CLBP, attitudes, beliefs, and knowledge 

(somatorepresentation) have been investigated mainly with respect to the disease in 

general (Bowey-Morris et al., 2011; Capraro et al., 2012; Foster et al., 2008; Heyduck et 

al., 2014; Leysen et al., 2017; Setchell et al., 2017; Sloan et al., 2008; Walsh and 

Radcliffe, 2002; Werner et al., 2005) or with respect to pain perception and its cognitive 

interpretation (Borkan et al., 1995; Bunzli et al., 2015a, 2015b; Main et al., 2010) rather 

than with respect to the perception of one’s own body parts. Therefore, there is a lack of 

knowledge about how one’s body is cognitively represented when in pain.   

Thus, it appears that there is a paucity of evidence on the issue of body perception 

dysfunctions in MDRDs, and sometimes the methodological approaches adopted are 

largely different from one other, making it difficult to compare results. Despite these 

limitations, some verbal expressions reflecting a potential alteration in 

somatoperception have been described in patients with CLBP and FM, and will be 

briefly described in the section below.  

Body perception dysfunctions in chronic LBP 

Through a qualitative phenomenological analysis, Osborn and Smith (2006) have 

reported some subjective descriptions of patients with CLBP in which their painful 

spines were experienced as "separate from the body" and "out of their automatic 

control". However, in this study, the focus was on the 'sense of self' and the 'sense of 
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identity' defined as a collection of core beliefs, constructs, affects or cognitions utilized 

to define oneself both privately and with respect to the external world. Thus, all the 

themes emerged seem to be connected more with the concept of cognitive 

somatorepresentation than with that of explicit somatoperception and, for this reason, 

this last aspect of body experience remains unexplored.  

Moseley’s study (2008) represents the first attempt toward the study of body perception 

dysfunctions in MDRDs. He discovered that five out of six patients with CLBP reported 

difficulties in drawing their trunk along its entire extension, with the tendency to draw 

their vertebrae displaced from the midline toward the painful side. However, evidence 

about these kinds of body size distortions seem to be contradictory: in some studies, 

cases have been found of perceived "swollen" back, while in others subjects reported 

"shrank" or normal back perception (Adamczyk et al., 2018; Nishigami et al., 2015; 

Wand et al., 2016). Moreover, these studies have focused on conscious (explicit) body 

experience without taking into account the mechanisms underlying unconscious 

(implicit) somatoperception (Longo, 2015). 

Body perception dysfunctions in FM 

“Phantom sensations” of swelling in hands and feet (McCabe et al., 2007, 2004) similar 

to those referred by CRPS patients (Lewis et al., 2007; Peltz et al., 2011) have been 

preliminary collected also in FM patients. These misperceptions are strongest when 

closing the eyes (McCabe et al., 2004), and have been defined “phantom” because 

bodily illusions are disconfirmed by visual or tactile inspections of the affected body 

parts. Patients become aware of this perceptual conflict and of the inexistence of the 

perceived sensation of swelling (McCabe et al., 2004). However, phantom perceptions 

seem so real that patients, for example, try to untie their shoes or wear looser clothes to 

accommodate their “enlarged” body parts (McCabe et al., 2009).   
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In FM, it also seems to emerge a condition of reduced awareness of limb position in 

space (Lewis et al., 2010) and distance misjudgement. These patients report, for 

example, knocking crockery when handling them, or missing a step when climbing 

stairs (McCabe et al., 2009). Motor dysfunctions (tremor and slowness in movement) 

have also been found in combination with sensory perceptual abnormalities (Burgunder, 

1998). Considering the reciprocal influence between motor output and sensory 

feedback, alterations of movements may be both generated by phantom perceptions or 

contribute to perpetuate them in these patients (McCabe et al., 2009). 

The relationship of motor dysfunctions and phantom perceptions with long-lasting pain 

has not been clarified yet. Nevertheless, it has been demonstrated that painful sensation 

can be generated or augmented in healthy volunteers in the presence of sensory-motor 

conflicts (congruent or incongruent movements seen by patients in a mirror or 

whiteboard device during upper and lower limb movements). Notably, in patients with 

FM, during these experimentally-induced sensory-motor conflicts, new sensory 

perceptions appeared (pain, limb weight, disorientation and changes in body image) 

(McCabe et al., 2005) similar to those experienced when FM get worse (McCabe et al., 

2009) and pain increases (McCabe et al., 2007).  

Knowledge gap 

The study of body perception in chronic painful conditions represents an emergent 

research area. In order to highlight their clinical implications, some researchers 

(Förderreuther et al., 2004; Lewis et al., 2010) have suggested to include the assessment 

of body perception dysfunctions also in clinical trials, with the aim of discovering if 

these phenomena change or disappear naturally or after therapeutic treatments. It would 

also be important, as it has been suggested (Förderreuther et al., 2004) to assess if the 

presence of such disturbances is an indicator of poor prognosis.  
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There appears to be a lack of a comprehensive point of view about the presence and 

magnitude of this kind of disturbance and its relationship with chronic pain in the field 

of MDRDs. As in the case of CRPS (Lewis et al., 2010), as a consequence of this 

knowledge gap this area has been poorly explored in research and has probably been 

neglected or underestimated in clinical practice. 

Chronic pain, by definition, represents a problem in which previous treatments have 

failed (Wand et al., 2011). Thus, considering the huge health, economic and social 

burden of MDRDs (Palazzo et al., 2014; Storheim and Zwart, 2014; Vos et al., 2015), a 

deeper knowledge about body perception dysfunction phenomena may be helpful to 

strengthen diagnostic procedures, sub-groups identifications, and perhaps reduce 

treatment failures.  

Overall, these findings, together with clinical observations made in personal clinical 

practice, call for further exploration of these peculiar clinical manifestations in patients 

with MDRDs in order to clarify the relationship with outcomes of clinical relevance as 

regards neuropathic pain features, pain intensity and duration, and disability. A better 

understanding of the potential correlation between chronic pain and body perception 

may constitute a chance to improve clinical approaches to MDRDs. To delve into this 

emergent research area may potentially contribute to identify subgroups of MDRDs 

patients with features of BPDs, and subtypes of BPDs. Findings coming from this 

emergent research area may lead to the development of new diagnostic and therapeutic 

methodologies, thereby implementing for example tests or therapeutic tools already in 

use in the neuropsychological field, as well as developing targeted outcome measures or 

prognostic indicators. 
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Research questions: 

Recently, the potential role played by body perception has been highlighted by 

Trojan et al. (2014), suggesting that diagnostic and therapeutic procedures may be 

improved if more emphasis will be placed on research in this field. Even in CRPS, body 

perception dysfunctions seem to precede the onset of other symptoms, and it has been 

speculated that pain may be a consequence rather than a cause in the development of 

“phantom perceptions” (Bultitude and Rafal, 2010). 

Nevertheless, some issues remain unexplored:  

1) What is the state of the art in literature about the existence of BPDs phenomena 

in MDRDs, including prevalence data, assessment procedures, treatment 

strategies, and methodological approach of investigation?  

2) What is the relationship of neuropathic pain and other neuropathic symptoms 

with BPDs? 

3) What is the prevalence of body perception dysfunctions in a specific sample of 

MDRDs patients, and mainly in FM and CLBP? 

4) How do patients reporting BPDs subjectively experience these phenomena? 

The first research question has been approached in Chapter I, while the remaining 

questions have been addressed in Chapters III-IV. 
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Background: Pain and body perception are essentially two subjective mutually

influencing experiences. However, in the field of musculoskeletal disorders and rheumatic

diseases we lack of a comprehensive knowledge about the relationship between

body perception dysfunctions and pain or disability. We systematically mapped the

literature published about the topics of: (a) somatoperception; (b) body ownership;

and (c) perception of space, analysing the relationship with pain and disability. The

results were organized around the two main topics of the assessment and treatment

of perceptual dysfunctions.

Methods: This scoping review followed the six-stage methodology suggested by

Arksey and O’Malley. Ten electronic databases and grey literature were systematically

searched. The PRISMA Extension for Scoping Reviews was used for reporting results.

Two reviewers with different background, independently performed study screening

and selection, and one author performed data extraction, that was checked by a

second reviewer.

Results: Thirty-seven studies fulfilled the eligibility criteria. The majority of studies (68%)

concerned the assessment methodology, and the remaining 32% investigated the effects

of therapeutic interventions. Research designs, methodologies adopted, and settings

varied considerably across studies. Evidence of distorted body experience were found

mainly for explicit somatoperception, especially in studies adopting self-administered

questionnaire and subjective measures, highlighting in some cases the presence of

sub-groups with different perceptual features. Almost half of the intervention studies

(42%) provided therapeutic approaches combining more than one perceptual task, or

sensory-motor tasks together with perceptual strategies, thus it was difficult to estimate

the relative effectiveness of each single therapeutic component.
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Conclusions: To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to systematically map and

summarize this research area in the field of musculoskeletal disorders and rheumatic

diseases. Although methodological limitations limit the validity of the evidence obtained,

some strategies of assessment tested and therapeutic strategies proposed represent

useful starting points for future research. This review highlights preliminary evidence,

strengths, and limitations of the literature published about the research questions,

identifying key points that remain opened to be addressed, and make suggestions for

future research studies. Body representation, as well as pain perception and treatment,

can be better understood if an enlarged perspective including body and space perception

is considered.

Keywords: musculoskeletal disorders, rheumatic diseases, chronic pain, somatoperception, body perception,

body representation, body ownership, scoping review

INTRODUCTION

The body is a unique multisensory object (Longo et al.,
2008a) integrating a large variety of inputs both from the
outside and from within the body (Gallace and Spence, 2008),
thus offering the opportunity for a better interaction with
the complex surrounding world (Medina and Coslett, 2016a).
We can experience our own body through the basic somatic
sensations of touch, warmth, cold, proprioception, nociception
and itch coming from peripheral receptors to central specific
cortical areas (somatosensation). However, our body interaction
with the surrounding world is also made by more rich and
complex experiences, as the estimation of body size and
shape, or the perception of body parts localization in external
space (somatoperception) (Taylor-Clarke et al., 2004; Longo and
Haggard, 2010) for which there are no specialized sensory
receptors. The achievement of this more sophisticated perceptual
experience requires moving beyond pure somatosensation to a
higher-order level of neural machinery in which a combination
of somatic information converges in associative areas (Murata
and Ishida, 2007; Murata et al., 2016) to produce a multimodal
representation of the body as a whole (the so called body matrix)
(Moseley et al., 2012). This “on line” organization of somatic
information is checked for congruence against internal body
models (somatorepresentations) (Schwoebel and Coslett, 2005; de
Vignemont, 2007; Carruthers, 2008; Tsakiris and Fotopoulou,
2008; Berlucchi and Aglioti, 2010; Longo, 2015; Medina and
Coslett, 2016a): if the “on line” representation does not match
(Azañón and Haggard, 2009) the “off line” body memory
(Riva, 2018) we experience a body incoherence, from which
misperceptions and bodily illusions may arise.

Abbreviations: 2-PET, 2-Point Estimation Task; BO, Body Ownership; BID,

Body Image Drawing; CLBP, Chronic Low Back Pain; CNP, Chronic Neck

Pain; CRAF, Computerized Rod And Frame test; CRPS, Complex Regional

Pain Syndrome; FreBAQ, Fremantle Back Awareness Questionnaire; FreKAQ,

Fremantle Knee Awareness Questionnaire; MDRDs, Musculoskeletal Disorders

and Rheumatic Diseases; MNss, Motor-Neglect sub-scale; NLSQ, Neglect-Like

Symptoms Questionnaire; PTP, Point-to-Point; RHI, Rubber Hand Illusion; SoP,

Somatoperception; SpP, Space Perception; SVV, Subjective Visual Verticality; SVH,

Subjective Visual Horizontality; WAD, Whiplash Associated Disorders.

In addition, as a part of our body interaction with the
surrounding world, how we experience our own’s body relates
also to our sense of self, understood as the perceptual feeling
that a body part belong to us (ownership), and is under our
own control (agency) (Tsakiris et al., 2006; Longo et al., 2008a).
Internal mental representation of the body includes the shape
and contours of own body, the perceived location of body parts,
and the boundaries between them and external objects. Body
ownership and body agency can be tested experimentally through
the Rubber Hand Illusion (RHI) paradigm (Botvinick and Cohen,
1998), in which tactile stimuli are applied synchronously over
a prosthetic hand placed in front of the participant, and on his
actual hand hidden from view. This produces an illusory sense
of incorporation of the rubber hand as it was the participant’s
own hand (Botvinick, 2004). Overall, how we experience our
body and space around us results from the integration of at
least three different sub-functions: (a) the perception we have
of our own body (somatoperception—SoP); (b) the perception
of the space around us in which we are immersed (space
perception—SpP); and (c) the integration of the two body
experiences in order to produce a coherent sense of self (body
ownership—BO). Up to now we have only a partial knowledge
of the operational mechanisms guiding SoP because a large
number of studies conducted in the fields of experimental
psychology and neurophysiology have mainly studied the basic
mechanisms of somatosensations while we know much less about
the higher-order mechanisms involved in SoP (Longo et al.,
2010). Moreover, the research lines have increased the interest on
BO and SpP only in the last one or two decades (Ramakonar et al.,
2011; Trojan et al., 2014).

Musculoskeletal Disorders and Rheumatic Diseases (MDRDs)

are a group of diseases commonly affecting bones, muscles and

joints (van der Heijde et al., 2018) that often cause chronic

pain with a severe impact on the quality of life of patients
(March et al., 2014; Blyth et al., 2019), loss of work productivity
(Daneshmandi et al., 2017), and significant economic costs for
the community (Bevan, 2015; Vos et al., 2017; Briggs et al.,
2018). Notably, pain and body perception are essentially two
subjective mutually influencing perceptual experiences (Haggard
et al., 2013; Trojan et al., 2014): the fast and accurate perception
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of pain is essential to protect the body, and the perception of
body integrity is needed to avoid pain (Wand et al., 2016). Thus,
the study of errors in processing the explicit (conscious) and
implicit (unconscious) body experience, as in the case of illusion
phenomena (Medina and Coslett, 2016b), may represent a useful
opportunity to understand how the brain constructs functional
representations of the body in patients with MDRDs, and on
pain perception itself (Pamment and Aspell, 2017; Fang et al.,
2019) in these clinical conditions. However, existing studies on
SoP, SpP, and BO were largely conducted on healthy subjects
(Longo et al., 2008a; Fuentes et al., 2013; Longo, 2017), and
clinical research has mostly investigated neurological conditions
(Haggard and Wolpert, 2005; Pia et al., 2013, 2016), eating
disorders (Keizer et al., 2011; Scarpina et al., 2014; Spitoni et al.,
2015; Gadsby, 2017), and neuropathic pain syndromes such
as Complex Regional Pain Syndrome-CRPS (Galer and Jensen,
1999; Förderreuther et al., 2004; Lewis et al., 2007; Reinersmann
et al., 2013). A large body of literature on the field of MDRDs
has instead investigated primary somatosensations (Tsay et al.,
2015), mainly tactile acuity (Catley et al., 2013, 2014; Harvie et al.,
2018) and proprioceptive precision (Stanton et al., 2016; Tong
et al., 2017; Lin et al., 2019), referring generically to disturbances
at the level of perception or mental representations. However,
both two-point discrimination and joint repositioning error (two
of the most frequently investigated tasks) cannot be considered
as having a higher-order somatoperceptual involvement (Longo
and Haggard, 2010; Hillier et al., 2015; Spitoni et al., 2015).
The area of MDRDs thus lacks a comprehensive knowledge
about the more complex implicit and explicit body and
space perception.

Evidence supporting the interaction between pain and the
three mentioned domains of body experience (SoP, SpP, BO)
have been found in experimentally-induced pain (Moseley et al.,
2008; Gallace et al., 2011; Mancini et al., 2011; Fang et al., 2019)
(e.g., distorting the visual appearance of the body). Moreover, a
correlation between body and space perception dysfunctions with
pain intensity and its duration (Förderreuther et al., 2004; Peltz
et al., 2011; Reinersmann et al., 2012), were found in CRPS, thus
it would be clinically relevant to clarify if this interaction exists
also in MDRDs.

In order to have a comprehensive and structured knowledge
of how body experience has been investigated in MDRDs,
we systematically reviewed the literature published about the
implicit and explicit mechanisms of: (a) somatoperception (and
indirectly on somatorepresentations); (b) body ownership; and (c)
space perception.

The primary goal of this study was to map and examine the

quantity and the nature of the scientific literature concerning the
implicit and explicit own’s body and space perception, organizing

the findings around three main topics:

a) the adopted strategies of assessment for
perceptual dysfunctions;

b) the impact of perceptual disorders in MDRDs compared to
other disorders (e.g., CRPS) and in sub-groups of MDRDs;

c) the interventions proposed to approach perceptual disorders
associated to MDRDs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The scoping methodology has been adopted because represents
the most appropriate method to overview the literature about an
emergent research area that is still fragmented, complex, wide,
poorly understood or not deeply investigated before (Colquhoun
et al., 2014, 2017). The review followed the PRISMA Extension
for Scoping Reviews (PRISMA-ScR) (Tricco et al., 2018).
A detailed PRISMA-ScR is provided Additional File 1. Every
deviation from the published protocol (Viceconti et al., 2018)
or added procedure were declared. Neuroscientists (ML, AG,
MP) and physiotherapists (AV, DL, DP, DR, GR, MT) constituted
an inter-professional and interdisciplinary research team with
both clinical and scientific background to better approach,
from a rehabilitative perspective, a research area that has been
historically treated by neuropsychological disciplines (Head and
Holmes, 1911; Haggard and Wolpert, 2005; Medina and Coslett,
2016b). In agreement with the concept of a “literature map,” the
results are graphically presented in Figures 3–8.

Eligibility Criteria
Inclusion and exclusion criteria are reported in Table 2. An
iterative process, rather than a fixed and pre-established
searching schema, is one of the features characterizing scoping
reviews: eligibility criteria were updated in progress by an
iterative process based on feedback provided by authors, in order
to better refine the searching process according to the research
questions (see the step 1 of the Figure 1).

We adopted a priori operational definitions of the key
terms used (see Table 1 for terminological aspects) in order
to avoid terminological misunderstanding. Themes like those
dealing with somatosensation, somatosensory representation,
body scheme, body structural description, body concept,
and body affect were not considered as the main focus
of this review. In particular, sensory representations and
somatosensations were often used in literature as a surrogate
for perceptual representations and somatoperception, mainly to
describe their associated dysfunctions. Readers are invited to
see Flor et al. (1997), Flor (2003), and Hotz-Boendermaker
et al. (2016) for maladaptive reorganizations of somatosensory
representations, and Tsay et al. (2015) for a comprehensive
review on somatosensations. Moreover, we have deliberately
avoided the use of the umbrella term “body image” given the
controversies and interpretational difficulties with this term (de
Vignemont, 2010; Pitron et al., 2018; Gadsby, 2019): it has
often been used as a “passepartout” term, lumping together
phenomena and psychological capacities quite different from
each other, often referred to beliefs and affective attitudes
related to the body (Mohr et al., 2010). We have to consider
that words used in literature to describe body perception,
mental representations and the relative assigned meanings are
sometimes ambiguous or contradictory (Gallagher, 1986) and
often depend on the observer’s professional background., Thus,
to better organize the results emerged from the review we
have referred to the theoretical model proposed by Longo
et al. (2010), Longo (2016) and adapted it for the purposes of
this study.
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FIGURE 1 | Summary of the adopted guidance framework for scoping reviews.

Searching Strategy and Information
Sources
In line with the published protocol, we followed a three-
step search strategy as recommended by The Joanna Briggs

Institute (2015). A preliminary search strategy was developed,

pilot-tested and peer-reviewed by two authors with different

background (a physiotherapist expert in research methodology—

DR, and a neuropsychologist—AG), by using the PRESS 2015
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TABLE 1 | Terminological definitions.

Mechanisms Meanings Tasks (examples) Neural bases

Somatosensations “How owns body is felt to be like?”

They are the basics mechanisms producing the

sensations of touch, proprioception, cold, warm,

nociception, vision, etc., for which we own specific

receptors, encoding the input information according to

the particular type of stimulus processed.

Tactile stimuli detection, precision of

touch (e.g., two-point discrimination

threshold), repositioning accuracy

(e.g., joint position sense).

Sensorial Representations:

Primary Somatosensory cortices.

Somatoperceptions “How owns body is perceived to be like?”

It is referred to the complex perceptual tasks, for which

we not own specialized receptors.

Perception of body parts’ size and

location, the skin localization of tactile

stimuli, tactile object recognition,

spatial localisation of touch.

Perceptual representations:

Superficial schema, postural schema

and body model.

Parietal cortices, especially in

right hemisphere.

Somatorepresentations

• Somatosensory

Representation

• Perceptual

Representation

• Cognitive Representation

With this “umbrella term” it can be grouped a variety of

functional and neural configurations about different body

characteristics (e.g., sensorial, perceptual or cognitive).

In this sense, the conceptual term “representation” can

assume a variety of meanings on the base of what

features are specifically analysed.

Cognition “How owns body is believed, remembered to be like?”

It is referred to a cognitive reflection about the body.

Body structural description, general

semantic knowledge, formation of

attitudes and emotion toward the

body.

Cognitive Representations:

Especially in left hemisphere.

Adapted and modified from Longo et al. (2010). Substantial differences exist between the two high-order processes represented by the somatoperception and somatorepresentation,

from the basics mechanisms of the somatosensations (Longo et al., 2010). Despite these three different mechanisms are integrated and linked (Moseley et al., 2012), they may be

dissociable, at least partially, because each one is based on different functional and neuroanatomical underlying structures and mechanisms: see Longo et al. (2010) for a review on the

neural bases of body representations and Medina and Coslett (2016b) for descriptions of clinical cases highlighting this dissociation.

Evidence-Based Checklist (McGowan et al., 2016). Modifications
to the search string were made after reviewers’ suggestions.
Searching history and the peer-reviews of the search strategy are
available under request. In addition to the procedure described in
the protocol, the “Similar Articles” function of PubMed was used
and the snowball technique adopted when additional articles
were found (Greenhalgh and Peacock, 2005).

Electronic Databases
Electronic search was conducted by one author (AV) between
May 2018 until September 2018 on 10 electronic databases
and grey literature (a full description is provided in the
Additional File 2). Very broad search terms were employed for
a more sensitive rather than specific search of the literature
aimed at meeting the primary goal of the scoping review to
systematically map the literature. A secondary review was made
by scanning the Gray Matters Checklist.1

Study Selection
Two reviewers with different background independently
evaluated records for eligibility of title/abstract (DL and EC)
and full texts screening (AV and MP). Any disagreement was
resolved by discussion between reviewers or, in case of persistent
disagreement, a third reviewer (MT) was introduced to reach
a consensus. The reviewing process is detailed on the PRISMA
flow chart (Figure 2).

1https://www.cadth.ca/resources/finding-evidence/grey-matters

Calibration Phase
Both for the screening of titles/abstracts and for the selection
of full-texts the raters performed a series of pilot tests as a
calibration exercise to improve the reliability of judgments and
agreement between evaluators (Tricco et al., 2018). Each round
of pilot testing was accompanied by explanatory documents
in which eligibility criteria were updated and clarified, and
specification about potentially conflicting terminology were
provided in order to avoid interpretation errors. For all pre-
formal screening test, inter-rater percentage agreement had
to be >90% before starting the formal screening (Colquhoun
et al., 2017) (further information are provided in the published
protocol). Feedback from evaluators were used to refine
the inclusion/exclusion criteria (see the difference between
Table 2 in the present study and its counterpart in the
published protocol).

Data Analysis
Findings emerged from the retrieved studies were organized
around the research questions. Due to the heterogeneity of
studies, in terms of research designs, methodological issues
and clinical conditions investigated, we adopted a qualitative-
descriptive synthesis, as suggested by the PRISMA-ScR (Tricco
et al., 2018), and following the approach recommended by the
Cochrane Group (Higgins and Green, 2008) and the (Centre for
Reviews Dissemination, 2009). In case of incomplete or missing
data, the authors of the included papers were contacted for
further information. Data were extracted by a single reviewer
(AV) using a standardized Excel spreadsheet designed for
this study and adapted after the pilot trial charting exercise.
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FIGURE 2 | PRISMA flow diagram detailing the selection of sources of evidence.
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TABLE 2 | Eligibility criteria for inclusion and exclusion studies.

Inclusion criteria Exclusion criteria

Aim: studies investigating alterations of the implicit/explicit body perception or

perceptual dysfunctions of peri-/extra- personal space. Studies investigating the body

ownership (e.g., the rubber hand illusion phenomena). Intervention studies on specific

form of perceptual training (e.g., localization sensory training) or involving the

perceptual manipulation of body parts as the main content of the therapy (>50%).

Intervention studies not adopting perceptual rehabilitation or perceptual

manipulations were included only if they considered the effectiveness of proposed

interventions with respect to objectively or subjectively measured body perception

dysfunctions, as a primary or secondary outcome.

Language: full text in English Languagea.

Setting: experimental or clinicalb.

Participants:

• Studies on humans (>16 y old), male and female.

• Patients affected by musculoskeletal disorders or rheumatic diseases (e.g., LBP,

neck pain, osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, fibromyalgia, etc.), including radicular

syndromes (radicular pain and radiculopathies).

Study Design:

• Primary research studies:

◦ Quantitative design (including proceedingsc, conference abstractsc):

- Experimental designs (RCT, controlled clinical trials);

- Observational designs (descriptive studies, surveys, cohort studies,

cross-sectional studies, observer-reported or patient-reported outcome

studies, case studiesd/seriesd, proceedingsd;

◦ Qualitative designs: all types of qualitative research designs.

• Secondary research studiese: systematic review with or without meta-analysis,

meta-summary, meta-synthesis.

Outcomes:

• Quantitative research designs:

◦ Primary Outcomes:

- measures, methodologies and tests assessing implicit/explicit body perception

dysfunctions and/or alterations of surrounding space perception; self-reported

pain, neurophysiologic threshold measures of pain (e.g., electrical pain

threshold or pain pressure threshold);

- the association between pain (intensity and duration) and disturbances of the

implicit/explicit body perception, space perception and body ownership.

◦ Secondary Outcomes:

- self-reported disability and measures of physical functionality;

- the association between neuro-anatomical and/or neurophysiologic correlates

and measures of body perception.

• Qualitative research designs:

◦ Primary Outcomes:

- Interpretation of body image drawings;

- the frequency and typology of words used by patients in describing the

alterations of own implicit and explicit body experience. Themes and

subthemes will be derived by the analysis of patients’ interview.

Aim: studies investigating body perception in relation to action, both in

congruent and incongruent conditions (e.g., the illusion of virtual walking, the

mirror therapy, the ability to imagine movements of body parts or to mentally

rotate body parts as in the case of motor imagery, the left/right discrimination

tasks, or the video-interpretation of own’s body in dynamic conditions).

Studies investigating the body/self-image with the meaning of the

satisfaction about own bodily appearance, physical efficacy and general

health, or concerning the body esteem, and self-acceptance.

Studies investigating the concept of the body awareness or interoception

referred as the general a-specific ability to notice subtle internal bodily

sensations/states and emotions, or referred to the generic concept of the

“mind-body” connection.

Studies using body awareness-oriented intervention (e.g., breath

relaxation, concentration, body scan) or belong to the broad umbrella

of Body Awareness Interventions (BAI).

Studies investigating the balance or posturography, tactile acuity (two-

point discrimination threshold), joint repositioning error (or repositioning

accuracy), sensorimotor mismatch and sensory/sensorimotor training with

tasks involving aspects of somatosensation (e.g., tactile acuity training or JPS

training).

Language: full text and abstract not in English Languagef.

Participants:

• Patients affected by:

- neuropathic pain (e.g., Complex Regional Pain Syndrome—CRPS,

Phantom Limb Pain) or myelopathies;

- eating disorders (e.g., anorexia, bulimia);

- psychiatric or neurological conditions (e.g., personality dissociation,

somatoform disorders, Body Identity Integrity Disorders – BIID,

dementia, Alzheimer and Parkinson diseases, Multiple Sclerosis,

Stroke, Cerebral Palsy, Spinal Cord Diseases);

- congenital, hereditary or endocrine abnormalities and deformities

(e.g., pectus carinatum, phocomelia, acromegaly, gigantism, Marfan

Syndrome, benign joint hypermobility syndrome);

- neoplastic or post-neoplastic conditions (e.g., breast cancer).

Study Design:

• Narrative reviewg, editorialsg,h, commentaries or expert opinion articlesg,h,

point of viewg, brief communicationsg,h, debateg, perspectivesg, letters to

editorsg,h, correspondences or replies to lettersg,h, book reviews or

chaptersg, study protocolh.

aOr full text not in English language but with the abstract in English language.
bWith a particular focus on studies reporting methodologies or test/measures feasible to translate in clinical practice.
cThe correspondent paper were searched where available; included only if the abstract was available and if was described with a rigorous methodology and with clearly reported results

on the base of the construct analyzed.
d Included only if it was described with a rigorous methodology, with clearly reported results on the base of the construct analyzed.
e Included studies and reference lists of secondary studied were manually scanned in order to find additional sources.
fExcluded from the analysis but reported in order to provide a general overview of the amount of international literature published.
g Reference list of records of interest for the topic were be manually scanned.
h Included in qualitative analysis only if containing additional information to an earlier or ongoing trial study report, or information about a study or experiment not reported elsewhere.

A second author (DP) performed the crosschecking of data
extracted. Information extracted from each study are detailed
in Supplementary Files of the published study protocol. With
respect to the original data-extraction form, the item “Future
research direction” was deleted because it was not considered
relevant The difference between groups means was used as an

unstandardized measure for the size of the effect in intervention
studies: in case of missed aggregated data, pooled mean and
pooled standard deviation were calculated, as well as the
95% Interval Confidence (95% CI). The assessment of studies
for clinical relevance was based on the Minimal Clinically
Important Difference (MCID) thresholds established in literature
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for the outcomes used in included studies (see notes of the
Supplementary Table S2).

Critical Appraisal of Individual Sources of
Evidence
The primary goal of scoping studies is to systematically map
and synthesize results coming from an emerging research area
(Canadian Institutes of Health Research, 2010; Colquhoun
et al., 2014), rather than provide the best available evidence.
Considering also the methodological heterogeneity expected
from the studies published on this topic, a qualitative appraisal
for risk of bias was not conducted, in accordance to published
guidelines on the conduct of scoping reviews (Peters et al., 2015).

Clinical Relevance of Studies Included in
Qualitative Analysis
Clinical relevance was assessed by one author (AV) using the
recommendations of the Cochrane Collaboration Back Review
Group (Furlan et al., 2009) (a description of the items is provided
in Supplementary Table S2). For evaluation studies, the item
“Are the likely treatment benefits worth the potential harms?”
was replaced with a “The involved procedure/s and/or setting
are accessible in terms of cost and advanced technical knowledge
required?” and the item “Are the interventions and treatment
settings described well enough so that you can provide the same
for your patients?” was replaced with “Are the settings and/or
the methodology adopted, described well enough so that you
can provide the same for your patients?”. Finally, referring to
case-controls studies, the item “Is the size of the effect clinically
important?” was substituted with “Are there clinically significant
differences in the population investigated respect to the control
group/s?” In studies without control groups it was used the
item “Is there a correlation of the dysfunction detected with at
least one out the two clinical variables of pain and disability?”
Figures 7, 8 summarize the evaluation for clinical relevance,
respectively for assessment and for intervention studies.

RESULTS

Study Selection
A summary of the main findings is presented in Tables 3, 4,
organized with the acronym PCC-Population-Concept-Context
(more detailed data can be found in Additional Materials).

The first calibration test was conducted on 239 titles and
abstracts, and the second on 12 full-texts: the inter-rater
agreement was, respectively, of 93 and 100%, and was reached
for both procedures at the third round, at the end of which
the reviewers express no need of further training. The search
strategies initially produced 7,818 records from all the databases,
and 13 from authors’ personal databases (Morone et al., 2012;
Paolucci et al., 2012, 2016; Wand et al., 2013a; Hirakawa
et al., 2014; Louw et al., 2017; Stanton et al., 2017, 2018;
Adamczyk et al., 2018a,b; Ehrenbrusthoff et al., 2018; Magni
et al., 2018; Nishigami et al., 2019). After removal of duplicates
and exclusion of clearly irrelevant records on the basis of the
title and abstract, 123 full-texts were screened. Five full-texts
were not found and 96 were excluded with reasons (see the

Supplementary Table S7). Ten additional studies (Grod and
Diakow, 2002; Barker et al., 2008;Wand et al., 2010, 2011; Preston
andNewport, 2011; Nishigami et al., 2012; Diers et al., 2013; Ryan
et al., 2014; Treleaven and Takasaki, 2015; Beales et al., 2016)
were identified and considered eligible by searching the reference
lists of included papers and reviews considered of interest for
the aim of this work. Thirty-seven studies, analysing an overall
sample of 1291 patients (1,094 in evaluation studies, and 197
for interventions ones), were included in the qualitative analysis
and the end of the selection process (see the Figure 2 for a flow-
chart of the entire process). Agreement between raters in formal
screening was 95% for titles/abstracts screening, and 91% in full-
texts inclusion: all disagreements were resolved upon discussion
and clarification of eligibility criteria, and the intervention of the
third independent assessor (MT) was not needed. A graphical
distribution of included studies grouped by clinical conditions
examined is shown in Figure 3. Twenty-five studies (Grod and
Diakow, 2002; Moseley, 2008; Wand et al., 2010, 2013b, 2014,
2016; Docherty et al., 2012; Lauche et al., 2012a; Valenzuela-
Moguillansky, 2013; Hirakawa et al., 2014; Gilpin et al., 2015;
Mibu et al., 2015; Nishigami et al., 2015, 2017, 2018; Treleaven
and Takasaki, 2015; Beales et al., 2016; Janssens et al., 2017;
Moreira et al., 2017; Adamczyk et al., 2018a,b; Ehrenbrusthoff
et al., 2018; Magni et al., 2018; Martínez et al., 2018) studies
concerned the assessment of SoP dysfunctions, while twelve
interventional studies (Barker et al., 2008; Preston and Newport,
2011; Wand et al., 2011, 2013a; Morone et al., 2012; Paolucci
et al., 2012; Diers et al., 2013; Vetrano et al., 2013; Ryan et al.,
2014; Louw et al., 2017; Stanton et al., 2018; Nishigami et al.,
2019) investigated the effects of perception-based intervention
to reduce pain or to correct perceptual distortions. One study,
(Lauche et al., 2012a) was included both in assessment and in
intervention studies: it is a qualitative study investigating the
explicit SoP in chronic neck pain (CNP) patients at baseline,
and also at follow-up because it was embedded in a RCT study
investigating the effect of cupping therapy (Lauche et al., 2012b).
Figure 4 displays the domains investigated by assessment and
intervention studies.

Research Designs of Included Studies
The distribution of research designs adopted for assessment
studies is graphically represented in Figure 5. A conspicuous
number of these studies is composed by those validating the
Fremantle Back Awareness Questionnaire (FreBAQ) (Wand
et al., 2014) and the Fremantle Knee Awareness Questionnaire
(FreKAQ) (Nishigami et al., 2017), including validation studies
into other languages (Janssens et al., 2017; Ehrenbrusthoff et al.,
2018; Nishigami et al., 2018), and cross-sectional or case-control
investigations across different clinical samples (Wand et al.,
2013a, 2016; Beales et al., 2016). Figure 6 shows the research
designs adopted in the intervention studies included, of which
a large part were pre-clinical experimental studies (Diers et al.,
2013; Nishigami et al., 2019).

Assessment Studies
Five studies were conducted in an experimental setting (Grod
and Diakow, 2002; Docherty et al., 2012; Gilpin et al.,
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TABLE 3 | Synopsis of included assessment studies.

Study Design Population Concept and core outcomes Context and main results

CLINICAL SETTING STUDIES

Superficial schema (tactile localisation task)—implicit somatoperception

Wand et al. (2013a) Case-control

Study

CLBP patients (n = 24)

Healthy controls (n = 24)

11-NRS (0–10), RMDQ (0–24), Localization

task for tactile and painful stimuli (n◦ of

mislocalizations).

67% of subjects with CLBP reported at least 1 mislocalization with respect to 25% of

controls (p = 0.034). Of the possible maximum 28 mislocalizations, five were reported

in the worst cases by patients and three by controls.

Correlation Analysis: no significant SD were found between mislocalizations errors

and other variables, as Pain and Disability.

Model of body size and shape, and postural schema (body size perception and tactile localization task)—implicit somatoperception

Adamczyk et al. (2018a) Two-Case Report

Study

CLBP (n = 2) 11-NRS (0–10), ODI (0–100%), 2-PET (mm)

for subject A and B; PTP test (mm) for

subject A; qualitative version of the PTP test

for subject B.

Patient A) overestimated the painful site compared to all non-painful locations 2-PET;

range: 45–206%, and also at PTP test: 24–84%.

Subjects, by contrast, underestimated the distance at the 2-PET; range: 12–22%

smaller than contralateral side.

Model of body size and shape (body size estimation)—implicit somatoperception

Adamczyk et al. (2018b) Preliminary

Validation Study

CLBP patients (n = 20) 11-NRS (0–10), ODI (0–100%), Two-Point

Estimation (TPE) Task (manual and verbal

version).

CLBP patients underestimated the caliper distance by 56.2% (manual version) and

45.9% (verbal version), irrespective of the examiner and location.

Reliability: the manual version was more reliable than the verbal one: Inter-rater

agreement: manual TPE (ICC = 0.75–0.91); verbal TPE (ICC: 0.53–0.88). Measures in

manual version reach a stability after two repetition at painful side: ICC = 0.91

(0.77–0.97).

Inter-examiner agreement was god to excellent for manual version (ICC = 0.75–0.91).

Intra-rater agreement was good to excellent both at two-day interval (ICC =

0.75–0.91) and at 10-min interval (ICC = 0.66–0.96).

In regression Analysis pain duration and pain intensity accounted for 42% of the

total variance.

Model of body size and shape (letter recognition task)- implicit somatoperception

Wand et al. (2010) Case-control

Study

CLBP patients (n = 19)

Healthy controls (n = 19)

11-NRS (0–10), SF-36: item 3—physical

function (10–30), Letter recognition error rate

(n◦).

Letter error rate were significantly larger in CLBP group of about 10% (p = 0.016).

No significant correlations were found between Letter error rate and 2-PDT in LBP

group (raw data N.R.), nor between Letter error rate and any clinical data (p>0.094).

Depictive methods (body image drawings)—explicit somatoperception

Moseley (2008) Exploratory

case-control study

CLBP patients (n = 6)

Subjects with upper limb

pain (n = 10)

101-VAS (0–100mm), Clinical interview and

Body Image Drawing of the trunk.

Five out of the six patients reported difficulties in delineating the full extent of their

trunk: they all verbatim refer that they “can’t find it.” Two subjects reported that “It

feels as though it has shrunk.” No patients drew all vertebrae and missing vertebrae

coincided with the level of the lost trunk delineation and of the usual pain. There was

a tendency of vertebrae displacement from the midline in body drawings.

Lauche et al. (2012a) a) Qualitative study

embedded in a

RCT (Lauche

et al., 2012b)

CNP patients (n = 6) Themes and sub-themes emerged from

interviews in which patients were asked to

talk about their body image drawings, Visual

interpretation of the Body Image Drawing for

neck and shoulders (modified version of that

described by Moseley, 2008).

Interviews: patients refer changes in body perception of the neck as a feeling of

swollen or distorted in proportion. These overestimations persist even when patients

were aware of their actual appearance. Body Image Drawing: at the baseline, the

drawn body showed noticeable discrepancies respect to a “normal” body (missing

lines and augmented dimension of shoulders and neck) in 4 out 6 subjects more

symmetric and complete.

(Continued)
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TABLE 3 | Continued

Study Design Population Concept and core outcomes Context and main results

Mibu et al. (2015) Case-control

study

CNP patients (n = 20)

Healthy controls (n = 20)

101-VAS (0–100mm), Visual interpretation of

the Body Image Drawing for neck and

shoulders (modified version of that described

by Moseley, 2008).

Body image is significantly (p = 0.0017) distorted in neck pain patients (50%) than in

healthy controls (5%).

Nishigami et al. (2015) Case-control

study

CLBP patients (n = 42)

Healthy controls (n = 17)

101-VAS (0–100mm), RMDQ (0–24), Body

Image Drawing of the trunk as described by

Moseley (2008). Moreover, subjects were

asked to judge the perceived image of their

trunk as “normal,” “expanded,” or

“shrunken.”

42.8% of subjects with CLBP had a normal perceive image of the lower back, 28.5%

had an expanded image, and 28.5% had a shrunken image.

There was no significant differences for VAS scores, pain duration, RMDQ, and PCS

scores between three perceived image subgroups; p> 0.127.

Moreira et al. (2017) Exploratory

case-control Study

CNP patients (n = 7)

Healthy controls (n = 7)

11-VAS (0–10mm), Modified version of the

Body Image Drawing of the trunk as

described by Moseley (2008).

Qualitative analysis of the body image drawing: In both groups, two subjects were not

able to draw one side of the neck: comparing the drawings it seems that patients

delineate neck and shoulders outline less symmetric and uniform than controls, and

necks appear shorter. Moreover, two participants drew neck and shoulders more

enlarged than they really were, and these perceptions coincided with pain location.

Participants that not draw part of the neck, or drawing a clearly distorted neck tend to

report pain of higher level and/or duration.

Qualitative studies—explicit somatoperception

Valenzuela-Moguillansky

(2013)

Qualitative Study FM patients (n = 12) Themes and sub-themes. Interviewees refer modifications in different aspects of body perception: body size,

weight, localization and ownership. They talk about enlarged, thicker and heavy body

parts. They also refer that near space is perceived as smaller, as if it was shrinking

while their body become larger. At the peak of the pain stage some patients

described the perception that the painful body parts did not belong to them (loss of

the sense of body ownership), expressing the paradoxical experience of being in

extreme pain while not feeling it. Moreover, they refer the inability to localize their

painful body parts and pain.

FreBAQ—explicit somatoperception

Wand et al. (2014) Psychometric

Validation Study

CLBP patients (n = 51)

Healthy controls (n = 51)

101-VAS (0–100mm), RMDQ (0–24), FreBAQ

(0–36).

Fifty of 51 (98%) CLBP patients endorsed some level of distortion in self-perception,

with only one subject recording zero for all items.

FreBAQ mean total mean score in CLBP patients was 10.8 (range = 0–26), in healthy

subjects was 0.5; Median Difference: 11; p < 0.001.

FreBAQ score was clinically correlated with pain duration [ρ = 0.357), pain intensity [r

= 0.400] and disability [[r = 0.365]: overall p < 0.05.

Wand et al. (2016) Cross-sectional

Study

CLBP patients (n = 251) 11-NRS (0–10), RMDQ (0–24), FreBAQ

(0–36).

FreBAQ mean total score in CLBP patients was 9.8 (SD = 6.6); median score = 9.0

(IQR = 4.0–14.0) and it was correlated with disability (0.319; p < 0.001) and pain

intensity (0.265); p < 0.001) in bivariate association**.

Beales et al. (2016) Case-control

questionnaire

based study

Post-Partum LPP patients

(n = 24)

Women with no

post-pregnancy pain

(n = 26)

Short-form MGPQ (0–45), ODI (0–100%),

FreKAQ (0–36)

FreBAQ median difference:

6 (‡) between Moderate Disability sub-groups and pain free controls; p = 0.02;

Difference in others group comparison were not statistically significant

Wand et al. (2017) Exploratory

cross-sectional

questionnaire

based study

Pregnancy-related LPP

patients (n = 42)

11-NRS (0–10), PGQ (0–100), FreBAQ

(0–36).

FreBAQ median difference between pain and pain-free groups: 2.5; (‡); p = 0.005.

FreBAQ score was significantly associated with pain intensity (r = 0.378; p = 0.027)

but not with disability (r = 0.256; p = 0.143).

(Continued)
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TABLE 3 | Continued

Study Design Population Concept and core outcomes Context and main results

Nishigami et al. (2018) Psychometric

Validation Study

CLBP patients (n = 100) 101-VAS (0–100mm), RMDQ (0–24), FreBAQ

(0–36).

FreBAQ mean total score in CLBP patients was 11.7 (6.4), and it was significantly

correlated with pain in motion (p = 0.25) and disability (p = 0.36), overall p < 0.05.

The questionnaire showed excellent 2w Reliability (n = 40): ICC3,1 = 0.81 (0.67

to 0.89).

Janssens et al. (2017) Psychometric

Validation Study

CLBP patients (n = 73)

Healthy controls (n = 73)

11-NRS (0–10), ODI (0–100%), FreBAQ

(0–36).

FreBAQ mean total score in CLBP group (n = 73) was 11 points (7) and median score

= 3 (IQR = ±9) in control group (n = 73); p = 0.001. Sub-groups analysis revealed

that patients with higher disability (ODI ≥20%) scored significantly higher on FreBAQ

with respect to those with lower level (ODI <20%: 13 (8) vs. 8 (6); p = 0.005.

FreBAQ was significantly correlated with ODI (rho = 0.30; p = 0.010).

The reliability on 1-w interval was moderate (ICC2,1 = 0.69; 0.51 to 0.82), however

the MDC (95%) was the 30% of the scale (10.8 points), referring to a non-sufficient

measurement error.

Ehrenbrusthoff et al.

(2018)

Psychometric

Validation Study

CLBP patients (n = 35)

Healthy controls (n = 48)

Short Form BPI: Pain Severity (0–10), Pain

Interference (0–7), RMDQ (0–24), FreBAQ

(0–36).

Global FreBAQ mean total score was significantly different in CLBP group (n = 35)

respect to control group (n = 48): 8.8 (6.1) vs. 4.0 (3.3); p = 0.001. MD adjusted for

Age, Gender and BMI = 5.4 (3.0 to 7.8); p < 0.01.

The 1w-Reliability and Inter-observer reliability were good: ICC for absolute agreement

were, respectively, 0.88 (95% CI: 0.77–0.94) and 0.88 (95%CI: 0.75–0.94).

FreBAQ score was significantly correlated with Pain (BPI-Pain Interference: rs = 0.47;

p < 0.001) and Disability (RMDQ: rs = 0.46; p < 0.001).

FreKAQ—explicit somatoperception

Nishigami et al. (2017) Psychometric

Validation Study

Knee OA patients (n = 65)

Healthy subjects (n = 65)

101-VAS (0–100mm), OKSQ (0–48), FreKAQ

(0–36)

FreKAQ mean total score was significantly higher in knee patients vs. healthy

controls: 12.4 (7.6) vs. 3.4 (4.4); (p = 0.001).

The reliability at 2w was good ICC (n = 23): 0.76 (0.52 to 0.89).

FreKAQ score was significantly correlated with Pain during motion (101-VAS: rho =

0.37; p = 0.002) and Disability (OKSQ: rho = −0.41; p = 0.001).

Neglect-like symptoms questionnaire—explicit somatoperception

Magni et al. (2018) Case-Control

Study

Hand OA Patients

(n = 20)

Healthy subjects (n = 19)

11-NRS (0–10), DASH (0–100), NLSQ (5–30). The hand OA group reported neglect-like symptoms (median score: 5.5; IQR: 3)

significantly (p < 0.001) more often than the control group (median score: 5; IQR: 0),

however the difference was very low: 0.5 points (‡); χ2(1)=12.8; Cramer’s V =0.6.

Hirakawa et al. (2014) Longitudinal Study Total Knee Arthroplasty for

Knee OA patients (n = 90)

101-VAS (0–100mm), NLSQ (0–500): Motor

Neglect (MN) and Cognitive Neglect (CN)

sub-scales.

The percentage of patients with a total NLSQ ≥100 was 36% (MN, 40%; CN, 18%)

at 3w and 19% (MN, 19%; CN, 5%) at 6w. The MN subscale of NLS was associated

with Pain at 3w (β = 0.50; p < 0.01) and 6w (β = 0.53; p < 0.01).

The total score of NLSQ (for both MN, and CN sub-scales) decreased at 6w from

77.7 (87) to 41.2 (62.1); Cronbach’s α ≥0.92 (+) for the total score; however, the SD

was high, indicating a large variation among patients.

EXPERIMENTAL SETTING STUDIES

Visual estimation task—explicit somatoperception

Gilpin et al. (2015) Case-control

Study

Hand OA patients (n = 12)

Healthy controls (n = 12)

Visual size estimation task (% of the real hand

size).

Hand size estimations were significantly smaller for the OA group: −8.01 (3.07 to

12.94); t(22) = 2.39, p = 0.026, indicating an underestimation of hand dimensions.

(Continued)
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TABLE 3 | Continued

Study Design Population Concept and core outcomes Context and main results

RHIP—body ownership

Martínez et al. (2018) Case-control

Study

FM patients (n = 14)

Healthy controls (n = 13)

11-VAS (0–100mm), Short-form BPI (0–20),

FIQ (0–100), 5-point Likert Scale measuring

proprioceptive drift (0.35), ownership (0–35)

and agency (0–30).

FM patients were more prone to experiment the misperceptions produced by the

RHIP. They scored significantly (p < 0.05) higher in all 5-items of the proprioceptive

drift scale and in 4 out 5 items of the agency scale (Effect Size varying between 0.88

and 3.10): differences were largest in the proprioceptive drift domain, where large

effect sizes were found across all items.

Perception of subjective visual vertical/ horizontal—extra-personal space perception

Treleaven and Takasaki

(2015)

Case-control

Study

CNP patients (n = 36)

WAD patients (n = 42)

Healthy controls (n = 48)

11-NRS (0–10), NDI (0–100%), Short Form

DHI (0–13), SVV: Computerized Rod And

Frame (CRAF) test as described by Takasaki

et al. (2012). Error calculation: mean AE (◦),

mean VE (◦), mean CE (◦), mean RMSE (◦).

CNP group had significantly larger variability of SVV errors vs. the other two groups:

1) VE = 0.5 (0.23 to 0.77) vs. healthy controls (p = 0.001); 0.37 (0.07 to 0.67) vs.

WAD (p = 0.02); 2) RMSE = 0.51 (0.09 to 0.93) vs. healthy controls (p = 0.01); 0.58

(0.20 to 0.96) vs. WAD (p = 0.01). The AE and DE were not able to detect group

differences (p-value respectively of 0.06 and 0.99).

Despite the higher level of disability of the WAD group, there were no significant

differences in SVV error between this group and healthy subjects (p = 0.91).

SVV errors and Disability (DHI) seemed to be unrelated, where a sample of the scatter

plot for VE is presented (raw data N.R.).

Docherty et al. (2012) Case-control

Study

CNP patients (n = 50)

Healthy controls (n = 50)

11-NRS (0–10), NDI (0–50), SVV and SVH:

Computerized Rod And Frame (CRAF) test

(◦).

In absence of surrounding frame, significant difference were found in mean errors (p

< 0.05) both for SVV and SVO test between groups, however they fell within a range

considered normal (<0.5◦ ). Significant between-groups difference both for the SVV

and SVO (p < 0.001 in all cases) was recorded in tilting the frame clockwise or

counter clockwise by 18◦, although the difference between the medians values for

these tests were still small (<2◦).

Of the 50 CNP patients, a subgroup of 8 subjects (16%) exhibited higher than normal

errors in both the SVV and SVO: these patients scored higher on the NDI than

patients whose errors fell within the reference range (U = 74.0, p < 0.016).

(Grod and Diakow,

2002)

Cohort study Acute or recurrent NP

patients (n = 19)

Healthy controls (n = 17)

Computerized Rod And Frame (CRAF) test

as used by Docherty et al. (2012). SVV (◦)

and SVH (◦).

Statistically significant differences in SVV and SVO were found between symptomatic

and asymptomatic subjects (F = 13.37, p = 0.001); pooled Mean Difference = 1.99◦

(pooled SD = 1.61).

ACR, American College of Rheumatology; CLBP, Chronic Low Back Pain; LPP, Lumbo-Pelvic Pain; FM, Fibromyalgia; OA, Osteoarthritis; NP, Neck Pain; CNP, Chronic Neck Pain; VAS, Visual Analog Scale; NRS, Numeric Rating

Scale; Chronic Pain Grade, CPG; BPI, Brief Pain Inventory; MGPQ, McGill Pain Questionnaire; ODI, Oswestry Disability Index; RMDQ, Roland Morris Disability Questionnaire; DASH, NDI, Neck Disability Index; DHI, Dizziness Handicap

Inventory; BPQ, Body Perception Questionnaire; Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder and Hand Questionnaire; PGQ, Pelvic Girdle Questionnaire; TSK, Tampa Scale of Kinesiophobia; PCS, Pain Catastrophizing Scale; FPQ, Fear of Pain

Questionnaire; HADS, Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale; BDI, Beck Depression Inventory; DASS, Depression Anxiety Stress Scale; STAI, State-Trait Anxiety Inventory; FIQ, Fibromyalgia Impact Questionnaire; SIQ, Symptoms

Impact Questionnaire; OKSQ, Oxford Knee Score Questionnaire; MAIA, The Multidimensional Assessment of Interceptive Awareness; DSM-IV, Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders IV; PU, Pain Unpleasantness; PI,

Pain Intensity; PeT, Perception Threshold; PT, Pain Threshold; PTo, Pain Tolerance; FreKAQ, Fremantle Knee Awareness Questionnaire; NLSQ, Neglect-like symptoms questionnaire, TPT, Tactile Perception Threshold; 2PDT, 2-Point

Discrimination Threshold; PTP, Poin-to-Poin Test; 2-PET, two Point Estimation Test; ROM, Range Of Motion; JPS, Joint Position Sense; TEMPA, Test d’Evaluation de la performance des Membres Supérieurs des Personnes Agées;

BMI, Body Mass Index; RHIP, Rubber Hand Illusion Paradigm; SVV, Subjective Visual Vertical; SVH, Subjective Visual Horizontal; AE, Absolute Error; VE, Variable Error; AE, Absolute Error; VE, Variable Error; AE, Absolute Error; VE,

Variable Error; DE, Direction of Error; RMSE, Root Mean Square Error; MDC, Minimal Detectable Change; ICC, Interclass Correlation Coefficients; MD, Mean Difference; NR, not reported; NA, Not Applicable; SD, Standard Deviation;

IQR, Interquartile Range; SEM, Standard Error of Measurement; CI95%, Confidence Interval; +, p-value not reported; ‡, 95% CI not reported; SD, statistical difference; y, year/s; m, month/s; h, hour/s, min., minute; s, second/s, ms,

millisecond. p-value is reported in bold if statistically significant; **sub-groups were obtained through the median split with established ODI categorisation.
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TABLE 4 | Synopsis of included intervention studies.

Study Design Population Concept and core outcomes Context and main results

CLINICAL SETTING STUDIES

Tactile localization training—implicit somatoperception

Wand et al. (2013b) Randomized COT CLBP patients

(n = 24)

1) Patients were assigned to:

2) acupuncture treatment involving sensory discrimination training (single

session);

a true acupuncture treatment (single session);

11-NRS (0–10) after performing 10 repeated spine movement in the

most provocative direction reported in the initial physical examination.

a) Pain was significantly lower in both groups at the end of treatment,

regardless of treatment order (p = 0.182), but the magnitude of pre-

post treatment change was not clinically significant: 11-NRS = −0.9

(−0.3 to −1.5), p = 0.008.

b) Pain was lower in EG but the magnitude of change was not clinically

relevant: 11-NRS: −0.8 (−1.4 to −0.3) in favour to EG, p = 0.011.

Louw et al. (2017) Case-series CLBP patients

(n = 16)

It was administered a perceptual localization task of 5min. in a single

session.

11-NRS (0–10), Functionality: active lumbar flexion (cm), FABQ (0–92).

a) Pain was lower after treatment (11-NRS: –1.9; (‡) range: 0 to 6; +)

but the magnitude of pre-post treatment change was not clinically

significant. Functionality improves after treatment with clinical

significance (4.8; ‡; range: −1 to 21; +).

Barker et al. (2008) Single-blinded,

RCNIT

CLBP patients

(n = 60)

It was tested the non-inferiority of the FairMed (device for sensory

discrimination training), administered for 30min (twice a day, for 3

weeks), respect to the TENS (same dosage).

0–11 VAS (0–10mm) as a mean of patients’ present pain intensity level,

their average and worst pain intensity levels recorded over a week, ODI

(0–100%), Physical Functioning: 5min walking distance (5’-WD), 1min

stair climb (1’-SC) and 1min sit-to—stand (1’-STS).

a) Both groups improved in pain scores: 0–11 VAS = −0.8 (−1.5 to

−0.1) for EG; –7.3 (−8.1 to −6.6) for CG but the differences were

not statistically significant (p = 0.83).

The same positive trend was recorded for disability: ODI = −0.6

(−3.8 to 2.7) for EG, and −0.9 (−3 to −1.1) for CG. Even in this

case the difference was neither statistically (p = 0.85), nor clinically

significant.

All other functional measures (5’-WD, 1’-SC, 1’-STS) improved in

both groups, without statistically significant difference between pre-

and post- recordings (p>0.05).

FairMed device was not inferior respect to TENS. There were

minimal and no statistically significant difference between groups

both for pain (0–11 VAS: −0.1; −0.7 to 0.3; p = 0.82) and disability

(ODI: 0.4; −0.7 to 0.4; p = 0.85). The same trend was recorded for

all the other functional measures 5’-WD, 1’-SC, 1’-STS, without

statistically significant differences.

Mixed perceptual training (graded perceptual training + graded motor retraining)—implicit somatoperception

Wand et al. (2011) Three single-case

study

CLBP patients

(n = 3)

It was tested a mixed treatment program composed by education and

graded perceptual retraining program (localization and graphaestesia

training) combined with graded motor retraining (minimum 10w of home

exercises).

11-NRS (0–10), RMDQ (0–24).

Both Pain and Disability improves with clinical and statistical

significance: 11-NRS = –2.9; (1.2 to 4.6) at T1; p < 0.001; –3.9; (1.6

to 6.2) at T2; p < 0.001; RMDQ = –5.2 (2.4 to 8) at T1; p < 0.001;

–9.6 (4.2 to 15) at T2; p < 0.001.

(Ryan et al., 2014) Mixed-methods

pilot RCT

CLBP patients

(n = 24)

Patients were assigned to:

1) EG: combined tactile acuity and graphaestesia acuity training as used

by Wand et al. (2011), plus usual physiotherapy (3 sessions + 21 at

home);

2) CG: tactile stimulation alone (placebo) plus usual care

(same dosage). 101-VAS (0–100mm), RMDQ (0–24).

Tactile acuity training was not superior to sham therapy. Both groups

improved pain and disability post-treatment but only values for CG

were statistically significant (101-VAS: –33.2, CI95%: −58.3 to −8;

RMDQ: –4; CI95%: −6.7 to −1.3); p < 0.05).

Between-groups comparison was in favour to sham group both for

both 101-VAS (25.6; −0.7 to 51.9) and RMSQ (2.2; −1.6 to 6.0),

despite with no statistical significance (p = 0.056 and p =

0.237 respectively).

(Continued)
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TABLE 4 | Continued

Study Design Population Concept and core outcomes Context and main results

Mixed perceptual training (SuPerR Treatment)—implicit Somatoperception

Morone et al. (2012) Single-blinded,

RCT

CLBP patients

(n = 75)

Patients were assigned to:

1) EG: SuPeR treatment (perceptive surface plus active exercises, 45’, 3

x week for 1 month, and usual pharmacological care);

2) CG1: Back school program (10 session for 1m, and usual

pharmacological care), CG2: Medical and pharmacological assistance

only (as the other two groups).

11-VAS (0–10mm), ODI (0–100) post-treatment (T1), at 12w (T2) and

24 w (T3).

Both groups treated with SuPeR and with Back School obtain an

overall improvement both for Pain and Disability at T1 and T3: 11-VAS

= –2* (‡) (p < 0.001) at T1 and T3 for EG; −1* (‡) at T1 and –3* (‡) at

T3 (p < 0.001) for CG; ODI = –18* (‡) at T1 and –14* (‡) at T3 for EG;

−10* at T1 (‡) and –16* (‡) at T3 for CG (p < 0.001). CG2 maintained

substantially unaltered the level of Pain and Disability at T1 and T3

(p>0.05).

EG patients recorder statistically less Pain at T1 respect to CG1

(11-VAS: −1*; ‡) and CG2 (11-VAS: –3*; ‡) (p < 0.001), but at T3 the

improvement was in favour to CG1 (11-VAS: 2*; ‡; p < 0.001), despite

the magnitude of the effect was not clinically relevant. The effect of the

EG for Disability at T1 was not statistically different respect to CG1 and

CG2 (p = 0.403). At T3 EG reduced Disability significantly lower than

CG2 (ODI: –16*; ‡; p = 0.023), but no difference was found respect to

CG2 (ODI: −2*; ‡); (p = 0.169).

Paolucci et al. (2012) Single-blinded,

RCT

CLBP patients

(n = 45)

Patients were assigned to:

1) EG: SuPeR: the same protocol of Morone et al. (2012);

2) Back school program with: the same protocol of Morone et al. (2012).

MGPQ (0–78).

The SuPereR treatment reduce pain more than the CG performing the

Back School program, but the difference was not statistically

significant: MGPQ = 44±24% for EG† and 39±15% for CG†; p =

0.436.
†Authors reported the % improvement with respect to the maximum

achievable improvement.

Vetrano et al. (2013) Single-blind, RCT CLBP patients

(n = 40)

Patients were assigned to:

1) EG: modified SuPeR treatment (more deformable cones at midline

level, decreasing tactile-pressure inputs at midline level and without

taking consciousness of the body midline;

2) Standard SuPeR treatment: the same protocol of Morone et al. (2012)

but with 5’ less of treatment duration and with an increase of

tactile-pressure inputs at midline level.

11-VAS (0–10mm), ODI (0–100), post-treatment (T1), at 4 (T2) and 12

weeks (T3).

Both groups improved pain and disability scores at T1 and T3 respect

to the baseline: 11-VAS: −2* (‡) at T1, –3* (‡) at T3 (p < 0.001); ODI:

–14* (‡) at T1, –20* (‡) at T3 (p < 0.001) for EG. 11-VAS: –2.5* (‡) at

T1, –5.5* (‡) at T3 (p < 0.001); ODI: –16* (‡) at T1, –21* (‡) at T3 (p <

0.001) for CG.

The modified SuPerR treatment was substantially as effective as the

standard version both for pain and disability: 11-VAS and ODI scores

were lower for CG at T1 and T3 but differences were not statistically

significant: 11-VAS: −2* (‡) at T1 (p = 0.179), 2.5* (‡) at T3 (p =

0.868); ODI: 2* (‡) at T1 (p = 0.299), 1* (‡) at T3 (p = 0.922).

Qualitative Studies—Explicit Somatoperception

Lauche et al. (2012a) Qualitative study

embedded in a

RCT (Lauche

et al., 2012b)

CNP patients

(n = 6)

Patients were interviewed before and 3 d after a single traditional cupping

treatment (for half of the patients); the other half of patients were in

waiting list.

Themes and sub-themes emerged from interviews in which patients

were asked to talk about their body image drawings, Visual interpretation

of the Body Image Drawing (modified version for trunk as described by

Moseley, 2008).

Interviews: subjects in EG refer a reduction in neck size (smaller) as a

relief from pain.

Body Image Drawing: Body image appears to be changed in EG after

treatment (smaller dimension of body parts, and lines more symmetric

and complete). Even the CG subjects improve in drawings their own’s

body, but they were no more complete, nor matched a “normal”

silhouette.

(Continued)
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TABLE 4 | Continued

Study Design Population Concept and core outcomes Context and main results

Experimental Study

Manipulation of visual body appearance—Explicit Somatoperception

Preston and Newport

(2011)

Exploratory

experimental study

Hand OA

patients (n = 20)

Patients were administered the MIRAGE system: visuo-tactile illusion

involving manipulations (stretching or shrinking) of patient’s hand

(affected and unaffected) while experimenter gently pulling or pushing on

part of the hand.

21-NRS (0–20).

85% of patients reported reduction in pain for at least one of the

experimental conditions (stretching and shrinking), but only

manipulating visual appearance of the affected hand.

For subjects in whom the stretching was beneficial the condition

produced ∼50% on pain reduction (–3.09, ‡; +), while for those in

whom the shrinking condition was beneficial pain decrease of ∼45%

(–2.68, ‡; +).

Diers et al. (2013) Experimental

study

Bilateral TP

patients (n = 18)

Healthy Controls

(n = 18)

Patients were administered:

1) EG: an on-line video feedback of the neck in enlarged and

downscaled fashion;

2) CG: video feedback of neutral (hand dorsum) body part, and affected

neck in unaltered fashion. PU for pressure stimulation applied to the

TrP1 of the Trapezius muscle: 11-NRS (0–10), PU and PI for electrical

stimulation applied to the TrP1 of the Trapezius muscle:

11-NRS (0–10).

There was no significant influence on Electric and Pressure PU (p <

0.986) and PI (p < 0.825) for back hand condition (CG).

Visual feedback conditions (CG) significantly influenced the Electric and

Pressure PU and PI: (p < 0.001), in Downscaled, Enlarged and Size

Control Back condition, even if the differences were never over the

clinical significance.

Stanton et al. (2018) Pilot-experimental

study

Knee OA

patients (n = 12)

Patients were administered the MIRAGE system as described in Preston

and Newport (2011), applied to the knee in 8 conditions: congruent (CO)

and incongruent (IN) X vision only (VO), tactile only (TO) and visuotactile

(VT) X stretch (ST) and shrink (SR); 30s with 2min. rest.

Session 1: Total duration: 1 h.

Session 2: the CO condition producing the greatest pain reduction was

applied for 3min (sustained condition-SU) and repeated for 10 trials

(repeated condition-RE), minimum 2w apart.

Session 3: the RE condition of the Session 2 was repeated maximum 3w

apart.

101-NRS (0–100) immediately and 48h after Session 2, prior Session 3.

VT illusion decreased pain by an average of 7.8 points (2.0 to 13.5),

corresponding to a 25% reduction in pain both in CO (t1,11 =2.96, p =

0.013) and in IN conditions.

SU condition prolonged analgesia, but did not increase it: (Session 1:

t1,10 =0.52, p = 0.61; Session 3: t1,7=-0.697, p = 0.51).

RE condition (with congruent VT illusion) increased the analgesic effect:

101-NRS: –20 (−6.9 to −33.1), corresponding to a 40% pain

reduction.

Between Conditions Difference:

The CO-VT condition did not differ from the IN-VT condition, controlled

for vision: no effect of Condition (F1,11 =0.032, p = 0.86), Condition x

Time interaction (F1,11 = 0.34, p = 0.57), suggesting that analgesia

was provided by both conditions when identical visual manipulations

occurred; in contrast CO-VT reduce more pain than IN-VT when

controlled for tactile input: Time effect (F1,11 =5.23, p = 0.043),

Condition x Time interaction (F1,11 = 5.29, p = 0.042).

Manipulation of visual body appearance + cognitive manipulation—explicit somatoperception

Nishigami et al. (2019) Pilot-experimental

study

CLBP patients

(n = 2)

Patients were administered the MIRAGE system as described in Preston

and Newport (2011), applied to low back during a lifting task in three

different conditions. Participants watched:

a) a modified version of their back (muscled, fit-looking strong, back);

b) - reshaped image of their back;

c) a normal shaped condition 101-NRS (0–100), Fear: 101-NRS (0–100).

Visual illusion of a strong back vs. normal condition reduce pain and

fear only in subject having distorted explicit perceptual representation

of his back (FreBAQ: 29/36): 101-NRS for pain = –30; 101-NRS for

fear: −12.

No significant reduction for pain and fear in the second subject without

distorted perceptual representation.

ACR, American College of Rheumatology; CLBP, Chronic Low Back Pain; LBP, Low Back Pain; TP, Thoracic Pain; CNP, Chronic Neck Pain; OA, Osteoarthritis; MPQ, VAS, Visual Analog Scale; 11-NRS, 11-point Numeric Rating Scale;

MGPQ, McGill Pain Questionnaire; ODI, Oswestry Disability Index; RMDQ, Roland Morris Disability Questionnaire; TSK, Tampa Scale of Kinesiophobia; RCT, randomized controlled trial; SuPeR, Surface for Perceptive Rehabilitation;

TENS, Transcutaneous Electrical Nerve Stimulation; NSAIDs, Nonsteroidal Anti-Inflammatory Drug; TrP, Trigger Point; PU, Pain Unpleasantness; PI, Pain Intensity; PeT, Perception Threshold; PT, Pain Threshold; PTo, Pain Tolerance;

RCT, Randomized Controlled Trial; COT, Cross-Over Trial; RCNIT, Randomized Controlled Non-Inferiority Trial; N.R., not reported; SD, Standard Deviation; MD, Mean Difference; CI95%, Confidence Interval; *, median difference; +,

p-value not reported; ‡, 95% CI not reported; SD, statistical difference; y, year/s; m, month/s; h, hour/s; EG, Experimental Group; CG, Control Group. p-values are reported in bold if statistically significant; other values reported in bold

if clinically significant based on the established Minimal Clinically Important Difference: for LBP was considered as clinically significant 13 points on the ODI (Copay et al., 2008; Johnsen et al., 2013), 30% on VAS/NRS for pain (Farrar

et al., 2001; Ostelo et al., 2008), 2–3 points (or 8–12%) on the RMDQ for function (Bombardier et al., 2001; Ostelo et al., 2008) and 4.5 cm for the Active Lumbar Flexion (Ekedahl et al., 2012). For neck pain, was considered 3.5 to 5U

on the 50-U Neck Pain Disability Index or 7 to 10% change (Pool et al., 2007; Stratford et al., 2009) for function and 2.5 on an 10-U NRS (25% change) for pain (Pool et al., 2007).
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Viceconti et al. Body Perception in Musculoskeletal Disorders

FIGURE 3 | Summary of the distribution of included studies for clinical conditions examined.

FIGURE 4 | Summary of the distribution of domain investigated for study typology.

2015; Treleaven and Takasaki, 2015; Martínez et al., 2018),
while the remaining 19 studies were clinical investigations
(Moseley, 2008; Wand et al., 2010, 2013a,b, 2014, 2016;
Lauche et al., 2012a; Valenzuela-Moguillansky, 2013; Hirakawa
et al., 2014; Mibu et al., 2015; Nishigami et al., 2015, 2017,
2018; Beales et al., 2016; Janssens et al., 2017; Adamczyk
et al., 2018a,b; Ehrenbrusthoff et al., 2018; Magni et al.,
2018).

The main domain studied was explicit SoP (58%; 22/38),
followed by implicit SoP (32%; 12/38), and SpP (8%; 3/38), while
the BO made up only the 2% (1/38) of the sample.

Implicit Somatoperception
Only 4/24 (17%) of the included assessment studies investigated
implicit SoP. Adamczyk et al. (2018a,b) preliminarily validated
a methodology for the objective evaluation of implicit body size
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FIGURE 5 | Summary of the distribution of evaluation studies for research design adopted.

FIGURE 6 | Summary of the distribution of intervention studies for research design adopted.

perception, the two-point estimation (2-PET) task. Among all
the included assessment studies, it is the only one adopting an
objective methodology to assess metric features of SoP. Authors
found an underestimation of the distance between two tactile
stimuli delivered with a caliper on the back (46 and 56%,
respectively on the verbal and manual version of test) in both

the painful and pain-free low-back side. Duration and pain
intensity predicted the presence of perceptual dysfunctions and
accounted for the 42% of the total variance of 2-PET scores
in the regression analysis. The same 2-PET task were used
by the same authors in a two-case report study (Adamczyk
et al., 2018a) in which one patient showed an overestimation
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of the painful side, compared to non-painful locations (range:
45–206%), while a second patient showed the opposite pattern
with an underestimation ranging between 12 and 22%. In this
double case-study, authors used also another test, the point-to-
point test (PTP): the distance error between the site touched by
the examiner and that touched by the patient was greater on
the painful side than on the pain-free location, for a magnitude
of 24–84%. With this second patient, the authors used also a
qualitative version of the PTP test: subject were asked to point
with a pen to the site stimulated by the examiner. In case of
error, the examiner drew the error trajectories directly on the
patient’s back by moving the pen from the incorrect location
indicated by the patient to the correct one: on the painful side
all the trajectories were outside the referred symptomatic area
and considerably spaced between them, indicating large errors in
pointing the site of tactile stimuli.

Only one study (Wand et al., 2013b) adopted the localization
task of tactile stimuli to assess the superficial schema. Subjects,
after being stimulated by the experimenter with tactile and
painful stimuli, were asked to mark on a body chart with 12 pre-
defined areas of the trunk and thighs, the perceived localization
of the applied stimuli. Authors found that 67% of chronic lower
back pain (CLBP) patients made at least one localization error
compared to only 25% of healthy controls, but no correlations
were found between mislocalization errors and either pain and
disability. Of the possible maximum 28 mislocalizations, five
were reported in the worst cases by patients and three by controls.
The study involved tactile and pinprick stimuli, but the authors
reported combined results for both type of stimulations, without
differentiating between types of task (personal communication
with authors).

The Letter recognition task (or graphesthesia) involves the
recognition of letters drawn on the skin. This task was tested only
in the study of Wand et al. (2010): CLBP patients showed 10%
more errors respect to healthy controls (p < 0.05), however this
score was not correlated with clinical data.

Explicit Somatoperception

Body image drawing task
The majority of selected assessment studies evaluated the explicit
SoP: five studies adopted the Body Image Drawing (BID) task
(Moseley, 2008; Lauche et al., 2012a; Mibu et al., 2015; Nishigami
et al., 2015; Moreira et al., 2017), eight studies used the FreBAQ
(Wand et al., 2014, 2016; Wand et al., 2013a; Beales et al., 2016;
Janssens et al., 2017; Nishigami et al., 2017, 2018; Ehrenbrusthoff
et al., 2018) or the FreKAQ (Nishigami et al., 2017), two
studies used the Neglect-Like Symptoms Questionnaire (NLSQ)
(Hirakawa et al., 2014; Magni et al., 2018), one study investigate
the visual size estimation in an experimental setting (Gilpin
et al., 2015), one study investigated the rubber hand illusion
(RHI) (Martínez et al., 2018), and one was a qualitative study on
subjectively referred body perception (Valenzuela-Moguillansky,
2013).

Of the five study using the BID task, two were conducted
on CLBP patients (Moseley, 2008; Nishigami et al., 2015) and
three on Chronic Neck Pain (CNP) patients (Lauche et al.,
2012a; Mibu et al., 2015; Moreira et al., 2017). All studies

reported distortions in BID in a variable percentage of patients:
Moseley (2008) found that five out of six patients with CLBP
reported difficulties in drawing their trunk along all the entire
extension. Four out of six showed the tendency to draw their
vertebrae displaced from the midline toward the painful side.
Moreover, two patients reported a feeling of shrunken trunk.
In a larger sample of patients (n = 42), matched with 17
healthy controls, Nishigami et al. (2015) found distorted BID
in about 50% of patients: half of them showed an enlarged
image of their back, while the other half drew a shrunken
BID. The other 50% of patients had a normal BID. However,
the authors found no significant differences in pain intensity,
duration, or disability between the three groups. Mibu et al.
(2015) found a distorted neck drawing in 50% of patients
with CNP (significantly more than the 5% of healthy controls),
however there were no differences either for pain duration or
intensity within CNP sub-groups, or with respect to healthy
controls. Moreira et al. (2017) in their preliminary case-control
study found a less symmetric and uniform outline of neck and
shoulders in CNP patients than in controls. Two patients drew
their neck and shoulders enlarged, while another two were unable
to delineate one side of the neck, as well as two subjects in
control group. Participants with a clearly distorted neck image
or unable to draw body parts, tended to report higher pain
intensity and duration. Finally, in the qualitative study of Lauche
et al. (2012a) the authors used both interviews and BID. In four
out six CNP patients, the qualitative analysis of the drawings
showed noticeable discrepancies compared to a normal body
silhouette, with missing lines and overestimated size of the neck
and shoulders.

Visual size estimation procedure
Among the assessment studies analysing the subjective visual
appearance of body parts, only that of Gilpin et al. (2015)
was conducted in an experimental setting. Patients with
hand osteoarthritis were asked to judge what photograph
corresponded to their actual hand. Photographs were
experimentally manipulated in percentage of the real length
dimension: patients significantly underestimated the size of their
hand, selecting photos showing hands 8% smaller compared to
healthy subjects (99.8% of the real hand dimension in patients vs.
to 107.8% in healthy controls). Although the MIRAGE system
used in this last study induced a visual illusion correcting the
distortion evaluated at the baseline, we considered this study
only as an evaluation study because the authors did not provide
pain measure, nor disability questionnaire as outcome measure
(see Table 2 for exclusion criteria).

Self-administered questionnaire
Fremantle back and knee awareness questionnaire Seven studies
were conducted adopting the FreBAQ validated by Wand
et al. (2014, 2016) on CLBP patients (Janssens et al., 2017;
Ehrenbrusthoff et al., 2018; Nishigami et al., 2018), in post-
partum (Beales et al., 2016) or pregnancy-related pelvic pain
(Wand et al., 2017), and knee osteoarthritis (Nishigami et al.,
2017). Three studies are psychometric validations of the FreBAQ
in other languages (Janssens et al., 2017; Ehrenbrusthoff et al.,
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2018; Nishigami et al., 2018). Fifty of 51 patients with CLBP
(98%) reported some level of misperception, and only one patient
recorded zero points (corresponding to no misperceptions). The
mean score ranged between 8.8 (Ehrenbrusthoff et al., 2018) and
11.7 (Nishigami et al., 2018) in patients, and 0.5 to 3.3 points
in healthy controls (Wand et al., 2014; Janssens et al., 2017;
Ehrenbrusthoff et al., 2018) on a 0–36 scale where higher scoring
indicating larger number of misperceptions. Ehrenbrusthoff et al.
(2018) also reported a significant (p < 0.01) mean difference
between patients and controls in German population adjusted
for age, gender and body mass index (5.4 points; 95% CI =

3.0–7.8). However, this was lower than that found by Wand
et al. (2014) of 11 points (p < 0.001). In all included studies
investigating CLBP there was a significant correlation between
FreBAQ score with, pain (intensity, duration or interference)
(Wand et al., 2014, 2016; Janssens et al., 2017; Ehrenbrusthoff
et al., 2018; Nishigami et al., 2018) and disability (Wand et al.,
2014, 2016; Ehrenbrusthoff et al., 2018; Nishigami et al., 2018).
Janssens et al. (2017) found also a difference between patients at
different level of disability: the sub-group with higher disability
(Oswestry Disability Index ≥20%) scored significantly higher (p
= 0.005) than lower-disability group (13± 8 vs. 8± 6 points).

Beales et al. (2016) administered the FreBAQ to women
with lumbo-pelvic pain (LPP) raised minimum 3 months post-
partum, and found significantly (p = 0.02) more disturbances
in explicit SoP in the moderate disability sub-groups of
patients (median score: 8/36 points) than in pain free controls
(median score: 2/36 points). They also found more perceptual
dysfunctions in moderate-disability sub-groups respect to low-
disability patients (median score: 6.5/36 points) and pain free
controls (median score: 2/36 points), however there was no
statistical significance (respectively, p = 0.282 and p = 0.095;
personal communication). Wand et al. (2017) instead collected
data on pregnancy-related LPP (within the 3rd trimester of
pregnancy and not over the 38th week): women with pain
referred significantly (p = 0.005) more perceptual dysfunctions
than those pain-free (median score: 3.5/36 vs. 1/36), and authors
found a significant correlation (p = 0.027) of FreBAQ score with
pain intensity (r = 0.378), despite it was not correlated with
self-reported disability (p= 0.143).

Finally, Nishigami et al. (2017) adopted the FreBAQ for
knee osteoarthritis patients, validating the FreKAQ. They found
significantly (p= 0.001)more perceptual dysfunctions in patients
than in controls (median difference: 9 points), and a significant
correlation (p < 0.002) between pain in motion (rho = 0.37)
and disability (rho = −0.41), but not with pain duration (rho =

−0.06, p= 0.76).

Neglect-like symptoms questionnaire Two studies using theNLSQ
developed by Galer and Jensen (1999) and Frettlöh et al. (2006)
in CRPS. The NLSQ measures the cognitive and motor neglect,
with higher scoring indicating more neglect referred symptoms.
Hirakawa et al. (2014) found that 36% of patients with knee
osteoarthritis scoredmore than 100 on a 0–500 range three weeks
after arthroplasty, decreasing at 19% at six weeks (p-value not
reported). The mean NLSQ score decreased from 77.7 to 42.2
points (p-value not reported); however, the standard deviation

was high due to a large inter-subject variation. The motor neglect
sub-scale (MNss) was associated in multiple regression analysis
with pain both at 3 (β = 0.50; p < 0.01) and 6 weeks (β = 0.53;
p < 0.01), where β represents points on MNss per unit of pain
intensity, and with the improvement of range of motion at 6
weeks (β = −0.28; p < 0.01), with β describing changes in MNss
score per range of motion degrees. Magni et al. (2018) reported
a presence of neglect-like symptoms in hand osteoarthritis more
often than in control healthy subjects (p< 0.001)(prevalence rate
not reported); however, the magnitude of the difference was very
low (median difference= 0.5 points; personal communication).

Body Ownership
The study of Martínez et al. (2018) is the only one to analyse
body ownership through the RHI paradigm. They found that
fibromyalgic patients were more susceptible to experience the
illusion compared to healthy controls, scoring significantly (p <

0.05) higher both in proprioceptive drift sub-scale and in 4 out 5
items of the agency scale.

Perception of Surrounding Space
No studies assessed the personal and peri-personal space in
MDRDs. Three studies investigated perception of extra-personal
space using the Computerized Rod And Frame test (CRAF)
in (Docherty et al., 2012; Treleaven and Takasaki, 2015)
acute/recurrent and CNP (Grod and Diakow, 2002). During
the CRAF subjects were asked to set a rod to the true vertical
or horizontal: it provided a measure of the absolute error
for the subjective perception of visual verticality/horizontality
(SVV—SVO), and assessed the dependence on visual input
for spatial orientation. Treleaven and Takasaki (2015) found a
significant difference (p < 0.05) between patients with idiopathic
CNP and both whiplash affected patients for SVV error (mean
difference: 0.37◦), and healthy controls (mean difference: 0.5◦).
This difference was referred to the Variable Error (VE), indicating
the variability of the performance. Also the Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE), representing the overall accuracy in achieving
the true vertical, resulted significantly different (p = 0.01)
between idiopathic neck pain patients and the other two groups
(mean difference: 0.51◦ respect to healthy controls, and 0.58◦

respect to whiplash patients. By contrast, the absolute error and
the direction of error were not able to detect between-groups
differences (p-values respectively of 0.99 and 0.6). Unexpectedly,
difference between patients with Whiplash Associated Disorders
(WAD) and healthy controls was not significant in all error
measurements evaluated, despite a higher level of disability in this
sub-group respect to that with idiopathic neck pain. Docherty
et al. (2012) (Docherty et al., 2012) assessed the (SVH error)
in addition to the SVV error. Although both parameters were
significantly different (p < 0.05) between CNP patients and
healthy controls, they nevertheless fell into the range considered
normal (<0.5◦). A significant greater error (p< 0.001) in patients
than in healthy controls was also found when using a variant with
the frame tilted clockwise or counter-clockwise by 18◦, but even
in this case the median difference was small (<2◦). Notably, 16%
of patients with CNP scored higher than normal error in both the
SVV and SVO, and they reported significantly (p < 0.016) higher
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disability at the Neck Disability Index respect to other patients
with errors falling within the reference range of normality. The
same small difference between groups (mean difference = 1.99◦;
p< 0.001) in SVVwas found by (Grod and Diakow, 2002): in this
case the experimental groupwas constituted by acute or recurrent
neck pain, instead of CNP.

Qualitative Studies
From the interviews administered by Lauche et al. (2012a)
emerged a distorted subjective perception of neck proportion
(as if it was swollen) in CNP patients persisting even when
patients were aware that this perception did not match
actual appearance. The perception of enlarged body parts was
found also by Valenzuela-Moguillansky (2013) in fibromyalgic
patients through the administration of ’elicitation interviews’, a
methodology stemming from the phenomenological approach.
They also reported other modification of the explicit SoP as
changes in perceived heaviness, thickness and ownership: in
stages of elevated level of pain, some patients described a
paradoxical experience as if the painful body parts did not belong
to them. Finally, they referred also the inability to localize painful
body parts and an associated narrowing of the near space, as if it
was shrunk while the body became larger.

Intervention Studies
Four out twelve intervention studies were conducted in an
experimental setting (Preston and Newport, 2011; Diers et al.,
2013; Stanton et al., 2018; Nishigami et al., 2019), while the
remaining eight were conducted in clinical settings (Barker et al.,
2008; Wand et al., 2011, 2013a; Morone et al., 2012; Paolucci
et al., 2012; Vetrano et al., 2013; Ryan et al., 2014; Louw
et al., 2017). Supplementary Table 6 in Additional materials
reports the methodology applied in each study, the clinical
characteristics of patients, the outcome measures, the follow-up
periods, and results. Only three studies monitored the treatment
effect at follow-up periods (Wand et al., 2011; Morone et al.,
2012; Vetrano et al., 2013). The study of Gilpin et al. (2015),
despite adopting an intervention tool (the MIRAGE system), was
excluded from the intervention studies because it lacked an end-
point that measured pain and/or disability, thus it was assessed
only under the evaluation studies for baseline data reported the
perceived distortion of osteoarthritis patients’ hand. One study
(Diers et al., 2013), adopted the term ’upper back pain’ with
no details about the definition and boundaries of the functional
diagnosis: first author declared to have enrolled patients with
CNP (personal communication).

Tactile Localization Training
Three studies (Barker et al., 2008; Wand et al., 2013a; Louw
et al., 2017) adopted the concept of the somatic localization of
touch (Longo et al., 2010), as a trainable perceptual ability. Wand
et al. (2013a), in their cross-over randomized trial, administered
a single session of acupuncture on the low back of two groups
of 25 CLBP patients, asking in one group to localize where
the needles have been inserted by depicting the point of needle
insertion on a body chart. Pain was significantly (p = 0.008)
less post-treatment (11-Numeric Rating Scale—NRS: −0.9; 95%

CI = −0.3 to −1.5), regardless of the order of treatment
administration (p = 0.182), but the magnitude of change was
not clinically relevant. Pain reduction was higher (p = 0.011)
for the group where the acupuncture was associated with the
sensory discrimination training, however the effect size was
not clinically relevant (11-Numeric Rating Scale: −0.8; 95%
CI = −1.4 to −0.3). Louw et al. (2017) described a series of
sixteen CLBP patients on which they administered a single, 5-
min session of tactile localization, measuring pain intensity (11-
NRS) and functionality (active lumbar flexion in centimetres).
Patients were touched with the back of a pen on nine zones of
the lower back in a random order; they were asked to localize
the stimuli on a corresponding 9-block grid. Immediately after
the treatment, pain decreased by 1.9 points (range: 0–6), and
lumbar flexion increased of 4.8 centimetres (range: −1 to 21),
in both cases over the clinical significance. Barker et al. (2008)
compared the effect of a device (the FairMed) that is based
on the principle of the localisation task, with a conventional
TENS. The FairMed contains 16 vibrating points, controlled at
distance and randomly activated. The subject has to localise
where the vibrating point is acting and the device signals the
correct responses through a visual and auditory feedback. Pain
and disability improved significantly (p = 0.05), but without
significant difference between the two devices.

Combined Therapy
Three studies (Morone et al., 2012; Paolucci et al., 2012;
Vetrano et al., 2013) adopted the “SuPeR” (Surface for Perceptive
Rehabilitation tool) and other two used a gradual perceptual re-
training program (Wand et al., 2011; Ryan et al., 2014); all studies
enrolled CLBP patients. The SuPeR treatment provided the
adoption of postures and the execution of active exercises while
lying supine on a table with a series of deformable latex cones of
different hardness having the goal of stimulating the trunk skin
surface: patients were asked to count and localize tactile stimuli,
or to discriminate the hardness of cones. Morone et al. (2012)
found an effectiveness in pain and disability levels reduction
both for SuPeR treatment and Back School program respect to
control group (medical and pharmacological assistance only)
post-treatment and after 24 weeks (p < 0.001), but differences
between two groups, despite statistically significant (p < 0.001),
were never clinically relevant. The same trend was found also by
Paolucci et al. (2012). Vetrano et al. (2013) studied a variant of
the SuPeR treatment against the standard procedure described
by Morone et al. (2012). The efficacy of the two proposed version
of the SuPeR treatment were substantially equal (p > 0.05),
and both procedures improves pain and disability respect to
baseline values (p < 0.001), with variable clinical relevance (11-
VAS range: −2 to −5.5, Oswestry Disability Index range: −14 to
−21). Although an improvement in pain level and disability was
globally reported for SuPeR approach, the effect size was variable
and not always clinically significant at follow-up periods. Wand
et al. (2011) described three cases of patients with CLBP treated
with a mixed treatment comprising education, graded perceptual
training (localization and graphesthesia tasks) and graded motor
retraining for a minimum of 10 weeks: pain decreased at the
end of treatment and after 1 month (2.9 and 3.9 on 11-NRS), as
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well as disability (5.2–9.6 on the Roland and Morris Disability
Questionnaire-RMDQ), with statistical significance (p < 0.001).
Finally, Ryan et al. (2014) adopted in a pilot-randomized trial
controlled with a placebo group, the graded perceptual re-
training protocol described by Wand et al. (2011), in adjunct
to usual physiotherapy cares. Pain and disability improved after
treatment in experimental group (−8 on 101-VAS and −1.6 on
RMDQ), but without statistical significance (p>0.05), respect to
placebo group (−33.2 on 101-VAS and−4 on RMDQ; p < 0.0).

Experimental Setting
Among studies conducted in experimental settings, Diers et al.
(2013) tested the visual manipulation of the neck in CNP patients
and healthy subjects Authors provided visual feedback, of the
neck (neutral, enlarged or downscaled visual appearance) and
of a neutral body part (hand dorsum), during pressure and
electrical pain stimulation of the trapezius muscle. They found
that all visual conditions of the neck (p < 0.001) but not of
the neutral hand (p>0.05), reduced the perceived intensity of
applied acute painful stimuli, both in patients and in controls,
but changes were all under the clinical significance. Preston
and Newport (2011) adopted the MIRAGE-multisensory illusion
system, in patients with hand osteoarthritis, while Stanton et al.
(2018) applied it in knee osteoarthritis patients. The MIRAGE
system involved the visuo-tactile manipulation of a body part,
inducing their stretching or a shrinking visual appearance, in
addition to a tactile stimulation applied by the examiner that
may be directed in a congruent or incongruent modality (tactile
stimulation in the same direction of the visual illusion (e.g.,
in stretching direction, or in the opposite way). Both studies
reported an analgesic effect, with a reduction in pain varying
between 45 and 50% respect to the baseline in the study of
Preston and Newport (2011), and 25% in the study of Stanton
et al. (2018). In this last study it was also found that repetition
of the illusion, better than prolonging the exposure, produced
additional pain relief (40% respect to the baseline). Finally,
Nishigami et al. (2019) adapted and preliminary tested the
MIRAGE system in two CLBP patients without the adjunct
of the tactile stimulation to the visual manipulation. In this
pilot-study, the authors proposed a visual manipulation of the
trunk modifying its muscular appearance, based on the common
maladaptive beliefs of CLBP subjects about robustness and
perceived vulnerability of their back. This kind of “cognitive”
illusion seems to reduce pain only in the subject A, having
higher level of body perception dysfunction (FreBAQ score:
29/36), catastrophization (Pain Catastrophizing Scale score—
PCS: 50/52) and maladaptive beliefs (Back Beliefs Questionnaire
score—BBQ: 67/45), respect to the subject B with lower scoring
on these outcomes (FreBAQ: 0/36; BBQ: 39/45; PCS: 8/52).

Qualitative Studies
The study of Lauche et al. (2012a) is a qualitative investigation
embedded in a RCT on the effect of the cupping therapy
in CNP patients, compared to similar patients on a waiting
list to receive treatment (Lauche et al., 2012b). From the
interviews emerged a subjectively referred reduction in neck
size (smaller), as consequences of pain relief. The Body Image

Drawing (BID) appeared changed in both groups, but drawings
were more complete and lines more symmetric, in the cupping
therapy group.

Methodological Considerations
Only 5 out of the 38 included studies (Barker et al., 2008; Wand
et al., 2013a, 2016; Adamczyk et al., 2018b; Nishigami et al.,
2018) provided a-prori calculations of the sample size, thus
their results cannot be generalized to larger population. A rich
variety of research designs was adopted: 9 out 38 studies were
case studies, case series, pilot trials or preliminary investigations
(aggregated they represent 24% of all included studies) (Moseley,
2008; Preston and Newport, 2011; Wand et al., 2011; Louw et al.,
2017;Moreira et al., 2017; Adamczyk et al., 2018a,b; Stanton et al.,
2018; Nishigami et al., 2019) This strongly limit the comparison
of findings between studies. These nine studies had also small
sample sizes ranging between 2 and 20 subjects in nine studies
(24% of cases), limiting the generalizability of results. Inclusion
and exclusion criteria have been poorly documented in 29/38
studies (76%) (Figures 7, 8): the selection of the target population
may have been not adequately performed, potentially biasing the
validity of results. Sixteen percent of all included studies were
conducted in an experimental setting (Grod and Diakow, 2002;
Wand et al., 2010; Docherty et al., 2012; Gilpin et al., 2015;
Treleaven and Takasaki, 2015; Martínez et al., 2018), limiting the
applicability of methodologies proposed in clinical practice.

Assessment Studies
Groups of control subjects were not tested in six studies
(Wand et al., 2013a, 2016; Hirakawa et al., 2014; Adamczyk
et al., 2018a,b; Nishigami et al., 2018), and two case-control
investigations had no healthy subjects comparisons (Moseley,
2008; Beales et al., 2016): this issue represents a major limitation
of these works, potentially limiting the validity of their findings.
Although we can presume that explicit SoP of body parts should
be normal in unaffected people (Longo and Haggard, 2012), a
degree of distortion for implicit SoP has been found even in
healthy people (Fuentes et al., 2013; Longo, 2017). For this reason
the absence, or small size of healthy control groups weighs more
on the validity of the studies investigated the implicit SoP (Wand
et al., 2010, 2013b; Adamczyk et al., 2018a,b) respect to those
investigated the explicit SoP.

The FreBAQ and FreKAQ questionnaires were adapted from
the NLSQ of Galer and Jensen (1999) and Frettlöh et al. (2006)
validated in CRPS patients. Studies adopting these outcomes
represented the majority of all the assessment studies (40%). It
should be noted that questionnaires measuring explicit SoP are
not validated against standard measures of reference. Of course,
the criterion-validity of scales measuring this construct remain
unknown and the contribution of the implicit body model and of
the explicit cognitive representation are difficult to disentangle.
Nevertheless, it must be considered that FreBAQ and FreKAQ
involve two items asking for the explicit size and shape perception
of body parts (items 6–9): they could be validated adopting
recently proposed objective measure for the explicit SoP itself
and for the body model (Longo and Haggard, 2010; Fuentes et al.,
2013; Spitoni et al., 2015; Adamczyk et al., 2018b), accounting for
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FIGURE 7 | Summary of the evaluation for clinical relevance of included assessment studies.

the implicit perception of metric sizes of body parts. Moreover,
item 5 of FreBAQ/FreKAQ asked about the explicit perceived
location of body parts in space: it may be validated adopting the
objective methodologies proposed by Longo and Haggard (2010)
for the implicit position sense. Finally, other items investigated
the body ownership (item 1) and agency (items 3 and 4), two
constructs that have been extensively studied through the RHI
paradigm and relative psychometric measures (Longo et al.,
2008a).

Notably, we found only one study investigated the
responsiveness of assessment tools respect to changes in
clinical status (Lauche et al., 2012a). However, the qualitative
nature of this investigation provide us only indicative data.

Treatment Studies
As highlighted in Figure 8, some issues threatened the clinical
relevance of included studies. Four studies recruited not adequate
control groups: for e.g., the study of Barker et al. (2008) compared
the FairMed device with the TENS in CLBP patients. However,
Cochrane Reviews (Khadilkar et al., 2005, 2008) found limited
evidence for the use of TENS in CLBP treatment, and the

international guidelines recommend to use a mixed-type of
intervention in patients with this kind of disorder, composed by
physiotherapy, exercises and psychological treatments (National
Guideline Centre, 2016). Thus, the sole use of the TENS
cannot be considered as the gold standard treatment for LBP,
and FairMed device should be tested against a placebo-control
group or with another more effective treatment. The same issue
involved also the study of Morone et al. (2012), Paolucci et al.
(2012), and Vetrano et al. (2013) in which the experimental
SuPeR treatment approach for CLBP was compared to a group
of patients who performed back school exercises, and to another
group who performed a variant of the standard SuPeR treatment.
The qualitative study of Lauche et al. (2012a) was embedded in
a RCT (Lauche et al., 2012b) with a waiting-list control group
and therefore it lacks of a comparison with other usual cares or
placebo interventions.

Only two studies (Stanton et al., 2018; Nishigami et al.,
2019) evaluated at the baseline the presence of perceptual

dysfunction thus, a large part of the treatments provided

perceptual tasks aimed to reduce pain and/or disability without

taking in consideration the potential relationship between SoP
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FIGURE 8 | Summary of the evaluation for clinical relevance of included treatment studies.

and pain perception. This methodological issue represents a
major limitation of all intervention studies. Failure to detect
possible sub-groups, as those found in some assessment studies
for explicit SoP (Mibu et al., 2015; Nishigami et al., 2015; Moreira
et al., 2017), may have limited the effectiveness of therapeutic
procedures because authors may not have taken into account that
different kind of misperception could produce variable results to
the same treatment. Currently, therefore, it is not possible to draw
any conclusions regarding their potential clinical value.

The adverse events were not reported across all included
studies (Figure 8): although the majority of studies adopted non-
invasive procedures we lack evidence about the occurrence of
side effects, especially for two studies using invasive procedures
(acupuncture and cupping therapy) (Lauche et al., 2012a; Wand
et al., 2013a). Moreover, authors of the studies where bodily
illusions were administered through mediated-reality systems
(Preston and Newport, 2011; Diers et al., 2013; Stanton et al.,
2018; Nishigami et al., 2019), despite the minimal invasiveness
of the procedures, did not report information for the tolerability
of the equipment and of the illusions itself. In eight studies, the
therapeutic procedures required dedicated technological (Barker
et al., 2008; Preston andNewport, 2011; Diers et al., 2013; Stanton
et al., 2018; Nishigami et al., 2019) or homebuilt equipment
(Morone et al., 2012; Paolucci et al., 2012; Vetrano et al.,

2013): even if the materials assembly procedure is well described
(Morone et al., 2012; Paolucci et al., 2012; Vetrano et al.,
2013), costs were not reported, potentially limiting the clinical
applicability of these therapeutic tools. Sixty-three percent of
patients in the study of Barker et al. (2008) reported faults of the
FairMed device during the experiments, a concern that may have
limited the efficacy of the treatment tested.

Except for Morone et al. (2012) and Vetrano et al. (2013),
almost all studies provided follow-up periods no longer than 4
weeks, thus limiting the possibility to assess long terms effect
for treatments proposed. From a conceptual and terminological
point of view, in some studies authors reported using sensory-
based interventions (Barker et al., 2008; Morone et al., 2012;
Ryan et al., 2014) where, instead, perceptual-based therapeutic
strategies were tested. This distinction is not trivial because
primary sensory processing is different respect to higher-order
mechanisms underlying SoP (Longo and Haggard, 2010; Hillier
et al., 2015; Mancini et al., 2015; Spitoni et al., 2015). This
terminological misuse may hide an important conceptual issue:
some studies may have been conceived and designed with
the goal to ameliorate primary somatosensations (tactile acuity,
proprioception, etc.), rather than SoP, and the results found
may have been consequently biased by these conceptual and
practical mismatches.
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Finally, calculation of effect sizes’ confidence intervals were
not possible in four studies (Preston and Newport, 2011; Morone
et al., 2012; Vetrano et al., 2013; Louw et al., 2017) due to lack of
relevant information: this reporting bias may have compromised
the accuracy of results.

DISCUSSION

To “live” our own body constitutes a fascinating and complex
experience because the body represents a unique multisensory
object. The body experience is not direct, as well as bodily
illusions and pain perception, two perceptual experiences that
illustrate the complexity of mental organizations. Rather, it
is filtered by a numbers of factors such as somatosensory
inputs, perceptual information and body memory (Riva, 2018).
Therefore, to study perceptual disorders in painful conditions
represents an opportunity to explore the mechanisms underlying
how our brain generates the experience of one’s body. The aim
of this review was to provide a comprehensive map about the
literature published on perceptual disorders in painful MDRDs,
with the main goal to identify gaps in current knowledge
and to obtain useful information for the future research
agenda. Our findings should be interpreted considering the large
methodological variety of included studies.

The amount of literature found (37 articles) attests that, since
the first investigation of Moseley (2008), overall these topics have
been received some attention during the last decade. Specific
sub-groups of MDRSs have been investigated more extensively,
as in the case of spinal pain. CLBP, CNP and Pelvic Pain,
taken together, represent about 80% of all the included studies.
At the same time, it is noticeable how some others clinical
conditions such as the rheumatic diseases remained with little
or sparse interest. For example, rheumatoid arthritis was not
investigated, and only two studies (5%) investigated fibromyalgia
(Valenzuela-Moguillansky, 2013; Martínez et al., 2018). Another
poorly explored area is pain in upper and lower limbs (15%
of included studies), among which osteoarthritis was the only
studied condition (Preston and Newport, 2011; Hirakawa et al.,
2014; Gilpin et al., 2015; Nishigami et al., 2017; Magni et al., 2018;
Stanton et al., 2018).

Summary of Evidence and Clinical
Interpretation
Assessment Studies
We found a wide and heterogeneous literature published in
the field of MDRDs about SoP, SpP and BO. It predominantly
concerned about the assessment (66% of included studies,
25/38), respect to the intervention strategies (34%, 13/38). Some
preliminary evidence of distorted body experience in MDRDs
emerged, mainly in the area of the explicit SoP for spinal pain
assessed through the BID task (Moseley, 2008; Lauche et al.,
2012a; Mibu et al., 2015; Nishigami et al., 2015; Moreira et al.,
2017), questionnaires or visual estimation tasks (Gilpin et al.,
2015). These preliminary findings are in line with evidence found
in CRPS (Galer and Jensen, 1999; Förderreuther et al., 2004;
Frettlöh et al., 2006), although with apparent less magnitude and

frequency. In fact, NLS were reported in 54.4–90.2% of CRPS
patients respect to 19–36%. found in MDRDs (Hirakawa et al.,
2014). Notably, the results obtained through the BID are difficult
to interpret and compare to each other due to the qualitative
nature of this task: the assessment of the altered explicit
SoP is left to the clinician’s subjective judgment, potentially
leaving a large margin of error in interpreting the results of
the test. Moreover, both the BID task and questionnaires like
FreBAQ/FreKAQ and NLSQ, involved a self-description and
depiction of own’s body parts in which are involved both
perceptive and cognitive/affective contributions that are not
easily separable. For this reason, these tasks should be considered
as a complex and multidimensional way to assess explicit
body experience. On the other hand, although some promising
assessment methodologies have been proposed, a substantial gap
in knowledge exists in the area of the implicit mechanisms
guiding perceptual abilities, like the estimation of body parts’ size
and its location in space. The absence of studies that investigate
the sub-domain of the implicit SoPmay be interpreted as a lack of
appropriate tools in MDRDs able to investigate this construct, or
as a sparse knowledge about the distinction between implicit and
explicit mechanisms underlying SoP. This may be not surprising
if we consider that: a) this area of investigation is peculiar of
the neuropsychology rather than rehabilitation sciences dealing
with MDRDs; and (a) the comprehension about neural and
operational mechanisms of body experience has grown only in
the last few years (Longo et al., 2008b, 2015; Longo, 2015; Gallace
and Bellan, 2018).

We found only three studies investigating the implicit SoP
in MDRDs (Wand et al., 2013b; Adamczyk et al., 2018a,b), of
which one is a preliminary validation study and another is a
case-study. Therefore, it appears that implicit SoP in MDRDs
has received little attention, as well as in CRPS, where only
sparse studies have been investigated this sub-domain of body
perception (Lewis et al., 2010b; Reiswich et al., 2012). Despite this,
some methodologies proposed in preliminary studies showed
good psychometric values, as in the case of the 2-PET (Adamczyk
et al., 2018b), and are easy to be implemented both in clinical
practice (Wand et al., 2013b; Adamczyk et al., 2018a) and in
future research studies.

Variable results were found for the association of SoP
disorders with pain intensity, duration and disability. Higher and
stronger associations were found in studies that examined the
explicit SoP (mainly those adopting the FreBAQ and FreKAQ)
compared to other methodologies, while conflicting results were
found for studies assessing the implicit SoP. However, in this last
case, the small number of studies (Wand et al., 2013b; Adamczyk
et al., 2018a,b) and of subjects recruited may have influenced
the findings. Overall, it is not possible to draw conclusions
about causation due to the lack of cohort studies. In fact only
one study had a longitudinal research design (Hirakawa et al.,
2014): authors found a decreased level of perceptual dysfunctions
6 weeks post-knee arthroplasty but standard deviation values
were high, indicating large variation among patients. Thus,
it is unclear whether SoP dysfunctions are a consequence of
persistent painful states, potential contributing factors or an
epiphenomenon of pain. One proposed hypothesis has been
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reported in pregnancy-related pelvic pain in which body changes
precede the onset of pain: in this case, anatomical variations in
body sizes may have caused pain-related thoughts and fear of
movements, generating maladaptive behaviours and altered body
perceptions (Beales et al., 2016). In other conditions different
than pregnancy-related ones, this combination of factors may
explain misperceptions occurring only in body parts potentially
affected by increment of size (e.g., axial joints, interphalangeal
and metacarpal joints) where SoP distortions could occur
subsequently to swelling phases (McCabe et al., 2004), but they
may be not able to explain misperceptions affecting the spine.

Sub-groups detection
In some studies (Mibu et al., 2015; Nishigami et al., 2015; Moreira
et al., 2017) seem to emerge sub-groups of patients with different
features for the explicit SoP (normal, augmented and shrunken),
although the association of each group with higher disability
levels, or pain duration and intensity remains unclear. Similarly,
for implicit SoP, Adamczyk et al. (2018a) presented a two-case
report in which one patients showed an overestimation of the
painful low-back side compared to non-painful locations in 2-
PET (range: 45–206%) and an opposite trend in the second
subject (underestimation ranged between 12 and 22%). However,
it cannot be established if two or more different sub-groups
emerged also for the implicit domain of SoP because this is the
only study that found this apparent trend. The same authors, in
another study with larger sample of CLBP patients (Adamczyk
et al., 2018b), were not able to find the same sub-groups split
found in the first double-case study. They also identified an
overall underestimation of both sides of the spine in 2PET,
challenging the relationship between pain location and body
perception distortion.

Body ownership
As a part of our body experience, we have to consider that
mental representations of own body include the concept of
shape and contours perception of body parts (James, 1890)
and the boundaries between them and the external space. The
plasticity of this kind of body representation has been extensively
studied through the RHI paradigm (Botvinick and Cohen,
1998). However, we found only one study investigating the
response to the RHI in MDRDs (Martínez et al., 2018). These
authors found that fibromyalgic patients were more prone to
experience the illusion than controls. The capacity to localize
and confine body sensations within the corporeal boundaries
requires an intact somatorepresentation: a misperception in
which a rubber hand ’taking the place’ of own’s real hand
(body representation instability), could indicate a dysfunction
in multisensory integration underlying SoP function, but it is
not clear the relationship with clinical relevant variables, and
thus the potential role played in pathophysiology of chronic
pain. To the best of our knowledge, only one study was
published assessing the RHI in CRPS patients (Reinersmann
et al., 2013). Authors found preserved multisensory integration
despite the presence of neglect-like symptoms, indicating a
possible dissociation between the mechanisms involved in
BO and explicit SoP. Noteworthy, it seems to appear a

potential analogy between fibromyalgia and eating disorders:
both conditions seem to have a more instable BO respect to
healthy controls (Mussap and Salton, 2006; Eshkevari et al.,
2012; Keizer et al., 2014) and are joined by augmented vigilance
to internal body signals. In addition, they seemed to show
dissatisfaction regarding some body parts, those more painful in
fibromyalgic subjects and emotional-sensitive ones in anorectic
and bulimic patients. Body dissatisfaction is thought to be
caused by the discrepancy between an ideal body model and
the current self-perception (Strauman et al., 1991; Vartanian,
2012). Despite the causation relationship is still unclear, it was
found a correlation between negative body affective perception
and pain severity in fibromyalgic patients (Akkaya et al., 2012).
In our opinion, in order to avoid ineffective and limited
approaches, as already found in eating disorders (Eshkevari
et al., 2014), it should not be neglected the presence of such
negative body-cognition appraisal also in fibromyalgic patients.
The variable contribution to body experience of cognitive,
affective and perceptual mechanisms should be considered
in further studies, as already proposed for eating disorders
treatment (Riva, 2011; Keizer et al., 2014; Serino et al.,
2016a,b).

Space perception
Evidence emerged across included studies seemed to highlight
the absence of SpP dysfunctions, at least for the extra-personal
space measured through the CRAF test in a sample of patients
with CNP and WAD: errors in SSV and SVO were under the
limit of normality or very modest, and were not correlated with
disability. The lack of studies conducted in disorders different
than CNP and WAD makes it difficult to extent these findings
to others MDRDs, or to compare these results with those
found in CRPS (Sumitani et al., 2007a,b; Uematsu et al., 2009;
Reinersmann et al., 2012; Christophe et al., 2016).

Treatment Studies
The majority of published intervention studies were preliminary
pilot-tests, case studies and case series, or were conducted in
experimental settings. For these reasons, evidence emerged about
the intervention strategies proposed are very limited. Moreover,
it is difficult to estimate the relative effectiveness of each
single therapeutic component for studies adopting concomitant
multiple approaches (Wand et al., 2011; Morone et al., 2012;
Paolucci et al., 2012; Vetrano et al., 2013; Ryan et al., 2014).
Overall, intervention studies suffered the absence of preliminary
assessment for dysfunctions of SoP and BO at the baseline: this
issue may have limited the effectiveness of the treatments because
they were not appropriately focused on specific sub-groups of
patients. In fact, as shown by assessment studies, some patients
with MDRDs seem to present explicit or implicit SoP disorders
respect to others (Mibu et al., 2015; Nishigami et al., 2015;
Moreira et al., 2017; Adamczyk et al., 2018a).

Although they must be considered within the limits of their
low evidence value, case studies and preliminary investigations
showed promising results of dedicated interventions (Stanton
et al., 2018; Nishigami et al., 2019) addressing specific kind of SoP
disorders at the baseline, as found in CRPS (Lewis et al., 2019).
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Despite the presence of major methodological limitations,
some therapeutic strategies could be of potential clinical value,
especially in light of the brief duration and frequency of
administration (Wand et al., 2013a; Louw et al., 2017).

Clinical Implications
Currently, evidence is fragmented and insufficient to guide
precise assessment and intervention actions in routinely clinical
practice. Nevertheless, the majority of treatment methodologies
and assessment tools described in this review represent simple,
safe and inexpensive procedures, feasible for the use in daily
clinical practice. Some of the therapeutic approaches proposed
seem to improve movement and pain without performing any
physical action (Louw et al., 2017; Nishigami et al., 2019). For
this reason, they may be promising strategies to use in patients
with elevated pain levels and movement restrictions, as in person
having high level of fear-avoidance behaviours for movements
and maladaptive beliefs, especially in early rehabilitation phases
(Louw et al., 2017).

Patients affected by these kind of perception disturbances
(as documented in CRPS) may be reluctant, if not directly
questioned (Galer and Jensen, 1999; Lewis et al., 2010a), to
talk with health care providers or within the family context
(Galer and Jensen, 1999), due to the bizarre features that make
them appear as having some form of psychological/psychiatric
disturbance (Förderreuther et al., 2004), or fearful of not being
believed (Lewis et al., 2007). The perception of body contours
and ownership is usually taken for granted, but in circumstances
in which derangements appear between what is perceived and
what is real, both pain and stressful response may potentially
increase as consequence to these conditions, together with fear-
avoidant behaviour. For patients, not being able to rely on
information coming from their bodies and experiencing such
bodily illusions can be detrimental for quality of life, social
interactions and, overall, for mental health (Lewis et al., 2007;
Longo, 2015). For these reasons, despite the limited diagnostic
capacity of the tools now available, we believe it is important
that clinicians start to approach (Geri et al., 2019) and validate
this kind of unpleasant experience. For instance, clinicians could
tell patients that their clinical descriptions resemble the very
common situation of receiving an injection from the dentist and
thereby perceiving one’s lips and cheeks as uncommonly swollen
and distorted, despite one’s awareness that they maintain their
normal size. Moving from the preliminary findings of this review,
clinicians should consider the role of distorted SoP, starting
from directly asking patients about their body experience, or
through the administration of easy and inexpensive qualitative
and quantitative tools, as the BID and the 2-PET.

Recommendation for Future Research
Despite the range of methodological issues that limit the validity
of the evidence we have discussed, some of the proposed
assessment methodologies and therapeutic strategies, could
represent useful starting points for further research.

Considering the complexity of the body experience
phenomenon, future studies should consider the concomitant
assessment of different domains of bodily experience (explicit

and implicit SoP, BO, and SpP), in parallel to the clinical variables
commonly used for clinical studies, as some authors have started
to do with CRPS patients (Lewis et al., 2019). Intervention
studies should determine the response of particular sub-groups
of patients, for e.g., those with enlarged or diminished body
perception (Mibu et al., 2015; Moreira et al., 2017; Adamczyk
et al., 2018a), to dedicated perceptual training interventions
(Lewis et al., 2019). Moreover, the preliminary detection
of perceptual impairments and the potential identification
of particular sub-groups in clinical studies may help to
identify individuals who could potentially benefit from
dedicated treatments, or sub-groups that may be resistant to
usual cares.

Future studies may implement new advanced technologies
for clinical purposes. For e.g., diagnostic studies may
implement more accurate new digital tools (Turton et al.,
2013), aimed at overcoming the excessive subjectivity of
the clinicians in the assessment of BID, but preserving at
the same time the subjectivity of patients in expressing
their own’s SoP. Virtual and augmented reality represent
probably the new frontier for the study of body
representation finalized at therapeutic clinical use in body
perception dysfunctions.

It may be interesting to explore also the neural correlates of
body experience disorders through the adoption of neuroimaging
methods, such as functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI), during perceptual tasks execution, without limiting the
investigation to the functionality of the primary sensory area, as
primarily performed in MDRDs field since now.

The available studies on assessment and treatment described
here need to be replicated in larger and higher-methodological
quality studies with appropriate control groups, in order to
confirm preliminary results emerged, and to determine whether
perceptual disorders represent clinical consistent findings. At
the same time, we encourage the production of diagnostic case
studies/case series and the publication of preliminary validation
studies aimed to describe new assessment and treatment
methodology in MDRDs as already made in CRPS (Sumitani
et al., 2007a; Uematsu et al., 2009; Christophe et al., 2016; Solcà
et al., 2018). We think that these two preliminary steps may be
useful starting points before large scale data collection, as in the
case of Adamczyk et al. (2018a,b).

The implicit and explicit body experience represents
certainly a complex construct to define and investigate.
Despite the absence of recognized gold-standard procedures
to validate perceptual dysfunctions, it’s noteworthy that other
psychophysical tests have been proposed (Longo and Haggard,
2010; Fuentes et al., 2013) and may be implemented in MDRDs.

Finally, both the FreBAQ/FreKAQ and the NLSQ items
were not directly derived from patients’ self-experience
dedicated studies, as those represented by the qualitative
research. Moreover, these questionnaires were borrowed and
adapted from studies on CRPS patients, rather than from
studies investigating directly MDRDs patients. For these
reasons, qualitative interviews-based studies may represent
a useful and appropriate methodological approach to
obtain relevant themes to adopt for the implementation of
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questionnaire items directly based on patients’ “first-person”
perspective (Lewis et al., 2007; Valenzuela-Moguillansky,
2013). We must consider that SoP, SpP and BO, are
essentially subjective phenomena. Therefore, we cannot
achieve comprehensive and deeper knowledge on this personal
experience without a direct involvement of patients with
dysfunctional body experiences.

Strengths and Limitations
Our research team was multidisciplinary and multiprofessional
in its composition aimed at limiting potential conflicting
interpretations of terminology and concepts investigated
(Anderson et al., 2008). Despite the comprehensive nature of
this review and the amount of sources scanned, it is possible
that the limitation of our search only to English language studies
may have influenced the nature of the evidence found. In
order to limit this potential publication bias, we have reported
in additional materials (Supplementary Table 7) all potential
eligible studies found in other languages, having at least the
abstract in English. The presence of only one author for data
extraction may have been a potential source of bias: to overcome
this limitation we provide a secondary data check by a second
reviewer. We limited our investigation to patients >16 years
old, however potentially interesting findings and assessment
strategies may be found in the research area of the idiopathic
scoliosis (Picelli et al., 2016; Paolucci et al., 2017). The extensive
heterogeneity of included studies prevents to draw robust
conclusions for clinical practice. Nevertheless, the inclusion of
quantitative, qualitative and mixed-method studies at this first
literature mapping stage allowed to consider the different aspects
involved in the complex phenomenon of the body experience.
Finally, the theme of SoP is broad and this review cannot be
considered exhaustive. We excluded studies investigating the
perception of own’s body under dynamic condition (Valenzuela-
Moguillansky et al., 2017) and the related therapeutic strategies
proposed (Horwitz et al., 2003, 2004; Wand et al., 2012), because
they are not considered in the theoretical framework of Longo
et al. (Longo et al., 2010; Longo, 2016) that we have adopted
as reference. Moreover, we did not consider other kinds of
perceptual information as those related to the perceived stiffness
(Haigh et al., 2003; Stanton et al., 2017).

CONCLUSIONS

Alterations of the implicit and explicit body experience have
been preliminary found through this literature review. Despite
the unclarity about the association or causation with chronic
pain in MDRDs, perceptual dysfunctions could be reasonably
considered as having a potential impact on clinical outcomes.
If confirmed in future methodological robust studies, they
may be potentially considered as one of the dimensions
involved in clinical presentations of MDRDs, on a par with
pain perception, functional limitations and restrictions in
participation. Since an effective treatment depends on an
effective diagnostic procedure, before conducting new treatment
studies, future research should prioritize the objectification of
perceptual dysfunctions subjectively referred by patients or
reported through qualitative methods.

Some important questions remain open to be addressed: (a)
explicit and implicit dysfunctions found in CLBP and CNP may
constitute a cause, a consequence or an epiphenomenon respect
to pain perception?; (b) the sub-groups highlighted in CLBP and
CNP are consistently present even in other kind of MDRDs and
also in the implicit domain of SoP; and (c) considering that in
healthy subjects, a degree of distorted implicit somatoperception
has been found in recent neuropsychological studies with respect
to an intact explicit mechanism (Longo, 2017), we have to expect
a further deterioration of the implicit somatoperception in those
patients found to have yet an altered conscious perception of their
own’s body?

In order to answer to these questions, we conclude by
suggesting three future research lines:

a) Longitudinal studies providing pain and multiple body
perception outcome measures, along an enough large period
of observation, may constitute an appropriate answer to the
first point;

b) Implicit and explicit methodology of assessment should be
administered in parallel to patients in order to test the
potential divergences between conscious and unconscious
mechanisms of body perception within and between MDRDs:
this suggestion answer both to the second and the third critical
points highlighted;

c) Moreover, the adoption of case-cohort studies with control
groups of healthy subjects, further answer to the third point.

Overall, in consideration of the amount of literature already
published since now we sustain and propose that the theoretical
concept to split between implicit and explicit mechanisms of
SoP may constitute an important starting point for future
research agenda.

As suggested by extensive literature in neuropsychological
field, pain perception appears to interact with a range of factors,
among which implicit and explicit SoP, SpP and BO. For this
reason, for future research agenda we encourage researchers
to combine experimental lines on body experience with those
studying chronic pain in MDRDs.

In consideration of findings emerged and the quality of studies
found, at the state of art, the conduction of a future systematic
review is appropriate only to synthesize the psychometric
properties of the FreBAQ.
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Additional File 1: Supplementary Table S1 
 

Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyses extension for Scoping 

Reviews (PRISMA-ScR) Checklist:  

 

SECTION ITEM PRISMA-ScR CHECKLIST ITEM 
REPORTED 

ON PAGE # 

TITLE 

Title 1 Identify the report as a scoping review. 1 

ABSTRACT 

Structured 

summary 
2 

Provide a structured summary that includes (as 

applicable): background, objectives, eligibility 

criteria, sources of evidence, charting methods, 

results, and conclusions that relate to the review 

questions and objectives. 

1-2 

INTRODUCTION 

Rationale 3 

Describe the rationale for the review in the context 

of what is already known. Explain why the review 

questions/objectives lend themselves to a scoping 

review approach. 

3-4 

Objectives 4 

Provide an explicit statement of the questions and 

objectives being addressed with reference to their 

key elements (e.g., population or participants, 

concepts, and context) or other relevant key 

elements used to conceptualize the review 

questions and/or objectives. 

4 

METHODS 

Protocol and 

registration 
5 

Indicate whether a review protocol exists; state if 

and where it can be accessed (e.g., a Web address); 

and if available, provide registration information, 

including the registration number. 

4 

Eligibility criteria 6 

Specify characteristics of the sources of evidence 

used as eligibility criteria (e.g., years considered, 

language, and publication status), and provide a 

rationale. 

4-5, 37 

Information 

sources* 
7 

Describe all information sources in the search (e.g., 

databases with dates of coverage and contact with 

authors to identify additional sources), as well as 

5, Additional 

File 2 
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SECTION ITEM PRISMA-ScR CHECKLIST ITEM 
REPORTED 

ON PAGE # 

the date the most recent search was executed. 

Search 8 

Present the full electronic search strategy for at 

least 1 database, including any limits used, such 

that it could be repeated. 

Additional file 

2 

Selection of 

sources of 

evidence† 

9 

State the process for selecting sources of evidence 

(i.e., screening and eligibility) included in the 

scoping review. 

5 

Data charting 

process‡ 
10 

Describe the methods of charting data from the 

included sources of evidence (e.g., calibrated forms 

or forms that have been tested by the team before 

their use, and whether data charting was done 

independently or in duplicate) and any processes 

for obtaining and confirming data from 

investigators. 

6 

Data items 11 

List and define all variables for which data were 

sought and any assumptions and simplifications 

made. 

6 

Critical appraisal 

of individual 

sources of 

evidence§ 

12 

If done, provide a rationale for conducting a critical 

appraisal of included sources of evidence; describe 

the methods used and how this information was 

used in any data synthesis (if appropriate). 

n.a. 

Synthesis of 

results 
13 

Describe the methods of handling and summarizing 

the data that were charted. 
6-7 

RESULTS 

Selection of 

sources of 

evidence 

14 

Give numbers of sources of evidence screened, 

assessed for eligibility, and included in the review, 

with reasons for exclusions at each stage, ideally 

using a flow diagram. 

7 

Characteristics of 

sources of 

evidence 

15 

For each source of evidence, present characteristics 

for which data were charted and provide the 

citations. 

8-9 

Critical appraisal 

within sources of 

evidence 

16 
If done, present data on critical appraisal of 

included sources of evidence (see item 12). 
n.a. 

Results of 

individual sources 

of evidence 

17 

For each included source of evidence, present the 

relevant data that were charted that relate to the 

review questions and objectives. 

9-15 
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SECTION ITEM PRISMA-ScR CHECKLIST ITEM 
REPORTED 

ON PAGE # 

Synthesis of 

results 
18 

Summarize and/or present the charting results as 

they relate to the review questions and objectives. 
7-8 

DISCUSSION 

Summary of 

evidence 
19 

Summarize the main results (including an overview 

of concepts, themes, and types of evidence 

available), link to the review questions and 

objectives, and consider the relevance to key 

groups. 

16-18 

Limitations 20 
Discuss the limitations of the scoping review 

process. 
20 

Conclusions 21 

Provide a general interpretation of the results with 

respect to the review questions and objectives, as 

well as potential implications and/or next steps. 

20-21 

FUNDING 

Funding 22 

Describe sources of funding for the included 

sources of evidence, as well as sources of funding 

for the scoping review. Describe the role of the 

funders of the scoping review. 

22 

 

JBI = Joanna Briggs Institute; PRISMA-ScR = Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews 

and Meta-Analyses extension for Scoping Reviews. 

* Where sources of evidence (see second footnote) are compiled from, such as bibliographic 

databases, social media platforms, and Web sites. 

† A more inclusive/heterogeneous term used to account for the different types of evidence or data 

sources (e.g., quantitative and/or qualitative research, expert opinion, and policy documents) that 

may be eligible in a scoping review as opposed to only studies. This is not to be confused with 

information sources (see first footnote). 

‡ The frameworks by Arksey and O’Malley (6) and Levac and colleagues (7) and the JBI guidance 

(4, 5) refer to the process of data extraction in a scoping review as data charting. 

§ The process of systematically examining research evidence to assess its validity, results, and 

relevance before using it to inform a decision. This term is used for items 12 and 19 instead of "risk 

of bias" (which is more applicable to systematic reviews of interventions) to include and 

acknowledge the various sources of evidence that may be used in a scoping review (e.g., 

quantitative and/or qualitative research, expert opinion, and policy document). 

 

From: Tricco AC, Lillie E, Zarin W, O'Brien KK, Colquhoun H, Levac D, et al. PRISMA 

Extension for Scoping Reviews (PRISMA-ScR): Checklist and Explanation. Ann Intern Med. 
;169:467–473. doi: 10.7326/M18-0850  
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Additional File 2. Search Strategy 

Medline (PubMed) 

 

2018, May 22 

Database: Medline (Pub Med) <since its inception to 2018, May 22> Search Strategy: 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                                            

# Searches  Results 

    

1 "Musculoskeletal Diseases"[Mesh] OR “Musculoskeletal Pain"[Mesh]  100058

0 

2 “LBP”[ti] OR “lumbar pain”[ti]  OR “lumbosacral pain”[ti] OR “sacroiliac 

pain”[ti] OR “thoracolumbar pain”[ti] OR “Back Pain”[ti] OR “Low Back 

Pain”[ti] OR “Lower Back Pain”[ti] OR “Low Back Ache”[ti] OR “Back 

Ache”[ti] OR “Low Backache”[ti] OR Backache[ti] OR dorsalgia[ti] OR 

coccydynia[ti] OR spondylosis[ti] OR sciatica[ti] OR lumbago[ti] OR 

discitis[ti] OR “spinal fusion”[ti] OR postlaminectomy[ti] OR “failed back 

surgery”[ti] OR “herniated disk”[ti] OR hernia[ti] 

 53462 

3 2 NOT myelopathy  52556 

5 “cervicothoracic pain”[ti] OR “Neck Pain”[ti] OR “Neck Ache”[ti] OR 

Cervicalgia[ti] OR Cervicodynia[ti] OR Neckache[ti] OR “Cervical Pain”[ti] 

OR torticollis[ti] OR cervicodynia[ti] OR whiplash[ti] OR “whiplash 

injury”[ti] OR “whiplash injuries”[ti] OR “whiplash associated disorder”[ti] 

OR “whiplash associated disorders”[ti] OR “craniocervical pain”[ti] OR 

“cervical headache”[ti] OR “cervicogenic headache”[ti] OR “neck 

headache”[ti] 

 6490 

6 5 NOT (genital diseases, female/ OR Uterus)  6485 

7 6 NOT (myelopathy)  6345 

8 “scapular pain”[ti] OR “shoulder pain”[ti] OR “shoulder Impingement 

Syndrome”[ti] OR “rotator Cuff”[ti] OR ((shoulder[ti] OR elbow[ti]) AND 

(tendonitis[ti] OR tendinitis[ti] OR tendinopathy[ti] OR Bursitis[ti])) OR 

“elbow pain”[ti] OR "adhesive capsulitis"[ti] OR “frozen shoulder”[ti] OR 

brachialgia[ti] 

 6722 

9 arthropathy[ti] OR Osteoarthrosis[ti] OR Osteoarthritis[ti] OR “osteoarthritic 

pain”[ti] OR “Hip osteoarthritis”[ti] OR “knee osteoarthritis”[ti] OR “hand 

osteoarthritis”[ti] OR “foot osteoarthritis”[ti] OR “spine osteoarthritis”[ti] 

OR “patellofemoral”[ti] OR “patellofemoral pain”[ti] OR “patellofemoral 

pain syndrome”[ti] OR “patellofemoral syndrome”[ti] OR ((patellar[ti]) 

AND (pain[ti] OR tendonitis[ti] OR tendinitis[ti] OR tendinopathy[ti] OR 

Bursitis[ti])) OR “patellofemoral pain”[ti] OR “patellofemoral pain 

 30955 
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syndrome”[ti] 

10 Fibromyalgia[ti] OR “Fibromyalgia Syndrome”[ti] OR Rheumatism[ti] OR 

“Muscular Rheumatism”[ti] OR Fibrositis[ti] OR "Myofascial Pain 

Syndrome"[ti] OR "Polymyalgia Rheumatica"[ti] OR "Rheumatoid 

Arthritis"[ti] OR Osteoarthropathy[ti] OR Arthritis[ti] OR Arthralgia[ti] OR 

Ankylosis[ti] OR Scoliosis[ti] OR Spondylitis[ti] OR Spondylosis[ti] OR 

“spondylitis ankylosing”[ti] 

 130143 

11 1 OR 3 OR 7 OR 8 OR 9 OR 10  107503

4 

12 “Body Image”[Mesh] OR “Space Perception”[Mesh] OR “Form 

Perception”[Mesh] OR “Interoception”[Mesh] OR “Perceptual 

Distortion”[Mesh] OR “Size Perception”[Mesh] OR “Touch 

Perception”[Mesh] OR “Weight Perception”[Mesh] OR “Perceptual 

Disorder”[Mesh] 

 77182 

13 “personal space” OR “peri personal space” OR “peripersonal space” OR 

“extra personal space” OR “extrapersonal space” OR “surrounding space” 

OR “spatial representation” OR “spatial perception” OR “spatial attention” 

OR "spatial sensory organization" 

 7167 

14 “body perception” OR “body representation” OR “body attention” OR 

“bodily attention” OR “bodily perception” OR “bodily representation” OR 

“bodily attention” OR “body schema” OR “bodily schema” OR “body 

schemata” OR “bodily schemata” OR “superficial schema” OR “superficial 

schemata” OR “body map” OR “bodily map” OR “body form” OR “bodily 

form” OR “body image” OR “bodily image” OR “body awareness” OR 

“bodily awareness” OR embodiment OR “body consciousness” OR “bodily 

consciousness” OR “body ownership” OR “bodily ownership” OR “postural 

schema” OR “postural schemata” OR “postural image” OR “postural 

perception” OR “postural representation” OR “postural localization” OR 

“postural localisation” OR “postural map” OR “laterality judgment” OR “left 

right discrimination” OR “motor imagery” OR “mental representation” 

 27244 

15 topognosis OR atopognosia OR autotopagnosia OR  "self perception" OR 

"self recognition" OR "self representation" OR "self localisation" OR "self 

localization" OR "body localisation" OR "body localization" OR "bodily 

localisation" OR "bodily localization" OR “self location” OR “self 

localization” OR “self localisation” OR “self image” OR “body self” OR 

“self perception” OR “self representation” OR “self attribution” 

 13057 

16 neglect OR “spatial neglect” OR “attentional neglect” OR “hemi spatial 

neglect” OR “hemispatial neglect” OR “sensory neglect” OR “motor 

neglect” OR “representational neglect” OR “personal neglect” OR 

inattention  OR "attention deficit" OR “spatial deficit” OR “spatial attention 

deficit” OR “pseudo-neglect” OR “pseudo neglect” OR “body disownership” 

 54454 
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OR “bodily disownership” 

17 "subjective straight ahead" OR "subjective visual vertical" OR "subjective 

visual horizontal" OR "subjective vertical" OR "subjective horizontal" OR 

"subjective midline" OR "subjective body midline" OR "subjective bodily 

midline" OR “visual vertical” OR “visual horizontal” OR egocentric 

coordinat* OR “egocentric space” OR “egocentric space representation” OR 

“egocentric space perception” OR “allocentric space” OR “straight ahead” 

 10564 

18 Interoception  722 

19 somesthetic OR somesthesis OR "tactile perception" OR “tactile 

representation” OR “tactile discrimination” OR stereognosis OR 

astereognosia OR "sensory disturbance" OR kinesthesia OR kinesthesis OR 

kinaesthesia OR kinesthetic OR “position sense” OR “position error” OR 

“proprioception error” OR "visual representation" OR “visual perception” 

OR "visuomotor adaptation" 

 73070 

20 12 OR /13-19  218317 

21 11 AND 20  2953 

22 21 NOT (anorexia OR bulimia OR eating disorder)  2919 

23 22 AND (humans NOT animals)  2701 

 

 

User Query for PubMed: 

 

"Musculoskeletal Diseases"[Mesh] OR "Musculoskeletal Pain"[Mesh] OR (("LBP"[ti] OR "lumbar 

pain"[ti] OR "Lumbosacral Pain"[ti] OR "sacroiliac pain"[ti] OR "thoracolumbar pain"[ti] OR 

"Back Pain"[ti] OR "Low Back Pain"[ti] OR "Lower Back Pain"[ti] OR "Low Back Ache"[ti] OR 

"Back Ache"[ti] OR "Low Backache"[ti] OR Backache[ti] OR dorsalgia[ti] OR coccydynia[ti] OR 

spondylosis[ti] OR sciatica[ti] OR lumbago[ti] OR discitis[ti] OR "spinal fusion"[ti] OR 

postlaminectomy[ti] OR "failed back surgery"[ti] OR "herniated disk"[ti] OR hernia[ti]) NOT 

(myelopathy)) OR (("cervicothoracic pain"[ti] OR "Neck Pain"[ti] OR "Neck Ache"[ti] OR 

Cervicalgia[ti] OR Cervicodynia[ti] OR Neckache[ti] OR "Cervical Pain"[ti] OR torticollis[ti] OR 

cervicodynia[ti] OR whiplash[ti] OR "whiplash injury"[ti] OR "whiplash injuries"[ti] OR "whiplash 

associated disorder"[ti] OR "whiplash associated disorders"[ti] OR "craniocervical pain"[ti] OR 

"cervical headache"[ti] OR "cervicogenic headache"[ti] OR "neck headache"[ti]) NOT (genital 

diseases, female/ OR Uterus) NOT (myelopathy)) OR ("scapular pain"[ti] OR "shoulder pain"[ti] 

OR "shoulder impingement syndrome"[ti] OR "rotator Cuff"[ti] OR ((shoulder[ti] OR elbow[ti]) 

AND (tendonitis[ti] OR tendinitis[ti] OR tendinopathy[ti] OR Bursitis[ti])) OR "elbow pain"[ti] OR 

"adhesive capsulitis"[ti] OR "frozen shoulder"[ti] OR brachialgia[ti]) OR (arthropathy[ti] OR 

osteoarthrosis[ti] OR Osteoarthritis[ti] OR "osteoarthritic pain"[ti] OR "Hip osteoarthritis"[ti] OR 

"knee osteoarthritis"[ti] OR "osteoarthritic pain"[ti] OR "hand osteoarthritis"[ti] OR "foot 
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osteoarthritis"[ti] OR "spine osteoarthritis"[ti] OR "patellofemoral"[ti] OR "patellofemoral pain"[ti] 

OR "patellofemoral pain syndrome"[ti] OR "patellofemoral syndrome" OR ((patellar) AND 

(pain[ti] OR tendonitis[ti] OR tendinitis[ti] OR tendinopathy[ti] OR Bursitis[ti]))) OR 

(Fibromyalgia[ti] OR "Fibromyalgia Syndrome"[ti] OR Rheumatism[ti] OR "Muscular 

Rheumatism"[ti] OR Fibrositis[ti] OR "Myofascial Pain Syndrome"[ti] OR "Polymyalgia 

Rheumatica"[ti] OR "Rheumatoid Arthritis"[ti] OR Osteoarthropathy[ti] OR Arthritis[ti] OR 

Arthralgia[ti] OR Ankylosis[ti] OR Scoliosis[ti] OR spondylitis[ti] OR spondylosis[ti] OR 

"spondylitis ankylosing"[ti]) AND ("Body Image"[Mesh] OR "Space Perception"[Mesh] OR "Form 

Perception"[Mesh] OR "Perceptual Distortion"[Mesh] OR "Interoception"[Mesh] OR "Size 

Perception"[Mesh] OR "Touch Perception"[Mesh] OR "Weight Perception"[Mesh] OR "Perceptual 

Disorder"[Mesh] OR "personal space" OR "peri personal space" OR "peripersonal space" OR "extra 

personal space" OR "extrapersonal space" OR "surrounding space" OR "spatial representation" OR 

"spatial perception" OR "spatial attention" OR "spatial sensory organization" OR "body perception" 

OR "body representation" OR "body attention" OR "bodily attention" OR "bodily perception" OR 

"bodily representation" OR "body schema" OR "bodily schema" OR "body schemata" OR "bodily 

schemata" OR "superficial schema" OR "superficial schemata" OR "body map" OR "bodily map" 

OR "body form" OR "bodily form" OR "body image" OR "bodily image" OR "body awareness" 

OR "bodily awareness" OR embodiment OR "body consciousness" OR "bodily consciousness" OR 

"body ownership" OR "bodily ownership" OR topognosis OR anosognosia OR atopognosia OR 

autotopagnosia OR "self perception" OR "self recognition" OR "self representation" OR "self 

localisation" OR "self localization" OR "body localisation" OR "body localization" OR "bodily 

localisation" OR "bodily localization" OR "postural schema" OR "postural schemata" OR "postural 

image" OR "postural perception" OR "postural representation" OR "postural localization" OR 

"postural localisation" OR "postural map" OR "laterality judgment" OR "left right discrimination" 

OR "motor imagery" OR "mental representation" OR "self location" OR "self localization" OR "self 

localisation" OR "self image" OR "body self" OR "self perception" OR "self representation" OR 

"self attribution" OR "spatial neglect" OR neglect OR "attentional neglect" OR "hemi spatial 

neglect" OR "hemispatial neglect" OR "sensory neglect" OR "motor neglect" OR "representational 

neglect" OR "personal neglect" OR inattention OR "attention deficit" OR "spatial deficit" OR 

"spatial attention deficit" OR "pseudo-neglect" OR "pseudo neglect" OR "body disownership" OR 

"bodily disownership" OR "subjective straight ahead" OR "subjective visual vertical" OR 

"subjective visual horizontal" OR "subjective vertical" OR "subjective horizontal" OR "subjective 

midline" OR "subjective body midline" OR "subjective bodily midline" OR "visual vertical" OR 

"visual horizontal" OR egocentric coordinat* OR "egocentric space" OR "egocentric space 

representation" OR "egocentric space perception" OR "allocentric space" OR "straight ahead" OR 

interoception OR somesthetic OR somesthesis OR "tactile perception" OR "tactile representation" 

OR "tactile discrimination" OR stereognosis OR astereognosia OR "sensory disturbance" OR 

kinesthesia OR kinesthesis OR kinaesthesia OR kinesthetic OR "position sense" OR "position 

error" OR "proprioception error" OR "visual representation" OR "visual perception" OR 

"visuomotor adaptation") NOT (anorexia OR bulimia OR eating disorder) AND (humans NOT 

animals) 
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Additional File 2. Search Strategy 

Cochrane Library (Cochrane Database for Systematic Reviews – Database of Abstracts of Reviews 

of Effect – Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials) 

 

2018, Jun 01 

Database: Cochrane Library <since its inception to 2018, Jun 01> Search Strategy: 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                                            

# Searches  Results 

    

1 MeSH descriptor: [Musculoskeletal Diseases] explode all trees   37614 

2 MeSH descriptor: [Musculoskeletal Pain] explode all trees  650 

3 "musculoskeletal pain" or "musculoskeletal disorder" or "lumbosacral spine" 

or "lumbar spine" or "LBP" or "LBPP" or "sacroiliac disease" or "thoraco 

lumbar" or "back pain" or "low back pain" or "lower back disorder" or 

"lower back" or "backache" or "dorsalgia" or "coccydynia" or "sciatica" or 

"lumbago" or "discitis" or "spinal fusion" or "postlaminectomy" or 

"postlaminectomy syndrome" or "failed back surgery syndrome" or 

"herniated disc syndrome" or "herniated disc syndromes" or "herniated-disc 

syndrome" or "herniated-disc syndromes" or "hernia":ti,ab,kw (Word 

variations have been searched) 

 23749 

4 cervicothoracic or "neck pain" or "neck ache" or "neck aches" or 

"cervicalgia" or "cervicodynia" or "neckache" or "cervical pain syndrome" or 

"torticollis" or "cervicodorsal" or "whiplash injuries" or "whiplash injury" or 

whiplash or "craniocervical" or "cervicogenic headache":ti,ab,kw (Word 

variations have been searched) 

 3230 

5 "shoulder pain" or "shoulder impingement syndrome" or "rotator cuff" or 

"adhesive capsulitis" or "frozen shoulder" or "brachialgia":ti,ab,kw (Word 

variations have been searched) 

 3158 

6 "shoulder":ti,ab,kw and "tendonitis":ti,ab,kw and "tendinitis":ti,ab,kw and 

"tendinopathy":ti,ab,kw and "bursitis":ti,ab,kw (Word variations have been 

searched) 

 14 

7 "elbow":ti,ab,kw and "tendinitis":ti,ab,kw and "tendinopathy":ti,ab,kw and 

"tendonitis":ti,ab,kw and "bursitis":ti,ab,kw (Word variations have been 

searched) 

 5 

8 "osteoarthropathy" or "arthropathy" or "osteoarthritis" or "osteoarthroses" or 

osteoarth or "patellofemoral pain" or "patellofemoral pain syndrome" or 

"patellofemoral syndrome" or "patellofemoral" or "patellar 

chondropathies"":ti,ab,kw (Word variations have been searched) 

 12676 

9 "patellar":ti,ab,kw and "tendonitis" or "tendinitis" or "tendinopathy" or 

"bursitis":ti,ab,kw (Word variations have been searched) 

 110 
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10 fibromyalgia or "fibromyalgia syndrome" or "fibromyalgic syndrome" or 

"rheumatism" or "muscular rheumatism" or "fibrositis" or "myofascial pain 

syndrome":ti,ab,kw or "polymyalgia rheumatica" or "rheumatoid arthritis" or 

"arthritis" or "arthralgia":ti,ab,kw or "ankylosis" or "scoliosis" or 

"spondylitis" or "spondylosis" or "spondylitis ankylopoietica" or "spondyl-

arthropathy" or "spondyl-arthropathies" or "spondyl-arthroses" or "spondyl-

arthrosis" or "spondylarthritis" or "spondylarthropathies" or 

"spondylarthropathy" or "spondylarthrosis":ti,ab,kw (Word variations have 

been searched) 

 24293 

11 1 or /2-10  77172 

12 MeSH descriptor: [Body Image] explode all trees  630 

13 MeSH descriptor: [Form Perception] explode all trees  937 

14 MeSH descriptor: [Perceptual Distortion] explode all trees  87 

15 MeSH descriptor: [Size Perception] explode all trees  108 

16 MeSH descriptor: [Space Perception] explode all trees  1879 

17 MeSH descriptor: [Visual Perception] explode all trees  9070 

18 MeSH descriptor: [Weight Perception] explode all trees  30 

19 MeSH descriptor: [Touch Perception] explode all trees  99 

20 MeSH descriptor: [Interoception] explode all trees  7 

21 MeSH descriptor: [Perceptual Disorders] explode all trees  869 

22 "body image" or "body image disturbance" or "body image disturbances" or 

"space perception" or "peripersonal space" or "extrapersonal space" or 

"awareness" or "embodiment" or "weight perception" or "topognosis" or 

"topognosia" or "topognoses" or "anosognosia" or "self locating" or "self 

image" or "self images" or "postural sense" or "self perception" or "self 

perceptions" or "self attribution" or "interoceptive" or "interoceptively" or 

"somesthesia" or "somesthesic" or "somesthetic" or "neglect" or "inattention" 

or "pseudoneglect" or "egocentric" or "allocentric" or "attentional 

disturbance" or "inattentiveness" or "attention deficit disorder" or 

"stereognostic perception" or "stereognoses" or "stereognosis" or 

"stereognostic" or "astereognosia" or "astereognosis" or "sensory disorder" 

or "kinestheses" or "kinesthesia" or "kinesthesis" or "kinaesthesia" or 

"kinaesthesis" or "kinaesthetic" or "kinaesthetics" or "kinesthetic sense” 

 14984 

23 12 or /13-22  24307 

24 11 and 23  540 
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Additional File 2. Search Strategy 
  

PEDro (Physiotherapy Evidence Database) 

 

2018, Jul 09 

Database: PEDro<since its inception to 2018, Jul 09> Search Strategy: 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                                            

# Searches  Results 

    

1 body perception   76 

2 somatoperception  0 

3 body representation  6 

4 somatorepresentation  0 

5 weight perception  34 

6 visual perception  112 

7 form perception  57 

8 size perception  24 

9 touch perception  4 

10 body image  60 

11 body awareness  70 

12 embodiment  3 

13 perceptual distortion*  0 

14 percept* disord*  35 

15 space perception  4 

16 peripersonal space  0 

17 extrapersonal space  0 

18 topognosis  0 

19 topognoses  0 
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20 anosognosia  0 

21 stereognosis  3 

22 stereognoses  0 

23 astereognosis  0 

24 astereognoses  0 

25 interoception  2 

26 self perception*  238 

27 somesthe*  0 

28 neglect  61 

29 self image   38 

 Total Records  827 
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Additional File 2. Search Strategy 

The Campbell Collaboration 

 

2018, Jul 10 

Database: The Campbell Collaboration <since its inception to 2018, Jul 10> Search Strategy: 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                                            

# Searches  Results 

    

1 body image  10 

2 body perception  0 

3 body representation  0 

4 somatoperception  0 

5 somatorepresentation  0 

6 weight perception  1 

7 visual perception  0 

8 form perception  2 

9 size perception  1 

10 touch perception  0 

11 embodiment  0 

12 body awareness  3 

13 perceptual distortion  0 

14 space perception  1 

15 peripersonal space  0 

16 extrapersonal space  0 

17 extra personal space  0 

18 topognosis  0 

19 topognoses  0 

20 anosognosia  0 
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21 stereognosis  0 

22 stereognoses  0 

23 astereognosis  0 

24 astereognoses  0 

25 interoception  0 

26 self perception  1 

27 somesthesis  0 

28 neglect  10 

29 self image   26  

 Total Records  55 
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Additional File 2. Search Strategy 

SCOPUS 

 

2018, Jul 16 

Database: SCOPUS <since its inception to 2018, Jul 16> Search Strategy: 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                                            

# Searches  Results 

    

1 (TITLE("musculoskeletal pain") OR TITLE("musculoskeletal disorder") OR 

TITLE("lumbosacral spine") OR TITLE("lumbar spine") OR TITLE(LBP) 

OR TITLE("lumbar pain") OR TITLE("lumbosacral pain") OR 

TITLE("sacroiliac pain") OR TITLE("sacroiliac disease") OR 

TITLE("thoracolumbar pain") OR TITLE("back pain") OR TITLE("low 

back pain") OR TITLE("lower back pain") OR TITLE("low back ache") OR 

TITLE("back ache") OR TITLE("backache") OR TITLE("low backache") 

OR TITLE(backache) OR TITLE(dorsalgia) OR TITLE(coccydynia) OR 

TITLE(spondylosis) OR TITLE(sciatica) OR TITLE(lumbago) OR 

TITLE(discitis) OR TITLE("spinal fusion") OR TITLE(postlaminectomy) 

OR TITLE("failed back surgery") OR TITLE("herniated disk") OR 

TITLE(hernia)) AND NOT INDEX(MEDLINE) 

 27430 

2 #1 AND NOT myelopathy  27173 

3 (TITLE("cervicothoracic pain") OR TITLE("neck pain") OR TITLE("Neck 

Ache") OR TITLE(Cervicalgia) OR TITLE(Cervicodynia) OR 

TITLE(Neckache) OR TITLE("Cervical Pain") OR TITLE(torticollis) OR 

TITLE(cervicodynia) OR TITLE(whiplash) OR TITLE("whiplash injury") 

OR TITLE("whiplash injuries") OR TITLE("whiplash associated disorder") 

OR TITLE("whiplash associated disorders") OR TITLE("craniocervical 

pain") OR TITLE("cervical headache") OR TITLE("cervicogenic headache") 

OR TITLE("neck headache") OR TITLE("cervical pain syndrome") OR 

TITLE("craniocervical") OR TITLE("cervicogenic headache")) AND NOT 

INDEX(MEDLINE) 

 3053 

4 #3 AND NOT myelopathy  2948 

5 (TITLE("scapular pain") OR TITLE("shoulder pain") OR TITLE("shoulder 

Impingement Syndrome") OR TITLE("rotator Cuff") OR ((TITLE(shoulder) 

OR TITLE(elbow)) AND (TITLE(tendonitis) OR TITLE(tendinitis) OR 

TITLE(tendinopathy) OR TITLE(Bursitis))) OR TITLE("elbow pain") OR 

TITLE("adhesive capsulitis") OR TITLE("frozen shoulder") OR TITLE 

(brachialgia)) AND NOT INDEX(MEDLINE) 

 3621 

6 (TITLE(arthropathy) OR TITLE(Osteoarthrosis) OR TITLE(Osteoarthritis) 

OR TITLE(“osteoarthritic pain”) OR TITLE(“Hip osteoarthritis”) OR 

TITLE(“knee osteoarthritis”) OR TITLE(“hand osteoarthritis”) OR 

 12487 
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TITLE(“foot osteoarthritis”) OR TITLE(“spine osteoarthritis”) OR 

TITLE(“patellofemoral”) OR TITLE(“patellofemoral pain”) OR 

TITLE(“patellofemoral pain syndrome”) OR TITLE(“patellofemoral 

syndrome”) OR ((TITLE(patellar)) AND (TITLE(pain) OR 

TITLE(tendonitis) OR TITLE(tendinitis) OR TITLE(tendinopathy) OR 

TITLE(Bursitis))) OR TITLE(“patellofemoral pain”) OR 

TITLE(“patellofemoral pain syndrome”)) AND NOT INDEX(MEDLINE) 

7 (TITLE(Fibromyalgia) OR TITLE("Fibromyalgia Syndrome") OR 

TITLE(Rheumatism) OR TITLE("Muscular Rheumatism") OR 

TITLE(Fibrositis) OR TITLE("Myofascial Pain Syndrome") OR 

TITLE("Polymyalgia Rheumatica") OR TITLE("Rheumatoid Arthritis") OR 

TITLE(Osteoarthropathy) OR TITLE(Arthritis) OR TITLE(Arthralgia) OR 

TITLE(Ankylosis) OR TITLE(Scoliosis) OR TITLE(Spondylitis) OR 

TITLE(Spondylosis) OR TITLE("spondylitis ankylosing")) AND NOT 

INDEX(MEDLINE) 

 42737 

8 2 or /4-7  87701 

9 ("Body Image" OR "body image disturbance" OR "body image disturbances" 

OR awareness OR embodiment OR "Space Perception" OR "Form 

Perception" OR "visual perception" OR "Size Perception" OR "Touch 

Perception" OR "Weight Perception" OR "Perceptual Disorder" OR 

Interoception OR interoceptive OR interoceptively OR "Perceptual 

Distortion") AND NOT INDEX(MEDLINE)  

 536641 

10  (“personal space”) OR “peri personal space” OR “peripersonal space” OR 

“extra personal space” OR “extrapersonal space” OR “surrounding space” 

OR “spatial representation” OR “spatial perception” OR “spatial attention” 

OR "spatial sensory organization") AND NOT INDEX(MEDLINE) 

 33570 

11 (topognosis OR topognosia OR topognoses OR anosognosia OR "self 

locating" OR "self image" OR "self images" OR "postural sense" OR "self 

perception" OR "self perceptions" OR "self attribution" OR somesthesia OR 

somesthesic OR somesthetic OR neglect OR inattention OR pseudoneglect 

OR egocentric OR allocentric OR "attentional disturbance" OR 

inattentiveness OR "attention deficit disorder" OR "stereognostic perception" 

OR stereognoses OR "stereognosis" OR stereognostic OR astereognosia OR 

astereognosis OR "sensory disorder" OR kinestheses OR kinesthesia OR 

kinesthesis OR kinaesthesia OR kinaesthesis OR kinaesthetic OR 

kinaesthetics OR "kinesthetic sense”) NOT INDEX(MEDLINE) 

 78208 

12 9 OR /10-11  639401 

13 8 AND 12  996 
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Additional File 2. Search Strategy 

PsychINFO (EBSCOhost) 

 

2018, Jul 24 

Database: PsychINFO <since its inception to 2018, Jul 24> Search Strategy: 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                                            

# Searches  Results 

    

1 MA Musculoskeletal Diseases" OR “Musculoskeletal Pain"  1403 

2 TI “Musculoskeletal Diseases” OR “Musculoskeletal Pain” OR “LBP” OR 

“lumbar pain” OR “lumbosacral pain” OR “sacroiliac pain” OR 

“thoracolumbar pain” OR “Back Pain” OR “Low Back Pain” OR “Lower 

Back Pain” OR “Low Back Ache” OR “Back Ache” OR “Low Backache” 

OR Backache OR dorsalgia OR coccydynia OR spondylosis OR sciatica OR 

lumbago OR discitis OR “spinal fusion” OR postlaminectomy OR “failed 

back surgery” OR “herniated disk” OR hernia 

 4257 

3 “cervicothoracic pain” OR “Neck Pain” OR “Neck Ache” OR Cervicalgia 

OR Cervicodynia OR Neckache OR “Cervical Pain” OR torticollis OR 

cervicodynia OR whiplash OR “whiplash injury” OR “whiplash injuries” OR 

“whiplash associated disorder” OR “whiplash associated disorders” OR 

“craniocervical pain” OR “cervical headache” OR “cervicogenic headache” 

OR “neck headache” 

 853 

4 “scapular pain” OR “shoulder pain” OR “shoulder Impingement Syndrome” 

OR “rotator Cuff” OR “shoulder tendonitis” OR “shoulder tendinitis” OR 

“shoulder tendinopathy” OR “shoulder bursitis” OR “elbow tendonitis” OR 

“elbow tendinitis” OR “elbow tendinopathy” OR “elbow bursitis” OR 

“elbow pain” OR "adhesive capsulitis" OR “frozen shoulder” OR brachialgia 

 151 

5 Arthropathy OR Osteoarthrosis OR Osteoarthritis OR “osteoarthritic pain” 

OR “Hip osteoarthritis” OR “knee osteoarthritis” OR “hand osteoarthritis” 

OR “foot osteoarthritis” OR “spine osteoarthritis” OR “patellofemoral” OR 

“patellofemoral pain” OR “patellofemoral pain syndrome” OR 

“patellofemoral syndrome” OR “patellar pain” OR “patellar tendonitis” OR 

“patellar tendinopathy” OR “patellar bursitis” OR “patellofemoral pain” OR 

“patellofemoral pain syndrome” 

 737 

6 Fibromyalgia OR “Fibromyalgia Syndrome” OR Rheumatism OR “Muscular 

Rheumatism” OR Fibrositis OR "Myofascial Pain Syndrome" OR 

"Polymyalgia Rheumatica" OR "Rheumatoid Arthritis" OR Osteoarthropathy 

OR Arthritis OR Arthralgia OR Ankylosis OR Scoliosis OR Spondylitis OR 

Spondylosis OR “spondylitis ankylosing” 

 3974 
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7 1 OR /2-6  11446 

8 MA “Body Image” OR “Space Perception” OR “Form Perception” OR 

“Interoception” OR “Perceptual Distortion” OR “Size Perception” OR 

“Touch Perception” OR “Weight Perception” OR “Perceptual Disorder” 

 38089 

9 TI “Body Image” OR “Space Perception” OR “Form Perception” OR 

“Interoception” OR “Perceptual Distortion” OR “Size Perception” OR 

“Touch Perception” OR “Weight Perception” OR “Perceptual Disorder” 

 5517 

10 TI “personal space” OR “peri personal space” OR “peripersonal space” OR 

“extra personal space” OR “extrapersonal space” OR “surrounding space” 

OR “spatial representation” OR “spatial perception” OR “spatial attention” 

OR "spatial sensory organization" 

 1961 

11 TI “body perception” OR “body representation” OR “body attention” OR 

“bodily attention” OR “bodily perception” OR “bodily representation” OR 

“bodily attention” OR “body schema” OR “bodily schema” OR “body 

schemata” OR “bodily schemata” OR “superficial schema” OR “superficial 

schemata” OR “body map” OR “bodily map” OR “body form” OR “bodily 

form” OR “body image” OR “bodily image” OR “body awareness” OR 

“bodily awareness” OR embodiment OR “body consciousness” OR “bodily 

consciousness” OR “body ownership” OR “bodily ownership” OR “postural 

schema” OR “postural schemata” OR “postural image” OR “postural 

perception” OR “postural representation” OR “postural localization” OR 

“postural localisation” OR “postural map” OR “laterality judgment” OR “left 

right discrimination” OR “motor imagery” OR “mental representation” 

 7348 

12 TI topognosis OR atopognosia OR autotopagnosia OR  "self perception" OR 

"self recognition" OR "self representation" OR "self localisation" OR "self 

localization" OR "body localisation" OR "body localization" OR "bodily 

localisation" OR "bodily localization" OR “self location” OR “self 

localization” OR “self localisation” OR “self image” OR “body self” OR 

“self perception” OR “self representation” OR “self attribution” 

 2764 

13 TI neglect OR “spatial neglect” OR “attentional neglect” OR “hemi spatial 

neglect” OR “hemispatial neglect” OR “sensory neglect” OR “motor 

neglect” OR “representational neglect” OR “personal neglect” OR 

inattention  OR "attention deficit" OR “spatial deficit” OR “spatial attention 

deficit” OR “pseudo-neglect” OR “pseudo neglect” OR “body disownership” 

OR “bodily disownership” 

 11753 

14 TI "subjective straight ahead" OR "subjective visual vertical" OR "subjective 

visual horizontal" OR "subjective vertical" OR "subjective horizontal" OR 

"subjective midline" OR "subjective body midline" OR "subjective bodily 

midline" OR “visual vertical” OR “visual horizontal” OR egocentric 

coordinat* OR “egocentric space” OR “egocentric space representation” OR 

“egocentric space perception” OR “allocentric space” OR “straight ahead” 

 192 
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15 TI interoception  131 

16 TI somesthetic OR somesthesis OR "tactile perception" OR “tactile 

representation” OR “tactile discrimination” OR stereognosis OR 

astereognosia OR "sensory disturbance" OR kinesthesia OR kinesthesis OR 

kinaesthesia OR kinesthetic OR “position sense” OR “position error” OR 

“proprioception error” OR "visual representation" OR “visual perception” 

OR "visuomotor adaptation" 

 3448 

17 12 OR /8-16  244891 

18 7 AND 17  310 
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Additional File 2. Search Strategy 

Web of Science  

 

2018, Jul 25 

Database: Web of Science <since its inception to 2018, Jul 25> Search Strategy: 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                                            

# Searches  Results 

    

1 TI=("Musculoskeletal Diseases" OR "Musculoskeletal Pain" OR "LBP" OR 

"lumbar pain" OR "lumbosacral pain" OR "sacroiliac pain" OR 

"thoracolumbar pain" OR "Back Pain" OR "Low Back Pain" OR "Lower 

Back Pain" OR "Low Back Ache" OR "Back Ache" OR "Low Backache" 

OR Backache OR dorsalgia OR coccydynia OR spondylosis OR sciatica OR 

lumbago OR discitis OR "spinal fusion" OR postlaminectomy OR "failed 

back surgery" OR "herniated disk" OR hernia) 

 43416 

2 TI=(“cervicothoracic pain” OR “Neck Pain” OR “Neck Ache” OR 

Cervicalgia OR Cervicodynia OR Neckache OR “Cervical Pain” OR 

torticollis OR cervicodynia OR whiplash OR “whiplash injury” OR 

“whiplash injuries” OR “whiplash associated disorder” OR “whiplash 

associated disorders” OR “craniocervical pain” OR “cervical headache” OR 

“cervicogenic headache” OR “neck headache”) 

 5372 

3 TI=(“scapular pain” OR “shoulder pain” OR “shoulder Impingement 

Syndrome” OR “rotator Cuff” OR “shoulder tendonitis” OR “shoulder 

tendinitis” OR “shoulder tendinopathy” OR “shoulder bursitis” OR “elbow 

tendonitis” OR “elbow tendinitis” OR “elbow tendinopathy” OR “elbow 

bursitis” OR “elbow pain” OR "adhesive capsulitis" OR “frozen shoulder” 

OR brachialgia) 

 7316 

4 TI=(Arthropathy OR Osteoarthrosis OR Osteoarthritis OR “osteoarthritic 

pain” OR “Hip osteoarthritis” OR “knee osteoarthritis” OR “hand 

osteoarthritis” OR “foot osteoarthritis” OR “spine osteoarthritis” OR 

“patellofemoral” OR “patellofemoral pain” OR “patellofemoral pain 

syndrome” OR “patellofemoral syndrome” OR “patellar pain” OR “patellar 

tendonitis” OR “patellar tendinopathy” OR “patellar bursitis” OR 

“patellofemoral pain” OR “patellofemoral pain syndrome”) 

 37191 

5 TI=(Fibromyalgia OR “Fibromyalgia Syndrome” OR Rheumatism OR 

“Muscular Rheumatism” OR Fibrositis OR "Myofascial Pain Syndrome" OR 

"Polymyalgia Rheumatica" OR "Rheumatoid Arthritis" OR Osteoarthropathy 

OR Arthritis OR Arthralgia OR Ankylosis OR Scoliosis OR Spondylitis OR 

Spondylosis OR “spondylitis ankylosing”) 

 138018 

6 1 or /2-5  228092 
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7 TI=(“Body Image” OR “Space Perception” OR “Form Perception” OR 

“Interoception” OR “Perceptual Distortion” OR “Size Perception” OR 

“Touch Perception” OR “Weight Perception” OR “Perceptual Disorder”) 

 5314 

8 TI=(“personal space” OR “peri personal space” OR “peripersonal space” OR 

“extra personal space” OR “extrapersonal space” OR “surrounding space” 

OR “spatial representation” OR “spatial perception” OR “spatial attention” 

OR "spatial sensory organization") 

 2382 

9 TI=(“body perception” OR “body representation” OR “body attention” OR 

“bodily attention” OR “bodily perception” OR “bodily representation” OR 

“bodily attention” OR “body schema” OR “bodily schema” OR “body 

schemata” OR “bodily schemata” OR “superficial schema” OR “superficial 

schemata” OR “body map” OR “bodily map” OR “body form” OR “bodily 

form” OR “body image” OR “bodily image” OR “body awareness” OR 

“bodily awareness” OR embodiment OR “body consciousness” OR “bodily 

consciousness” OR “body ownership” OR “bodily ownership” OR “postural 

schema” OR “postural schemata” OR “postural image” OR “postural 

perception” OR “postural representation” OR “postural localization” OR 

“postural localisation” OR “postural map” OR “laterality judgment” OR “left 

right discrimination” OR “motor imagery” OR “mental representation”) 

 9972 

10 TI=(topognosis OR atopognosia OR autotopagnosia OR  "self perception" 

OR "self recognition" OR "self representation" OR "self localisation" OR 

"self localization" OR "body localisation" OR "body localization" OR 

"bodily localisation" OR "bodily localization" OR “self location” OR “self 

localization” OR “self localisation” OR “self image” OR “body self” OR 

“self perception” OR “self representation” OR “self attribution”) 

 4130 

11 TI=(neglect OR “spatial neglect” OR “attentional neglect” OR “hemi spatial 

neglect” OR “hemispatial neglect” OR “sensory neglect” OR “motor 

neglect” OR “representational neglect” OR “personal neglect” OR 

inattention  OR "attention deficit" OR “spatial deficit” OR “spatial attention 

deficit” OR “pseudo-neglect” OR “pseudo neglect” OR “body disownership” 

OR “bodily disownership”) 

 28836 

12 TI=("subjective straight ahead" OR "subjective visual vertical" OR 

"subjective visual horizontal" OR "subjective vertical" OR "subjective 

horizontal" OR "subjective midline" OR "subjective body midline" OR 

"subjective bodily midline" OR “visual vertical” OR “visual horizontal” OR 

egocentric coordinat* OR “egocentric space” OR “egocentric space 

representation” OR “egocentric space perception” OR “allocentric space” 

OR “straight ahead”) 

 415 

13 TI=(interoception)  182 

14 TI=(somesthetic OR somesthesis OR "tactile perception" OR “tactile 

representation” OR “tactile discrimination” OR stereognosis OR 

 4806 
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astereognosia OR "sensory disturbance" OR kinesthesia OR kinesthesis OR 

kinaesthesia OR kinesthetic OR “position sense” OR “position error” OR 

“proprioception error” OR "visual representation" OR “visual perception” 

OR "visuomotor adaptation") 

15 7 or /8-14  5162 

16 6 AND 15  244 
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Additional File 2. Search Strategy 

 

TRIP Database 

 

2018, Jul 25 

Database: TRIP Database <since its inception to 2018, Jul 25> Search Strategy: 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                                            

# Searches  Results 

    

1 “Musculoskeletal*” OR “musculoskeletal pain” OR “rheumatic*” OR 

“rheumatic disease” 

 80924 

2 “body image” OR body perception OR body representation  15485 

3 1 AND 2  1048 
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Additional File 2. Search Strategy 

 

ProQuest Central 

 

2018, Jul 27 

Database: ProQuest Central <since its inception to 2018, Jul 27> Search Strategy: 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                                            

# Searches  Results 

1 MESH.EXACT.EXPLODE("Musculoskeletal Pain:C.23.888.592.612.547") 

OR MESH.EXACT.EXPLODE("Musculoskeletal Pain:F.02.830.816.353") 

OR MESH.EXACT.EXPLODE("Musculoskeletal Pain:C.05.651.538") OR 

MESH.EXACT.EXPLODE("Musculoskeletal Diseases") OR 

MESH.EXACT.EXPLODE("Musculoskeletal Pain:G.11.561.790.353") 

 68965 

2 MESH.EXACT.EXPLODE("Polymyalgia Rheumatica:C.05.651.742") OR 

MESH.EXACT.EXPLODE("Rheumatic Diseases:C.05.799") OR 

MESH.EXACT.EXPLODE("Rheumatic Diseases:C.17.300.775") OR 

MESH.EXACT.EXPLODE("Polymyalgia Rheumatica:C.05.799.720") OR 

MESH.EXACT.EXPLODE("Polymyalgia Rheumatica:C.17.300.775.720") 

OR MESH.EXACT.EXPLODE("Osteoarthritis:C.05.799.613") OR 

MESH.EXACT.EXPLODE("Osteoarthritis:C.05.550.114.606") OR 

MESH.EXACT.EXPLODE("Fibromyalgia:C.10.668.491.425") OR 

MESH.EXACT.EXPLODE("Fibromyalgia:C.05.651.324") OR 

MESH.EXACT.EXPLODE("Fibromyalgia:C.05.799.321") 

 13945 

3 1 or 2  68965 

4 ti("body perception" OR "body representation" OR "body image" OR 

somatosensation OR somatorepresentation) 

 8162 

5 MESH.EXACT.EXPLODE("Body Image:F.01.752.747.792.110") OR 

MESH.EXACT.EXPLODE("Body Image:F.02.463.593.112") 

 1353 

6 MESH.EXACT("Perceptual Distortion") OR 

MESH.EXACT.EXPLODE("Perception") OR MESH.EXACT("Perceptual 

Disorders") 

 36041 

7 MESH.EXACT("Visual Perception") OR MESH.EXACT("Touch 

Perception") OR MESH.EXACT("Depth Perception") OR 

MESH.EXACT("Illusions") OR MESH.EXACT("Size Perception") OR 

MESH.EXACT("Weight Perception") OR MESH.EXACT("Interoception") 

OR MESH.EXACT("Space Perception") OR MESH.EXACT("Form 

Perception") 

 8742 

8 4 or /5-7  43940 

9 3 AND 8  472 
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Additional File 2. Search Strategy 

PQDT Open 

 

2018, Aug 19 

Database: PQDT Open <since its inception to 2018, Aug 19> Search Strategy: 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                                            

# Searches  Results 

    

1 Musculoskeletal OR “musculoskeletal pain” OR rheumatic OR “rheumatic 

disease” 

 1051 

2 "lumbar pain" OR "Low Back Pain" OR sciatica OR "failed back surgery" 

OR "neck pain" OR "cervical pain" OR cervicalgia OR osteoarthritis OR 

osteoarthrosis OR fibromyalgia OR rheumatism 

 1075 

3 1 or 2  1747 

4 topognosis OR "mental representation" OR "laterality judgment" OR "left 

right discrimination" OR "postural schema" OR "postural image" OR 

"postural perception" OR "body form" OR "body awareness" OR "body 

ownership" OR embodiment OR "body attention" OR "superficial schema" 

OR "body map" OR personal space" OR "peripersonal space" OR "extra 

personal space" OR "space representation" OR "spatial attention" OR "body 

perception" OR "body representation" OR "body image" OR interoception 

OR "space perception" OR "body illusion" OR "form perception" OR 

"perceptual distortion" OR "size perception" OR "touch perception" OR 

"weight perception" OR "perceptual disorder" OR "tactile perception" OR 

"tactile representation" OR "tactile discrimination" 

 5848 

5 3 AND 5  390 
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Additional File 2. Search Strategy 

ClinicalTrials.gov 

 

2018, Sep 18 

Database: ClinicalTrials.gov <since its inception to 2018, Sep 18> Search Strategy: 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                                            

# Searches  Results 

    

1 Musculoskeletal Pain   

2 "body perception" OR "body representation" OR "body schema" OR "body 

image" OR "perceptual distortion" OR "body illusion" OR "perceptual 

disorder" OR "body awareness" 

  

3 1 AND 2  4 

4 Musculoskeletal Diseases or Conditions   

5 "body perception" OR "body representation" OR "body schema" OR "body 

image" OR "perceptual distortion" OR "body illusion" OR "perceptual 

disorder" OR "body awareness" 

  

6 4 AND 5  24 

7 Rheumatic Diseases   

8 "body perception" OR "body representation" OR "body schema" OR "body 

image" OR "perceptual distortion" OR "body illusion" OR "perceptual 

disorder" OR "body awareness" 

  

9 7 AND 8  7 

10 Total Records  35 
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Additional File 2. Search Strategy 

Google Scholar 

 

2018, Aug 19 

Database: Google Scholar <since its inception to 2018, Aug 19> Search Strategy: 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                                            

Filter: first 100 record filtered for "most relevant" 

Query Used:  

("body perception" OR "body representation" OR body schema" OR "body image" OR "perceptual 

distortion" OR "body illusion" OR "perceptual disorder" OR "body awareness") AND 

(musculoskeletal* OR rheumatic*) 
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Additional File 2. Search Strategy 

Google  

 

2018, Aug 19 

Database: Google <since its inception to 2018, Aug 19> Search Strategy: 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                                            

Filter: first 100 record. 

Query Used:  

 ("body perception" OR "body representation" OR body schema" OR "body image" OR "perceptual 

distortion" OR "body illusion" OR "perceptual disorder" OR "body awareness") AND 

(musculoskeletal* OR rheumatic) 
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Additional File 2. Search Strategy 
 

Electronic Journal Hand Searching: https://www.scimagojr.com/ 

 

2019, February 27 

Lists of the four higher-impact factor electronic journal within the field of MDRDs searched on 

https://www.scimagojr.com/ and manually scanned <since its inception to 2019 Mar 15>: 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                                            

Filter: Categories (Physical Therapy, Sports Therapy and Rehabilitation); first four higher-

impact factor journal  

 

Ranking Journal  Cites/Doc. (2 years) 

2018 

    

1 Sports Medicine  7.17 

2 British Journal of Sports Medicine  6.99 

3 American Journal of Sports Medicine  6.16 

4 Journal of Physiotherapy  5.41 
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Additional File 3 – Supplementary Table S2 - Questions for the 

determination of clinical relevance of included studies 
 

Questions to Determine if Results Are Clinically Relevant (adapted from Furlan et al. 1999 

(1)) 

Based on the data provided, can you determine if the results will 

be clinically relevant? 

   

Are the patients described in detail so that you can decide 

whether they are comparable to those that you see in your 

practice? 

□ Yes □ No □ Unsure 

Are the interventions and treatment settings described well 

enough so that you can provide the same for your patients? 

□ Yes □ No □ Unsure 

Were all clinically relevant outcomes measured and reported? □ Yes □ No □ Unsure 

Is the size of the effect clinically important?* □ Yes □ No □ Unsure 

Are the likely treatment benefits worth the potential harms? □ Yes □ No □ Unsure 

*For low-back pain, consider 30% on VAS/NRS for pain as clinically significant (2,3) and 2 to 3 

points (or 8 to 12%) on the Roland-Morris Disability Questionnaire for function (2,4).  

*For neck pain, consider 3.5 to 5 U on the 50-U Neck Pain Disability Index or 7 to 10% change 

(5,6)
 
for function and 2.5 on an 10-U NRS (25% change) for pain (5).

 
 

 

REFERENCES: 

1.  Furlan AD, Pennick V, Bombardier C, van Tulder M, Editorial Board, Cochrane Back Review 

Group. 2009 updated method guidelines for systematic reviews in the Cochrane Back Review 

Group. Spine. 2009 Aug 15;34(18):1929–41.  

2.  Ostelo RWJG, Deyo RA, Stratford P, Waddell G, Croft P, Von Korff M, et al. Interpreting 

change scores for pain and functional status in low back pain: towards international consensus 

regarding minimal important change. Spine. 2008 Jan 1;33(1):90–4.  

3.  Farrar JT, Young JP, LaMoreaux L, Werth JL, Poole RM. Clinical importance of changes in 

chronic pain intensity measured on an 11-point numerical pain rating scale. Pain. 2001 

Nov;94(2):149–58.  

4.  Bombardier C, Hayden J, Beaton DE. Minimal clinically important difference. Low back pain: 

outcome measures. J Rheumatol. 2001 Feb;28(2):431–8.  

5.  Pool JJM, Ostelo RWJG, Hoving JL, Bouter LM, de Vet HCW. Minimal clinically important 

change of the Neck Disability Index and the Numerical Rating Scale for patients with neck pain. 

Spine. 2007 Dec 15;32(26):3047–51.  

6.  Stratford P, Riddle D, Binkley J, Spadoni G, Westaway M, Padfiled B. Using the Neck 

Disability Index to make decisions concerning individual patients. Physiother Can. 2009;Stratford 

PW, Riddle DL, Binkley JM, et al. Using the Neck Disability Index to make decisions concerning 

individual patients. Physiother Can 1999; Spring:107–19.:107–19.  
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Additional File 4 – Supplementary Table S3 - Evaluation of clinical 

relevance for assessment studies 
 

 

 

 
 

    

 

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

Studies 
          

  

              

Wand et al. 

(2013) 

Yes Yes Yes No Yes 

Patients not suitable to perform 

repeated movement assessment 

were excluded even if tests 

provided were on static posture: 

this may have biased the 

enrolment of patients with 

higher disability and distress 

levels 

Adamczyk et 

al. (2018a) No Yes Yes Unc. Yes 
  

Adamczyk et 

al. (2018b) 

No Yes Yes Unc. Yes 

The study lacks of a healthy 

subjects control group and no 

comparisons can be made to 

assess the clinical relevance of 

findings 

Wand et al. 

(2010) No Yes Yes Unc. Yes 
  

Moseley 

(2008) No Yes No Unc. Yes 
  

Lauche et al. 

(2012) No  Yes No Unc. Yes 

No measure of pain and 

disability were administered 

Mibu et al. 

(2015) 

Unc. Unc. Yes No Yes 

The study was in Japanese 

language, with only the abstract 

and the main tables' content in 

English: this issues have limited 

data extraction and clinical 

interpretation of findings 
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Studies 
          

  

            
 

Nishigami et 

al. (2015) No Yes Yes Unc. Yes 
  

Moerira et al. 

(2018) No Yes No Unc. Yes 
  

Valenzuela-

Moguillansky 

(2013) No Yes No Unc. Yes 

  

Wand et al. 

(2014) 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Patients not suitable to perform 

repeated movement assessment 

were excluded even if tests 

provided were on static posture: 

this may have biased the 

enrolment of patients with 

higher disability and distress 

levels 

Wand et al. 

(2016) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
  

Beales et al. 

(2016) No Yes Yes Yes Yes 
  

Wand et a. 

(2017) No Yes Yes Yes Yes 
  

Nishigami et 

al. (2018) No Yes Yes Yes Yes 
  

Jassens et al. 

(2017) 

No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Minimal Detectable Change 

(MDC) of the scale was 30% of 

scale range, thus referring to a 

non-sufficient measurement 

error: a maximum MDC of 20% 

of the scale range is considered 

as acceptable 
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Studies 
          

  

            
 

Ehrenbrusthof

f et al. 2018 

No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Due to the higher level of 

anxiety and depression, findings 

may not be generalizable to the 

wider CLBP population 

Nishigami et 

al. (2017) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
  

Magni et al. 

(2018) Yes Yes Yes Unc. Yes 
  

Hirakawa et 

al. (2014) No Yes Yes Yes Yes 
  

Gilpin et al. 

(2015) No Yes No Unc. No 
  

Martinez et al. 

(2018) No Yes Yes Unc. Yes 
  

Treleaven et 

al. 2015 Yes Yes Yes Unc. Unc. 
  

Docherty et al. 

(2012) No Yes Yes No Unc. 
  

Grod. Et al 

(2002) No Yes No Unc. Unc. 
  

*If control groups are absent: is there a correlation of the dysfunction detected with at least one out 

the two clinical variables of pain and disability 
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Additional File 5 – Supplementary Table S4 - Evaluation of clinical relevance 

for treatment studies  

 

 

 
 

    

 

              

              

              

              

              

       

              

              

              

              

            

  

              

Studies 
          

  

              

Wand et al. 

(2013) 
Yes Yes Yes No Unc. 

Disability was not considered as 

outcome measure and side 

effects were not reported 

Louw et al. 

(2015) No Yes No Yes Yes 
  

Barker et 

al. (2008b) 

No no Yes no Unc. 

Significant faults were reported 

in 40% of the prototypes used at 

some point during the 

experimental procedure. It is not 

mentioned whether the point is 

stimulated again if the answer is 

incorrect 

Wand et al. 

(2011) 

No Yes Yes yes Yes 

This study adopted a mixed type 

of intervention, with pain 

education, graded perceptual 

training program and motor 

training progression, thus it is 

not possible do discern the 

single component of the effect 

Ryan et al. 

(2014) 

No Yes yes no Yes 

The need to involve a third 

person informal career, may 

constitute a  potential barriers 

the practical execution of the 

treatment at home ad for the 

compliance 

*If control groups are absent: is there a correlation of the dysfunction detected with at least one out 

the two clinical variables of pain and disability? 
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Studies 
          

  

              

Morone et 

al. (2012) 
no yes Yes Yes Yes 

Costs for materials utilized for 

the treatment provided were not 

reported 

Paolucci et 

al. (2012) 
No Yes Yes Unc. Yes 

Costs for materials utilized for 

the treatment provided were not 

reported 

Vetrano et 

al. (2013) 

No Yes yes yes Yes 

Absence of a control placebo- 

or usual care group. Costs for 

materials utilized for the 

treatment provided were not 

reported 

Preston and 

Newport 

(2011) no Yes no Yes Unc. 

The experiment involved high-

technological equipment 

Diers et al. 

(2013) no Yes no no Unc. 

The experiment involved high-

technological equipment 

Stanton et 

al. (2018) yes Yes Yes Unc. Unc. 

The experiment involved high-

technological equipment 

Nishigami 

et al. 

(2019) 
No Yes Yes Unc. Unc. 

The experiment involved high-

technological equipment. 

Disability was not considered as 

outcome measure 

Lauche et 

al. (2012) 

No Yes No Unc. Unc. 

Authors not reported adverse 

events: cupping therapy  can't 

be considered a non-invasive 

treatment, and it is not free of 

minor and major side effects 

*If control groups are absent: is there a correlation of the dysfunction detected with at least one out 

the two clinical variables of pain and disability? 
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Additional File 6 – Supplementary Table S5: Detailed features of included assessment studies 

Study Methods Condition Participants Outcomes Results 

Author 

(year) 

a) Design 

b) Country 

c) Setting 

d) Method of   

    Sampling   

e) Control 

Group 

a) Clinical Condition 

b) Major Eligibility 

Criteria (Patient) 

c) Major Eligibility 

Criteria (Controls) 

Patients 

a) Mean Age 

(SD) 

b) Female 

c) Disease 

duration: Mean 

(SD) 

d) Pain: mean 

(SD) 

e) Disability: 

mean (SD) 

Controls 

a) Mean Age 

(SD) 

b) Female 

c) Disease 

duration: Mean 

(SD) 

d) Pain: mean 

(SD) 

e) Disability: 

mean (SD) 

a) Pain 

b) Disability 

c) Body Perception 

d) Other relevant 

outcomes 

e) Follow-up 

Data presented as mean (SD) or MD 

(95% CI) unless otherwise indicated     

 

Clinical Setting Studies 

Implicit Somatoperception-Superficial Schema (Tactile Localisation Task) 

Wand et al. 

(2013) 

a) Case-

control Study 

b) Australia 

c) Clinical 

d) Calculated 

a priori on 

the base of 

another 

experiment 

study (Wand 

et al. 2012) 

a) CLBP 

b) Age:18-60 y, LBP as 

the main symptoms ≥ 6 

m, modified item-7 of the 

SF-36 rated at least as 

‘moderate’, no nerve root 

pain, no pregnancy status 

or <6 m post-partum, no 

any lumbar surgery or 

invasive procedure 

within the previous 12 m 

a) 42 y (14.7) 

b) 41.7 % 

c) median= 5.5 y 

(IQR= 17.5) 

d) 11-NRS: 45 

(19) 

e) RMDQ: 9.9 

(5.6) 

(+) for a) and b) 

between groups 

 

a) 41.8 y (15) 

b) 41.7 % 

c) N.A. 

d) N.R. 

e) N.R. 

 

a) 11-NRS (0-10) 

b) RMDQ (0-24) 

c) Localization task 

for tactile and 

painful stimuli (n° of 

mislocalizations). 

Subjects were asked 

to mark where they 

perceived tactile and 

painful stimuli on 

body chart with 12  

67% of subjects with CLBP reported 

at least 1 mislocalization with respect 

to 25% of controls (p=0.034). 

Patients with CLBP reported 

maximum 5 mislocalizations on a 

possible total of 28 

Correlation Analysis: no significant 

SD were found between 

mislocalizations errors and other 

variables 
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(1) (n=24) 

e) Healthy 

controls 

(n=24) 

c) no LBP in the past 6 

m, no past episode of 

LBP sufficient to restrict 

work or leisure within 

the previous 2 y 

 pre-marked body 

areas of the trunk 

and thighs  

d) 2-PDT (mm), 

TPT(g), PCS (0-52), 

TSK (17-68), PCS 

(0-52) 

e) N.A. 

Model of Body Size and Shape, and Postural Schema (Body Size Perception and Tactile Localisation Task)- Implicit Somatoperception 

Adamczyk 

et al. 

(2018a) 

a) Two-Case 

Report Study 

b) N.R. 

c) N.R. 

d) 

Convenience 

sample (n=2) 

e) N.A. 

 

a) CLBP 

b) N.R. 

c) N.R. 

 

 

Subject A: 

a) 26 y  

b) Male 

c) 6 m 

d) 11-NRS: 4 

e) ODI= 4% 

 

Subject B: 

a) 22 y 

b) Female 

c) 3 y 

d) 11-NRS: 3 

e) ODI= 24% 

 

a) 11-NRS (0-10) 

b) ODI (0-100%) 

c) 2-PET (mm) for 

subject A and B; 

PTP test (mm) for 

subject A; 

qualitative version of 

the PTP test for 

subject B;  

d) TPT (g) 

e) N.A. 

In patient A) 2-PET score was 

overestimated in the painful site 

compared to all non-painful 

locations: 64% (34.74 mm), 206% 

(59.74 mm) and 45% (27.42 mm) 

larger compared to the location 

above, below and the contralateral 

side respectively 

Subjects B in contrast, 

underestimated the distance at the 2-

PET: 22% (30.64 mm), 20% (27.59 

mm) and 12% (14.9 mm) smaller 

than the location below, above, and 

the contralateral side respectively. 

PTP scores in P1 were overestimated 

at the painful site: 66% (18.67 mm), 

84% (21.37 mm) and 24% (9.07 

mm) compared to the location below, 

above and the contralateral side 

respectively. No difference in TPT 
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between sides in both patients 

Model of Body Size and Shape (Body Size Estimation) - Implicit Somatoperception 

Adamczyk 

et al. 

(2018b) 

a) 

Preliminary 

Validation 

Study 

b) Poland 

c) Clinical 

d) Calculated 

a priori 

(n=20) 

e) N.A. 

 

a) CLBP 

b) Age: >18 y, LBP > 6 

m, LBP  described an 

ongoing problem for 

more than 50% of the 

days in the previous 6m, 

dominantly unilateral- 

and not leg- related, no 

nerve root pain, no 

inability in detecting 

light touch 

c) N.A. 

a) 54.7 (14.3) 

b) 67% 

c) 224.4 (522) 

d) 11-NRS: 3.6 

(2.6) 

e) ODI: 42(16) 

N.A. a) 11-NRS (0-10) 

b) ODI (0-100%) 

c) Two-Point 

Estimation (TPE) 

Task: 

- manual: subjects 

have to estimate with 

a calliper a fixed-

distance of 120 mm 

applied by the 

evaluator on the 

most painful area 

with a second 

calliper (%) 

- verbal: the same 

procedure of the 

manual version but 

patients verbally 

estimate the two-

point distance (%), 

FreBAQ (0-36) 

d) Neuropathic 

Index Score (0-5); 

BDI (0-63), FPQ (0-

150) 

e) 10 minutes and 2 

CLBP patients underestimated the 

calliper distance by 56.2% (manual 

version) and 45.9% (verbal version), 

irrespective of the examiner and 

location 

Reliability: the manual version was 

more reliable than the verbal one 

Inter-rater agreement: manual TPE 

(ICC= 0.75-0.91); verbal TPE (ICC: 

0.53-0.88) 

Stability of measure: ICC in the 

manual version of TPE reach stable 

values after two repetition: ICC=0.91 

(0.77 to 0.97) and ICC=0.86 (0.65-

0.94), respectively for pain-free and 

painful sides 

SEM: manual version=4-8mm; 

verbal version=  8-14mm) 

MDC: manual version= 9-16mm; 

verbal version= 19-33mm 

Intra-examiner agreement:  

- 10-minute interval (n=21): ICC= 

0.66-0.96 and ICC= 0.76-0.95, 

respectively for manual and verbal 

version 

- Two-day interval (n=21): ICC= 
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days 0.75-0.91 and ICC= 0.67-0.84, 

respectively for manual and verbal 

version 

Regression Analysis: pain duration 

(β= -0.53, p<0.05) and pain intensity 

(β= -0.38, p<0.05) accounted for 

42% of the total variance 

Model of Body Size and Shape (Letter Recognition Task) - Implicit Somatoperception 

Wand et al. 

(2010) 

a) Case-

control Study 

b) Australia 

c) 

Experimental 

d) 

Convenience 

sample 

(n=19) 

e) Healthy 

controls 

(n=19) 

a) CLBP 

b) Age: 20-55 y, 

symptoms >6 m, no 

nerve root pain, no 

pregnancy status or <6 m 

post-partum, no previous 

lumbar surgery 

c) not having 

experienced any episode 

of LBP sufficient to 

restrict work or leisure 

within the previous 5 y, 

no pregnancy status or 

<6 m post-partum 

a) 41 y (12.5) 

b) 58% 

c) 9.3 y (9.8) 

d) 11-NRS usual= 

3.9 (2.1); 11-NRS 

current= 3.2 (3); 

11-NRS worst= 

4.6 (2.9) 

e) SF-36: 21.8 (5) 

no significant SD 

for a) and b) 

between groups 

a) 34 y (12.1)  

b) 74% 

c) N.A. 

d) N.R. 

e) N.R. 

 

 

a) 11-NRS (0-10) as 

the usual, current 

and worst pain 

intensity 

b) SF-36: item 3 - 

physical function 

(10-30) 

c) Letter recognition 

error rate (n°) 

d) TPT (g), 2-PDT 

(mm), HADS (0-42) 

e) N.A. 

No within-subjects side-to-side 

difference for TPT: 0* (95%CI= -

0.04 to 0.04), (+) 

2-PDT and Letter error rate were 

significantly larger in CLBP group: 

2-PDT: 17.9 (5.9 to 29.8), (p=0.006); 

letter recognition error rate: 6.1 (1.3 

to 11), (p=0.016) 

Correlation Analysis:  

no significant correlations were 

found between Letter error rate and 

2-PDT in LBP group (raw data 

N.R.), nor between Letter error rate 

and any clinical data (pain duration, 

pain intensity, physical function and 

depression); p>0.094 

Depictive Methods (Body Image Drawings) - Explicit Somatoperception 

Moseley 

(2008) 

a) 

Exploratory 

case-control 

a) CLBP 

b) LBP>12 m, ability to 

voluntarily tilt pelvis in 

a) 43.8 (11.1) 

median: 43 y 

(IQR: 20.8)  

a) N.R. 

b) 50% 

c) N.A. 

a) 101-VAS (0-100 

mm) as the average 

pain of the previous 

Qualitative analysis: 

Body image drawings on control’s 

trunk were unremarkable. Five out of 
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study 

b) Australia 

c) Clinical 

d) 

Convenience 

sample (n=6) 

e) Subjects 

with upper 

limb pain 

(n=10) 

the sagittal plane, in 

standing 

c) upper limb pain, no 

history of LBP in the last 

2 y 

b) 50% 

c) 52.2 m (36.1) 

(median: 40 

(IQR: 43.3) 

d) 101-VAS: 47.2 

(12.5), median: 

46.5 (IQR: 24) 

e) N.R. 

(+) for a) and b) 

between groups 

d) N.R. 

e) N.R. 

 

week 

b) N.R. 

c) Clinical interview 

and Body Image 

Drawing of the 

trunk. Patients were 

asked to draw the 

outline of their own 

back they track it in 

their mind, without 

touching it 

d) 2-PDT (mm), 

TPT(g) 

e) N.A. 

 

the six patients reported difficulties 

in delineating the full extent of their 

trunk: they verbatim refer that they 

“can’t find it”. Two subjects reported 

that ‘‘It feels as though it has 

shrunk”. No patients drew all 

vertebrae and missing vertebrae 

coincided with the level of the lost 

trunk delineation and of the usual 

pain. There was a tendency of 

vertebrae displacement from the 

midline in body drawings 

Quantitative Analysis: 

TPD was greater at the side and level 

of the missing outlines (>3SD) in 5 

patients (single subjects’ raw data 

N.R.), even if overall 2-PDT values 

(mean=48.8, poled SD=3.5) were 

similar to the control (mean=47, 

SD=8)  

TPT values were consistent across 

levels and sides in both groups 

Lauche et 

al. (2012) 

a) 

Qualitative 

study 

embedded in 

a RCT 

(Lauche et 

al. 2012) (2) 

a) CNP 

b) N.R. 

c) N.R. 

 

EG: 

a) Pooled data of 

the whole sample 

considered in the 

RCT (Lauche et 

al. 2012) (2): 56 

(9.5); range: 52-

N.A. a) N.R. 

b) N.R. 

c) Themes and sub-

themes emerged 

from interviews in 

which patients were 

asked to talk about 

Interviews: patients refer changes in 

body perception of the neck as a 

feeling of swollen or distorted in 

proportion. These overestimations 

persist even when patients were 

aware of their actual appearance. 

Subjects in EG refer a reduction in 
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b) Germany 

c) N.R. 

d) 

Convenience 

sample (n=6) 

e) N.A. 

62 y 

b) 83.3% 

c) range: 4m-45 y  

d) N.R. 

e) N.R. 

 

their body image 

drawings (completed 

on day 0 and 

repeated 3 d later 

after the treatment). 

c) Visual 

interpretation of the 

Body Image 

Drawing for neck 

and shoulders 

(modified version of 

that described by 

Moseley, 2008) 

d) N.R. 

e) N.A. 

neck size (smaller) as a relief from 

pain 

Body Image Drawing: at the baseline 

the drawn body showed noticeable 

discrepancies respect to a “normal” 

body (missing lines and augmented 

dimension of shoulders and neck) in 

4 out 6 subjects more symmetric and 

complete) 

Mibu et al. 

(2015) 

a) Case-

control study 

b) Japan 

c) N.R. 

d) Method of 

sampling 

N.R. (n=20) 

e) Healthy 

controls 

(n=20) 

a) CNP 

b) N.R. 

c) N.R. 

 

Normal Body 

Image sub-group 

(n=10) 

a) median=55.7 y 

(14);  

b) 70% 

c) 70.1 m (109.1)  

d) 101-VAS: 51.1 

(20.2) 

e) N.R. 

Distorted Body 

Image sub-group 

(n=10) 

a)  57.7 y 

(11.8)  

b) 75% 

c) N.A. 

d) N.R. 

e) N.R. 

 

 

a) 101-VAS (0-100 

mm) 

b) N.R.  

c) Visual 

interpretation of the 

Body Image 

Drawing for neck 

and shoulders 

(modified version of 

that described by 

Moseley, 2008).  

d) 2-PDT (mm), 

TSK (17-68), PCS 

(0-52) 

Body image is significantly (p= 

0.0017) distorted in neck pain 

patients (50%) than in healthy 

controls (5%) 

2-PDT of the painful and non-painful 

side was significantly higher both in 

normal and distorted body image 

sub-groups (respectively 43.0 ± 17.4 

and 33.5 ± 13.1; 42.5 ± 15.5; 40.5 ± 

14.2) with respect to the healthy 

subjects (29.4 ± 9.7); p= 0.034 

No significant difference for PCS 

and TSK between groups 
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a) median=56 y 

(13) 

b) 90% 

c) 38.2 m (27)  

d) 101-VAS: 48.6 

(24.3) 

e) N.R. 

no significant SD 

for a), b), c) and 

d) within sub-

groups and 

against healthy 

controls 

e) N.A. (respectively p= 0.587 and p= 0.941) 

Nishigami 

et al. (2015) 

a) Case-

control study 

b) Japan 

c) Clinical 

d) 

Convenience 

sample 

(n=42) 

e) Healthy-

matched 

controls 

(n=17) 

a) CLBP 

b) Age:30-80 y, symptoms 

>6 m, without signs or 

symptoms of nerve root 

involvement, no previous 

lumbar surgery, BMI<30 

c) no history of CLBP in 

the past 6 m, no diagnosed 

diseases 

Normal" sub-

group (n=18): 

a) 65.1 y (11.2) 

b) 56.6% 

c) 143 m (176.3) 

d) 101-VAS: 48.3 

(21.8) 

e) RMDQ: 7 (4.2) 

"Expanded" sub-

group (n=12): 

a) 56.7 y (16.7) 

b) 66.7% 

c) 63.5 m (64.6) 

d) 101-VAS 42.5 

(24.5) 

a) 63.4 y (12.2) 

b) 47% 

c) N.A. 

d) N.R. 

e) N.R. 

 

a) 101-VAS (0-100 

mm) 

b) RMDQ (0-24) 

c) Body Image 

Drawing of the trunk 

as described by 

Moseley (2008). 

Moreover, subjects 

were asked to judge 

the perceived image 

of their trunk as 

“normal”, 

“expanded” or 

“shrunken” 

d) 2-PDT (mm), 

42.8% of subjects with CLBP had a 

normal perceive image of the lower 

back, 28.5% had an expanded image, 

and 28.5% had a shrunken image. 

The 2-PDTwas larger for the 

expanded subgroup: 7.8 (1.83 to 

13.66); p< 0.05, and normal 

subgroups: 8.8 (2.90 to 14.59); p< 

0.05 

There was no significant differences 

for VAS scores, pain duration, 

RMDQ, and PCS scores between 

three perceived image subgroups; 

p>0.127 
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e) RMDQ: 6.2 

(3.4) 

"Shrink" sub-

group (n=12): 

a) 62 y (12.4) 

b) 66.7% 

c) 64.7m (40.8) 

d) 101-VAS: 42 

(23.5) 

e) RMDQ: 6.8 

(4.4) 

No significant SD 

for a) and b) 

within sub-groups 

and against 

healthy controls. 

No significant SD 

for c), d) and e) 

within sub-groups 

TPT(g), PCS (0-52) 

e) N.A. 

Moreira et 

al. (2017) 

a) 

Exploratory 

case-control 

Study 

b) Portugal 

c) N.R. 

d) 

Convenience 

sample (n=7) 

a) CNP 

b) Age:>18 y, symptoms 

for at least 1/ w for the last 

12 m or more, no history 

or neck/face trauma or 

surgery 

b) no history of CNP, no 

history or neck/face 

trauma or surgery 

a) Pooled Mean= 

37.6 y (N.R.)  

b) 71% 

c) 3.4 y (N.R.) 

d)  2.1 (N.R.) 

 

no significant SD 

for a) and b) 

between groups 

a) Pooled 

Mean= 38.1 y 

(N.R.) 

b) 71% 

 

a) 11-VAS (0-10 

mm) 

b) N.R. 

c) Modified version 

of the Body Image 

Drawing of the trunk 

as described by 

Moseley (2008) 

d) 2-PDT (mm), 

No difference between groups in 

TPT: 0.06 (-0.09 to 0.21), (p>0.05); 

as well as 2-PDT: -4.86 (-23.01 to 

13.29); p>0.05 at any spine level 

Qualitative analysis of the body 

image drawing: in both groups two 

subjects were not able to draw one 

side of the neck: comparing the 

drawings it seems that patients 
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e) Healthy 

controls 

(n=7) 

TPT(g) 

e) N.A. 

delineate neck and shoulders outline 

less symmetric and uniform than 

controls, and necks appear shorter. 

Moreover, two participants drew 

neck and shoulders more enlarged 

than they really were, and these 

perceptions coincided with pain 

location. Participants that not draw 

part of the neck, or drawing a clearly 

distorted neck tend to report pain of 

higher level and/or duration 

Qualitative Studies - Explicit Somatoperception 

Valenzuela-

Moguillans

ky (2013) 

a) 

Qualitative 

Study  

b) N.R. 

c) N.R. 

d) 

Convenience 

sample 

(n=12) 

e) N.A. 

a) FM 

b) NR 

c) NR 

a) 55.4 y (NR) 

b) 92% 

c) median= 16.5; 

(IQR: 20) 

d) N.R. 

e) N.R. 

N.A. a) N.R. 

b) N.R. 

c) Themes and sub-

themes 

d) N.R. 

e) N.A. 

Interviewees refer modifications in 

different aspects of body perception: 

body size, weight, localization and 

ownership. They talk about enlarged, 

thicker and heavy body parts. They 

also refer that near space is perceived 

as smaller, as if it was shrinking 

while their body become larger. At 

the peak of the pain stage some 

patients described the perception that 

the painful body parts did not belong 

to them (loss of the sense of body 

ownership), expressing the 

paradoxical experience of being in 

extreme pain while not feeling it. 

Moreover, they refer the inability to 

localize their painful body parts and 
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pain 

FreBAQ - Explicit Somatoperception 

Wand et al. 

(2014) 

a) 

Psychometric 

Validation 

Study 

b) Australia 

c) Clinical 

d) 

Convenience 

sample 

(n=51) 

e) Healthy 

controls 

(n=51) 

a) CLBP 

b) disease duration ≥6 m, 

modified item-7 of the SF-

36 rated at least as 

‘moderate’, no pregnancy 

status or <6 m post-

partum, no any lumbar 

surgery or invasive 

procedure within the 

previous 12 m, no nerve 

root pain (clinicians' 

assessment) 

c) no LBP in the last six-

months, no LBP episode 

sufficient to restrict work 

or leisure within the last 2 

y, current pregnancy status 

or <6 m post-partum 

a) 41.7 y (14.0) 

b) 41% 

c) 8.2 y (10.4) 

d) 101-VAS: 48.2 

(17.8) 

e) RMDQ: 10.1 

(5.9) 

(+) for a) and b) 

between groups 

a) 38.7 y 

(13.4) 

b) 39% 

c) N.A. 

d) N.R. 

e) N.R. 

 

 

a) 101-VAS (0-100 

mm) 

b) RMDQ (0-24) 

c) FreBAQ (0-36) 

d) PCS (0-52), TSK 

(17-68), HADS (0-

42), DASS (0-84) 

e) N.A. 

 

Fifty of 51 (98%) CLBP patients 

endorsed some level of distortion in 

self-perception, with only one 

subject recording zero for all items 

- Validity: FreBAQ mean total mean 

score in CLBP patients was 10.8 

(range= 0–26), median score= 11; in 

healthy subjects was 0.5, median 

score=0 8 (range= 0–6); Median 

Difference: 11 (‡);  p<0.001 

- Internal Consistency: Cronbach's 

alpha= 0.777 (internal consistent) 

- 1w- Reliability (n=19): ICC2,1 for 

agreement= 0.65 (0.31to 0.85) 

- Clinical Correlations with: pain 

duration [ρ = 0.357), pain intensity 

[r= 0.400], disability [[r= 0.365], 

and PCS [r= 0.408]: overall p< 0.05; 

TSK [r= 0.271]: p=0.054 

Wand et al. a) Cross- a) CLBP a) 48.8 y (13.4) N.A. a) 11-NRS (0-10) FreBAQ mean total score= 9.8 (SD= 
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(2016) sectional 

Study 

b) Australia 

c) Clinical 

d) 

Convenience 

sample 

(n=251) 

e) N.A. 

 

b) Age: 18-70 y, disease 

duration >3 m, average 

pain intensity in the past 

week ≥ 2 on 11-NRS, ≥5 

points on RMDQ, ≥60% 

score on specific question 

about the dominance of 

LBP versus leg pain, no 

previous extensive spinal 

surgery (greater than 

single-level fusion or 

discectomy) or any type of 

spinal surgery within the 

past 6 months, no acute 

vertebral fracture), no 

bilateral pain at the 

dorsum of the wrist/hand, 

no currently pregnant 

status 

c) N.A. 

b) 59% 

c) median=120 m 

(IQR= 42-240) 

d) 11-NRS: 5.8 

(1.9) 

e) RMDQ: 

median=9 (IQR= 

6-13) 

 b) RMDQ (0-24) 

c) FreBAQ (0-36) 

d) PCS (0-52), TSK 

(17-68), DASS (0-

84), nociceptive 

sensitivity of the 

spine (pressure PT, 

heat PT, cold PT) 

e) N.A. 

6.6); median score= 9.0 (IQR= 4.0–

14.0 

Correlation Analysis: bivariate 

association with disability (0.319; 

p<0.001), pain intensity (0.265; 

p<0.001), pain catastrophization 

(0.358; p<0.001), psychological 

distress (0.35; p<0.376), and lumbar 

pressure PT (-0.139; p<0.001) 

Beales et al. 

(2016) 

a) Case-

control 

questionnaire 

based study 

b) Australia 

c) Clinical 

d) 

Convenience 

sample 

a) Post-Partum LPP 

b) LPP ≥3 m post-partum, 

no current pregnancy 

status 

c) N.A. 

Low Disability 

sub-group** 

(n=12) 

a) median=35 y 

(IQR=32-36);  

b) 100% 

c) median=14 m 

(IQR=5.8-20.5)  

d) Short-form 

a) median= 32 

y (IQR= 28-

36);  

b) 100% 

c) N.A. 

d) N.R. 

e) N.R. 

 

 

a) Short-form 

MGPQ (0-45) 

b) ODI (0-100%) 

c) FreKAQ (0-36) 

d) PCS (0-52), TSK 

(17-68), DASS (0-

126), Back Beliefs 

Questionnaire (9-63) 

e) N.A. 

FreBAQ median difference:  

- 4.5 (‡) between Low Disability 

sub-group (6.5; IQR= 3.0 to 8.5) and 

pain free controls (2; IQR= 0 to 6); 

(‡), p=0.095 (personal 

communication) 

- 1.5 (‡) between Low (6.5; IQR= 

3.0 to 8.5) and Moderate Disability 

(8.0; IQR= 6.5 to 11) sub-groups; 
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(n=24) 

e) Women 

with no post-

pregnancy 

pain (n=26) 

MPGQ: 12.5 

(range: 8.8-20.5) 

e) ODI: median=8 

(IQR=6-14) 

Moderate 

Disability sub-

group** (n=12) 

a)  median=35 y 

(IQR=32-37);  

b) 100% 

c) median=8.2 m 

(IQR=5.6-16.2) 

d) Short-form 

MPGQ: 18.5 

(range: 15.5 -

27.8) 

e) ODI: 

median=26 

(IQR=22-35.5) 

No significant SD 

for a) and b) 

within sub-groups 

and against 

healthy controls.  

Significant SD for 

c) between sub-

groups and 

controls. No 

significant SD for 

 (‡); p=0.282 (personal 

communication) 

- 6 (‡) between Moderate Disability 

sub-group (8.0; IQR= 6.5 to 11)  and 

pain free controls (2; IQR= 0 to 6); 

(‡), p=0.02 

- Clinical Correlations between TSK 

and FreBAQ=0.43; p=0.04 (personal 

communication) 
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d) between 

subgroups. 

Significant SD for 

e) between sub-

groups 

Wand et al. 

(2017) 

a) 

Exploratory 

cross-

sectional 

questionnaire 

based study 

b) Australia 

c) General 

Population 

d) 

Convenience 

sample 

(n=42) 

e) N.A. 

a) Pregnancy-related LPP 

b) Age: 18-45 y, LPP 

within 3
rd 

trimester of 

pregnancy, no over 38
th

 

week of pregnancy, not 

affected by psychiatric 

conditions, not taking any 

centrally acting 

medication, not having 

LPP sufficient to restrict 

work within 6
th

 month 

prior to the current 

pregnancy 

c) N.A. 

a)  29.0 y (4.9) 

b) 100% 

c) NR 

d) 11-NRS: 3.9 

(1.8) 

e) PGQ: 37 (21.7) 

 

 

N.A. a) 11-NRS (0-10) as 

the average value of 

worst pain over the 

last w, average pain 

over the last week, 

and present pain 

b) PGQ (0-100) 

c) FreBAQ (0-36) 

d) PCS (0-52), TSK 

(17-68), Back 

Beliefs 

Questionnaire (9-

63), 2-PDT (mm), 

Laterality 

Recognition (ms, n° 

errors), Sensory 

profile: 11-NRS for 

pin prick pain and 

temporal summation 

e) N.A. 

FreBAQ median difference between 

pain (n=8; median total score=1; 

IQR: 0-1.5)  and pain-free groups 

(n=34; median total score= 3.5;  

IQR: 2–8): 2.5; (‡); p=0.005 

Correlation Analysis: association 

between FreBAQ and pain intensity 

(r=0.378; p=0.027) and 

catastrophization (0.403; p=0.018), 

but not with disability (r=0.256; 

p=0.143) 

 

Nishigami 

et al. (2018) 

a) 

Psychometric 

Validation 

a) CLBP  

b) inclusion: age: 20-80  y, 

LBP pain >3 m, no 

a) 56 y (16.4) 

b) 64% 

c) 7.4 y (8.9) 

N.A. a) 101-VAS (0-100 

mm) on rest and 

motion 

FreBAQ mean total score=11.7 (6.4) 

- Internal consistency: person 

reliability= 0.76; Cronbach's alpha= 
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Study 

b) Japan 

c) Clinical 

d) Calculated 

a priori 

(n=100) 

e) N.A. 

neurological signs 

c) N.A.  

d) 101-VAS on 

rest= 23.3 (23.6); 

101-VAS on 

motion= 49.1 

(27.1) 

e) RMDQ: 6.3 

(4.4) 

b) RMDQ (0-24) 

c) FreBAQ (0-36) 

d) PCS (0-52), TSK 

(17-68), HADS (0-

42) 

e) N.A. 

0.80 (good internal consistency) 

- 2w-Reliability (n=40): ICC3,1 for 

agreement= 0.81 ( 0.67 to 0.89) 

Correlation Analysis: the FreBAQ-J 

was significantly correlated with 

pain in motion (ρ= 0.25), RMDQ (ρ= 

0.36), PCS (ρ= 0.38), TSK (ρ= 0.23), 

and anxiety (ρ= 0.19) (overall 

ρ<0.05) 

Janssens et 

al. (2017) 

a) 

Psychometric 

Validation 

Study 

b) Belgium 

(Dutch 

language) 

c) Clinical 

d) 

Convenience 

sample 

(n=73) 

e) Healthy 

controls 

(n=73) 

a) CLBP 

b) age: 18-80 y, no acute 

LBP (<6 m) 

c) ODI=0 

a)  median=47 y 

(IQR= ±24) 

b) 67% 

c) NR 

d) 11-NRS: 

median=4  (IQR= 

±4) 

e) ODI: 

median=22%  

(IQR= ±21) 

a)  median=47 

(IQR= ±25) 

b) 67% 

c) N.A. 

d) N.R. 

e) N.R. 

 

a) 11-NRS (0-10) on 

rest and motion 

b) ODI (0-100%) 

c) FreBAQ (0-36) 

d) TSK (17-68) 

e) N.A. 

 

 

- Validity: FreBAQ mean total score 

was 11 (7) in LBP group (n=73), in 

control group (n=73) the median 

score was 3 (IQR= ±9); p=0.001 

LBP subjects with ODI ≥20% 

(n=43) scored significantly higher on 

FreBAQ (13‡8) with respect to those 

with ODI <20% (n=30; 8‡6): MD= 

5.0 (2.7 to 7.3); p=0.005. No 

significant SD between these two 

sub-groups for demographic 

variables 

- 1w-Reliability in 48 LBP patients: 

ICC2,1 for agreement= 0.69 (0.51 to 

0.82). SEM in LBP group= 3.9; 

MDC (95%)= 10.8 (30% of scale 

range), referring to a non-sufficient 

measurement error 

Correlation Analysis: the FreBAQ 
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was significantly correlated with 

ODI (rho=0.30; p=0.010) 

Ehrenbrusth

off et al. 

(2018) 

a) 

Psychometric 

Validation 

Study 

b) Germany  

c) Clinical 

d) 

Convenience 

sample 

(n=35) 

e) Healthy 

controls 

(n=48) 

a) CLBP 

b) age: ≥18 y, with or 

without leg pain, dominant 

back pain for patients with 

leg pain, symptoms 

duration ≥6 m, no 

pregnancy status or >6 m 

post-partum 

c) no episode in the last 2 

y restricting them from 

work or leisure activities, 

no significant spinal 

deformities  

a)  52 y (15.2) 

b) 65.8% 

c) 11 y (11) 

d) BPI-Pain 

Severity: 3.6 (2); 

BPI-Pain 

Interference: 2.6 

(2.0) 

e) RMDQ: 31.4 

(9.8) 

significant SD for 

a) between groups 

a) 36 y (17.5) 

b) 62.5% 

c) N.A. 

d) N.R. 

e) N.R. 

 

 

a) Short Form BPI: 

Pain Severity (0-10), 

Pain Interference (0-

7)  

b) RMDQ (0-24) 

c) FreBAQ (0-36) 

d) HADS (0-42), 

EurQuol 5D-3L: 

101-VAS  (0-100) 

and Index Value (0-

1); 2-PDT (mm) 

e) N.A. 

FreBAQ mean total score= 8.8 (6.1) 

for assessor 1 and 7.8 (7.0) for 

assessor 2 in LBP group (n=35) 

Validity: Global FreBAQ mean total 

score: 8.8 (6.1) in LBP group (n=35) 

and 4.0 (3.3) in control group 

(n=48); p=0.001. Unadjusted MD= 

4.8 (2.6 to 7.2); p<0.01. MD adjusted 

for Age, Gender and BMI= 5.4 (3.0 

to 7.8); p<0.01 

- 1w-Reliability: ICC2,1 for absolute 

agreement= 0.88 (95% CI: 0.77-

0.94). SEM= 1.80-2.92 

 - Inter-observer reliability: ICC3.1 

for absolute agreement 0.88 (95%CI: 

0.75 to 0.94). SEM= 1.74-2.82 

- Convergent Validity: FreBAQ was 

not associated with 2-PDT in patient 

group (rho= -0.05; p =0.79) 

Correlation Analysis: the FreBAQ 

was significantly correlated with 

HADS-Anxiety (r=0.37; p=0.03); 

with HADS-Depression (rs=0.52; 

p<0.001), BPI-Pain Interference 

(rs=0.47; p<0.001) and RMDQ 

(rs=0.46; p<0.001) 
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FreKAQ - Explicit Somatoperception 

Nishigami 

et al. (2017) 

a) 

Psychometric 

Validation 

Study 

b) Japan 

c) Clinical 

d) 

Convenience 

sample 

(n=65) 

e) Healthy 

subjects 

(n=65) 

a) Knee OA 

b) ACR Criteria (1986), 

knee pain for >3 m, 

Kellgren-Lawrence (KL) 

score ≥ 2 and age between 

40 and 85 y, no total knee 

arthroplasty, no 

neurological findings 

c) N.R. 

a)  68.5 y (9.1) 

b) 76.9% 

c) 57.7 m (88.4) 

d) 101-VAS on 

Rest: 19.6 (21.7). 

101-VAS on 

Motion 43.5 

(24.1) 

e) OKSQ: 31.4 

(9.8) 

no significant SD 

for a), b), c) d) 

and e) between 

groups 

a) 66.7 y (7.2) 

b) 76.9% 

c) N.A. 

d) N.R. 

e) N.R. 

 

 

a) 101-VAS (0-100 

mm) during rest and 

motion 

b) OKSQ (0-48) 

c) FreKAQ (0-36) 

d) PCS (0-52), TSK 

(17-68), HADS (0-

42) 

e) N.A. 

 

 

FreKAQ mean total score= 12.4 

(SD= 7.6) in knee patients vs. 3.4 

(4.4) in healthy controls 

- Validity: median difference 

between groups= 9.0, (6.7 to 11.1; 

(p= 0.001) 

-  Internal Consistency: person 

reliability 0.81; Chronbach’s alpha 

0.88 (internal consistent) 

- 2w- Reliability (n=23): ICC3,1 for 

agreement= 0.76 (0.52 to 0.89) 

Correlations with: pain during 

motion (rho= 0.37; p=0.002), OKSQ 

(rho= -0.41; p=0.001), PCS (rho= 

0.70; p<0.001), TSK (rho=0.49; 

p<0.001) and HADS (rho=0.46; 

p<0.001), but not with pain duration 

(rho= -0.06; p= 0.76) 

Neglect-like Symptoms Questionnaire - Explicit Somatoperception 

Magni et al. 

(2018) 

a) Case-

Control 

Study 

b) New 

Zeeland 

c) Clinical 

d) 

a) Hand OA 

b) ACR Criteria (1990), 

radiographic evidence of 

Kellgren-Lawrence (KL) 

score >1, no symptoms of 

upper limb radiculopathy 

c) no upper limb pain or 

a)  71.7 y (6.9) 

b) 75% 

c) 14.7 y (13) 

d) 11-NRS: 4.6 

(2) 

e) DASH: N.R. 

(+) for a), b) c), 

a) 70.5 y (7.7) 

b) 74% 

c) N.A. 

d) N.R. 

e) N.R. 

a) 11-NRS (0-10) as 

a mean pain during 

the previous week 

b) DASH (0-100)  

c) NLSQ (5-30) 

d) 2-PDT (mm), 

Laterality 

The hand OA group reported 

neglect-like symptoms (median score 

: 5.5; IQR: 3) significantly more 

often than the control group (median 

score: 5; IQR: 0): 0.5 (‡);  

χ
2
(1)=12.8, p<0.001,Cramer’s V 

=0.6 
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Convenience 

sample 

(n=20) 

e) Healthy 

subjects 

(n=19) 

symptoms of upper limb 

radiculopathy, no 

Cervical/thoracic pain 

and d. 

Authors declared 

significant SD for 

e) between groups 

Recognition (ms, n° 

errors), TEMPA (s), 

Purdue Pegboard 

Test (n°/30s; n°/1m) 

e) N.A. 

 

Hirakawa et 

al. (2014) 

a) 

Longitudinal 

Study 

b) Japan 

c) Clinical 

d) 

convenience 

sample 

(n=90) 

e) N.A 

a) Total Knee Arthroplasty 

for Knee OA 

b) Total knee arthroplasty 

performed for Knee OA, 

no complications such as 

nerve injury and deep vein 

thrombosis, no previous 

Total Knee Arthroplasty 

(at the opposite limb and 

revision), no Arthroplasty 

performed for causes other 

than degenerative diseases 

(rheumatoid arthritis and 

bone necrosis) 

c) N.A. 

a)  76 y (6.3);  

b) 78% 

c) N.R. 

d) 101-VAS: 37.5 

(19.9) 

e) N.R. 

 

N.A. a) 101-VAS (0-100 

mm) as the most 

severe pain during 

post-operative active 

maximum flexion 

and extension of the 

knee 

b) N.R. 

c) NLSQ (0-500): 

Motor Neglect (MN) 

and Cognitive 

Neglect (CN) sub-

scales 

d) PCS (0-52), STAI 

(20-80), Muscle 

strength (maximum 

isometric force of 

the knee extensor at 

60° of flexion [kg]), 

Active ROM (°), JPS 

(°), 2-PDT (mm) 

e) 3 w and 6 w 

The percentage of patients with a 

total NLSQ ≥100 was 36% (MN, 

40%; CN, 18%) at 3 w and 19% 

(MN, 19%; CN, 5%) at 6w 

The total score of NLSQ (for both 

MN, and CN sub-scales) decreased 

at 6 w: total score from 77.7 (87) to 

41.2 (62.1); Cronbach’s α ≥0.92 for 

the total score, however, the SD was 

high, indicating a large variation 

among patients 

Correlation Analysis: 

- NLS-MN was associated with Pain 

at 3 w (β=0.50; p<0.01) and 6 w 

β=0.53; p<0.01) 

- In regression analysis the NLSQ-

MN score was associated  with JPS 

at 3w (β=0.23; p<0.05), and with  

ROM (β= -0.28; p<0.01) and JPS 

(β= 0.39; p<0.01) at 6 w 
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postoperatively 

Experimental Setting Studies 

Visual Estimation Task - Explicit Somatoperception 

Gilpin et al. 

(2015) 

a) Case-

control Study 

b) Great 

Britain 

c) 

Experimental 

d) 

Convenience 

sample 

(n=12) 

e) Healthy 

controls 

(n=12) 

a) Hand OA 

b) Diagnosis of Hand OA 

≥6 m, major surgical 

procedures that may have 

damaged peripheral nerve 

pathways, no previous 

exposure to illusions in 

author‘s laboratory 

c) Pain free in the hands 

and upper limb 

a) 60.1 y (range= 

53-75) 

b) 67% 

c) N.R. 

d) N.R. 

e) N.R. 

(+) for a) and b) 

between groups 

a) 59 y (range= 

52-67) 

b) 50% 

c) N.A. 

d) N.R. 

e) N.R. 

 

a) N.R. 

b) N.R. 

c) Visual size 

estimation task (% of 

the real hand size). 

Participants judge a 

snapshots image of 

their hand that were 

manipulated in 

length (from 67% to 

150% of the real 

dimension) using the 

MIRAGE system, 

until subjects 

identified that it 

looked the right size 

to be their real hand 

d) N.A.  

e) N.A. 

Hand size estimations were 

significantly smaller for the OA 

group: -8.01 (3.07 to 12.94); t(22) = 

2.39, p= 0.026, indicating an 

underestimation of hand dimensions 

 

 

 RHIP - Body Ownership 

Martinez et 

al. (2018) 

a) Case-

control Study 

b) Spain 

c) 

Experimental 

a) FM 

b) N.R. 

c) N.R. 

a) 54.4 y 

SEM=1.9 

b) 100% 

c) N.R. 

d) 11-VAS= 8.9 

a) 53.9 y; 

SEM=3.3  

b) 41.7 % 

c) N.A. 

d) VAS= 0.2 

a) 11-VAS (0-10 

mm), Short-form 

BPI (0-20) 

b) FIQ (0-100) 

c) 5-point Likert 

FM patients were more prone to 

experiment the misperceptions 

produced by the RHIP. They scored 

significantly (p<0.05) higher in all 5-

items of the proprioceptive drift scale 
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d) 

Convenience 

sample 

(n=14) 

e) Healthy 

controls 

(n=13) 

(SEM=0.3); BPI= 

7.9 (SEM=0.4) 

e) FIQ: 88(2.7) 

No significant SD 

for a) between 

groups. 

Significant SD for 

d) between 

groups. (+) for b) 

(SEM=0.1); 

BPI= 0.2 

(SEM=0.1) 

e) N.R. 

Scale measuring 

proprioceptive drift 

(0.35), ownership (0-

35) and agency (0-

30) 

d) SF-12: physical 

and mental 

component, BPI (1-

20) 

e) N.A. 

and in 4 out 5 items of the agency 

scale (Effect Size varying between 

0.88 to 3.10): differences were 

largest in the proprioceptive drift 

domain, where large effect sizes 

were found across all items 

Perception of subjective visual vertical/ horizontal - Extra-personal Space Perception 

Treleaven et 

al. 2015 

a) Case-

control Study 

b) Australia 

c) 

Experimental 

d) 

Convenience 

sample 

(n=36 with 

CNP; n=42 

with WAD) 

e) Healthy 

controls 

(n=48) 

CNP 

a) Age: 18-60 y, 

symptoms duration ≥3 m, 

NDI ≥10%, no history of 

head/neck/upper limb pain 

or trauma during the 

previous 3 m 

WAD 

a)  classification of WAD 

II according to the Quebec 

Task Force Classification, 

no neck trauma associated 

with post-traumatic 

amnesia or concurrent 

head injury, no cervical 

fracture/dislocation, no 

known vestibular 

CNP group: 

a) 32.7 y (13.8) 

b) 55% 

c) N.R. 

d) N.R. 

e) NDI: 21.5% 

(8.4), Short Form 

DHI: 9.9 (2.5) 

WAD group: 

a) 34.3 y (10.8) 

b) 64% 

c) N.R. 

d) N.R. 

e) NDI: 39.9% 

(15.2), Short 

Form DHI: 7.5 

(3.4) 

Healthy 

Controls 

group: 

a) 29.4 y 

(10.8) 

b) 72% 

c) N.A. 

d) N.A. 

e) NDI: N/A; 

Short Form 

DHI: 12.6 

(1.1) 

 

a) N.R. 

b) NDI (0-100%), 

Short Form DHI (0-

13) 

c) SVV: 

Computerized Rod 

And Frame (CRAF) 

test as described by 

Takasaki et al. 

(2012)(3): subjects 

were asked to rotate 

(0.01° increments) 

two dots 

(representing each 

end of the rod) 

shown on a shown 

on video glasses, 

CNP group had significantly larger 

variability of SVV errors between 

the three groups: 1) VE= 0.5 (0.23 to 

0.77) vs. healthy controls (p=0.001); 

0.37 (0.07 to 0.67) vs. WAD 

(p=0.02); 2) RMSE= 0.51 (0.09 to 

0.93) vs. healthy controls (p=0.01); 

0.58 (0.20 to 0.96) vs. WAD 

(p=0.01) 

No significant SD for AE and DE 

between groups (p-values 

respectively of 0.06 and 0.99) 

Despite the higher level of disability 

of the WAD group, there were no 

significant differences in SVV error 

between this group and healthy 

subjects (p=0.91) 
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pathology 

b) no limited daily 

activities neck or upper 

thoracic pain or for which 

subjects had sought care in 

the previous month. 

For all groups: no neck 

trauma associated with 

post-traumatic amnesia or 

concurrent head injury, no 

cervical 

fracture/dislocation, no 

known vestibular 

pathology 

Significant SD in 

a) between 

Healthy Controls 

and WAD, in e) 

Short Form DHI 

between all 

groups and in e) 

NDI between 

CNP and WAD 

groups 

using the computer's 

mouse until reaching 

the perceived 

position that were 

judged as vertical. 

The same task was 

required also with a 

tilted (18° clockwise 

or anticlockwise) 

surrounding frame.  

Error calculation: 

mean AE (°), mean 

VE (°), mean CE (°), 

mean RMSE (°) 

d) N.R. 

e) N.A. 

SVV errors and Disability (DHI) 

seemed to be unrelated. 

Docherty et 

al. (2012) 

a) Case-

control Study 

b) Swiss 

c) 

Experimental 

d) 

Convenience 

sample 

(n=50) 

e) Age and 

gender 

healthy 

paired 

CNP 

a) Age: 30-65 y, CNP with 

or without arm pain for at 

least 4 w, no recent history 

of cervical spine surgery 

b) no neck or upper 

thoracic pain that had 

limited daily activities or 

for which subjects  had 

sought care in the previous 

month 

 

a) 48.1 y (8.7)  

b) 80% 

c) 80.3% had pain 

>1 y 

d) NRS: 4.5 

(N.R.) 

e) NDI: 33 (16) 

no significant SD 

for a) and b) 

between groups 

a) 47.9 y (8.7) 

b) 80% 

c) N.A. 

d) N.A. 

e) N.A. 

a) 11-NRS (0-10) 

b) NDI (0-50) 

c) SVV and SVH: 

Computerized Rod 

And Frame (CRAF) 

test (°): subjects 

were asked to rotate 

(0.5° increments) the 

dots shown on video 

glasses using right 

and left buttons of 

the mouse until 

reaching the 

In absence of surrounding frame, 

significant difference were found in 

mean errors (p<0.05) both for SVV 

and SVO test between groups, 

however they fell within a range 

considered normal (<0.5°) 

Untilted surrounding reference of 

frame does not produce significant 

error with respect to no surrounding 

frame conditions (p>0.05), while 

tilting the frame clockwise or counter 

clockwise by 18° resulted in 

significant between-groups 
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controls 

(n=50) 

 

 perceived position 

that were judged as 

vertical or 

horizontal. The same 

task were required 

also with a tilted 

surrounding frame 

d) N.R. 

e) N.A. 

difference both for the SVV and 

SVO (p< 0.001 in all cases), 

although the difference between the 

medians for these tests were still 

small (less than 2°) 

Of the 50 CNP patients, a subgroup 

of 8 subjects (16%) exhibited higher 

than normal errors in both the SVV 

and SVO: these patients scored 

higher on the NDI than patients 

whose errors fell within the reference 

range (U=74.0, p<0.016) 

Correlation Analysis: 

There was a significant positive 

correlation between the results for 

the horizontal and vertical tests in 

both CNP patients (rho=0.733, 

p<0.001) and controls (rho=0.656, 

p<0.001) 

Grod et al. 

(2002) 

a) Cohort 

study  

b) Canada 

c) 

Experimental 

d) 

Convenience 

sample 

(n=19) 

e) Age and 

Acute or recurrent NP 

a) no recent history of 

cervical spine surgery, 

blindness, or serious visual 

impairment 

b) LBP or peripheral joint 

complaints but no current 

neck pain 

a) 38.5 y (N.R.)  

b) 58% 

c) N.R. 

d) N.R. 

e) N.R. 

 

a) 38.6 y 

(N.R.) 

b) 41% 

c) N.R. 

d) N.R. 

e) N.R. 

 

 

a) N.R. 

b) N.R. 

c) Computerized 

Rod And Frame 

(CRAF) test as used 

by Docherty et al. 

(2012). SVV (°) and 

SVH (°)  

d) N.R. 

e) N.A. 

Statistically significant differences in 

SVV and SVH were found between 

symptomatic and asymptomatic 

subjects (F=13.37, p= 0.001); pooled 

Mean Difference= 1.99° (pooled 

SD=1.61) 
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gender 

paired 

sample 

without neck 

pain (n=17) 

Abbreviations: ACR: American College of Rheumatology; CLBP: Chronic Low Back Pain; LPP: Lumbo-Pelvic Pain; FM: Fibromyalgia; OA: Osteoarthritis; NP: Neck Pain; 

CNP: Chronic Neck Pain; VAS: Visual Analog Scale; NRS: Numeric Rating Scale; Chronic Pain Grade: CPG; BPI: Brief Pain Inventory; MGPQ: McGill Pain Questionnaire; 

ODI: Oswestry Disability Index; RMDQ: Roland Morris Disability Questionnaire; DASH: Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder and Hand Questionnaire; PGQ: Pelvic Girdle 

Questionnaire; TSK: Tampa Scale of Kinesiophobia; PCS: Pain Catastrophizing Scale; FPQ: Fear of Pain Questionnaire; HADS: Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale; BDI: 

Beck Depression Inventory; DASS: Depression Anxiety Stress Scale; STAI: State-Trait Anxiety Inventory; FIQ: Fibromyalgia Impact Questionnaire; SIQ: Symptoms Impact 

Questionnaire; OKSQ: Oxford Knee Score Questionnaire; MAIA: The Multidimensional Assessment of Interceptive Awareness; DSM-IV: Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of 

Mental Disorders IV; PU: Pain Unpleasantness; PI: Pain Intensity; PeT: Perception Threshold; PT: Pain Threshold; PTo: Pain Tolerance; FreKAQ: Fremantle Knee Awareness 

Questionnaire; NLSQ: Neglect-like symptoms questionnaire, TPT: Tactile Perception Threshold; 2PDT: 2-Point Discrimination Threshold; PTP: Poin-to-Poin Test; 2-PET: two 

Point Estimation Test; ROM: Range Of Motion; JPS: Joint Position Sense; TEMPA: Test d'Evaluation de la Performance des Membres Supérieurs des Personnes Agées; BMI: 

Body Mass Index; RHIP: Rubber Hand Illusion Paradigm; SVH: Subjective Visual Horizontal; SVV: Subjective Visual Vertical; AE: Absolute Error; DE: Direction of Error: 

RMQE: Root Mean Square Error; MDC: Minimal Detectable Change; ICC: Interclass Correlation Coefficients; MD: Mean Difference; NR: not reported; NA: Not Applicable; 

SD: Standard Deviation; IQR: Interquartile Range; SEM: Standard Error of Measurement; CI95%: Confidence Interval; +: p-value not reported; SD: statistical difference; y: 

year/s; m: month/s; h: hour/s; min.: minute; s: second/s; ms: millisecond. p-values are reported in bold if statistically significant; ** sub-groups were obtained through the median 

split with established ODI categorisation. 

Refererences: 

1.  Wand BM, Tulloch VM, George PJ, Smith AJ, Goucke R, O’Connell NE, et al. Seeing it helps: movement-related back pain is reduced by 

visualization of the back during movement. Clin J Pain. 2012 Sep;28(7):602–8.  

2.  Lauche R, Cramer H, Hohmann C, Choi K-E, Rampp T, Saha FJ, et al. The effect of traditional cupping on pain and mechanical thresholds in 

patients with chronic nonspecific neck pain: a randomised controlled pilot study. Evid Based Complement Alternat Med. 2012;2012:429718.  

3.  Takasaki H, Treleaven J, Johnston V, Jull G. Minimum repetitions for stable measures of visual dependency using the dot version of the 

computer-based Rod-Frame test. Man Ther 2012b;17(5):466e9. 
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Additional File 7 – Supplementary Table S6: Detailed features of included intervention studies 
 

Study Methods Condition Participants Core Outcomes  Interventions Results 

Author 

(year) 

a) Design 

b) Country 

c) Setting 

d) Method of 

Sampling   

e) Sample 

size 

f) Control 

group 

g) Drop-out 

a) Clinical 

condition 

b) Inclusion 

criteria 

c) Exclusion 

criteria 

Demographic 

Data         

a) Mean Age 

(SD) 

b) Female (%) 

c) Disease 

duration: Mean 

(SD) 

Baseline values 

a) Pain Severity: 

Mean (SD) 

b) Disability: 

Mean (SD) 

c) Other relevant 

values: Mean (SD) 

a) Pain 

b) Disability 

c) Body 

Perception 

d) Other 

relevant 

outcomes 

e) Follow-up 

a) Experimental 

group 

b) Control 

group/s 

a) Group Pre/post change: 

MD (95% CI) 

b) Between-groups      

     comparison:  MD (95% 

CI) 

Tactile Localization Training 

Wand et 

al. 

(2013) 

a) 

Randomized 

COT 

b) Australia 

c) Clinical 

d) Calculated 

a priori (n= 

25) 

e) n=25 

f) N.A. 

g) n=0 

a) CLBP 

b) age: 18-60 y , 

disease duration 

≥ 6 m, item-7 

SF-36 rated as 

"moderate" 

c) >6m post-

partum, spinal 

surgery previous 

24 m, nerve root 

pain 

a) 41.5 y (13.8) 

b) 36% 

c) 6.7 y (11.5) 

 

a) NRS: 4.9 (1.5) 

b) RMDQ: 9.6 

(5.9) 

 

 

a) 11-NRS (0-10) 

after performing 

10 repeated spine 

movement in the 

most provocative 

direction reported 

in the initial 

physical 

examination 

b) N.R. 

c) N.R. 

d) N.R. 

e) after treatment 

a) Acupuncture 

involving sensory 

discrimination 

training: single 

session 

b) Acupuncture: 

single session 

a) 11-NRS: -0.9 (-0.3 to –

1.5); p=0.008, regardless of 

treatment order 

b) 11-NRS: -0.8 (-1.4 to -

0.3) in favour to EG; 

p=0.011 

 

n.b. no significant 

period/treatment interaction 

(p=0.182) 
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Louw et 

al. 

(2015) 

a) Case-series 

b) N.R. 

c) Clinical 

d) 

Convenience 

sample 

e) n=16 

f) N.A. 

g) n=0 

a) CLBP 

b) age: > 18y 

c) previous 

spinal surgery, 

leg pain only, 

neurological 

deficit only in 

the lower 

extremities 

a) 48.2 y; range: 

20.7-71.7 

b) 75% 

c) 11.9; range: 6 

m-30 y 

 

 

a) NRS: 5.6 (NR) 

b) ODI: 34.4 (NR) 

 

 

a) 11-NRS (0-10) 

b) N.R, 

c) N.R. 

d) Functionality: 

active lumbar 

flexion (cm), 

FABQ (0-92) 

e) after treatment 

a) Localization 

task: 5 min., 

single session 

b) N.A. 

a)  

- 11-NRS: -1.9; (‡) range: 0 

to 6; + 

- Functionality 4.8; (‡) 

range: -1 to 21; + 

Barker 

et al. 

(2008)  

a) Single-

blinded, 

RCNIT 

b) United 

Kingdom 

c) Clinical 

d) Calculated 

a priori (n= 

25) 

e) n=60 (EG: 

n=32) 

f) n=28 

g) n=6 (1 in 

EG and 5 in 

CG) 

a) CLBP 

b) age: >18 y; 

disease duration 

>3 m 

c) leg pain, 

current TENS 

users, poorly 

enervated areas 

 

EG: 

a) 52.7 y (10.7) 

b) 50% 

c) N.R. 

CG: 

a) 54.1 y (12.5) 

b) 50% 

c) N.R. 

(+) for difference 

in a), b) and c) 

between groups 

 

EG: 

a) VAS: 6.3 (1.9) 

b) ODI: 40.8 

(15.9); 

c) Functioning:  

- 5’-WD: 235.6 

metres/5 min. 

(103.2) 

- 1’-SC: 6.5 

n°/min. (2.7) 

- 1’-STS: 13.7 

n°/min (7.6) 

CG: 

a) VAS: 6.6 (1.4) 

b) ODI: 42.8 

(14.8); 

c) Functioning: 

- 5’-WD: 219.6 

(111.7) 

a) 0-11 VAS (0-

10 mm) as a mean 

of patients’ 

present pain 

intensity level, 

their average and 

worst pain 

intensity levels 

recorded over a 

week 

b) ODI (0-100%) 

c) Physical 

Functioning: 5 

minute walking 

distance (5’-WD), 

1 minute stair 

climb (1’-SC) and 

1 minute sit-to—

stand (1’-STS); 

e) After 3 weeks 

a) FairMed 

(device for 

sensory 

discrimination 

training): 30 

minutes, twice a 

day, for 3 weeks 

b) TENS: 30 

minutes, twice a 

day, for 3 weeks 

 

 

a)  

EG: 

- 0-11 VAS: -0.8 (-1.5 to –

0.1); p=0,83 

- ODI: -0.6 (-3.8 to 2.7) 

p=0.85 

- Functioning: 

5’-WD: 3.1 (-12.6 to 18.9) 

p=0.58 

1’-SC: 0.4 (-0.4 to 1.1) 

p=0.81 

1’-STS: 1.0 (0.1 to 1.8) 

p=0.90 

CG: 

-0-11 VAS: -7.3 (-8.1 to -

6.6); p=0.83 

- ODI: -0.9 (-3 to -1,1) 

p=0.85 

Functioning: 

- 5’-WD: -9.1 (-6.4 to 24.6) 
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- 1’-SC: 6.7 (3.0) 

- 1’-STS: 12.7 (6.7) 

(+) for difference 

in a), b) and c) 

between groups 

 p=0.58 

- 1’-SC: 0.5 (0.1 to 0.9) 

p=0.81 

- 1’-STS: 1.0 (0.1 to 1.9) 

p=0.90 

b) 

- 0-11 VAS: -0.1 (-0.7 to 

0.3); p=0.82 

- ODI: 0.4 (-0.7 to 0.4); 

p=0.85 

- 5’-WD: -6 (-0.3 to 0.7); 

p=0.58 

- 1’-SC: -0.1 (-0.6 to 0.4); 

p=0.81 

- 1’-STS: 0 (-0.4 to 0.6); 

p=0.90 

Mixed perceptual training (graded perceptual training + graded motor retraining) 

Wand et 

al. 

(2011) 

a) Three 

single-case 

study 

b) Australia 

c) Clinical 

d) 

Convenience 

sample 

e) n=3 

f) N.A. 

g) n=0 

a) CLBP 

b) age: 18-60 y, 

disease duration 

>12 m, RMDQ 

score >4, item-7 

SF-36 rated as 

"moderate" 

c) >6m post-

partum, spinal 

surgery <24 m, 

nerve root pain 

 

a) 39 y (14); 

median: 33 y; 

IQR: 31-44 

b) 66% 

c) 60.7 y (54.1); 

median: 48;  IQR: 

31-84 

 

a) VAS: 5 (1.6)  

b) RMDQ: 10.9 

(4.4)  

 

 

a) 11-NRS (0 – 

10) 

b)  RMDQ (0-24) 

e) weekly for 10 

weeks during 

treatment, weekly 

for 1 month after 

the end of 

treatment 

c) N.R. 

d) N.R, 

a) Education plus 

graded perceptual 

retraining program 

(localization and 

graphaestesia 

training) combined 

with graded motor 

retraining: 

minimum 10 w of 

home exercise 

program and 

encouragement to 

a)  

- 11-NRS:  -2.9; (1.2 to 

4.6) at T1; p<0.001; -3.9; 

(1.6 to 6.2) at T2; p<0.001 

- RMDQ: -5.2 (2.4 to 8) at 

T1; p<0.001; -9.6 (4.2 to 

15) at T2; p<0.001 
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increase physical 

activity level 

Ryan 

(2014) 

a) Mixed-

methods pilot 

RCT 

b) UK 

c) Clinical 

d) 

Convenience 

sample 

e) EG: n=12 

f) n=12) 

g) n=9 (EG: 

n=3; CG: 

n=6) 

a) CLBP  

b)  ≥18 y, non-

specific CLBP 

with or without 

leg pain, pain 

duration  6 m, 

no peripheral 

neuropathy 

c) Not having an 

informal carer 

EG: 

a) 45 y (17) 

b) N.R. 

c) 10.4 y (13.5) 

CG:  

a) 46 y (14) 

b) N.R. 

c) 8.7 y (11.4) 

 

no statistical SD 

for a) and c) 

between groups 

 

EG: 

a) 101-VAS: 49 

(19) 

b) RMDQ: 9.3 

(6.6) 

c) 61 mm (16) 

CG:  

a) 101-VAS: 48 

(31) 

b) RMDQ: 7.3 

(3.1) 

c) 57 mm (16) 

 

no statistical SD 

for a), b) and c) 

between groups 

a) 101-VAS (0-

100 mm) 

b) RMDQ (0-24) 

c) N.R. 

d) 2-PDT (mm), 

Themes and sub-

themes on N.R. 

attitudes toward 

the treatment 

N.R. 

e) after treatment 

a) tactile acuity 

training and 

graphaestesia 

acuity training as 

used by Wand et 

al., 2011 (2)  plus 

usual 

physiotherapy, 3 

sessions + 21 at 

home 

b) tactile 

stimulation alone 

(placebo) plus 

usual, 3 formal 

sessions + 21 at 

home 

a) EG: 

-101-VAS: -8 (-28 to12); 

p>0.05 

- RMDQ: -1.6 (-4.4 to1); 

p>0.05 

CG : 

-101-VAS: -33.2 (-58.3 to 

-8); p<0.05 

- RMDQ: -4 (-6.7 to -1.3); 

p<0.05 

b)  

- 101-VAS: 25.6 (-0.7 to 

51.9), (p=0.056); 

- RMDQ (0-24): 2.2 (-1.6 

to 6.0), (p=0.237) 

Mixed perceptual  training SuPerR Treatment 

Morone 

et al. 

(2011) 

a) Single-

blinded, RCT 

b) Italy 

c) Clinical 

d) 

Convenience 

sample 

(n=75) 

e) EG: n=25 

a) CLBP 

b) age 18-75 y, 

disease duration 

≥3 m  

c) acute LBP, 

scheduled back 

surgery, 

pregnancy, leg 

pain only 

EG: 

a) 52.7 y (17.6) 

b) 84% 

c) NR 

CG 1: 

a) 55.4 y (13.7) 

b) 64% 

c) NR 

CG 1: 

EG: 

a) VAS: 6 (1) 

b) ODI: 34 (20) 

CG 1: 

a) VAS: 7 (2) 

b) ODI: 26 (24) 

CG 2: 

a) VAS: 7 (2) 

b) ODI: 24 (20) 

a) 11-VAS (0-10 

mm)  

b) ODI (0-100)  

c) N.R. 

d) N.R. 

e) post-treatment 

(T1), at 12 w (T2) 

and 24 w (T3). 

a) SuPeR: 

perceptive 

rehabilitation 

protocol with 

perceptive surface 

plus active 

exercises (45’, 3 x 

week for 1 month) 

and usual care 

a)  

EG: 

- 11-VAS: -2*(‡) at T1, -

1*(‡) at T2 and -1*(‡) at 

T3 (p<0.001) 

- ODI: -18* (‡) at T1, -18* 

(‡) at T2 and -14* (‡) at 

T3 (p<0.001) (‡) 

CG1:  
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f) CG
 
1: 

n=25; CG 2: 

n=25 

g) n=5 (5 in 

EG) 

a) 57.9 (12.8) 

b) 68% 

c) NR 

not statistical SD 

for a) in all three 

groups 

(+) for difference 

in b) between 

groups 

 

(+) for difference 

in a) and b) 

between groups 

 

(medical and 

pharmacological 

assistance) 

b)  

- Back school 

program with: 1 

initial theory 

session and 9 

practical sessions 

of 45’ in 1 month, 

plus usual care 

(medical and 

pharmacological 

assistance) 

- Medical and 

pharmacological 

assistance only (as 

the other two 

groups) 

- 11-VAS: -1*(‡) at T1, -

2*(‡) at T2 and -3*(‡) at 

T3 (p<0.001) 

- ODI: -10* (‡) at T1, -14* 

(‡) at T2 and -16* (‡) at 

T3 (p<0.001) (‡) 

CG2:  

- 11-VAS: 1*(‡) at T1, 

1*(‡) at T2 and 0*(‡) at 

T3 (p=0.028) 

- ODI: -2* (‡) at T1, -2* 

(‡) at T2 and 2* (‡) at T3 

(p=0.734) (‡) 

b)  

- 11-VAS: -1* (‡) vs. CG 

1 and -3* (‡) vs. CG 2 at 

T1 (p<0.001); 1* (‡) vs. 

CG 1 and -2* (‡) CG 2 at 

T2 (p<0.001); 2* (‡) vs. 

CG 1 and -1* (‡) CG 2 at 

T3 (p=0.009) 

- ODI: -8* (‡) vs. CG 1 

and -16* (‡) vs. CG 2 at 

T1 (p=0.403); -14* (‡) vs. 

CG 1 (p=0.065)  and -20* 

(‡) vs. CG 2 at T2 

(p<0.009); 2* (‡) vs. CG 1 

(p=0.169); and -16* (‡) vs. 

CG 2 at T3 (p=0.023) 
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Paolucci 

et al. 

(2012) 

a) Single-

blinded, RCT 

b) Italy 

c) Clinical 

d) 

Convenience 

sample 

(n=30) 

e) EG: n=15 

f) n=15) 

g) N.R. 

a) CLBP 

b) age 18-75 y, 

duration >3 m 

c) acute LBP, 

scheduled back 

surgery 

EG: 

a) 55.4 y (16.4) 

b) NR 

c) NR 

CG: 

a) 62.1 y (10.6) 

b) NR 

c) NR 

(+) for difference 

in a) between 

groups 

EG: 

a) MGPQ: 40 (15) 

CG: 

a) MGPQ: 51 (31) 

(+) for difference 

in a) between 

groups 

 

a) MGPQ (0-78) 

b) N.R. 

c) N.R. 

d) Stabilometric 

assessment (not 

considered in this 

review) 

e) post-treatment 

a) SuPeR: the same 

protocol of Morone 

et al. (2012) 

b) Back school 

program with: the 

same protocol of 

Morone et al. 

(2011) 

a)  

EG: MGPQ: -44%‡24% †; 

+ 

CG: MGPQ: -39%‡15% †; 

+ 

b)  

- MGPQ: 5%*; (‡); 

p=0.436 

† authors reported the % 

improvement with respect 

to the maximum 

achievable improvement 

Vetrano 

et al. 

(2013) 

a) Single-

blind, RCT 

b) Italy 

c) Clinical 

d) 

Convenience 

sample 

(n=40). 

e) EG: n=20 

f) n=20 

g) N.R. 

e) n=0 

a) CLBP 

b) age 25-70 y, 

disease duration 

>3 m, minimum 

12 w of 'wash-

out' period after 

any conservative 

therapy 

c) radicular 

syndrome, 

spinal or 

abdominal 

surgery, 

pregnancy 

EG: 

a) 52.6 y (10.5) 

b) 80%  

c) NR 

CG : 

a) 52.2 y (16.2) 

b) 70% 

c) NR 

(+) for difference 

in a) and b) 

between groups 

 

 

CG: 

a) VAS: 

median=7.5; IQR= 

5.7-8 

b) ODI: 

median=28: IQR= 

16-30.5 

CG: 

a) VAS: median=5; 

IQR= 4-7 

b) ODI: 

median=24: IQR= 

14-30 

no statistical SD 

for a) and b) in all 

a) 11-VAS (0-10 

mm) 

b) ODI (0-100) 

c) N.R. 

d) N.R. 

e) post-treatment, 

at 4 and 12 weeks 

a) SuPeR but with 

more  deformable 

cones at midline 

level, decreasing 

tactile-pressure 

inputs at midline 

level and                       

without taking 

consciousness of 

the body midline 

b) Standard SuPeR: 

the same protocol 

of Morone et al. 

(2011) but with 5’ 

less of treatment 

duration and with 

a) 

EG:  

- 11-VAS: -2* (‡) at T1, -

2* (‡) at T2, -3* (‡) at T3 

(p<0.001) 

- ODI: -14* (‡) at T1, -16* 

(‡) at T2, -20* (‡) at T3 

(p<0.001) 

CG: 

- 11-VAS: -2.5* (‡) at T1, 

-3.5* (‡) at T2, -5.5* (‡) at 

T3 (p<0.001) 

- ODI: -16* (‡) at T1, -16* 

(‡) at T2 and -21* (‡) at 

T3 (p<0.001) 

All median differences at 
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two groups 

 

an increase of 

tactile-pressure 

inputs at midline 

level 

 

 

follow-up periods 

calculated respect to the 

T0 anchored values 

b)  

- 11-VAS: 0.5* (‡) at T1 

(p=0.179), 1.5* (‡) at T2 

(p=0.398), 2.5* (‡) at T3 

(p=0.868) 

- ODI: 2* (‡) at T1 

(p=0.299), 0* (‡) at T2 

(p=0.169), 1 (‡) at T3 

(p=0.922) 

Qualitative Study 

Lauche 

et al. 

(2012) 

a) Qualitative 

study 

embedded in 

a RCT (1) 

b) Germany 

c) N.R. 

d) 

convenience 

sample 

e) n=6 

f) N.A. 

g) N.R. 

a) CNP 

b) N.R. 

c) N.R.  

 

EG: 

b) 33% 

CG: 

b) 100% 

c) range: 4m-45 y 

(pooled data of 

the whole sample) 

EG: 

a) N.R. 

b) N.R. 

c) N.R. 

CG: 

a) N.R. 

b) N.R. 

c) N.R. 

a) Themes and 

sub-themes 

emerged from 

interviews in 

which patients 

were asked to talk 

about their body 

image drawings  

b) Visual 

interpretation of 

the  Body Image 

Drawing 

(modified version 

for trunk as 

described by 

a) a single 

traditional cupping 

treatment for half 

of the patients 

b) waiting list 

Interviews: patients refer 

changes in body 

perception of the neck as a 

feeling of swollen or 

distorted in proportion. 

These overestimations 

persist even when patients 

were aware of their actual 

appearance. Subjects in 

EG refer a reduction in 

neck size (smaller) as a 

relief from pain. 

Body Image Drawing: at 

the baseline the drawn 

body showed noticeable 
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Moseley, 2008) 

e) 3 d after the 

treatment 

discrepancies respect to a 

“normal” body (missing 

lines and augmented 

dimension of shoulders 

and neck) in 4 out 6 

subjects. Body image 

appears to be changed in 

EG after treatment 

(smaller dimension of 

body parts, and lines more 

symmetric and complete). 

Also the CG subjects 

improve in drawings 

themselves but they were 

no more complete, nor 

matched a “normal” 

silhouette.  

Experimental Study 

Manipulation of visual body appearance 

Preston 

and 

Newport 

(2011) 

a) 

Exploratory 

experimental 

study 

b) United 

Kingdom 

c) 

Experimental 

d) 

convenience 

a) Hand OA 

b) pain in the 

hands and/or 

fingers for >12 

months 

c) N.R. 

a) 70.5 y (6.5) 

b) 80% 

c) NR 

 

a) NR 

b) NR 

c) NR 

 

a) 21-NRS (0–20) 

b) N.R. 

c) N.R. 

d) N.R. 

e) post-

intervention 

a) MIRAGE 

system: visuo-

tactile illusion 

involving 

manipulations 

(stretching or 

shrinking)  of 

patient’s hand 

(affected and 

unaffected) while 

a) 85% of patients reported 

reduction in pain for both 

experimental conditions, 

only manipulating visual 

appearance of the affected 

hand: MD= N.R. (‡); 

(p<0.001 in a sub-set of 10 

patients having multiple 

painful sites 

b)  
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sample  

e) n=20 

f) N.A. 

g) N.R. 

experimenter 

gently pulling or 

pushing on part of 

the hand 

- Stretching condition (n= 

N.R.): 21-NRS= -3.09 (‡); 

(+) 

- Shrinking condition (n= 

N.R.): 21-NRS= -2.68 (‡); 

(+) 

Diers et 

al. 

(2013) 

a) 

Experimental 

study 

b) Germany 

c) 

Experimental 

d) 

Convenience 

sample 

e) EG: n=18 

f) Healthy 

controls 

(n=18) 

g) N.R. 

a) Bilateral 

CUBP 

b) N.R. 

c) current major 

depression or 

any other axis I 

or II mental 

disorder (DSM-

IV Structured 

Interview) 

 

EG: 

a) 53.9 y (9.2) 

b) NR 

c) NR 

CG: 

a) 54.2 y (9.2) 

b) NR 

c) NR 

NSSD for a) 

between groups 

 

 

EG: 

a) 11-NRS: 3.1 

(1.5) 

- Pressure PI (11-

NRS): 7 (0.8) 

- Electric PI (11-

NRS): 7.3 (1) 

b) N.R. 

c) N.R. 

CG: 

a) 11-NRS: 3.6 

(1.2) 

- Pressure PI (11-

NRS): 7.1 (0.6) 

- Electric PI (11-

NRS): 6.7 (0.6) 

 (0.6) 

b) N.R. 

c) N.R. 

Significant SD 

Electric PeT and 

PTo: higher in E. 

a)  

- PU for pressure 

stimulation 

applied to the 

TrP1 of the 

Trapezius muscle: 

11-NRS (0–10) 

- PU and PI for 

electrical 

stimulation 

applied to the 

TrP1 of the 

Trapezius muscle: 

11-NRS (0–10) 

b) N.R. 

c) N.R. 

d) post-

intervention  

On-line video 

feedback of neutral 

(hand dorsum) and 

affected (neck) 

body parts in 

enlarged, 

downscaled and 

unaltered fashion. 

- no significant influence 

on Electric and Pressure 

PU (p=0.986) and PI 

(p=0.825) for back hand 

condition  

- significant influence of 

visual feedback conditions 

on Electric and Pressure 

PU and PI: p<0.001) 

a)  

EG: 

- Downscaled Back 

Condition: PI for Pressure 

stimulation: -0.4 (-1 to 

0.2); p=0.161; PI for 

electric stimulation: -1.1 (-

1.7 to -0.5); p=0.001 

- Size Control Back 

Condition: PI for Pressure 

stimulation: -0.1 (-0.6 to 

0.5); p=0.834; PI for 

electric stimulation: -1.1 (-

1.7 to -0.5); p=0.001 
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Group (p=0.043; 

p=0.026) 

- Enlarged Back 

Condition: PI for Pressure 

stimulation: 0 (-0.7 to 0.7); 

p=0.954; PI for electric 

stimulation: -1.1 (-1.8. to -

0.5); p<0.001 

CG: 

- Downscaled Back 

Condition: PI for Pressure 

stimulation: - 0.9 (1.7 to -

0.2); p=0.02; PI for 

electric stimulation: - 2.1 

(-2.8 to -1.4); p<0.001 

- Size Control Back 

Condition: PI for Pressure 

stimulation: -1 (-1.8  to -

0.2); p=0.016; PI for 

electric stimulation: -2.1 (-

2.9 to -1.2); p<0.001 

- Enlarged Back 

Condition: PI for Pressure 

stimulation: -0.8 (-1.5 to -

0.1); p=0.036; PI for 

electric stimulation: -2 (-3 

to -1); p<0.001 

Stanton 

et al. 

(2018) 

a) Pilot-

experimental 

study 

b) Australia 

Knee OA 

a) radiographic 

evidence of 

osteoarthritic 

a) 67.3 y (9.9) 

b) 75% 

c) 16.5 (14.3) 

 

a) 101-NRS:  

-maximum pain 

past 48h: 66.3 

(28.6) 

a) 101-NRS (0-

100) immediately 

and 48h after 

Session 2, prior 

Visual Illusion: 

MIRAGE system 

as described in 

Preston and 

a)  

VT illusion decreased pain 

by an average of 7.8 points 

(2.0 to 13.5), 
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c) 

Experimental  

d) Calculated 

a priori  

e) n= 12 

f) N.A. 

g) N.R. 

 

changes, no 

palpable 

warmth,  one of 

the following 

criteria: 1) age: 

>50 y, 2) 

morning 

stiffness <30’, 

3)  crepitus of 

the knee and (in 

absence of 

radiographys4) 

bony tenderness 

of the 

tibiofemoral 

joint line, 5) 

bony 

enlargement of 

the knee 

b) rheumatoid or 

inflammatory 

arthritis 

 

-minimum pain 

past 48h: 6.3 (10.9) 

b) OKSQ: 24.1 

(8.1) 

c) Perceived knee 

size (% of the true 

size): 104 (0.05) 

Session 3 

b) OKSQ (0-48) 

c)  

- FreKAQ (0-36) 

- Perceived Knee 

Size (% of the 

true size) as 

described by 

Gilpin et al. 

(2015) 

d) N.R. 

e) After each 

condition in 

experiment 1; 

(every 30 s in 

sustained 

condition); pre- 

and post- illusion 

in experiment  2 

and 3 

 

Newport (2011), 

applied to the knee 

in 8 conditions: 

congruent (CO) 

and incongruent 

(IN) X vision only 

(VO), tactile only 

(TO) and 

visuotactile (VT) X 

stretch (ST) and 

shrink (SR): 30s 

with 2 min. rest 

(Session 1). Total 

duration: 1 h. 

Session 2: the CO 

condition 

producing the 

greatest pain 

reduction was 

applied for 3 

minute (sustained 

condition-SU) and 

repeated for 10 

trials (repeated 

condition-RE), 

minimum 2 w 

apart. 

Session 3: the RE 

condition of the 

corresponding to a 25% 

reduction in pain both in 

CO (t1,11 =2.96, p=0.013) 

and in IN conditions. TO 

and VO conditions did not 

reduce pain (t1,11 =1.45, 

p=0.17); (t1,11 =-0:71, 

p=0.95) 

- SU condition prolonged 

analgesia, but did not 

increase it: (Session 1: t1,10 

=0.52, p=0.61; Session 3: 

t1,7=-0.697, p=0.51) 

- RE condition (with 

congruent VT illusion) 

increased the analgesic 

effect with an average pain 

decrease of 20 points (6.9 

to 33.1), corresponding to 

a 40% pain reduction.  In 

session 3 SU condition 

produce pain reduction: 

pre-illusion: post-illusion: 

t1,6 =3.9, p=0.008) 

b) 

- The CO-VT condition 

did not differ from the IN-

VT condition, controlled 

for vision: no effect of 
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Session 2 was 

repeated maximum 

3 w apart.  

Condition (F1,11 =0.032, 

p=0.86), Condition x Time 

interaction (F1,11 = 0.34, 

p=0.57), suggesting that 

analgesia was provided by 

both conditions when 

identical visual 

manipulations occurred; in 

contrast CO-VT reduce 

more pain than IN-VT 

when controlled for tactile 

input: Time effect (F1,11 

=5.23, p=0.043), 

Condition x Time 

interaction (F1,11 = 5.29, 

p=0.042) 

- CO-VT reduce pain more 

than TO and VO illusions: 

condition x Time 

interaction (F2,22 =4.2, 

p=0.028) 

Manipulation of visual body appearance + Cognitive Manipulation 

Nishiga

mi et al. 

(2019) 

a) Pilot-

experimental 

study 

b) Japan 

c) 

Experimental 

d) 

CLBP 

a) symptoms 

duration >3, 

back soreness 

during lifting 

 

Subject A 

a) 72 y  

b) NR 

c) 20 y 

Subject B 

a) 34 y  

b) NR 

Subject A: 

a) at rest: 80/100 §; 

during motion : 

80/100 § 

b) RMDQ: 16 

c) Body 

Perception: 

a) Pain: 101-NRS  

(0-100) during a 

lifting task 

b) N.R. 

c) Embodiment: 

modified 

embodiment 

Visual Illusion: 

MIRAGE system 

as described in 

Preston and 

Newport (2011), 

applied to low back 

during a lifting task 

Subject A:  

- Embodiment (0-18): no 

difference for all three 

conditions: MD: 0 

- Pain: 101-NRS= -30 

(Strong condition); 3 

(Reshaped condition) vs. 
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Convenience 

sample 

e) n=2 

f) N.A. 

g) n=0 

c) 1 y - FreBAQ: 29/36 

Subject B: 

a) at rest: 10/100 §; 

during motion : 

20/100  § 

b) RMDQ: 5 

c) Body 

Perception: 

- FreBAQ: 0/36 

§ converted on a 0-

100 scale from the 

original 0-10 scale 

reported by the 

authors, 

multiplying each 

score for 10  

questionnaire (0-

18) 

d) Fear : 101-

NRS (0–100); 

Perceived 

Strength (0–100); 

Perceived 

Confidence (0–

100)     

e) post-

intervention  

a) participants 

watched a modified 

version of their 

back (muscled, fit-

looking strong, 

back) during a 

lifting task 

b)  

- reshaped image of 

their back 

- normal shaped 

condition 

Normal condition 

- Fear: 101-NRS= -12 

(Strong condition); -3 

(Reshaped Condition) vs. 

Normal Condition 

Subject B:  

- Embodiment (0-18): -13 

(Strong condition) vs. 

Reshaped and Normal 

Condition (16) 

- Pain: 101-NRS= 0 

(Strong condition); +6 

(Reshaped condition) vs. 

Normal condition 

- Fear: 101-NRS= 2 

(Strong condition); +2 

(Reshaped Condition) vs. 

Normal Condition 

Abbreviations: ACR: American College of Rheumatology; CLBP: Chronic Low Back Pain; LBP: Low Back Pain; TP: Thoracic Pain; CNP: Chronic Neck Pain; FM: Fibromyalgia; OA: 

Osteoarthritis; MPQ: VAS: Visual Analog Scale; 11-NRS: 11-point Numeric Rating Scale; MGPQ: McGill Pain Questionnaire; ODI: Oswestry Disability Index; RMDQ: Roland Morris 

Disability Questionnaire; TSK: Tampa Scale of Kinesiophobia; PSEQ: Pain Self-Efficacy Questionnaire; FIQ: Fibromyalgia Impact Questionnaire; RCT: randomized controlled trial; 

SuPeR: Surface for Perceptive Rehabilitation; TENS: Transcutaneous Electrical Nerve Stimulation; NSAIDs: Nonsteroidal Anti-Inflammatory Drugs; WDI: Waddlle Disability Index; 

SF-36: Short-Form 36; Chronic Pain Grade= CPG; OKSQ: Oxford Knee Score Questionnaire; FreKAQ= Fremantle Knee Awareness Questionnaire; DSM-IV: Diagnostic and Statistical 

Manual of Mental Disorders IV; TrP= Trigger Point; PU= Pain Unpleasantness; PI= Pain Intensity; PeT= Perception Threshold; PT= Pain Threshold; PTo= Pain Tolerance; RCT: 

Randomized Controlled Trial; COT: Cross-Over Trial; RCNIT: Randomized Controlled Non-Inferiority Trial; N.R.: not reported; SD: Standard Deviation; MD: Mean Difference; 

CI95%: Confidence Interval; *: median difference; +: p-value not reported; ‡: 95% CI not reported; SD: statistical difference; y: year/s; m: month/s; h: hour/s; EG: Experimental Group; 

CG: Control Group, p-value are reported in bold if statistically significant, other values in bold if clinically significant, through the Minimal Clinically Important Difference: for low-

back pain,  was considered as clinically significant 13 points on the ODI (3,4), 30% on VAS/NRS for pain (5,6), 2 to 3 points (or 8 to 12%) on the RMDQ for function (5,7) and 4.5 cm 

for the Active Lumbar Flexion (8). For neck pain, was considered 3.5 to 5 U on the 50-U Neck Pain Disability Index or 7 to 10% change (9,10)
 
for function and 2.5 on an 10-U NRS 

(25% change) for pain (9).
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Jabłońska-Brzozowska J. (2016). Between mind and body. Psychologicall methods for 

patients with musculoskeletal pain. Wiad Lek. 69, (4), 650-654. 

Polish language 

Levenig CG, Hasenbring MI, Kleinert J, Kellmann M. (2016). Body Image and Low Back 

Pain. Schmerz. 30, 437–443. doi:10.1007/s00482-016-0122-9 

German language 

Weitbrecht WU, Rice C, Schäfer W. (2004). Phantom sensations and peripheral induced 

neglect following implantation of total hip prosthesis. Fortschr Neurol Psychiatr.  Feb, 72, 

(2), 93-97 

German language 

 

Studies Excluded for Insufficient Data Reasons for exclusion 

Calsius J, et al. Body Awareness in fibromyalgic patients with alexithymia: a qualitative 

study. Abstract retrieved from the Psychotherapy and Psychosomatics Conference: 22nd 

World Congress on Psychosomatic Medicine, Volume: 82.  

Conference poster: insufficient data provided. 

 

Calsius J, Courtois I, Stiers J, De Bie J. (2015). How do fibromyalgia patients with 

alexithymia experience their body? A qualitative approach. SAGE Open. January-March, 

1–10.  

The study investigated the concept of 

embodiment and body awareness with a 

connotation relative to the salience of body 

stimuli illness status (theme one) and social 

interaction (theme three). In the emerged 

theme one (alienation of the lived body) 

partially emerges interesting findings about 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Hasenbring%20MI%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=27333766
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Kleinert%20J%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=27333766
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Kellmann%20M%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=27333766
https://doi.org/10.1007/s00482-016-0122-9
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Rice%20C%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=14770349
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Sch%C3%A4fer%20W%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=14770349
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the embodiment (body experienced as "not 

mine") only in sub-themes b) - the alienated 

body. However, we think that this information 

alone is insufficient to be analysed and 

discussed for the purposes of this review.   

Stevens-Lapsley J, Kittelson A, Systemic Pain Modulation Is Related to Body Perception in 

People with Knee Osteoarthritis. Abstract retrieved from Abstracts of ACR/ARHP Annual 

Meeting (2014). ABSTRACT NUMBER: 1282.  

 

Data about overestimation in visual size 

estimation task were not reported for patients 

group: insufficient data. Authors contacted by 

e-mail without success. 

 

Studies Excluded for Outcome Measures Included Reasons for exclusion 

Paolucci T, Baldari C, Di Franco M, Didona D, Reis V, Vetrano M, Iosa M, Trifoglio 

D, Zangrando F, Spadini E, Saraceni VM, Guidetti L. (2016). A New Rehabilitation Tool in 

Fibromyalgia: The Effects of Perceptive Rehabilitation on Pain and Function in a Clinical 

Randomized Controlled Trial. Evid Based Complement Alternat Med. 2016:7574589. doi: 

10.1155/2016/7574589 

The study included no outcome measures for 

pain 

 

Studies Excluded for Methodology Adopted Reasons for exclusion 

Nishigami T, Okuno H, Nakano H, Omura Y, Osumi M, Eisemann
 
SM, Tsujishita

 
M, Mibu

 

A, Ushida
 
T. (2012.) Effects of a Hardness Discrimination Task in Failed Back Surgery 

Syndrome with Severe Low Back Pain and Disturbed Body Image: Case study. J Nov 

Physiother S1:008. 

In this case study the patient was asked to 

perform an hardness discrimination task 

pushing on the left lower back of another 

person, and simultaneously imagining as if it 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Baldari%20C%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26884794
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Di%20Franco%20M%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26884794
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Didona%20D%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26884794
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Reis%20V%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26884794
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Vetrano%20M%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26884794
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Iosa%20M%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26884794
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Trifoglio%20D%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26884794
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Trifoglio%20D%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26884794
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Zangrando%20F%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26884794
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Spadini%20E%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26884794
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Saraceni%20VM%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26884794
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Guidetti%20L%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26884794
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was his own’s lower back. It constitutes thus 

more a task involving the mental imagination 

of a perceptual task rather than properly a 

perceptual task.  

 

Studies Excluded for Participants Reasons for exclusion 

Paolucci et al. (2017). The importance of trunk perception during brace treatment in 

moderate juvenile idiopathic scoliosis: What is the impact on self-image? Journal of Back 

and Musculoskeletal Rehabilitation 30, 203–210.  

The mean age of participants was below 16 

years old: out of inclusion criteria. 

Picelli A, Negrini S, Zenorini A, Iosa M, Paolucci S, Smania N. (2016). Do adolescents 

with idiopathic scoliosis have body schema disorders? A cross-sectional study. J. Back and 

Musculoskeletal Rehabil 29, 89–96. doi: 10.3233/BMR-150602 

The mean age of participants was below 16 

years old: out of inclusion criteria. 

 

Studies Excluded for Design Reasons for exclusion 

Bagust J, Docherty S, Abdul Razzak R. (2015). Re: “High variability of the subjective 

visual vertical test of vertical perception, in some people with neck pain e Should this be a 

standard measure of cervical proprioception?” Man Ther. Dec, 20, (6), e18. doi: 

10.1016/j.math.2015.09.011 

Letter to editor: did not provide original or 

unpublished data. Reference list was 

manually scanned for potential additional 

sources 

Boesch E, Bellan V, Moseley GL, Stanton TR. (2016). The effect of bodily illusions on 

clinical pain: a systematic review and meta-analysis. PAIN. 157, 516–529. doi: 

10.1097/j.pain.0000000000000423 

Systematic review and meta-analysis: 

Reference list was manually scanned for 

potential additional sources. 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Docherty%20S%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26453504
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Abdul%20Razzak%20R%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26453504
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Boesch%20E%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26588692
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Bellan%20V%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26588692
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Moseley%20GL%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26588692
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Stanton%20TR%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26588692
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Haggard P, Wolpert D.M. (2005). Disorders of Body Scheme. Higher-Order Motor 

Disorders, Ed. Freund, Jeannerod, Hallett & Leiguarda (Oxford University Press). 

Book chapter. Reference list was manually 

scanned for potential additional sources 

McCabe et al. Phantoms in rheumatology. Osteoarthritic Joint Pain: Novartis Foundation 

Symposium 260. Volume 260 

Book chapter. Reference list was manually 

scanned for potential additional sources 

Moseley GL, Flor H. (2012). Targeting Cortical Representations in the Treatment of 

Chronic Pain: A Review. Neurorehabilitation and Neural Repair. 26, (6), 646–652. doi: 

10.1177/1545968311433209 

This narrative review was focused on cortical 

representation plasticity: out of the scope of 

this review. Reference list was manually 

scanned for potential additional sources 

Moseley GL, Gallace A, Spence C. (2012). Bodily illusions in health and disease: 

Physiological and clinical perspectives and the concept of a cortical 'body matrix. 

Neuroscience and Biobehavioral Reviews. 36, 34–46. doi: 10.1016/j.neubiorev.2011.03.013 

Narrative review: reference list was manually 

scanned for potential additional sources 

Pelletier R, Higgins J, Bourbonnais D. (2015). Addressing Neuroplastic Changes in 

Distributed Areas of the Nervous System Associated With Chronic Musculoskeletal 

Disorders. Phys Ther. Nov, 95, (11), 1582-91. doi: 10.2522/ptj.20140575 

Perspective article: reference list was 

manually scanned for potential additional 

sources. 

Puentedura EL, Flynn TW. (2016). Combining manual therapy with pain neuroscience 

education in the treatment of chronic low back pain: A narrative review of the literature. 

Physiotherapy Theory and Practice, June, 32, 5, 408-414. doi: 

10.1080/09593985.2016.1194663 

Narrative review: reference list was manually 

scanned for potential additional sources 

Schneider M, Vernon H, Ko G, Lawson G, Perera J. (2009). Chiropractic management of 

fibromyalgia syndrome: a systematic review of the literature. J Manipulative Physiol Ther. 

Jan, 32, (1), 25-40. doi: 10.1016/j.jmpt.2008.08.012 

Systematic review: reference list was 

manually scanned for potential additional 

sources 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Gallace%20A%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=21477616
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Spence%20C%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=21477616
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Pelletier%20R%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=25953594
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Higgins%20J%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=25953594
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Bourbonnais%20D%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=25953594
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Schneider%20M%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=19121462
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Vernon%20H%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=19121462
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Ko%20G%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=19121462
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Lawson%20G%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=19121462
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Perera%20J%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=19121462
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Tsay A, Allen TJ, Proske U, Giummarra MJ. (2015). Sensing the body in chronic pain: A 

review of psychophysical studies implicating altered body representation. Neuroscience and 

Biobehavioral Reviews, 52, 221–232. doi: 10.1016/j.neubiorev.2015.03.004 

Narrative review: reference list was manually 

scanned for potential additional sources 

Valenzuela CM. (2012). Chronic pain and disturbances in body awareness. Revista Chilena 

de Neuropsicología, vol. 7, núm. 1, pp. 26-37.  

Narrative review: reference list was manually 

scanned for potential additional sources 

 

Studies Excluded for Aim of the study Reasons for exclusion 

Grilo A, Ribeiro M, Nogueira AM. (2012). Claustrophobia and adherence in magnetic 

resonance imaging procedure. Int.J. Behav. Med. 19, (Suppl 1): S1–S341. Abstracts 

retrieved from Abstracts of the ICBM 2012 Meeting. doi: 10.1007/s12529-012-9247-0 

In these abstracts of congress the topics 

investigated are out of the scope of this 

review. 

Stern MJ, Guiles RA, Sigafus PB, Gevirtz R. (2013). Comparing Increases in HRV 

Between EMG Biofeedback and HRV Biofeedback. Appl Psychophysiol Biofeedback. 38, 

213–238. Abstract retrieved from abstracts of Papers Presented at the 44th Annual Meeting 

of the Association for Applied Psychophysiology and Biofeedback.  

 

In these abstracts of congress only Sobie et al. 

(“Body Schema and Anatomical Re-framing 

in the Feldenkrais Method for Low Back 

Pain”) has been further assessed for eligibility 

but was not possible to establish if 

intervention used fit with the concept on 

somatoperception used for the scope of this 

review: insufficient data. 

Abstracts of IASP 16TH WORLD CONGRESS ON PAIN.  

 

In these abstracts of congress, the topics 

investigated are out of the scope of this 

review. 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Tsay%20A%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=25783221
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Allen%20TJ%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=25783221
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Proske%20U%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=25783221
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Giummarra%20MJ%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=25783221
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Afrell M, Biguet G, Rudebeck CE. (2007). Living with a body in pain – between 

acceptance and denial. Scand J Caring Sci. 21; 291–296. doi: 10.1111/j.1471-

6712.2007.00475.x 

 

The study investigate the psychological topic 

of the body acceptance in an existential 

perspective as attitudes towards own’s life 

situation: in this sense it is addressed the 

theme of painful body integration into the 

self. 

Anderson B, Strand LI, Råheim M. (2007). The Effect of Long-Term Body Awareness 

Training Succeeding a Multimodal Cognitive Behavior Program for Patients with 

Widespread Pain. Journal of Musculoskeletal Pain. 15, (3), 19-29. 

doi: 10.1300/J094v15n03_04 

In this study, the Body Awareness Treatment 

was based on relaxation, coordination, 

flexibility, breathing, functional movement 

and strength: out of the scope of this review. 

Azcarate E. (1969). Body boundary and psychological control in an arthritic population.  J 

Proj Tech Pers Assess. Dec, 33, (6), 493-500. doi: 10.1080/0091651X.1969.10380178 

 

The study analysed the inner and outer control 

style of psychological states. The term 'body 

awareness' emerge as a general construct 

relating to self-knowledge, thus is not 

conceptually intended within the domain of 

implicit/explicit somatoperception considered 

for this review (reference framework of 

Longo et al. 2010; 2016). 

Baranowsky J, Klose P, Musial F, Häuser W, Dobos G, Langhorst J. (2009). Qualitative 

systemic review of randomized controlled trials on complementary and alternative medicine 

treatments in fibromyalgia. Rheumatol Int. Nov, 30, (1), 23. doi: 10.1007/s00296-009-

0977-5 

 

Systematic Review: RCT's included in this 

review evaluated Body Awareness treatment 

not conceptually intended within the domain 

of implicit/explicit somatoperception 

considered for this review (reference 

framework of Longo et al. 2010; 2016). 

Reference list was manually scanned for 

potential additional sources. 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Biguet%20G%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=17727540
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Rudebeck%20CE%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=17727540
https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1471-6712.2007.00475.x
https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1471-6712.2007.00475.x
https://www.tandfonline.com/author/R%C3%A5heim%2C+M%C3%A5lfrid
https://doi.org/10.1080/0091651X.1969.10380178
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Klose%20P%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=19672601
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Musial%20F%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=19672601
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=H%C3%A4user%20W%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=19672601
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Dobos%20G%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=19672601
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Langhorst%20J%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=19672601
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Bergström M, Ejelöv M, Stålnacke BM. (2014). One-year follow-up of body awareness and 

perceived health after participating in a multimodal pain rehabilitation programme – A pilot 

study. European Journal of Physiotherapy. Early Online: 1–9. Doi: 

10.3109/21679169.2014.935802 

 

The study investigated Body Awarenss 

Treatment. The term 'body awareness' was 

intended as a general construct relating to 

self-knowledge, and awareness with respect 

to the illness, thus is not conceptually 

intended within the domain of 

implicit/explicit somatoperception considered 

for this review (reference framework of 

Longo et al. 2010; 2016). 

Borg C, Chouchou F, Dayot-Gorlero J, Zimmerman P, Maudoux D, Laurent B, Michael 

GA. (2018). Pain and emotion as predictive factors of interoception in fibromyalgia. 

Journal of Pain Research. 11, 823–835. doi: 10.2147/JPR.S152012 

Study investigating interoception: out of the 

scope of this review. 

Borg C, Emond FC, Colson D, Laurent B, Michael GA. (2015). Attentional focus on 

subjective interoceptive experience in patients with fibromyalgia. Brain and Cognition. 101, 

35–43. doi: 10.1016/j.bandc.2015.10.002 

 

Study investigating the generalized 

hypervigilance hypothesis of fibromyalgia by 

assessing non-aversive perceptions like those 

arising spontaneously on the hands (i.e., 

Spontaneous sensations): out of the scope of 

this review. 

Bowering KJ, Butler DS, Fulton IJ, Moseley GL. (2014). Motor Imagery in People With a 

History of Back Pain, Current Back Pain, Both, or Neither. Clin J Pain. 30, 1070–1075. doi: 

10.1097/AJP.0000000000000066 

Study on laterality recognition: out of the 

scope of this review. 

Bravo C. (2016). Effectiveness of Basic Body Awareness Therapy (BBAT) in Patients 

Suffering From Fibromyalgia (BBAT). ClinicalTrials.Gov. Identifier: NCT02830295. 

 

Study protocol, investigating the Body 

Awareness Therapy involved generic control 

of movement, awareness of posture and 

quality of movement, and breathing: out of 

the scope of this review. 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Chouchou%20F%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=29719416
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Dayot-Gorlero%20J%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=29719416
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Zimmerman%20P%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=29719416
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Maudoux%20D%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=29719416
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Laurent%20B%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=29719416
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Michael%20GA%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=29719416
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Michael%20GA%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=29719416
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Butler%20DS%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=24535054
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Fulton%20IJ%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=24535054
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Moseley%20GL%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=24535054
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Bravo C, Skjaerven LH, Espart A, Guitard Sein-Echaluce L, Catalan-Matamoros D. (2018). 

Basic Body Awareness Therapy in patients suffering from fibromyalgia: A randomized 

clinical trial. Physiother Theory Pract. May, 3, 1-11. doi: 10.1080/09593985.2018.1467520 

 

Study investigating the Body Awareness 

Therapy involve d generic control of 

movement, awareness of posture, quality of 

movement, and breathing: out of the scope of 

this review. 

Bray H, Moseley JL. (2011). Disrupted working body schema of the trunk in people with 

back pain. Br J Sports Med. 45, 168–173. doi: 10.1136/bjsm.2009.061978 

Study on laterality recognition: out of the 

scope of this review. 

Brumagne S. (2013). What is the relation between proprioception and low back pain? 

Spinal Control: The Rehabilitation of Back Pain: State of the art and science. July, Pages 

219-230.  

Study on proprioception: out of the scope of 

this review. 

Brummet CM, Bakshi RR, Goesling J, Leung D, Moser SE, Zollars JW, Williams 

DA, Clauw DJ, Hassett AL. (2016). Preliminary Validation of the Michigan Body Map 

(MBM). Pain. June; 157, (6), 1205–1212. doi: 10.1097/j.pain.0000000000000506 

Validation study of a body chart: out of the 

scope of this review. 

Case LK, Ceko M, Gracely JL, Richards EA, Olausson H, Catherine Bushnell M. (2016). 

Touch Perception Altered by Chronic Pain and by Opioid Blockade. eNeuro. Mar 10, 3, (1). 

pii: ENEURO.0138-15.2016. doi: 10.1523/ENEURO.0138-15.2016. 

Study investigating the pleasantness of touch: 

out of the scope of this review. 

Cornwell CJ, Schmitt MH. (1990). Perceived Health Status, Self-Esteem and Body Image 

in Women with Rheumatoid Arthritis or Systemic Lupus Erythematosus. Res Nurs 

Health. Apr, 13, (2), 99-107.  

Studies investigating the body image under 

the construct of the satisfaction about own 

bodily appearance. 

Cramer H, Lauche R, Haller H, Langhorst J, Dobos G, Berger B. (2013). I'm more in 

balance: a qualitative study of yoga for patients with chronic neck pain. Journal of 

Complementary and Alternative Medicine. 19, (6), 536-542. doi: 10.1089/acm.2011.0885 

Insufficient data: body image drawing and 

interview's record provided only by one 

subject despite the research design is not a 

case study. Moreover, within the topic of the 

'Body Awareness" predominated the analysis 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Skjaerven%20LH%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=29723080
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Espart%20A%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=29723080
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Guitard%20Sein-Echaluce%20L%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=29723080
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Catalan-Matamoros%20D%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=29723080
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Brummett%20CM%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26835782
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Bakshi%20RR%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26835782
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Goesling%20J%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26835782
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Leung%20D%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26835782
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Moser%20SE%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26835782
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Zollars%20JW%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26835782
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Williams%20DA%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26835782
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Williams%20DA%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26835782
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Clauw%20DJ%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26835782
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Hassett%20AL%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26835782
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Lauche%20R%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=23336342
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Haller%20H%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=23336342
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Langhorst%20J%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=23336342
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Dobos%20G%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=23336342
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Berger%20B%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=23336342
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of social, behavioral and emotional aspects.  

Crowe M, Whitehead L, Gagan MJ, Baxter GD, Pankhurst A, Valledor V. (2010). Listening 

to the body and talking to myself – the impact of chronic lower back pain: A qualitative 

study. International Journal of Nursing Studies. 47, 586–592. doi: 

10.1016/j.ijnurstu.2009.09.012. 

The study investigated the impact of the 

disease (chronic low back pain) on peoples’ 

self-identity and self-image: out of the scope 

of this review. 

Curtois I,  Cools F, Calsius J. (2015). Effectiveness of body awareness interventions in 

fibromyalgia and chronic fatigue syndrome: A systematic review and meta-analysis. 

Journal of Bodywork & Movement Therapies. 19, 35-56. doi: 10.1016/j.jbmt.2014.04.003 

Systematic review assessing Body Awareness 

Therapy: out of the scope of this review. 

Reference list was manually scanned for 

potential additional sources. 

Daenen L, Nijs J, Cras P, Wouters K, Roussel N. (2014). Changes in Pain Modulation 

Occur Soon After Whiplash Trauma but are not Related to Altered Perception of Distorted 

Visual Feedback. Pain Practice. Volume 14, Issue 7, 588–598.  doi: 10.1111/papr.12113 

Study on sensorimotor incongruence: out of 

the scope of this review. 

Daenen L, Nijs J, Roussel N, Wouters K, Van Loo M, Cras P. (2012). Sensorimotor 

incongruence exacerbates symptoms in patients with chronic whiplash associated disorders: 

an experimental study. Rheumatology. 51, 1492 1499. doi: 10.1093/rheumatology/kes050 

Study on sensorimotor incongruence: out of 

the scope of this review. 

 de Lussanet MHE, Behrendt F, Puta C, Schulte TL, Lappe M, Weiss T, Wagner H. (2013). 

Impaired visual perception of hurtful actions in patients with chronic low back pain. Human 

Movement Science. 32, 938–953. doi: 10.1016/j.humov.2013.05.002 

 

In the study it has been evaluated the 

perception of weight lifted by an actor: 

outcome measures does not involve 

perception abilities described in the 

conceptual model of Longo et al. (2010; 

2016) 

Duschek S, Montoro CI, Reyes Del Paso GA. (2017). Diminished Interoceptive Awareness 

in Fibromyalgia Syndrome. Behav Med. Apr-Jun, 43, (2), 100-107. doi: 

10.1080/08964289.2015.1094442 

The study investigate the interoceptive 

awareness intended as the sensitivity to signal 

arising within the body. 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Crowe%20M%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=19854442
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Whitehead%20L%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=19854442
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Gagan%20MJ%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=19854442
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https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Pankhurst%20A%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=19854442
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Valledor%20V%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=19854442
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Cools%20F%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=25603742
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Calsius%20J%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=25603742
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Daenen%20L%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=24118839
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Nijs%20J%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=24118839
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Cras%20P%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=24118839
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Wouters%20K%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=24118839
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Roussel%20N%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=24118839
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Daenen%20L%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=22525161
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Nijs%20J%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=22525161
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Roussel%20N%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=22525161
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Wouters%20K%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=22525161
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Van%20Loo%20M%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=22525161
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Cras%20P%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=22525161
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Duschek%20S%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26431269
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Montoro%20CI%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26431269
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Fogel A. (2013). Better or Worse a Study of Day-to-Day Changes over Five Months of 

Rosen Method Bodywork Treatment. Int J Ther Massage Bodywork. 6, (3), 14–24.  

The study investigated the embodied self-

awareness , intend as an increased awareness 

of internal emotional states: out of the scope 

of this review. 

Gard G. (2005). Body awareness therapy for patients with fibromyalgia and chronic pain. 

Disabil Rehabil. Jun, 17, 27, (12), 725-8. doi:10.1080/09638280400009071 

 

 

The study investigating the Body Awareness 

Therapy involve d movements, breathing, 

massage and the unity of body and mind with 

a focus on emotions: out of the scope of this 

review. 

Haller H, Lauche R, Cramer H, Rampp T, Saha FJ, Ostermann T, Dobos G. (2014). 

Craniosacral Therapy for the Treatment of Chronic Neck Pain: A Follow-up Study. The 

Journal of Alternative and Complementary Medicine. Vol. 20, No. 5. Oral Abstract Session 

11: Clinical Manual Therapies.  

 

Insufficient data: the study investigated Body 

Awareness as outcome measure but this 

measure has not been clearly defined in this 

proceeding. 

Haller H, Lauche R, Cramer H, Rampp T, Saha FJ, Ostermann T, Dobos G. (2016). 

Craniosacral Therapy for the Treatment of Chronic Neck Pain. Clin J Pain. 32, 441–449. 

doi: 10.1097/AJP.0000000000000290 

The evaluation scale used for body awareness 

as a secondary outcome was referred to the 

"mind-body" connection: out of the scope of 

this review. 

Hassan BS, Mockett S, Doherty M. (2002). Influence of elastic bandage on knee pain, 

proprioception, and postural sway in subjects with knee osteoarthritis. Ann Rheum Dis. 61, 

24–28. doi:10.1136/ard.61.1.24 

The study investigated proprioception and 

balance: out of the scope of this review. 

Hellström O, Bullington J, Karlsson G, Lindqvist P, Mattsson B. (1999). A 

phenomenological study of fibromyalgia. Patient perspectives. Scand J Prim Health Care. 

Mar, 17, (1), 11-6. doi:10.1080/028134399750002827 

The study investigated self-images of ill 

persons in relation to the meaning of the 

illness condition: out of the scope of the 

review.  

https://doi.org/10.1080/09638280400009071
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Lauche%20R%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26340656
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Cramer%20H%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26340656
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Rampp%20T%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26340656
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Saha%20FJ%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26340656
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Ostermann%20T%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26340656
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Dobos%20G%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26340656
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Lauche%20R%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26340656
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Cramer%20H%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26340656
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Rampp%20T%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26340656
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Saha%20FJ%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26340656
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Ostermann%20T%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26340656
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Dobos%20G%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26340656
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Hassan%20BS%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=11779753
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Mockett%20S%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=11779753
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Doherty%20M%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=11779753
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Hildebrandt J. (2014). Prediction of Psychosocial Factors by Pain Drawing in Patients with 

Chronic Back Pain. Pain Medicine. 15, 1067–1069.  

 

This editorial talked about pain drawing and 

the prediction of psychosocial factors: out of 

the scope of the review. 

Hildebrandt M, Fankhauser G, Meichtry A, Luomajoki
  

H. (2017). Correlation between 

lumbar dysfunction and fat infiltration in lumbar multifidus muscles in patients with low 

back pain. BMC Musculoskeletal Disorders 18:12. doi: 10.1186/s12891-016-1376-1 

 

In this study for body awareness was intended 

the tactile acuity (two-point discrimination 

threshold): out the scope of this review. 

Horwitz EB, Theorell T, Anderberg UM. (2004).  New technique for assessment of self-

perception in fibromyalgia patients: A pilot study with video-interpretation. The Arts in 

Psychotherapy. 31, 153–164. doi: 10.1016/j.aip.2004.03.004 

 

Aim: This study analysed the perception of 

own's movements in fibromyalgic patients 

through the use of video interpretation. The 

perception of voluntarily movements is a 

criterion for exclusion. 

Horwitz EB, Kowalskj J, Anderberg UM. (2006). Dance/movement therapy in fibromyalgia 

patients: Changes in self-figure drawings and their relation to verbal self-rating scales. The 

Arts in Psychotherapy. 33, 11–25. doi: 10.1016/j.aip.2005.05.004 

 

Aim: This study analysed the perception of 

own's movements in fibromyalgic patients 

through the use of video interpretation. The 

perception of voluntarily movements is a 

criterion for exclusion. 

Insufficient data: for the self-image drawings 

the instructions ("as you see it") were generic 

and it is difficult to interpret the meaning 

under the patient's perspective: it is not clear 

if is required to draw how patients perceived 

their body or , more under a psychological 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Fankhauser%20G%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=28068962
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Meichtry%20A%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=28068962
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Luomajoki%20H%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=28068962
https://dx.doi.org/10.1186%2Fs12891-016-1376-1
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point of view, their body image concerning  

body esteem, body satisfaction and self-

acceptance 

Horwitz EB, Theorell T, Anderberg UM. (2003). Fibromyalgia patients’ own experiences 

of video self-interpretation: A phenomenological-hermeneutic study. Scand J Caring Sci. 

17, 257–264.  

 

Aim: This study analysed the perception of 

own's movements in fibromyalgic patients 

through the use of video interpretation. The 

perception of voluntarily movements is a 

criteria for exclusion 

Hotz-Boendermaker S, Marcar VL, Meier ML, Boendermaker B, Humphreys BK. (2016). 

Reorganization in Secondary Somatosensory Cortex in Chronic Low Back Pain Patients. 

Spine (Phila Pa 1976).  Jun, 41, (11), E667-73. doi: 10.1097/BRS.0000000000001348 

This study investigated the reorganization of 

the sensory cortex by using functional 

magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI): out the 

scope of this review 

Ishii Y, Tojo T, Terajima K, Terashima SG, Bechtold J. (1999). Intracapsular components 

do not change hip proprioception. J Bone Joint Surg [Br]. 81-B:345-8.  doi: 10.1302/0301-

620X.81B2.0810345 

 

The study investigated proprioception by 

evaluating the joint repositioning accuracy: 

out the scope of this review. 

Kendall SA, Brolin-Magnusson K, Sören B, Gerdle B, Henriksson KG. (2000). A Pilot 

Study of Body Awareness Programs in the Treatment of Fibromyalgia Syndrome. Arthritis 

Care Res. Oct, 13, (5), 304-11.  

 

Insufficient data: the concept of body 

awareness is vague; it is used as a generic 

term for the use of the body. It includes the 

body consciousness, body management, and 

deepened body experience. 

Lauche R, Wayne PM, Fehr J, Stumpe C, Dobos G, Cramer H. (2017). Does Postural 

Awareness Contribute to Exercise-Induced Improvements in Neck Pain Intensity? A 

Secondary Analysis of a Randomized Controlled Trial Evaluating Tai Chi and Neck 

Exercises. SPINE. Volume 42, Number 16, pp. 1195–1200. doi: 

In this paper the scale measuring the construct 

of the Postural Awareness (The Postural 

Awareness Scale) represent a self-

administered assessment of the global posture 

and does not contain any of the perceptual 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Hotz-Boendermaker%20S%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=27244113
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Marcar%20VL%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=27244113
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Meier%20ML%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=27244113
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Boendermaker%20B%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=27244113
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Humphreys%20BK%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=27244113
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Kendall%20SA%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=14635300
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Brolin-Magnusson%20K%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=14635300
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=S%C3%B6ren%20B%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=14635300
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Gerdle%20B%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=14635300
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Henriksson%20KG%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=14635300
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Lauche%20R%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=28146026
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Wayne%20PM%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=28146026
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Fehr%20J%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=28146026
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Stumpe%20C%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=28146026
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10.1097/BRS.0000000000002078. ability identified by Longo et al. (2010; 2016) 

in their theoretical model.  

Leffler AS, Kosek E, Hansson P. (2000). The influence of pain intensity on somatosensory 

perception in patients suffering from subacute/chronic lateral epicondylalgia. European 

Journal of Pain. 4, 57–71. doi:10.1053/eujp.1999.0159 

 

The study assess the sensory profile of 

patients by using the Quantitative Sensory 

Testing: out the scope of this review. 

Loof H. et al. (2013). Psychometric Testing of the Body Awareness Questionnaire in a 

Swedish Sample of Patients Diagnosed with Rheumatoid Arthritis. Annals of the 

Rheumatic Diseases. 71, 734.  

 

 

 

This poster of congress is a psychometric 

validation study of the scale Body Awareness 

Questionnaire in Swedish language: this scale 

was validated by Shields S. A., Mallroy M. 

E., & Simon. (The body awareness 

questionnaire: reliability and validity. Journal 

of Personality Assessment. 1989; 53: 802- 

815) but the full text is not available. 

Loof H, Johansson UB, Henriksson EW, Lindblad S, Saboonchi F. (2013). 

Development and psychometric testing of the Swedish version of the Body Awareness 

Questionnaire. J Adv Nurs. Jul, 69, (7), 1643-51. doi: 10.1111/jan.12020 

The Body Awareness Questionnaire (BAQ) is 

a tool used to measure self-reported 

attentiveness to normal body processes. The 

BAQ measures the bodily focus of attention 

(e.g. subtle body cues and perceived body 

sensations). The ability to direct self-

attentiveness to own's body signals may be an 

important prerequisite for perceptual 

processes described by Longo et al. (2010; 

2016) in their framework model but it is not 

directly correlated with them. 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Leffler%20AS%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=10833556
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Kosek%20E%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=10833556
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Hansson%20P%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=10833556
https://doi.org/10.1053/eujp.1999.0159
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Loof H, Johansson UB, Henriksson EW, Lindblad S, Bullington J. (2014). Body awareness 

in persons diagnosed with rheumatoid arthritis. Int J Qualitative Stud Health Well-being. 9, 

24670. doi: 10.3402/qhw.v9.24670 

 

 

The study investigate the concept of the Body 

Awareness as the ability to notice bodily inner 

sensations and stimuli: The ability to direct 

self-attentiveness to own's body signals may 

be an important prerequisite for perceptual 

processes described by Longo et al. (2010; 

2016) in their framework model but it is not 

directly correlated with them. 

Loof H, Johansson UB, Welin E, Lindblad S, Saboonchi F. (2013). Pain and fatigue in adult 

patients with rheumatoid arthritis: Association with body awareness, demographic, disease-

related, emotional and psychosocial factors. Open Journal of Nursing. 3, (02), 293-300. doi: 

10.4236/ojn.2013.32040 

 

 

 

The construct of the Body Awareness was 

evaluated with the Body Awareness 

Questionnaire (BAQ) measuring the bodily 

focus of attention (e.g. subtle body cues and 

perceived body sensations). The ability to 

direct self-attentiveness to own's body signals 

may be an important prerequisite for 

perceptual processes described by Longo et 

al. (2010; 2016) in their framework model but 

it is not directly correlated with them. 

Loret et al. Pilot Study of Functional and Morphometric Brain Abnormalities Related to 

Adolescent Idiopathic Scoliosis. ClinicalTrials.Gov; Identifier: NCT02302534.  

 

 

 

The main aim of this study protocol is to find 

cortical and subcortical morphometric 

differences idiopathic scoliosis subjects 

compared to healthy adolescent control girls: 

authors did not assessed somatoperception 

and the proposed investigation is not feasible 

for clinical practice. 

Mannerkorpi K, Arndorw M. (2004). Efficacy and feasibility of a combination of body 

awareness therapy and Qigong in patients with fibromyalgia: a pilot study. J Rehabil Med. 

The study investigated the use of the Body 

Awareness Therapy, comprising various 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Johansson%20UB%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=25363521
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Henriksson%20EW%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=25363521
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https://dx.doi.org/10.3402%2Fqhw.v9.24670
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36, 279–281.  

 

breathing, relaxation, concentration and 

postural techniques and qigong. The concept 

of Body Awareness is generic and the scale 

used as outcome measure (Body Awareness 

Rating Scale) evaluated movements' 

harmony: out of the scope of this review. 

Mehling WE, Daubenmier J, Price CJ, Acree M, Bartmess E, Stewart AL. (2013). Self-

reported interoceptive awareness in primary care patients with past or current low back 

pain. J Pain Res. May, 28, 6, 403-18. doi: 10.2147/JPR.S42418 

Study assessing Interoception through the 

Multidimensional Assessment of 

Interoceptive Awareness (MAIA). 

Interoceptive awareness has been defined as 

the sense of the physiological condition of the 

body and sometimes this term is used as 

synonym of ' body awareness'. Out of the 

scope of this review. 

Mehling WE. (2006). Breath therapy for chronic low back pain. Journal of Bodywork and 

Movement Therapies · April. Vol 10, 2, 96-98.  

 

Insufficient data: authors used a generic 

definition for body awareness (e.g. 

differentiating perceptions of physical 

sensations previously ignored by the patient 

or overwhelmed by nociceptive input) 

outcome measure. 

Mehling WE, Hamel KA, Acree M, Byl N, Hecht FM. (2005). Randomized, controlled trial 

of breath therapy for patients with chronic low-back pain. Alternative Therapies in Health 

and Medicine. Jul/Aug, 11, 4.  

 

Authors investigate the role of the Breath 

therapy as a combination of breathing 

techniques, meditation and movements. 

Authors declare that it differs from physical 

therapy in that it minimizes biomechanical 

and neuromotor control issues and adds a 

mind-body element of awareness training by 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Mehling%20WE%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=23766657
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focussing the patients' interoceptive attention 

on their physical sensations: out of the scope 

of this review. 

Olsen AL, Strand LI, Skjaerven LH, Sundal MA, Magnussen LH. (2017). Patient education 

and basic body awareness therapy in hip osteoarthritis – a qualitative study of patients’ 

movement learning experiences. Disability and Rehabilitation. 39, 16, 1631-1638. doi: 

10.1080/09638288.2016.1209578 

The study investigate the Body Awareness 

therapy, involving relaxation, balance and 

breathing techniques and balance: out of the 

scope of this review. 

Malmgren-Olsson et al. (2001). A comparative outcome study of body awareness therapy, 

Feldenkrais, and conventional physiotherapy for patients with nonspecific musculoskeletal 

disorders: changes in psychological symptoms, pain, and self-image. Physiotherapy Theory 

and Practice. 17, 77 –95.  

 

 

The study investigate the Body Awareness 

therapy and evaluated changes in self-image 

under a psychological construct: the scale 

used as outcome measures (SASB-Structural 

Analysis of Social Behaviour) assessed 

affiliation (love-hate) and interdependence 

(spontaneity-control): out of the scope of this 

review. 

Osborn M, Smith JA. (2006). Living with a body separate from the self. The experience of 

the body in chronic benign low back pain: an interpretative phenomenological analysis. 

Scand J Caring Sci. 20, 216–222. doi:10.1111/j.1471-6712.2006.00399.x 

 

Questions included in the interview schedule 

were not focussed specifically on body 

experience; rather on the self in relation to the 

body. Participants were asked about how 

chronic pain and illness experience had 

changed or influenced their feelings, attitudes 

and beliefs about themselves. Despite from 

the study emerge some aspects relative to the 

theme of the ‘disembodiment’, the 

introspective approach utilized does not 

allows to identify if this sense of separation 

and alienation is related more with the explicit 
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perception of own’s body, or rather with the 

sense of self-identity integrity and acceptance 

with respect to an ‘ideal’ self. In this study the 

'sense of self' and the 'sense of identity' were 

defined as the collection of core beliefs, 

constructs, affects or cognitions utilized to 

define themselves both privately and with 

respect to the external world. Thus, all this 

themes seems to refer more to the concept of 

the cognitive somatorepresentation than of 

the perceptual somatorepresentation, and for 

this reason, this study does not fit with the 

scope of this review. 

Paolucci T, Zangrando F, Piccinini G, Sciarra F,
 
Pallotta R, Mannocci A,

 
 la Torre G, Bini 

F,
 

 Marinozzi F, Gumina S,
 

Padua L,
 

Saraceni VM. (2016). New Neurocognitive 

Interpretation of Shoulder Position Sense during Reaching: Unexpected Competence in the 

Measurement of Extracorporeal Space. Biomed Res Int. 2016:9065495.  

The study assessed repositioning accuracy: 

out of the topic of this review. 

Paolucci T, Zangrando F, Iosa M, De Angelis S, Marzoli C, Piccinini G, Saraceni VM. 

(2017). Improved interoceptive awareness in chronic low back pain: a comparison of Back 

school versus Feldenkrais method. Disability and Rehabilitation. 39, 10, 994-100. doi: 

10.1080/09638288.2016.1175035 

The study investigated interoceptive 

awareness as the attention toward bodily 

sensations. The Feldenkrais method is a 

mind–body therapy that is based on the 

generic ‘awareness’ through movement 

lessons: out of the scope of this review. 

Pedler A, Motlagh H, Sterling M. (2013). Laterality judgments are not impaired in patients 

with chronic whiplash associated disorders. Man Ther. Feb, 18, (1), 72-6. doi: 

10.1016/j.math.2012.07.006 

The study investigated the laterality 

recognition: out of the scope of this review. 
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The study investigated the impact of illness 

on daily living: out of the scope of this 

review. 
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Assessing the Perception of Trunk Movements in Military Personnel with Chronic Non-
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The study investigated the perception of 

movement: out of inclusion criteria. 

Seferiadis  A, Ohlin P, Billhult A Gunnarsson R. (2016). Basic body awareness therapy or 

exercise therapy for the treatment of chronic whiplash associated disorders: a randomized 

comparative clinical trial. Disabil Rehabil, 38, (5), 442–451. doi: 

10.3109/09638288.2015.1044036.  

 

 

The study investigated the effectiveness body 

awareness therapy (BAT), described as a 

method that produce a generic improvement 

of awareness and control of posture: out of 

the scope of this review. Moreover the study 

does not provide any outcome measure to 

assess somatoperception. 

Sertel M, Bakar Y, Şimşek TT. (2017). The effect of body awareness therapy and aerobic 

exercises on pain and quality of life in the patients with TTH. Afr J Tradit Complement 

Altern Med. 14 (2): 288-310. doi: 10.21010/ajtcam.v14i2.31 

 

The study investigated the effectiveness body 

awareness therapy (BAT). BAT contributes to 

the physical, mental and spiritual 

development of the individual and increases 

the individual’s awareness of these three 

dimensions. Also, it provides regain and 

enhancement of posture, balance and natural 

reflexes of motion to the body: out of the 

scope of this review. 

Sherman K, Wellman R, Cook AJ, Cherkin DC, Ceballos RM. (2013). Mediators of Yoga 

and Stretching for Chronic Low Back Pain. Evidence-Based Complementary and 

Alternative Medicine, Volume 2013, Article ID 130818, 11 pages. doi: 

This study used the Body Responsiveness 

Questionnaire and the Body Awareness 

Questionnaire. The former was a 7-item scale 
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designed to measure responsiveness to bodily 

sensations, while the latter measured self-

reported attentiveness to normal non-emotive 

bodily processes, including sensitivity to body 

cycles and rhythms, ability to detect small 

changes in normal function, and ability to 

anticipate bodily reactions: out of the scope of 

this review. 

Sobie TJ. (2016). Body schema acuity training and feldenkrais® movements compared to 

core stabilization biofeedback and motor control exercises: comparative effects on chronic 

non-specific low back pain in an outpatient clinical setting: a randomized controlled 

comparative efficacy study. ProQuest. 449, 10251703.  

 

 

This PhD thesis studied the ‘body schema 

acuity training’ through implementation of 

somatic education and movement therapy 

interventions (specifically, The Feldenkrais 

Method®) in conjunction with virtual reality 

based sensory-motor perceptual experiments: 

out of the scope of this review. 

Sobie TJ. (2013). Body Schema and Anatomical Re-framing in the Feldenkrais Method for 

Low Back Pain. Appl Psychophysiol Biofeedback. 38, 213–238.  

 

 

Study assessing Feldenkrais-based physical 

therapy intervention: out of the scope of this 

review. Authors referred to "proprioceptive 

touch" but there are insufficient information 

to judge if this intervention acts on elements 

of somatoperception as we refer for the scope 

of this review. 

Stanton TR, Moseley GL, Wong AYL, Kawchuk GN. (2017). Feeling stiffness in the back: 

a protective perceptual inference in chronic back pain. Sci Rep. Aug 29, 7, (1), 9681. doi: 

10.1038/s41598-017-09429-1 

 

This experimental, laboratory-based study, 

investigate the disparity between the 

perceptual phenomenon of feeling a stiffness 

in low back versus the mechanical response of 

the spine. Force perception is not considered 
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by Longo et al. (2010; 2016) model: out of 

the scope of this review. 

Strand LI, Olsen AL, Nygard H, Furnes O, Magnussen LH, Lygren H, Sundal MA, 

Skjaerven LH. (2016). Basic Body Awareness Therapy and patient education in hip 

osteoarthritis: a multiple case study. European Journal of Physiotherapy. 18, (2), 116–125.  

 

This study used the Basic Body Awareness 

(BAT) as a composite intervention of 

education and exercise finalised to improve 

the movement awareness: out of the scope of 

this review. 

Strand et al. (2016). Patient Education and Basic Body Awareness Therapy in Hip 

Osteoarthritis: a Randomized Controlled Trial. ClinicalTrials.gov, Identifier: 

NCT02884531.  

This study used the Body Awareness Rating 

Scale, assessing the quality of movements: 

out of the scope of this review.  

Tsay A, Allen TJ, Proske U, Giummarra MJ. (2015). Sensing the body in chronic pain: A 

review of psychophysical studies implicating altered body representation. Neurosci 

Biobehav Rev. May, 52, 221-232. doi: 10.1016/j.neubiorev.2015.03.004 

This review analysed mainly the processes of 

somatosensation (see Longo et. al 2010; 

2016): reference list was manually scanned 

for potential additional sources. 

Van der Maas LC, Köke A, Pont M, Bosscher RJ, Twisk JW, Janssen TW, Peters ML. 

(2015). Improving the Multidisciplinary Treatment of Chronic Pain by Stimulating Body 

Awareness A Cluster-randomized Trial. Clin J Pain. Jul, 31, (7), 660-9. doi: 

10.1097/AJP.0000000000000138 

This study evaluated short-term and long-term 

effects of a multidisciplinary pain 

rehabilitation program with and without 

psychomotor therapy (PMT), which focused 

on body awareness (as a mind-body 

connection): out of the scope of this review. 

Zangrado F, Paolucci T, Vulpiani MC, Lamaro M, Isidori R, Saraceni VM. (2014). Chronic 

pain and motor imagery: a rehabilitative experience in a case report. Eur J Phys Rehabil 

Med. Feb, 50, (1), 67-72.  

This study investigated the motor imagery: 

out of the scope of this review. 
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PART II 

INTRODUCTION 
 

The relationship between Body Perception Dysfunctions 

and Neuropathic Pain 

 
 

 
 

 

Introduction 
 
MDRDs are a group of diseases commonly affecting bones, muscles and joints (van der 

Heijde et al., 2018). These conditions can have a severe impact on the quality of life of 

patients (Blyth et al., 2019; March et al., 2014) and represent a major cause of loss of 

work productivity (Daneshmandi et al., 2017), with significant economic costs for the 

community (Bevan, 2015; Briggs et al., 2018; Simões et al., 2018; Vos et al., 2015). 

However, it is necessary to distinguish between diseases arising from known 

pathological conditions of the bones, muscles and joints, and other syndromes that 

cannot be attributed to specific pathogenic factors. MDRDs are the most prevalent 

group of chronic pain conditions (Breivik et al., 2006), and chronic LBP and FM 

represent two examples. In these two disorders, the aetiology of symptoms is frequently 

unknown or unclear: pain is the most frequently complained symptom and is also 
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responsible for most of the economic burden (Briggs et al., 2018; March et al., 2014). 

Pain perception persists for a long time even where there is no apparent injury or body 

damage. For this reason chronic pain may be conceived as a disease in its own right, 

and it is also called "chronic primary pain” (Treede et al., 2019, 2015, p. 1). With an 

estimated worldwide prevalence of 20% (Breivik et al., 2006; Goldberg and McGee, 

2011), chronic pain represent a diffuse source of suffering that interferes with daily 

functioning, and is often accompanied by distress. For all these reasons, chronic pain 

received attention as a global health priority, and access to adequate treatments has been 

claimed as a human right (Goldberg and McGee, 2011).  

Apart from pain, another curious clinical phenomenon has been observed in persons 

with some chronic painful conditions, such as CLBP and FM, who sometimes report 

also other symptoms: they describe their painful body parts as being distorted in size 

and shape (in the absence of true physical changes) or display a poor capacity for 

localization of their body parts in the surrounding space (Katz and Melzack, 1990; 

Lewis et al., 2010, 2007; Lotze and Moseley, 2007; McCabe et al., 2004; Melzack, 

1990). For the purposes of this thesis, this group of "bizarre" perceived body 

experiences are collectively called "phantom perceptions" (PPs).  

Phantom perceptions 
 
In 1954, Wallgren (Wallgren, 1954) described for the first time the perception of 

enlarged distal parts or joints of the lower limbs in patients receiving a lumbar spinal 

block. In other cases, patients felt that their lower limbs had shortened or grown smaller 

(a phenomenon called "telescoping"). In 1973, Melzack and Bromage studied 

perceptual illusions that follow the anaesthetic block of the brachial plexus, where 

patients described phantom swelling of fingers. PPs have been extensively studied in 

amputees (Jensen et al., 1983), peripheral nerve lesions (Pazzaglia et al., 2019), spinal 
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cord injuries (Curt et al., 2011; Siddall and McClelland, 1999), and following regional 

anaesthesia (Gandevia and Phegan, 1999; Paqueron et al., 2003; Russell and Tsao, 

2018; Walsh et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2018). 

Theoretical Neurophysiological mechanisms of phantom perceptions 
 
Since perceptual abnormalities such as abnormal size, shape, swelling, and position 

have been found in a range of clinical conditions where reorganization in cortical S1 

area has occurred, some authors have proposed a “central” neurophysiological 

hypothesis to explain PPs in chronic painful MDRDs. These conditions include 

Phantom Limb Pain, CRPS syndrome (Di Pietro et al., 2016, 2013; Pleger et al., 2006), 

and some MDRDs such as CLBP (Moseley and Flor, 2012) and carpal tunnel syndrome 

(Maeda et al., 2014). Peltz et al. (2011) found that the magnitude of body distortions 

correlates with disease duration and two-point discrimination threshold (used as an 

indirect measurement of cortical representation) (Pleger et al., 2005). Pleger et al. 

(2006) found also that PPs improve in parallel with cortical normalisation. Thus, other 

authors (Flor et al., 1997; Moseley and Flor, 2012; Pelletier et al., 2015; Wand et al., 

2011) have speculated that maladaptive plasticity in cortical somatosensory 

representation (mainly in S1 area) could be responsible for both body perception 

alterations in MDRDs and perpetuation of pain (May, 2008; Melzack and Katz, 2013). 

However, it remains debatable if cortical reorganization is the cause or consequence of 

PPs. Despite this central mechanism of action has been advocated for the 

pathophysiology of pain chronicity (Pelletier et al., 2015) and body perception 

dysfunctions, prospective studies are scarce and do not allow to draw definite 

conclusions about causal relationships with PPs. 

Cortical neuroplastic re-organizations of S1 reflect adaptive neurophysiological 

processes resulting from alterations of afferent stimuli, included distorted or abnormal 
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nociceptive (Gustin et al., 2012; Buchner et al., 2000) and neuropathic signals 

transmission (Wrigley et al., 2009) at subcortical and cortical levels. However, 

clinically, it seems that these kinds of plastic cortical changes are specifically involved 

in neuropathic types of pain (Gustin et al., 2012). Moreover, cortical changes do not 

involve only S1. In fact, both in CRPS (Breckenridge et al., 2018; Moseley, 2004; 

Schwoebel et al., 2001), and in other MDRDs, some kind of altered performances 

would suggest that there is also an alteration within other cortical areas, as for example 

in the parietal cortex (Schwoebel and Coslett, 2005; Schwoebel et al., 2001). As a 

matter of fact, these patients also showed an impaired performance in recognizing the 

laterality of body parts pictures (and therefore in imagining movements of body parts in 

space), and an altered perception of the surrounding space, which are both functions 

involving the parietal lobes (Usain and Nachev, 2007; Vingerhoets et al., 2001; Kosslyn 

et al., 1998). 

Thus, some critical issues should be considered as regards the "central hypothesis", in 

particular concerning the role played by changes in S1: 

 1) a recent study (Mancini et al., 2019) has questioned the effective involvement 

of cortical reorganization in S1 cortex in patients with CRPS, highlighting limitations in 

resolution of imaging methods used in previous studies that found opposite results. 

Although it cannot be assumed that the same critical issues were also present in studies 

that detected cortical reorganizations in CLBP and other musculoskeletal conditions, 

these findings bring into question the so far predominant assumption about the potential 

relationship between cortical reorganization and body distortions. 

 2) A large amount of literature has been published about the alteration in two-

point discrimination threshold as a measure of skin density innervation (and thus, 

indirectly, of cortical representation) (Catani, 2017) in musculoskeletal conditions 
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(Catley et al., 2014, 2013; Harvie et al., 2018). In addition to the criticisms advanced 

about the reliability (Lundborg and Rosén, 2004; Tong et al., 2013) of this tool in 

measuring tactile acuity, and its repeatability (Catley et al., 2013), it has been noted that 

this measure, together with joint repositioning accuracy (two of the most frequently 

investigated tasks in MDRDs), cannot be considered as having a higher-order 

somatoperceptual involvement (Hillier et al., 2015; Longo and Haggard, 2010; Spitoni 

et al., 2015). Therefore, scientific works that studied alterations in two-point 

discrimination threshold and body distortions in MDRDs (Moreira et al., 2017; 

Moseley, 2008; Nishigami et al., 2015) cannot be considered as a direct exploration of 

body perception dysfunctions.  

 3) To the best of the author's knowledge, there are currently no studies 

highlighting the relationship – in MDRDs – between changes in cortical representation 

of S1 and alteration in perceptual tasks, such as the localisation of tactile stimuli on the 

skin (topognosis) or the perception of body size and shape.  

We have to consider that S1 cortex is involved more in sensory detection (Morrison, 

2016) and discrimination than in perceptual abilities (Spitoni et al., 2010). For these 

reasons, the investigation of cortical re-organization in S1 alone may not be enough to 

understand the role of higher-order processing of somatic information involved in PPs – 

or, at least, may represent just one face of the coin (that of somatosensation). In fact, 

sensory information and their neural processing lie at the basis of body perception 

(Dijkerman and de Haan, 2007; Medina and Coslett, 2010; Serino and Haggard, 2010). 

At the same time, more complex perceptual abilities require the involvement of higher-

order processes (somatoperception) (Spitoni et al., 2010) that go beyond the simple 

sensory information encoding processes taking place in S1 (Azañón and Haggard, 2009; 

Longo, 2015). Therefore, it would be probably more useful to study the potential 
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involvement of temporo-parietal cortical areas in alterations of perceptual abilities 

(Keizer et al., 2012; Scarpina et al., 2014; Spitoni et al., 2015) of patients with MDRDs, 

as already studied in other typologies of clinical conditions in which aspects related to 

body perception are prevalent (Gaudio and Quattrocchi, 2012; Grunwald et al., 2004, 

2001; Nico et al., 2010). 

 4)  Cortical reorganization in S1 related to chronic conditions have been mainly 

studied by inducing painful or unpleasant stimulations (Flor et al., 1997), while the 

investigation of non-painful tactile stimuli was neglected. In their study, Hotz-

Boendermaker et al. (2016) administered innocuous tactile stimuli to chronic LBP 

subjects and found a reorganization in the S2 area (instead of S1) as regards the 

somatotopic representation of their lumbar spine. These findings highlight the role 

plausibly played by cortical associative areas in higher-order somatorepresentation. 

 5) Finally, it should not be ignored that peripheral factors like small- and large-

nerve fiber functions have already been studied in the past for their involvement both in 

cortical remapping and PPs phenomena. In 1990, Ronald Melzack hypothesized that 

changes in afferent somatic peripheral sensations can cause PPs in chronic painful 

conditions (Melzack, 1990). Paqueron et al., (2003) found a perceptual illusion of 

“enlargement” of certain body parts (as if they were swollen) in almost all patients 

subjected to nerve deafferentation, regardless of the anaesthetic block typology and 

localization. In some cases, these body distortions were very pronounced, to the point 

that some patients referred to up a three-fold increase in limb volume. Considering that 

body perception is generated from a sensory continuous flux of information from the 

periphery to the central nervous system, an alteration in the way sensory signals 

converge from peripheral organs (for example, ectopic impulses or deafferentation) 

(Gandevia and Phegan, 1999; Paqueron et al., 2003; Vaso et al., 2014) may represent an 
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alternative or concomitant plausible hypothesis to account for phenomena of body 

distortion. Lesions or dysfunctions in the peripheral nervous system (Vaso et al., 2014) 

can therefore lead to altered and disordered sensory transmissions to the spinal cord and 

the brain.  

Thus, it is unclear if these illusory phenomena were derived from peripheral 

mechanisms, central factors or by the combined involvement of both. Studies and 

research projects detailed in this thesis are based on the theoretical assumption (detailed 

in the next paragraph) that peripheral factors, and particularly neuropathic pain and/or 

other neuropathic symptoms, may be involved in PPs.  

The role of small fibers 
 
Gandevia and Phegan (1999) and Paqueron et al. (2003) have studied illusory 

perceptual phenomena in healthy subjects following anaesthesia of the thumb and of the 

brachial plexus. Interestingly, Paqueron et al. (2003) found that, although the 

anaesthetic used blocked the function of both large and small fibers, the perceptual 

illusions of swelling, elongation and shortening of the limb coincided with the 

impairment (partial or complete) of warm, cold and/or pinprick sensations related to 

small fiber functioning. On the other hand, perceptual illusions occurred well before the 

loss in large myelinated fiber functions, thus suggesting that these fibers may be not 

involved in body size and shape perception. This hypothesis is also in agreement with a 

clinical observation made by Gallagher and Cole (1995) in two patients suffering from a 

severe sensory polyneuropathy affecting specifically their large fibers: despite the 

complete loss in touch sensation and proprioception, patients reported no significant 

perceptual alterations in body size and shape. Even if in the study of Paqueron et al. 

(2003) it was not possible to distinguish the contribution of the small fibers to body 

distortion from that of the large ones (due to the impossibility of selectively 
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anesthetizing Aδ and C-fibres), it must also be noted that, apart from deafferentation, 

even the stimulation of small fibers produced the same effect, though with minor 

magnitude (Gandevia and Phegan, 1999).  

In the overall, therefore, it appears that small fibers could play an important role in 

modulating body perception, especially as concerns size and shape features. The 

theoretical mechanism of action that has been proposed lies in the potential role played 

by spontaneous activities of these fibers (or at least of a sub-class of them) as a specific 

source of tonic inhibition exerted to pre-existent, but normally-unexpressed, inputs and 

neural circuits in S1. In experiments conducted in animal models (Calford and 

Tweedale, 1991a), C-fibers tonic firing were blocked through the injection of capsaicin 

into a nerve trunk. Capsaicin rapidly blocks the action potential propagation in C-fibers, 

and the alteration in peripheral activity produces an expansion of receptive fields 

through short-term unmasking mechanisms of new or expanded receptive fields of 

neurons in S1 cortex. Therefore, painful stimulation through capsaicin application of C-

fibers afferent activity seems to produce a disinhibition of normally masked background 

activity within the deafferented part of the cortex (Dykes and Lamour, 1988; 

Rasmusson et al., 1992), and this neural response may potentially represent the cause of 

bodily illusions.  

The same mechanism has been observed also in acute deafferentation through 

anaesthetic block of both small and large fibers. Anaesthesia produces an enlargement 

of the receptive fields’ size of cortical neurons representing areas of the skin near to that 

injected (Calford and Tweedale, 1991b, 1988). Consequently, it is likely that 

deafferentation increases the background neural discharge of both neurons representing 

the injected area, and of cells receiving normally masked input from a wider area just 

beyond the anaesthetized part (Rasmusson et al., 1992). These modifications in 
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somatosensory representation are perhaps erroneously interpreted by the brain as an 

increase in size of the represented body part (Gandevia and Phegan, 1999) that is in 

contradiction with the stored body memory. Consequently, the perceptual conflict that 

arises may be resolved through the illusory perception of swelling.  

The results of these studies seem to suggest that C-fibers may have a role as a 

somatotopically specific source of inhibition of existing, but normally unexpressed, 

inputs and cortical S1 circuits. Thus, on the one hand, the suppression or alteration of 

tonic inhibitory activity of C-fibers seems to produce, or at least to contribute to, body 

distortion illusion (Gandevia and Phegan, 1999; Paqueron et al., 2003). On the other 

hand, the nociceptive stimulation of capsaicin-responsive C-receptors may be associated 

with an enlargement of the perceived painful area (Paqueron et al., 2003), in addition to 

an expansion of receptive field (Calford and Tweedale, 1991a). To understand the 

concept of an enlarged painful area associated with perceived enlargement of the 

affected body part subsequently to activation of peripheral nociceptors we can take an 

example from our daily life. Most probably, we can all easily remember episodes 

(happened at least once in our life and often seen in cartoons) in which our thumb, or 

any other finger, was hit by a hammer or was caught between the door and the door 

jamb: the perception of an increase in the dimension of the finger is abnormally 

exaggerated and goes beyond any swelling potentially generated by physiologic internal 

fluid effusion.  

An important observation coming from these examples and results is that body 

perception can change rapidly when afferent inputs (especially those coming from small 

fibers) are inhibited or altered. Moreover, PPs may persist even when nerve functioning 

is recovered (Russell and Tsao, 2018): this becomes potentially relevant in those 

chronic painful conditions where persistent alterations in peripheral nerves may 
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perpetuate PPs. This last observation calls for an early identification of cases in which 

perceptual dysfunctions may be generated or perpetuated by peripheral factors, because 

the return of neural body representation back to its original state may be a much slower 

process than its initial derangement (Russell and Tsao, 2018).  

Findings from these studies suggest that peripheral afferents transmitted by small fibers 

may contribute to constructing the perception of the size and shape of body parts, and 

consequently the potential implications in generating PPs associated with acute and 

chronic painful clinical conditions characterized by dysfunctions or damages in these 

structures.  

Thus, in light of what has been so far discussed, we can hypothesize that in some 

MDRDs the perception of one’s body (especially the perception of size and shape) may 

be impaired when sensory inputs (specifically those from small fibers) are altered 

(Gandevia and Phegan, 1999). 

Phantoms perceptions and neuropathic pain: the fibromyalgia study 

model 
 
As concerns this proposed hypothesis, it is interesting to analyse the particular case of 

FM as a potential model of chronic condition in which a mixture of affected peripheral 

factors coexist with one another, thereby causing a neuropathic painful state that may be 

potentially involved in the development of PPs. Despite the current lack of data about 

the presence of dysfunctional small- and large-fiber activity among the majority of 

MDRDs, FM syndrome deserves mention because of the numerous studies published in 

the last decade that have detected the involvement of these peripheral factors (Caro et 

al., 2018; Evdokimov et al., 2019; Grayston et al., 2018; Lawson et al., 2018; Serra et 

al., 2014). In fact, in a recent meta-analysis (Grayston et al., 2018) it has been found 

that nearly 50% of FM patients suffer from a specific kind of neuropathy involving the 
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small end-nerve fibers. Small fibers seem also correlated with more severe pain 

phenotypes in FM (Evdokimov et al., 2019). Moreover, in addition to anatomical loss of 

small-end nerve fibers, spontaneous ectopic activity in these peripheral organs has been 

detected through studies involving microneurography (Serra et al., 2014). Finally, 

dysfunctions in large nerve fibers have also been detected in a relevant percentage of 

FM patients (Caro et al., 2018; Lawson et al., 2018).  

Thus, it appears that across the variegated spectrum of symptoms characterizing the 

clinical manifestation of FM, neuropathic pain and/or other neuropathic symptoms 

(Koroschetz et al., 2011; Martínez-Lavin et al., 2003; Rehm et al., 2010) are present at 

least in a considerable subset of patients.  

Interestingly, anecdotal clinical observations (McCabe et al., 2004) and reports coming 

from personal clinical experience (unpublished data) indicate cases in which FM 

patients refer to “phantom sensations” of swelling hands and feet (McCabe et al., 2007, 

2004) similar to those described also by CRPS patients (Lewis et al., 2007; Peltz et al., 

2011). These PPs are stronger when closing the eyes (McCabe et al., 2004) and have 

been defined “phantom” because misperceptions are disconfirmed by visual or tactile 

inspections of the affected body parts. Patients become aware of these perceptual 

conflicts and soon realize that the perceived sensation of swelling does not correspond 

to reality (McCabe et al., 2004); however, PPs seem so real that patients, for example, 

try to untie their shoes or wear looser clothes to feel more comfortable with their 

“enlarged” body parts (McCabe et al., 2009).  

Reflections and hypotheses from the available research 
 
The complex function of spatial and body perception is a process of multisensory 

integration that relies both on the integrity of sensorial information coming from the 

periphery (for example, from tactile and nociceptive skin receptors), and on the integrity 
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of the mental internal structures with which these inputs are integrated (Lucci and 

Pazzaglia, 2015) 

Thus, when distorted sensory inputs come from the periphery (Gandevia and Phegan, 

1999; Paqueron et al., 2003; Russell and Tsao, 2018), the internal representation could 

be influenced consequently, distorting the perceived experience of the affected body 

parts. In addition, persistent changes in the way these multiple information are 

internally integrated could affect the long-term perceptual experience of the body. 

Thus, we can conclude that body perception dysfunctions in pathological conditions 

related to MDRDs are possibly due to changes relative both to peripheral and central 

mechanisms of action. These changes can be summarized as follows: 

1. Top-down modifications of cortical associative areas involved in perceptual 

abilities (Spitoni et al., 2010; Mohr et al., 2010, 2011; Hotz-Boendermaker et al., 

2016) may produce an internal representation of the body incoherent with what 

appears in reality; 

2. Primary inputs from the periphery, such as tactile and nociceptive information, 

constitute the somatosensorial base on which the multisensory representation 

and perception of the body is built (Gustin et al., 2012). Thus, bottom-up 

mechanisms involving disturbed primary inputs from the periphery may 

generate a distorted representation of the body, thereby triggering bodily 

illusions and pain.  

Although it is probably not possible to separate the two mechanisms involved in the 

final perceptual experience of the body as they act in synergy, the second part of this 

thesis and the related research projects will focus on the second theoretical mechanism 

of action proposed to be potentially involved in the development of PPs. 
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Considering the relationship between neuropathic pain and small-/large- fibers 

involvement in the development of body distortion phenomena, it seems reasonable to 

hypothesize that:  

 1) Particular subgroups of FM patients may be affected by PPs such as those? 

 already described for other neuropathic pain conditions (e.g. CRPS and phantom 

 limb) (Förderreuther et al., 2004; Frettlöh et al., 2006; Galer and Jensen, 1999; 

 Lewis et al., 2007; Peltz et al., 2011); 

 2) Neuropathic pain features may constitute a relevant factor in clinical 

 manifestations of FM, at least in a subset of patients; 

 3) It may exist a direct relationship between the presence of body distortion and 

 higher  levels of neuropathic pain and, subsequently, higher levels of disability 

 and duration of the disease.  

A series of research study projects was planned and carried out in order to provide 

evidence supporting the generated hypotheses. Early detection of PPs may contribute to 

unmasking potential underlying and undiscovered organic dysfunctions causing 

neuropathic pain (Evdokimov et al., 2019; Galer and Jensen, 1999; Grayston et al., 

2018; Koroschetz et al., 2011; Paqueron et al., 2003; Peltz et al., 2011). Significantly, to 

identify these kinds of disorders could positively influence the patients' behaviour and 

emotional reactions toward the bizarre perceptual phenomena they experience. Besides, 

if not placed in the more complex and variegated context of neuropathic syndromes, 

these phenomena may also appear as strange manifestations of 

psychiatric/psychological disorders. Finally, the preliminary detection of perceptual 

impairments and the identification in clinical studies of sub-groups of patients with 

particular perceptual dysfunctions (Grayston et al., 2018) may help identify individuals 

possibly resistant to usual treatments but potentially responsive to dedicated ones. 
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Abstract 

Recent studies have highlighted that about 50% of fibromyalgic patients has a 

neuropathy of small- and/or large-fibers which could partially explain the puzzling 

symptoms of fibromyalgia (FM). Our aim was to investigate the prevalence of both 

neuropathic pain and symptoms indicative for the presence of small-fibers pathology 

(SFP) in FM patients. A nationwide sample of patients was recruited to participate in an 

on-line survey. The two groups considered were those positive (FM+) to the 

Fibromyalgia Research Criteria (FRC) and those complaining typical symptoms of 

fibromyalgia without fulfilling the FRC (FM-). We collected data from 854 patients 
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(749 FM+ and 105 FM-). Patients that scored ≥50/100 at the Neuropathic Pain 

Symptoms Inventory (NPSI), indicating severe neuropathic pain, were 62.4% and 21% 

in, respectively, FM+ and FM- groups. Three or more symptoms considered indicative 

of SFP were present in 51% of FM+ patients (15.2% in FM-), among which dry 

eyes/mouth, allodynia and dyshidrosis were those most frequently reported. The NPSI 

score showed significant moderate/strong associations with disability (Spearman’s 

rho=0.56), pain (rho=0.57-0.63), stiffness levels (rho=0.24-0.45), number of painful 

sites (rho=0.33, FM+ group only), and SFP symptoms (rho=0.21-0.41). Despite the 

high prevalence of neuropathic pain and other symptoms attributable to potential small 

and/or large fibers pathology, neurophysiologic investigations were performed in 40-

44% of cases and skin punch biopsy only in 1-2% of the entire sample, as well as the 

assumption of anti-neuropathic pain drugs (12.6-18%). Our findings underscore that FM 

patients presenting SFP symptoms may be prescribed with inappropriate diagnostic tests 

or drugs. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Fibromyalgia (FM) is the second most common rheumatic disorder diagnosed by 

rheumatologists after osteoarthritis (Clauw, 2014), with a burden similar to rheumatoid 

arthritis (Silverman et al., 2009). The prevalence of FM in Italy is about 4% and females 

are about thirteen folds more affected than males (Martini et al., 2018). Widespread 

pain (including pain in visceral organs), fatigue, sleep disturbance and cognitive 

impairment are the most characterizing symptoms (Belt et al., 2009; Smith et al., 2011; 

Wolfe et al., 2010). As a consequence, quality of life results severely affected in FM 

patients (Smythe, 1986; Wolfe et al., 1990): living with this disabling disease should not 

be underestimated due to its psychological and practical consequences that negatively 

influence clinical outcomes and the prognosis (McCabe et al., 2009).  

For many years FM has been considered as a central sensitization syndrome (Bourke et 

al., 2015; Crabtree and Ganty, 2016; Kindler et al., 2011; Yunus, 2008) because 

literature about the pathophysiology of this clinical condition has been dominated by the 

concept of altered central mechanisms modulating pain perception, and by the lack of a 

clear and well-demonstrable organic cause. Abnormalities of centrally-mediated sensory 

processing mechanisms such as hyperalgesia, allodynia and hypervigilance have been 

studied (Arroyo and Cohen, 1993; Geisser et al., 2003; Gibson et al., 1994; Lorenz, 

1998; McDermid et al., 1996; Petzke et al., 2003; Staud et al., 2003), and probably are 

involved both in the onset and in the perpetuation of pain. However, recent studies have 

found alterations or dysfunctions in the peripheral nervous system, involving both the 

large (Caro et al., 2018; Lawson et al., 2018), and the so-called small-fibers, the group 

of unmyelinated C, and thinly myelinated Aδ fibers (Evdokimov et al., 2019; Grayston 

et al., 2018; Serra et al., 2012). These findings have offered the opportunity to challenge 

the label of central sensitization syndrome assigned to FM until now. Rather, it seems 
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that both peripheral and central nociceptive pathways may be involved (de Tommaso et 

al., 2014).  

Through self-administered questionnaires emerged that 37-50% of FM patients reported 

neuropathic pain descriptors (Gauffin et al., 2013; Rehm et al., 2010), potentially 

suggesting an underlying neuropathic pain state. Patients often complain typical 

neuropathic pain symptoms such as tingling and prickling sensations, burning pain, 

hyperalgesia and spontaneous pain (Gauffin et al., 2013), and the skin may be sensitive 

to thermal stimuli (Kosek et al., 1996).  

Despite the limited reliability of neuropathic pain self-administered tools to identify 

neuropathic conditions in widespread pain (Bouhassira and Attal, 2011; Gauffin et al., 

2013), evidence suggest that about 50% of FM patients exhibit typical associated 

features of neuropathic syndromes (Rehm et al., 2010), and in about 30% of cases they 

were also confirmed clinically (Gauffin et al., 2013). The abnormal sensory complains 

of FM patients are very similar to those classically referred by patients with diabetic 

neuropathy (Koroschetz et al., 2011), and are different from painful symptoms of others 

clinical pictures in which prevails nociceptive mechanisms of pain (Martínez-Lavin et 

al., 2003). Moreover, the prevalence of neuropathic pain in FM patients is substantially 

higher respect to the general population (Bouhassira et al., 2008; Torrance et al., 2006) 

indicating that a subgroup of them may have a painful neuropathic condition that needs 

to be properly investigated. Considering that neuropathic pain severely affect the quality 

of life (Bakkers et al., 2014), this calls for professionals dealing with FM to increase the 

attention for an appropriate screening of signs and symptoms in routinely clinical 

practice.  

FM symptoms are highly variable in combinations and severity across patients, making 

challenging the clinical approach and especially the identification of appropriate 
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treatment strategies (Bennett et al., 2010). However, recent findings shown how 

subgroups can be identified through the detection of particular clinical (Wolfe et al., 

2013) and diagnostic features (Evdokimov et al., 2019), with a relevant potential impact 

on differential diagnosis, prognosis and treatment approach. For this reason, the 

identification of specific phenotypes or specific dimensions of neuropathic pain, may 

help clinicians to suggest appropriate diagnostic-therapeutic pathways (Devigili et al., 

2008; Hovaguimian and Gibbons, 2011; Lauria and Devigili, 2007; Levine, 2018). 

To the best of authors’ knowledge, up to now there are no available data about the 

prevalence of neuropathic pain symptoms in Italian patients with FM. The aims of this 

cross-sectional survey are: 1) to establish the estimated prevalence of neuropathic pain 

symptoms in FM patients through the self-administered NPSI; 2) to study the presence 

of symptoms potentially attributable to Small-Fibers Pathology (SFP); and 3) to analyse 

the correlation between neuropathic pain and symptoms attributable to SFP with FM 

severity, duration and associated disability. 

2. METHODS 

Design 

A quantitative web-based cross-sectional survey was designed according to the 

Checklist for Reporting Results of Internet E-Surveys (CHERRIES) (Eysenbach, 2004) 

guidelines and the Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in 

Epidemiology (STROBE) (von Elm et al., 2007). Ethical approval was obtained from 

the Liguria Regional Clinical Experimental Ethics Committee (protocol registration 

number 290/2018, approved on 29/07/2019).  

Participants and Setting 

Invitations to share and complete the survey were sent by emails and phone contacts to 

thirteen associations of FM and rheumatic patients, distributed nationwide throughout 
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the Italian territory (Additional file I). The eligibility criteria were: a) have been 

received a clinical diagnosis of FM by a rheumatologist; b) presenting clinical features 

of FM in accordance with the self-administered Fibromyalgia Research Criteria (FRC) 

for epidemiological studies (Wolfe et al., 2016b, 2011), also known as Modified 

American College of Rheumatology (ACR) criteria; c) absence of referred neurological 

(stroke, multiple sclerosis and Alzheimer) and major psychiatric comorbidities (bipolar 

disorder, major depression and psychotic disorder); d) having a valid e-mail account; 

and e) ability to read and understand the Italian language.  

Patients were considered as positive to the FRC criteria at the moment of study 

enrolment (FM+ group), if these conditions were satisfied: 1) WPI (Widespread Pain 

Index) ≥7/19 pain sites and SSS (Symptom Severity Score) ≥5/12 (high WPI group), or 

WPI between 3-6/19 and SSS ≥9/12 (low WPI group) (Wolfe et al., 2016a); 2) presence 

of symptoms for at least 3 months. The summation of the WPI and SSS generated the 0-

31 polysymptomatic distress (PDS) score and represents a measure of FM severity 

(Wolfe et al., 2013). By definition, FM criteria are fulfilled for a PDS score ≥12. 

However, some patients may score >12 on PDS scale without satisfying FRC at the 

moment of study enrolment, as for e.g., in the case of a patient scoring 5 on WPI and 8 

on SS (PDS score=13). These lasts patients were classified in FM- group and they were 

analysed for differences against FM+ group. FM- group represent patients having all the 

typical FM symptoms but across less painful areas respect to FM+ subjects. They were 

included for three main reasons: 1) patients in this group may have been mistakenly 

diagnosed as fibromyalgic; 2) they may have achieved a relative remission in 

symptoms; and 3) they may represent patients with less severe symptoms and 

widespread pain respect to FM+ group, along the continuum nature of FM symptoms 

distribution (Walitt et al., 2016; Wolfe et al., 2013). Considering previous surveys on 
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fibromyalgic and rheumatic patients that have reported a missing response rate range 

varying between 6% to 62% (Firestone et al., 2014; Horton et al., 2017; Salaffi et al., 

2016; Tedeschi et al., 2017; Wilson et al., 2017), we calculated a-priori a minimum 

number of 800 responders. The application of this value to the formula estimating the 

size for a single population proportion with the population proportion set at 50.0% (the 

most conservative value to be applied), produced a two-sided 95.0% confidence level 

(95%CI) within 3.5 percentage points of the true value and a relative standard error of 

3.54
1
. 

Questionnaire Development and Pre-Testing 

The survey was developed using iterative steps (Streiner et al., 2014). A panel 

composed by six professionals: a rheumatologist, a neurologist, three experts in survey 

design, and two clinicians experienced with fibromyalgia clinical evaluation and 

neuropathic pain assessment drafted and reviewed an initial list including 39 questions. 

In addition, two patients with FM were involved in the panel for face and content 

validity evaluation with the aim of increasing the quality of design process. The panel 

independently reviewed each question proposed in the preliminary questionnaire and 

provided feedbacks, modifications or suggestions. The final list of questions provided in 

the survey was the result of a full agreement reached by the experts and patients about 

the content accuracy, the choice of words and phrases, the order of the questions and 

survey structure (de Leeuw et al., 2008). This preliminary version was administered and 

pilot-tested in a convenient sample of 10 patients with and without a diagnosis of FM: 

questions were adapted and revisited based on received feedbacks. After this pilot-

phase, the principal investigator (AV) performed a one-to-one telephone interview with 

each of the 10 patients involved in pilot-test in order to investigate the possible 

                                                         
1
 https://www.abs.gov.au/websitedbs/D3310114.nsf/home/Sample+Size+Calculator 
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difficulties encountered in completing the survey (e.g., identifying questions requiring 

further explanations, words or concepts too difficult to understand, time spent to 

complete the survey) (de Leeuw et al., 2008). No further significant feedbacks emerged 

from this debriefing stage, and the survey was implemented through the on-line tool 

Survey Monkey (Survey-Monkey, Palo Alto, California, www.surveymonkey.com). 

Questionnaire Implementation 

The final version of the survey was divided in two sections (A and B), for a total of 35 

questions. The Italian and English versions are detailed, respectively, in Additional file 

II and III. In the section A patients were asked for: 1) demographic information 

(questions 1–4); 2) time of diagnosis and comorbidities (questions 5-6); 3) diagnostic 

exams performed and pharmacological therapy (questions 7-8), and 4) questions 

provided by the FRC including the WPI and the SSS (questions 9-14). The WPI is the 

count of a-priori determined non-articular body parts (0-19) referred as painful by the 

patients, while the SSS (0-12) quantifies the severity of fatigue, sleep, and cognitive 

symptoms plus the sum of additional symptoms (headaches, pain or cramps in lower 

abdomen, and depression) occurring in the lasts 6 months.  

The section B includes: 1) the 12-items Neuropathic Pain Symptoms Inventory (NPSI) 

(questions 15-24); 2) a self-made questionnaire including 8 items investigating the 

presence of symptoms (Small-Fibers Symptoms - SFS) typical of SFP (Themistocleous 

et al., 2014; Treister et al., 2017) (question 25); and 3) the 10-items Fibromyalgia 

Impact Questionnaire (FIQ) (questions 26-35). The NPSI comprised 10 questions with 

which patients could rate the perceived intensity of their symptoms on a 0-10 numeric 

rating scale (0-10 NRS). This questionnaire allows to discriminate and to quantify 5 

different neuropathic pain dimensions (burning or pressing pain, 

paresthesias/dysesthesias, paroxysmal pain and evoked pain) (Bouhassira et al., 2004; 
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Padua et al., 2009). We decided to not limit our investigation to the administration on 

NPSI for two main reasons: 1) a recent systematic review with meta-analysis (Grayston 

et al., 2018) has confirmed that nearly 50% of FM patients reported objective findings 

of reduction in the amount of intraepidermal small- end-nerve fibers density (ISENFD), 

highlighting a clinical picture of SFP; and 2) currently, neuropathy-related patient 

reported outcomes (as the NPSI), may not capture the full and variegated range of 

symptoms typical of SFPs.  

Data Collection Procedure 

The survey was administered over a ten-week period between 30th July 2019 and 14th 

September 2019. The emails contained the link to the on-line survey and a brief 

introduction outlining: the aim of the study, the guarantee for data anonymity, the 

informed consent statement, and the invitation to complete the survey. Each participant 

provided his consent to be enrolled in the study by clicking on a button shown once at 

the opening of the survey's web page. In each stage of the survey, participants have the 

possibility to exit from the questionnaire and to review or change each answer by using 

a back button before submitting the survey. Forced response validation was adopted 

aimed to prevent missing data: participants were required to answer all questions before 

submitting each section of the survey (de Leeuw et al., 2008). The survey took an 

average of 5-7 minutes to be completed, in accordance with the time indication reputed 

optimal to increase the response rate in on-line surveys (Fan and Yan, 2010). Two email 

reminders were sent to patient's associations at distance of 15 and 30 days after the 

initial contact in order to encourage the participation at the survey, and to increase the 

number of responders. Participation was on voluntary basis, and no incentives were 

offered. Multiple participations by the same patient on the survey were prevented by the 

IP (internet protocol) address recognition function implemented on Survey Monkey, 
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which did not allow the repetition of the survey from the same device (de Leeuw et al., 

2008). 

Dataset were stored in an encrypted computer and only the principal investigator (AV) 

had access to the information through the dedicated Survey Monkey profile. All data 

were anonymous: the survey did not retain name and email address, and the IP address 

for each participant was deleted after dataset download to maintain data confidentiality 

(de Leeuw et al., 2008). 

Data Analysis 

Normality distribution was tested using the Shapiro-Wilk test and visually inspecting 

quantile-quantile (Q-Q) plot. Demographic statistics were used to present demographic 

and clinical information of the sample. In case of questions with the possibility of 

multiple responses, it was considered every combination of answers provided by 

participants: affected body parts constituting the WPI were grouped in four categories 

(upper and lower limb, and upper and lower trunk). Pain intensity was extracted from 

FIQ’s item-5, while stiffness score from FIQ’s item-8. For prevalence data of NPSI, a 

conventional cut-off of 10 points was used to consider patients as having or not 

neuropathic pain. The Welch's 2-sample t-test was used to compare continuous 

variables between the groups FM+ and FM-, while the Mann-Whitney U-test was used 

for ordered categorical data, and Chi-squared test with Yates correction for frequencies 

or nominal data. The Spearman's test (rho) or Chi-square test of independence (χ
2
) (with 

Cramer’s V measuring the strength of the association), was used for correlation 

analysis. Correlation coefficients between 0.10 and 0.30 were considered as low, 

between 0.30 and 0.50 as medium, and >0.50 as high (Cohen, 1977).  

Alpha value for statistical significance was set at p<0.05 for all statistical test (indicated 

were appropriate). R software version 3.4.1 (R Development Core Team, 2009) were 
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used for statistical analysis, with the adoption of the packages psych (Revelle, 2017) 

and ggplot2 (Wickham, 2009).   

3. RESULTS 

Seven associations of patients accepted to receive our invitation e-mail, and to forward 

it their subscribers (the full list of association involved is reported Appendix I). A total 

sample of 854 patients (749 FM+ group and 105 in FM- group) were analysed. The 

response rate was 76.6% (899/1173): the figure 1 graphically showed the enrolment 

process. Two hundred seventy-four questionnaires were excluded due to missing data, 

or answers showed coarse errors (missing response rate of 23.4%), while thirty-eight 

patients (4.2%) were excluded because reporting the presence of psychiatric (n=13) or 

neurologic (n=25) comorbidities, and 7 patients (0.78%) were excluded because not 

fulfilling FRC. One hundred five subjects (12.3%) were included into FM- group. 

Demographic and clinical characteristics of both FM+ and FM- groups are summarized 

in table 1. No significant difference on age and regional provenience was found 

between groups (p>0.05), while there was a significant difference (p>0.001) in 

educational levels. About 90% of the entire cohort was female, significantly more in 

FM+ group respect to FM- (94.7% versus 89.5%; p=0.04). As showed in table 2, the 

vast majority of patients in both groups referred no comorbidities (82.5%-87.9%). In 

any case, in our cohort both the NPSQ, and the SFNS (table 5) were not significantly 

correlated (p>0.05) with the presence of comorbidities (diabetes, non-active cancer and 

rheumatoid arthritis), known in literature as being potential cause of neuropathic pain 

symptoms (Ahmed et al., 2014; Barbosa et al., 2019; Freeman, 2014; Koop et al., 2015; 

Miltenburg and Boogerd, 2014).  

Prevalence of neuropathic pain/symptoms: 
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All patients in our sample (except one subject in FM- group) reported NPSI score ≥1, 

indicating that neuropathic features (Lucchetta et al., 2011) were present, at different 

levels, in 100% of cases. We also established a more conservative cut-off of minimum 

10 points for the 0-100 NPSI to consider patients as having neuropathic pain features. 

Considering this value, we recoded the occurrence of neuropathic pain in 98.3% of 

subjects in FM+ group, and in 91.4% of those in FM- group, with statistical significant 

difference (p<0.001) between groups. NPSI score of clinical relevance (higher than 

50/100 points) were detected significantly more in FM+ group (62.4%) compared to 

FM- (21.0%). The mean NPSI score was significantly (p<0.001) higher in FM+ group 

(56.3±21.5) than FM- (34.2±19.5). Table 2 shows the distribution of different sub-types 

of neuropathic pain in FM+ and FM- groups. The most prevalent sub-type of 

neuropathic pain was ‘burning superficial spontaneous pain’ both in FM+ and in FM- 

groups, as well as the less reported sub-type was ‘paroxysmal pain’. The subscale 

‘burning superficial spontaneous pain’ have the higher score in both groups (median 

value: 7.0 in FM+ versus 4.0 in FM-), while the subscale 'paroxysmal pain' scored 

lowest (median values: 5.0 versus 2.5).  

About 50% of patients in FM+ groups referred at least three symptoms potentially 

attributable to small-fibers involvement, significantly more than was in FM- subjects 

(15.2%). In Table 3 are reported the individual distribution of SFNS, while in figure 3 

are also depicted all recorded combinations between SFNS. The most frequently 

reported SFNS in FM+ are dry eyes/mouth (75.2%), allodynia (52.1%) and dyshidrosis 

(41.5%). The same top-3 symptoms classification was found also in FM- group, despite 

the % frequency distribution was significantly higher in FM+ group (p<0.001).   

Diagnostic exams and pharmacological treatments: 
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Table 4 reassume diagnostic exams performed and pharmacological treatment assumed 

by patients at the moment of the enrolment in our study, considering the single choices, 

while in figure 3 and figure 4 are depicted all the possible combination of responses. 

The most prescribed exams are bio imaging (FM+: 61.0%; FM-: 58.6%), and nerves’ 

conduction tests (FM+: 44.1%; FM-: 40%). A considerable percentage of patients did 

not perform any of the listed exams (FM+: 31%; FM-: 39%), while the less prescribed 

test is the biopsy of the sural nerve (FM+: 0.9%; FM-: 0%) and of the skin (FM+: 2%; 

FM-: 1%).  

The majority of both FM+ (40.1%) and FM- (48.6%) patients did not assumed any of 

the listed drugs, while the top 2 assumed active principles are duloxetine (20.0%) and 

cyclobenzaprine (16.3%) in FM+ group, and pregabalin (18.1%) and duloxetine 

(16.2%) in FM- group. In this last group the proportion of patients declaring to not 

assume any drugs was slightly (48.6%) but significantly lower (p<0.001). 

Correlation analyses:  

Table 5 shows correlation coefficients of associations between NPSQ score, FIQ score 

and SFNS with clinical and demographical data. All association are statistically 

significant (p<0.05). The strength of association is high (>0.5) between NPSI and FIQ 

(rho=0.57), and between NPSI and pain (rho=0.63) in FM+, while the correlation has a 

medium effect size (0.30≤r≥0.50) between NPSI and stiffness (rho=0.45), and between 

NPSI and WPI (rho=0.33). In FM- there were strong associations between the numbers 

of SFP symptoms and WPI (Cramer’s V=0.51), and PSD (Cramer’s V=0.54). NPSQ 

score was not significantly correlated (or slightly correlated) with both age and 

symptoms duration (table 5). 

4. DISCUSSIONS 
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This cross-sectional study is the first investigation conducted on a large sample of 

Italian patients distributed nationwide.  

Among our sample, a clinical considerable score (NPSI ≥50/100) were recorded in 

62.4% of patients in sub-group FM+, and in 21.0% of FM- subjects. Significant 

differences between groups was also found between the mean NPSI score that was 

higher in FM+ (56.3/100) respect to FM- (34.2/100), and for pain ratings that were 

lower in FM- (median NRS: 8.0 versus 5.0). These differences may be explained by 4 

hypotheses: 1) the longer duration of symptoms in FM+ group; 2) the adoption of more 

specific pharmacological strategies in FM- group, where in fact gabapentin was the 

most used drug (18% of cases versus 12.6% in FM-); 3) the enrolment of these patients 

may have occurred in a stage of remission or stabilization of symptoms, or 4) FM- 

patients have been erroneously diagnosed as fibromyalgic. The first hypothesis may be 

potentially excluded because we found no significant correlation between NPSI score 

and symptoms duration in FM+ group. About the second hypothesis, higher prevalence 

of gabapentin administration may have had a limited influence in explaining lower 

neuropathic pain in FM- group. In fact, between-groups difference for pregabalin 

administration was not statistically significant. We are prone to exclude also the third 

hypothesis because clinical trials showed that only 1 out 12-13 patients substantially 

improved with pharmacological therapies (Üçeyler et al., 2017; Walitt et al., 2015b), 

and only 25% of them moderately improved over a mean period of 4 years (Walitt et al., 

2011). This time period is greater than the median time since the FM diagnosis was 

received by the patients in our sample, and consequently it is greater than the length of 

time within which they could have potentially taken drug therapies. Nevertheless, we 

have no sufficient data to both confirm and exclude this hypothesis, that it remains 

speculative. Certainly, we cannot exclude that, simply, these patients may be falsely 
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positive to FM diagnostic criteria (Walitt et al., 2016). For this reason, FM- group may 

represents both erroneously diagnosed FM patients (fourth hypothesis), and those with a 

previous diagnosis of FM that may have achieved a relative symptoms remission (third 

hypothesis). In fact, FM cannot be considered a categorical disorder per se, rather it 

embodies a spectrum disorder (Wolfe et al., 2013), and FM- patients, as well as those 

with comorbidities, were considered to capture other classes of FM subjects placed 

along the continuum represented by the FM syndrome (Davis et al., 2018). It has been 

noted that a cut-off of 12 or 13 points on PSD scale (Walitt et al., 2015a; Wolfe et al., 

2013, 2011), was reported to better distinguish fibromyalgic from non-fibromyalgic 

patients for research purposes, and our sample of FM- subjects had a median value of 

11.0, thus potentially candidate to be considered as misdiagnosed.  

Results from this survey confirm the presence of complained neuropathic pain 

symptoms already found in previous primary studies (Evdokimov et al., 2019; Gauffin 

et al., 2013; Martínez-Lavin et al., 2003), even if directly scores comparisons are 

possible only with the study of Evdokimov et al. (Evdokimov et al., 2019) using the 

NPSI. The mean score (59/100) in their study was very similar to our (56.3/100), even if 

sub-scales score composition for neuropathic pain quality is different, with ‘pressure’ 

type of pain as the most frequently reported and higher scored, respect to ‘burning’ pain 

we found in our study.  

Half of our patients also reported the presence of at least 3 symptoms that are classically 

associated to a potential underlying SFP, mainly allodynia (52%), dry eyes/mouth 

(75%), and dyshidrosis (42%) (Koroschetz et al., 2011; Lodahl et al., 2017; Terkelsen et 

al., 2017; Treister et al., 2017). Dyshidrosis, as a subjectively reported symptom of 

potential autonomic dysfunctions, was also found by Evdokimov et al (Evdokimov et 

al., 2019) in 26% of patients studied. Differences between findings may be explained by 
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the different samples size, or by the different modality of questions administration. 

Other differences regard the prevalence of skin modifications, and hair/nails growth: 

respectively, 33% and 23% in our study, 10% and 9% in the study of (Evdokimov et al., 

2019).  

In our study NPSI, score and SFP symptoms were not correlated with comorbidities. 

Thus, we can presume that the prevalence of neuropathic pain in our sample may have 

not be biased by concomitant diseases (as rheumatoid arthritis, diabetes or non-active 

cancer). However, we cannot exclude that these comorbidities may represent a potential 

hidden aetiological cause of this observed neuropathic symptoms.  

NPSI and disability (FIQ) were strongly correlated with pain levels. Therefore, 

considering that in FM patients the neuropathic symptoms may partially account for 

disability and pain perception, they should be properly investigated and treated. 

Moreover, neuropathic pain was also moderately correlated with stiffness levels that is 

one of the key symptoms in FM. In light of this association, this relationship should also 

be further investigated in future clinical studies.  

Overall, our findings underscore the importance of neuropathic pain symptoms 

identification, since we found a strong correlation between the presence of neuropathic 

pain measured through the NPSI and higher levels of disability, pain and stiffness. 

Nevertheless, this condition seems to be under recognized. In fact, only 2% of this 

patient received a prescription for a skin punch biopsy, the diagnostic test currently 

considered the best available to identify SFPs (Boruchow and Gibbons, 2013; Lauria 

and Devigili, 2007; Lauria et al., 2010), and 40% performed electro diagnostic studies. 

Differences in prescription of these two diagnostic tests may be potentially explained by 

the attribution of neuropathic symptoms to the involvement of large-fibers instead of an 

involvement of small-fibers (Grayston et al., 2018). Therefore, we can presume that 
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both a poor awareness of rheumatologists about the presence of SFP in FM, or its 

exclusion through clinical examination, may have produced this result. Nevertheless, we 

have no data about the administration of a dedicated clinical examination for SFP in our 

sample. 

Accordingly, drugs recommended for neuropathic pain, such as gabapentin (Cruccu and 

Truini, 2017; Macfarlane et al., 2017; Straube et al., 2010), resulted under administrated 

in our cohort: only 12.6% of FM+ and 18% of FM- patients reported to assume this 

anti-neuropathic pain agent. Even if the self-administered nature of the present survey 

prevent us to exclude the possibility of missing reports for both exams prescriptions and 

drugs assumptions due to patients’ non-adherence with rheumatologists prescriptions, 

the two prevalence data reported appear in contrast respect to the percentage of patients 

referring clinically relevant levels of neuropathic pain (62.4%).  

In accordance with recent studies, it should be considered that more than half of FM 

patients might have an undiagnosed SFP (Grayston et al., 2018) or a mixed-fibers 

involvement (Caro et al., 2018; Lawson et al., 2018). To rise this suspect is clinically 

important, being sometimes possible to detect and treat the aetiology of the neuropathy, 

as in the case of diabetes (Barbosa et al., 2019; Freeman, 2014) or pre-diabetes (Novella 

et al., 2001; Rajabally, 2011; Sumner et al., 2003; Ziegler et al., 2009). In fact, a 

considerable percentage of patients with painful neuropathies or with FM, showed 

abnormal results on 2-hour glucose tolerance tests, and high glycated haemoglobin A1c 

(HbA1c) levels (Evdokimov et al., 2019; Fava et al., 2013; Green et al., 2010; Smith et 

al., 2001; Sumner et al., 2003).  

Considering that particular phenotypes with neurological aetiology have been identified 

in literature (Caro et al., 2018; Gauffin et al., 2013; Lawson et al., 2018), and seem to be 

associated with more severe symptoms profile (Evdokimov et al., 2019), the presence of 
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neuropathic pain should be recognized and taken into account, especially in absence of 

reliable clinical examination (Caro et al., 2018; Lawson et al., 2018). The NPSI is easy 

and time-saving to be administered both in clinics and in research, and the identification 

of neuropathic descriptors may have implication for following clinical decision making 

as to perform further diagnostic investigations or therapeutic choices including specific 

anti-neuropathic agents. In fact, the use of self-administered neuropathic pain 

questionnaires are recommended for identifying patients affected by pain with 

neuropathic characteristics (Haanpää et al., 2011), and may be helpful to address this 

particular sub-group of patients with tailored diagnostics pathways (Häuser et al., 2018). 

However, it should be taken into consideration that the adoption of cut-off score 

originally proposed in validation study of NPSI may overestimate the presence of 

neuropathic pain in widespread conditions, as in our sample (100% adopting a score 

>1 point). For this reason, future clinical studies should clarify the validity of NPSI in 

correctly identifying patients with reduced ISENFD, or with small fibers/large fibers 

dysfunctions in cohorts of FM patients, as already studied for the PainDETECT 

(Gauffin et al., 2013) and the LANSS (Martínez-Lavin et al., 2003).  

Although the administration of NPSI cannot replace the results of diagnostic tests and 

clinical reasoning, it can be of support for clinicians to screen the presence of 

neuropathic pain/symptoms in FM patients. In fact, our prevalence data, and those 

detected by other authors (Martínez-Lavin et al., 2003; Rehm et al., 2010) are 

significantly higher (about nine to ten-fold) compared to those reported for the general 

population (Bouhassira et al., 2008; Torrance et al., 2006). Moreover, despite NPSI may 

have a limited utility in predicting the magnitude of ISENFD reduction (Evdokimov et 

al., 2019; Kosmidis et al., 2014) and there are no data about the correlation with large 

nerve fibers dysfunctions, it should be also considered that 40% of patients with higher 
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NPSI score exhibited ISENFD below the diagnostic cut-off for SFP (Kosmidis et al., 

2014).  

Strengths and Limitations    

The descriptive nature of this investigation is one of the limitations of the present study. 

The lack of a clinical evaluation prevents us to draw any conclusion about the 

confirmation for the neuropathic aetiology of pain complained by patients enrolled in 

our sample.  

Additionally, despite in both email invitation and consent form we explicitly required to 

participate in our study only in case of a previous diagnosis of FM made by a 

rheumatologist, we cannot reliable exclude that all included subjects followed this 

requirement. Nevertheless, in order to overcame this potential limitation, we 

administered the self-reported FRC (Wolfe et al., 2011) that have provided reliable 

results respect to the 2010-ACR criteria administered by physicians (Wolfe et al., 

2016b). Moreover, we excluded all patients having symptoms less than 3-months.  

Finally, we cannot adopt for the patients the exclusion criteria for the presence of 

“another disorder that would otherwise sufficiently explain the pain”. As with most 

epidemiology studies in FM, we did not have sufficient clinical data to apply this 

criterion, especially in absence of a clinical evaluation (Wolfe et al., 2013). It has been 

noted that this may represent a controversial requirement due to the uncertainty in 

defying disorders potentially mimicking the clinical manifestations of FM (Wolfe et al., 

2013). Nevertheless, in order to limit potential confounders or unreliable data, we 

explicitly asked for the presence of major comorbidities as psychiatric or neurological 

disorders, excluding patients declaring to have these conditions.   

5. CONCLUSIONS 
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The results of this study indicate that a clinically considerable neuropathic pain levels, 

and other symptoms potentially indicative for the presence of SFP are detected in about 

half of FM patients included in our sample. Considering that higher score in NPSI were 

strongly correlated with worse disability, pain and stiffness levels, we think that as 

clinicians we cannot ignore the possibility that these patients may potentially have 

underling neuropathies, and the assessment of the neuropathic dimension of pain should 

be part of the routine clinical practice. 
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7. TABLES AND FIGURES 

Table 1. Participants’ demographic characteristics (n=854) 

 

 FM+ FM-  P value 

 Values  95%CI Values  95%CI   
Total, n (%) 749 (87.7)        - 105 (12.3)      -  

Gender, n (%) 

       Female 

       Male 

 

709 (94.7) 

  40 (5.3) 

 

92.7-96.1 

3.9-7.3 

 

94 (89.5) 

11 (10.5) 

 

81.6-94.4 

5.6-18.4 

0.04
§
 

Age: Years,  

            Mean (SD) 

           Ranges (min.-max.) 

 

47.9 (10.5) 

18.0 – 80.0 

 

47.2-48.7 

       - 

 

49.2 (11.2) 

25.0-79.0  

 

47.0-51.4 

      - 

0.32
#
 

Italian Region, n (%) 

 North 

 Centre 

 South 

 Islands 

 

404 (53.9) 

118 (15.8) 

128 (17.1) 

  99 (13.2) 

 

 10.9-15.9 

 14.5-20.0 

 13.3-18.6 

 50.3-57.5 

 

66 (62.9) 

14 (13.3) 

17 (16.2) 

8 (7.6) 

 

52.8-71.9 

7.8-21.7 

10.0-25.0 

3.6-14.9 

0.31
§
 

Education, n (%) 

 PhD 

 Bachelor’s degree 

 High school 

 Secondary school 

 Primary school 

 

12 (1.6) 

188 (25.1) 

416 (55.5) 

130 (17.4) 

3 (0.4) 

 

 0.9-2.9 

 22.1-28.4 

 51.9-59.1 

 14.8-20.3 

 0.1-1.3 

 

0 (0.0) 

50 (47.6) 

46 (43.8) 

9 (8.6) 

0 (0.0) 

 

n.a. 

37.9-57.6 

34.3-53.8 

4.2-16.1 

n.a. 

<0.001
§
 

Legends: not applicable (n.a.); number of participants (n); percentage (%); minimum value (min.); 

maximum value (max); Standard Deviation (SD); Interquartile Range (IQR); 95% confidence interval 

(95%CI), 
§
Chi-square test; *Mann-Whitney U test; 

#
Whelch’s t-test. 
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Table 2. Participant clinical characteristics 

 

Clinical Variables (n= 854) FM+ (n= 749) FM- (n= 105) P value 

 Values  95%CI Values  95%CI  

Comorbidities, n (%): 

     None 

     Non active cancer 

     Rheumatoid Arthritis 

     Diabetes 

 

618 (82.5) 

34 (4.5) 

66 (8.8) 

31 (4.1) 

 

79.6-85.1      

3.2-6.4 

6.9-11.1 

2.9-5.9 

 

94 (89.5) 

2 (1.9) 

6 (5.7) 

3 (2.9) 

 

81.6-94.4 

0.3-7.4 

2.3-12.5  

0.7-8.7 

    

<0.05
§
 

FM diagnosis (months): 

     Median (IQR) 

     Ranges (min-max) 

 

36.0 (45.0) 

1-400 

        

       - 

       - 

 

36.0 (49) 

1-300 

        

      - 

      - 

      

0.67* 

WPI, median (IQR) 11.0 (6.0)        - 5.0 (2.0)       - <0.001* 

SSS, median (IQR) 10.0 (3.0)        - 6.0 (3.0)       -   

<0.001
§
 

PSD, median (IQR) 21.0 (8.0)        - 11.0 (2.0)       -   

<0.001
§
 

Symptoms Duration, months: 

     Median (IQR) 

     Range (min.-max.)       

 

48 (70) 

3-564 

 

       - 

       - 

 

36 (48) 

1-360 

 

      - 

      - 

      

0.02* 

Pain Intensity (last week), 0-10 

NRS: Median (IQR) 

 

8.0 (3.0) 

 

       - 

 

5.0 (3.0) 

 

      - 

  

<0.001* 

Stiffness (last week), 0-10 NRS:  

     Median (IQR) 

 

8.0 (3.0) 

   

       -    

 

7.0 (3.0) 

 

      - 

  

<0.001* 

Disability, FIQ (0-100):  

     Mean (SD) 

 

69.0 (13.9) 

 

67.0-70.0 

 

50.7 (16.4) 

 

47.5-53.9 

  

<0.001* 

Neuropathic Pain: NPSI: 

     Mean (SD) 

 

56.3 (21.5) 

 

54.8-57.9 

 

34.2 (19.5) 

 

30.4-38.0 

  

<0.001* 

Burning (superficial) 

spontaneous pain, intensity (0-

10 NRS):       Median (IQR)                                                     

Pressing (deep) spontaneous 

pain, intensity (0-10 NRS): 

     Median (IQR)             

Paroxysmal pain, intensity (0-

10 NRS): 

     Median (IQR)                                 

Evoked pain, intensity (0-10 

NRS): Median (IQR)                                                             

Paresthesia/dysesthesia, 

intensity (0-10 NRS):                                     

     Median (IQR)                                                              

 

 

7.0 (3.0) 

 

 

6.0 (4.0) 

 

5.0 (5.0) 

 

6.3 (4.0) 

 

 

6.0 (4.5) 

      

 

       - 

        

        

       - 

 

       - 

 

       - 

 

       

       - 

 

 

4.0 (5.0) 

 

 

3.0 (4.0) 

 

2.5 (5.0) 

 

3.7 (4.0) 

 

 

3.0 (4.0) 

 

     

      - 

        

        

      - 

 

      - 

 

      - 

 

        

      - 

 

Legends: number of participants (n); percentage (%); minimum value (min.); maximum value (max); Standard 

Deviation (SD); Interquartile Range (IQR); 95% confidence interval (95%CI); Neuropathic Pain Symptoms Inventory 

(NPSI), range from 0 (no neuropathic symptoms) to 100 (worst neuropathic pain symptoms); Fibromialgia Impact 

Questionnaire (FIQ), range from 0 (no impact on health status) to 100 (maximum impact on health status); 0-10 pain 
Numeric Rating Scale (NRS), range from 0 (no pain) to 10 (worst pain as possible); Small Fibers Neuropathic 

Symptoms (SFNS); range from o (no neuropathic pain symptoms) to 8 (maximum number of neuropathic symptoms), 

Widespread Pain Index (WPI), range from 0 (none painful areas) to 19 (maximum number of painful areas). Symptoms 

Severity Score (SSS), range fro 0 (low symptom severity) to 12 (high symptoms severity); Polysymptomatic Distress 
Score (PSD), range from 0 (low fibromyalgia severity) to 31 (high fibromyalgia severity). *Mann-Whitney U test; 
#Whelch’s t-test; §Chi-squared test 
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Table 3. Participant characteristics (n=854) 

 

Neuropathic Pain/Symptoms Prevalence 

(n= 854) 

FM+  

(n= 749) 

FM- 

 (n= 105) 

P value 

Occurrence of Neuropathic Pain:  

      NPSI ≥10, n (%) 

      NPSI ≥50, n (%)                                         

 

736 (98.3) 

467 (62.4) 

96 (91.4) 

22 (21.0) 

<0.001⸹ 

<0.001⸹ 

Most frequent neuropathic pain descriptors (≥3/10): 

     Burning (superficial) spontaneous pain, n (%) 

     Pressing (deep) spontaneous pain, n (%) 

     Paroxysmal pain, n (%) 

     Evoked pain, n (%) 

     Paresthesia/dysesthesia, n (%) 

 

637 (85.1) 

626 (83.6) 

548 (73.2) 

626 (83.6) 

604 (80.7) 

 

68 (64.8) 

55 (52.4) 

48 (45.8) 

62 (59.1) 

60 (57.1) 

<0.001⸹ 

<0.001⸹ 

<0.001⸹ 

<0.001⸹ 

<0.001⸹ 

Neuropathic Pain: SFSQ, median (IQR) 

     None, n (%)                               

     ≥1, n (%) 

     ≥3, n (%) 

     ≥5, n (%) 

     ≥7 n (%) 

 

51 (6.8) 

698 (93.2) 

383 (51.1) 

116 (15.5) 

20 (2.7) 

 

32 (30.5) 

73 (69.5) 

16 (15.2) 

1 (1.0) 

0 (0.0) 

<0.001⸹ 

<0.001⸹ 

<0.001⸹ 

<0.001⸹ 

    0.53⸹ 

Neuropathic Pain: SFSQ, n (%) 

      None 

      Dry Eyes/mouth 

      Allodynia (clothes or bed sheets intolerance) 

      Changed pattern of sweating on body 
      Skin colour alterations/modifications 

      Reduced hair/nails growth on lower extremities  

      Thermal allodynia (skin that hurts at contact          

      with warm surfaces) 

      Warm hypoesthesia (reduced skin sensation at     

      contact with warm surfaces) 

      Cold hypoesthesia (reduced skin sensation at    

      contact with cold surfaces) 

 

51 (6.8) 

563 (75.2) 

390 (52.1) 

311 (41.5) 

244 (32.6) 

171 (22.8) 

162 (21.6) 

 

165 (22.0) 

 

84 (11.2) 

 

32 (30.5) 

47 (44.8) 

29 (27.6) 

17 (16.2) 

14 (13.3) 

9 (8.6) 

12 (11.4) 

 

3 (2.9) 

 

0 (0) 

 

<0.001⸹ 

<0.001⸹ 

<0.001⸹ 

<0.001⸹ 

<0.001⸹ 

<0.001⸹ 

    0.01⸹ 

 

<0.001⸹ 

 

<0.001⸹ 

 

Legends: number of participants (n); percentage (%); Interquartile Range (IQR); Neuropathic Pain 

Symptoms Inventory (NPSI), range from 0 (no neuropathic symptoms) to 100 (worst neuropathic pain 

symptoms); Small Fibers Neuropathic Symptoms (SFNS); range from o (no neuropathic pain symptoms) 

to 8 (maximum number of neuropathic symptoms), 
⸹
Chi-squared with Yates correction. 
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Table 4. Diagnostic Tests and Pharmacological treatments (n= 854) 

 

 FM+ (n= 749) FM- (n= 105) P value 

 Values  95%CI Values  95%CI  

Diagnostic tests, n (%) 

     none 

     EMG/ENG 

     Sural biopsy 

     Cutaneous biopsy 

     Imaging  

 

232 (31.0) 

330 (44.1) 

7 (0.9) 

15 (2.0) 

457 (61.0) 

27.7-34.5 

40.5-47.7 

0.4-2.0 

1.2-3.4 

57.4-64.5 

41 (39.1) 

42 (40.0) 

0 (0) 

1 (1.0)  

51 (48.6) 

29.8-49.1 

30.7-50.0 

0.0-4.4 

0.0-6.0 

38.8-58.5 

0.10
 § 

0.56
§
 

0.32
§
 

0.45
§ 

0.02
§
 

Drugs, n (%) 

     No drugs assumption 

     Duloxetine 

     Pregabalin 

     Tramadol 

     Cyclobenzaprine 

     Amitriptyline 

     Fluoxetine 

     Cannabinoids 

 

300 (40.1) 

150 (20.0) 

94 (12.6) 

76 (10.2) 

122 (16.3) 

83 (11.1) 

24 (3.2) 

72 (9.6) 

 

36.5-43.7 

17.3-23.1 

10.3-15.2 

8.1-12.6 

13.8-19.2 

9.0-13.6 

2.1-4.8 

7.6-12.0 

51 (48.6) 

17 (16.2) 

19 (18.1) 

6 (5.7) 

9 (8.6) 

7 (6.7) 

3 (2.9) 

9 (8.6) 

38.8-58.5 

10.0-25.0 

11.5-27.1 

2.3-12.5 

4.2-16.1 

3.0-13.7 

0.7-8.7 

4.2-16.1 

  0.01
§ 

0.31
§ 

0.16
§ 

0.14
§ 

0.03
§ 

0.15
§ 

0.83
§ 

0.69
§
 

Legends: number of participants (n); percentage (%); Electromyography (EMG); Electroneurography 

(ENG); 
§
Chi-squared test. 
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Table 5. Correlation Analysis between demographic variables and outcome 

measures (n= 749) 

 
Statistical 

Test 
 

Demographic variables 

Correlation coefficient 

  FM+ 

  Age Symptoms duration Comorbidities 

Spearman’s 

rho 
NPSQ -0.08* 0.01  

Cramer’s V NPSQ   0.36 

 SFNS   0.11 

*p value <0.05 

** p value <0.01 

if statistically significant, in bold are reported the correlation coefficient > 0.50 (high) 

Legends: NPSI: Neuropathic Pain Symptoms Inventory, range from 0 (no neuropathic symptoms) to 100 

(worst neuropathic pain symptoms); FIQ: Fibromialgia Impact Questionnaire, range from 0 (no impact on 

health status) to 100 (maximum impact on health status); 0-10 NRS: Numeric Rating Scale, range from 0 

(no pain/stiffness) to 10 (worst pain/stiffness as possible); SFNS: Small Fibers Neuropathic Symptoms; 

range from o (no neuropathic pain symptoms) to 8 (maximum number of neuropathic symptoms); WPI: 

Widespread Pain Index, range from 0 (none painful areas) to 19 (maximum number of painful areas).  
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Table 6. Correlation Analysis between clinical variables and outcome measures 

(n= 749) 

 

Statistical 

Test 
 

Outcome Measures 

Correlation coefficient 

  FM+ 

  Numeric ordinal variables Nominal variables 

  FIQ 
PAIN 

(0-10 NRS) 

STIFFNESS 

(0-10 NRS) 
WPI SFSN SSS PSD 

Spearman’s 

rho 
NPSI 0.57* 0.63* 0.45** 0.33*    

Cramer’s V NPSI     0.18
**

 0.14
*
 0.19

**±
 

 
Small 

Fibers 
0.18

**
 0.15

**
 0.14

**
 0.19

**
 - 0.14

*
 0.13

±
 

*p value <0.05 

** p value <0.01 
± 

statistical analysis performed for FM+ and FM- aggregated data 

if statistically significant, in bold are reported the correlation coefficient > 0.50 (high) 

Legends: NPSI: Neuropathic Pain Symptoms Inventory, range from 0 (no neuropathic symptoms) to 100 

(worst neuropathic pain symptoms); FIQ: Fibromialgia Impact Questionnaire, range from 0 (no impact on 

health status) to 100 (maximum impact on health status); 0-10 NRS: Numeric Rating Scale, range from 0 

(no pain/stiffness) to 10 (worst pain/stiffness as possible); SFNS: Small Fibers Neuropathic Symptoms; 

range from o (no neuropathic pain symptoms) to 8 (maximum number of neuropathic symptoms); WPI: 

Widespread Pain Index, range from 0 (none painful areas) to 19 (maximum number of painful areas).  
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Figure 1. Enrollment process flow-chart 
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Figure 2. FM+ participant characteristics (n=749) 

 

         Upper Limb (64.1%)             Lower Limb (61.1%)  

         Upper Trunk (62.2%)            Lower Trunk (56.8%)    

 

Pain locations expressed in absolute number (n=) and in percentage (%) as revealed by the Widespread 

Pain Index obtained through the administration of the Fibromyalgia criteria (American College of 

Rheumatology, 2011). 

Shoulder Girdle (SG); Arm (Ar); Forearm (F); H (Hip); Thigh (T); Shank (S); Jaw (J); Chest (C); 

Abdomen (A); Upper Back (UB); Lower Back (LB); Neck (N) 
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Figure 3. FM- participant characteristics (n=105) 

 

         Upper Limb (70.5%)             Lower Limb (68.6%)  

         Upper Trunk (84.8%)            Lower Trunk (62.9%)    

 

Pain locations expressed in absolute number (n=) and in percentage (%) as revealed by the 

Widespread Pain Index obtained through the administration of the Fibromyalgia criteria 

(American College of Rheumatology, 2011). 

Shoulder Girdle (SG); Arm (Ar); Forearm (F); H (Hip); Thigh (T); Shank (S); Jaw (J); Chest 

(C); Abdomen (A); Upper Back (UB); Lower Back (LB); Neck (N) 
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Figure 4. Diagnostic test executed by FM+ patients 

 

 

Results shown as percentages of individual single choices and combination of responses.  A: 

Electromyography/Electroneurography; B: Sural biopsy; C: Cutaneous biopsy; D: imaging. 

Empty Column: no diagnostic test executed.  
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Figure 5. FM+ Patients' drugs assumption 

 

 
 

Results shown as percentages of individual single choices and combination of responses. A: no 

drugs assumption; B: Duloxetin; C: Pregabalin; D: Tramadol; E: Cyclobenzaprine; F: 

Amitriptyline; G: Fluoxetine; H: Cannabinoids 
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Figure 6. Prevalence of symptoms indicative for Small-fiber Pathology in FM+ 

Patients 

 

 
 

Results shown as percentages of individual single choices and combination of 

responses. A: Empty column: no small-fibers symptoms reported. A: dry eye/mouth; B: 

Allodynia; C: Changed pattern of sweating on body; D: Skin colour 

alterations/modifications; E: Reduced hair/nails growth on lower extremities; F: 

Thermal allodynia; G: Warm Hypoesthesia; H: Cold Hypoesthesia.  
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Abstract 

Background and aims: 

Fibromyalgia (FM) shows variegated clinical manifestations that sometimes has led 

clinicians to doubt its real existence, until to be considered a reflection of anxiety or 

attention seeking behaviour. Recent findings have detected the presence of neuropathic 

conditions in FM patients, in which both large- and small-fibers are involved (Caro et 

al., 2018; Grayston et al., 2018; Lawson et al., 2018), especially in more severe 

phenotypes (Evdokimov et al., 2019). In addition, preliminary data have described the 

presence of “phantom" symptoms of swelling in hands and feet (McCabe et al., 2004), 

similar to those referred by patients affected by neuropathic painful conditions, as for 

e.g., Complex Regional Pain Syndrome (Lewis et al., 2007; Peltz et al., 2011), phantom 

limb, peripheral nerves lesions (Pazzaglia et al., 2019), and spinal cord injuries (Curt et 

al., 2011; Siddall and McClelland, 1999).  

The aim of this cross-sectional survey was to investigate the prevalence of bodily 

illusions phenomena in a large sample of Italian FM patients, studying the association 

with neuropathic pain. This study represents a secondary analysis of data collected 

about the prevalence of neuropathic pain in FM patients. 

Methods: 
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We designed a quantitative web-based cross-sectional survey according to the Checklist 

for Reporting Results of Internet E-Surveys (CHERRIES) guidelines (Eysenbach, 2004) 

and the Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology 

(STROBE) (von Elm et al., 2007). The on-line Survey Monkey® platform was adopted 

to collect data. The study was approved by the Liguria Regional Clinical Experimental 

Ethics Committee (protocol registration number 290/2018). 

The survey was administered between July and September 2019 by sending email 

invitations to 7 associations of FM patients distributed nationwide. We analyzed 

demographic and clinical variables including pain and stiffness intensity, duration, and 

counting of painful sites. We adopted the Neuropathic Pain Symptoms Inventory 

(NPSI) to assess neuropathic dimension of symptoms. The presence of symptoms 

indicative of potential small-fibers pathology (SFP) was investigated asking for the 

presence of 8 signs and symptoms reported in literature as characteristics of SFPs. 

Bodily illusions were investigated by asking patients to check 5 statements, about the 

presence of illusory perception of swelling, shrunken or asymmetrical body parts, and 

perceived feeling of constriction or heaviness. Patients were required to answer “yes” or 

“no” on the base of the concordance with their perceived feelings. Two groups of FM 

patients were considered: those positive (FM+) to the Fibromyalgia Research Criteria 

(FRC) (Wolfe et al., 2011) and those complaining typical FM symptoms but not 

fulfilling the FRC (FM-). 

Results: 

The survey was correctly completed by 899 out of 1179 participants (76.6%). A total 

sample of 854 patients (749 in FM+ group, and 105 in FM- group) was analyzed after 

the exclusion of subjects with neurologic (n=25) and psychiatric (n=13) comorbidities. 

More than one bodily illusion was reported by 67% of FM+ patients and by 41% of 
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FM- subjects. Considering the lack of data about the prevalence of body illusory 

phenomena in the general population, we conservatively decided to consider patients 

with 1 referred bodily illusion as not affected. Through this cut-off, the percentages of 

patients without bodily illusions varied between 32.7% and 59%, for FM+ and FM- 

group, respectively. The median number of bodily illusions was 2 (interquartile 

range=2) in FM+, and 1 (interquartile range=1) in FM-. The three most frequently 

reported illusions in FM+ were phantoms feelings of "heaviness" (77.6%), 

"constriction" (51.9%), and "swelling" (50.5%). The number of bodily illusions is 

significantly correlated with all clinical variables considered: the strength of the 

associations was moderate for neuropathic pain measured with the NPSI (rho=0.35) for 

counts of symptoms indicative for small-fibers involvement (rho=0.37), and for FM 

severity (rho=0.32). 

Conclusions: 

Our main findings highlight the presence of bodily illusions phenomena in FM patients 

that are moderately correlated both with neuropathic pain and with counts of symptoms 

indicative for small-fibers involvement. If they will be confirmed in future studies, 

bodily illusions may be potentially considered as part of the clinical picture of FM, on a 

par with pain, neuropathic symptoms, stiffness, and disability. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Fibromyalgia (FM) is the second most common diagnosed rheumatic disorder after 

osteoarthritis (Clauw, 2014), having a burden substantially similar to those of 

rheumatoid arthritis (Silverman et al., 2009). Widespread pain, including in visceral 

organs, is one of the main characteristic of this syndrome that severely affects the 

quality of life (Smythe, 1986; Wolfe et al., 1990), especially for psychological and 

practical consequences that negatively influence clinical outcomes and the prognosis 

(McCabe et al., 2009). 

FM shows variegated clinical manifestations that sometimes has led clinicians to doubt 

its real existence, until to be considered a reflection of anxiety or attention seeking 

behaviour (McCabe et al., 2007). However, recent research findings have showed a 

clinical picture of neuropathic pain, in which both large- and small- fibers seems to be 

involved (Caro et al., 2018; Grayston et al., 2018; Lawson et al., 2018), especially in 

more severe phenotypes (Evdokimov et al., 2019).  

In addition, FM patients seems to refer also a form of “phantom" symptoms of swelling 

in hands and feet (McCabe et al., 2004), similar to those referred by patients with 

Complex Regional Pain Syndrome (CRPS) (Lewis et al., 2007; Peltz et al., 2011). This 

condition is called macrosomatoagnosia (Moseley, 2005; Robinson and Podoll, 2000), 

and these phenomena have been defined as “phantom” because perceived feelings can 

be disconfirmed through the visual or manual inspection of the affected body parts. 

Patients are aware of this perceptual conflict, and that the swelling does not exist 

(McCabe et al., 2004). However, phantom perceptions seems so real that patients, for 

e.g., try to untie their shoes or wear larger clothes, in order to feel more comfortable 

with their “enlarged” body parts (McCabe et al., 2009).  
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Recently, the potential role played by body perception dysfunctions has been 

highlighted by Trojan et al. (Trojan et al., 2014), who suggest that diagnostic and 

therapeutic procedure may be improved if more emphasis will be placed on the research 

in the field of body perception. Even, in CRPS, body illusions seem to precede the onset 

of other symptoms, and it has been speculated that pain may be a consequence rather 

than a cause for the development of “phantoms perceptions” (Bultitude and Rafal, 

2010). 

The perception of body dimensions, contours, and ownership is usually taken for 

granted. However, in some circumstances where derangements appear between 

perceived feelings and the body actual state, both pain and stressful response may 

potentially increase as consequence to these 'bizarre' body distortions. In fact, pain 

represents the conscious perception that the body is threatened; it follows that is 

fundamental to understand how is perceived that body that needs of protection, because 

these mechanisms may be related with the emergence of pain itself (Wand et al., 2016). 

Not being able to rely on information coming from our bodies, and experience such 

bodily illusions may be detrimental to quality of life, social interactions and, overall, on 

mental health (Lewis et al., 2007; Longo, 2015).  

Nevertheless, epidemiological data are lacking about the prevalence of these 

phenomena in FM patients, and to the authors’ knowledge, there are no quantitative, nor 

qualitative study, exploring these aspects in subjects affected by FM. 

This study is a secondary analysis of data collected about the prevalence of neuropathic 

pain in FM patients shown in Chapter II. The aim was to explore the phenomenon of 

bodily illusions in a large cohort of Italian patients with FM distributed nationwide, and 

to study possible correlations between the presence of perceptual disorders with 

symptoms duration, pain intensity, stiffness levels, and neuropathic pain.  
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2. METHODS 

Design 

This study represent a secondary analysis of a cross-sectional electronic survey 

conducted on a large sample of Italian patients with FM distributed nationwide (cfr. 

Chapter II). We designed a quantitative web-based cross-sectional survey according to 

the Checklist for Reporting Results of Internet E-Surveys (CHERRIES) (Eysenbach, 

2004) guidelines, and the Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in 

Epidemiology (STROBE) (von Elm et al., 2007). The study was approved by the 

Liguria Regional Clinical Experimental Ethics Committee (protocol registration number 

290/2018, approved on 29/07/2019). 

Participants and Setting 

Associations representative of FM and rheumatic patients were contacted by phone, and 

asked to share the survey via email to their associates: 1457 subjects took part in the 

study, of whom 1249 (86%) completed the survey (cfr. chapter II). Subjects were 

considered eligible if they: a) received a clinical diagnosis of FM made by a 

rheumatologist; b) reported clinical features in accordance with the Fibromyalgia 

Research Criteria (FRC) (Wolfe et al., 2011), also known as Modified American 

College of Rheumatology (ACR) criteria; c) had no referred comorbidities (e.g. 

diabetes, malignancies and major psychiatric disorders); d) had a valid e-mail account; 

and e) understood the Italian language. The positivity to the ACR criteria was fulfilled 

(FM criteria+ group) if patients showed these two conditions at the moment of study 

enrolment: 1) WPI (Widespread index) ≥7 and SSS (Symptom Severity score) ≥5 (high 

WI group), or WPI between 3 and 6 and SS ≥9 (low WI group) (Wolfe et al., 2016); 2) 

presence of stable symptoms for at least 3 months. 
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Considering previous surveys on fibromyalgic and rheumatic patients that have reported 

a missing response rate range varying between 6% to 62% (Firestone et al., 2014; 

Horton et al., 2017; Salaffi et al., 2016; Tedeschi et al., 2017; Wilson et al., 2017), we 

calculated a-priori a minimum number of 800 responders. The application of this value 

to the formula estimating the size for a single population proportion with the population 

proportion set at 50.0% (the most conservative value to be applied), produced a two-

sided 95.0% confidence level (95%CI) within 3.5 percentage points of the true value 

and a relative standard error of 3.54
2
. 

Questionnaire Development and Pre-Testing 

The survey was structured by the authors following several executive steps (Streiner et 

al., 2014), based on items of previous surveys existing in literature. A preliminary list of 

43 questions was drafted and assessed by a panel constituted by 6 expert in FM, 

neuropathic pain assessment, and electronic survey design (specifically one 

rheumatologist, three expert in survey design, one expert in body perception 

dysfunctions, and two expert in clinical assessment of neuropathic pain). In addition, 

two patients with FM were involved in the panel for face and content validity evaluation 

with the aim of increasing the quality of design process. Every member of the panel 

independently revised each question included in the initial questionnaire and provided 

feedbacks, adjustments or proposals. The definitive list of questions used in the survey 

was the result of a unanimous agreement reached by the experts on the accuracy of 

content, words and sentences’ structure (de Leeuw et al., 2008). This primary version of 

the survey was administered to a convenience sample of 10 subjects with and without a 

diagnosis of FM, in order to make a pilot-test and to review and modify questions based 

on patients’ feedback. After this pilot-phase each of the 10 participants were 

                                                         
2
 https://www.abs.gov.au/websitedbs/D3310114.nsf/home/Sample+Size+Calculator 
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interviewed by the principal investigator (AV) in a one-to-one telephone interview in 

order to be aware of potential obstacles or difficulties with the filling in of the survey 

(e.g., time spent to complete the survey, difficulties in understanding some words or 

sentences, and items or questions needing further explanations ). As no other relevant 

feedbacks came out from this investigation stage, authors had started to implement the 

survey using the on-line tool Survey Monkey (Survey-Monkey, Palo Alto, California, 

www.surveymonkey.com). 

Questionnaire Implementation 

The survey in its definitive version was structure into three sections (A, B, and C) for a 

total amount of 39 items. In section A are included questions concerning: (1) 

demographic information (items 1–4); (2) time of diagnosis and comorbidity (items 5-

6); diagnostic exams performed, and previous or ongoing pharmacological therapy 

(items 7-8); and other data investigated by the FRC including the WPI, the SSS (items 

9-14). Specifically, the WPI is the amount of extra-articular body parts (0-19 points), 

and reported as painful by patients, whereas the SSS (0-12 points) is a scale that allows 

to assess the severity of symptoms like fatigue, sleep quality and cognitive impairments 

in adjunction to other additional musculoskeletal symptoms occurring in the previous 6 

months (e.g. headaches, pain or cramps in lower abdomen and depression). The score 

obtained by adding the WPI and SSS scores (0-31 points) represents the 

polysymptomatic distress (PSD) score, also known as FM Severity Scale, which 

provided information about fibromyalgia severity. 

In section B (items 15-18), we asked for the presence of body illusions, their 

localizations and time duration. More in detail, patients were asked to check 5 

statements, answering “yes” or “not” on the base of the concordance with their 

perceived feelings. The items referred to illusory perception of swelling, shrunken or 
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asymmetrical body parts, and perceived feeling of constriction or heaviness. In order to 

highlight the concept that these perceptions are illusory, we specified that there is a 

difference between what is felt and what is real (by touching or looking at body parts). 

To the author’s knowledge have not yet been validated specific outcome measures for 

these kinds of perceptual impairments. For these reasons, questions have been inspired 

to previous studies investigating body perceptual dysfunction and neglect-like 

symptoms studied in others clinical conditions (Förderreuther et al., 2004; Galer et al., 

1995; Galer and Jensen, 1999; Lewis et al., 2010, 2007; McCabe et al., 2004; Wand et 

al., 2016). These questionnaires have been adapted for patients as those with FM 

complaining widespread symptoms, and modified on the base of authors’ clinical 

experience in this field. In section B, we also asked if patients referred the presence of 

illusory body perceptions to health professionals with different specialities.  

The Section C is made by the 12-items Neuropathic Pain Symptoms Questionnaire 

(NPSQ) (items 19-28), and the 10-items Fibromyalgia Impact Questionnaire (FIQ) 

(items 30-39). Moreover, the item 29 asked for the presence of 10 items signs and 

symptoms indicative for the potential involvement of small-fibers in neuropathic 

symptoms complained by patients.  

Data Collection Procedure 

Survey’s administration covered the period from 30
th

 July 2019 to 14
th

 September 2019. 

The invitation to complete the questionnaire was sent via email accompanied by a 

concise introduction summarizing the aim of the study, and the informed consent 

statement. Each participants provided his consent to take part in the research by clicking 

on a button in the survey’s homepage (de Leeuw et al., 2008), then they started the 

survey with the request to answer all questions of each section of the questionnaire 

before going on to the next one. This forced response validation was aimed to reduce 
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and prevent missing data. However, participants were given the opportunity to drop the 

questionnaire at each stage of the survey (de Leeuw et al., 2008) or to review or change 

answers before the submission by using a back button. This survey was designed to be 

completed in an average time of 5-7 minutes, as pointed out by guidelines to improve 

the online surveys’ response rate. (Fan and Yan, 2010). Study participation was 

voluntary, and no incentives or remuneration were provided.  

Authors sent a total of three emails to patients’ associations, one every 15 days from the 

initial contact, with the aim to increase the number of responders, and to encourage 

participating in the survey (Fan and Yan, 2010). Multiple participations by the same 

patient on the survey were prevented by the IP (internet protocol) address recognition 

function implemented on Survey Monkey, which did not allow starting the survey from 

the same device for more than once. Data protection was guaranteed through the storage 

of data in an encrypted computer. Only the principal investigator (AV) had access to the 

information, and to the dedicated Survey Monkey profile arranged to manage the 

survey. All data were anonymous: the survey does not require name and email address, 

and the IP address for each participant was deleted after dataset download to maintain 

data confidentiality (de Leeuw et al., 2008). 

Data Analysis 

Data were downloaded from Survey Monkey (Survey-Monkey, Palo Alto, California, 

www.surveymonkey.com) into Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. All data were visually 

checked for accuracy and missing values a first time by the principal investigator (AV) 

and a second time by a co-author (SDL). We used Shapiro-Wilks tests to evaluate 

whether the variables were normally distributed. 

Descriptive statistics (mean, median, range values, standard deviation and interval 

confidence at 95%) were applied to single-answer questions (e.g., age and duration of 
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symptoms), while absolute and relative frequencies were used for dichotomous nominal 

and ordinal variables and for multiple-choice questions. Chi-square with Yates 

correction (for nominal data and frequencies), was used to assess differences in bodily 

illusions percentage frequencies between the groups FM+ and FM-. Chi-square test of 

independece (with Cramer’s V measuring the strength of the association), or 

Spearman’s rho were used to calculate the correlation between bodily illusions and 

clinical variables. Correlation coefficient between 0.10 and 0.30 was considered as low, 

between 0.30 and 0.50 as medium, and >0.50 as high (Cohen, 1977). Alpha value for 

statistical significance was set at p<0.05 for all statistical test (indicated were 

appropriate). R software version 3.4.1 (R Development Core Team, 2009) were used for 

statistical analysis, with the adoption of the packages psych (Revelle, 2017) and ggplot2 

(Wickham, 2009).   

3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 

A total sample of 854 patients (749 FM+ group and 105 in FM- group) were analysed, 

with a response rate was 76.6% (899/1173). More details about the enrolment process, 

and subjects excluded were reported in primary data analysis (see Chapter II).  

Prevalence of bodily illusions 

More than one bodily illusion was reported by 67% of patients in FM+, and by 41% of 

FM- subjects. Considering the lack of data about the prevalence of body illusory 

phenomena in the general population, we conservatively decided to consider patients 

with 1 referred bodily illusion as not affected. Through this cut-off, the percentages of 

patients without bodily illusions varying between 32.7% and 59%, respectively for FM+ 

and FM- group. The median number of bodily illusion was 2 (interquartile range=2) in 

FM+, and 1 (interquartile range=1) in FM-. 
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The three most frequently reported illusions in FM+ were phantoms feelings of 

‘heaviness’ (77.6%), ‘constriction’ (51.9%), and ‘swelling’ (50.5%).  Figure 2 and 3 

show the frequencies of single and multiple responses, respectively for FM+ and FM- 

groups.  

Number of bodily illusions are significantly correlated with all clinical variables (table 

2). The strength of the associations was ‘moderate’ for neuropathic pain measured 

through the NPSI (rho=0.35), counts of symptoms indicative for small fibers 

(rho=0.37), and PSD (rho=0.32). 

4. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

Data presented represent a secondary analysis of a cross-sectional study (see Chapter II) 

investigating a large sample of Italian FM patients distributed nationwide.  

Among our sample, the estimated prevalence of subjectively reported bodily illusion 

varying between 41% and 67%. An higher prevalence rate was found for FM+ group 

that represent patients affected by more severe symptoms, respect to those grouped in 

FM-. As already highlighted in Chapter II, FM- group showed also shorted duration of 

symptoms, and neuropathic complains. However, we found a weak correlation between 

bodily illusion and symptoms duration, thus it appear improbable that differences in 

prevalence rate between two groups could be explained by longer duration of 

symptoms. In the same way, we found weak correlation between bodily illusion and 

pain, stiffness and painful region counts, despite FM+ group showed higher levels in all 

these clinical variables (see Chapter II). It is not surprising that bodily illusions are 

weakly correlated with pain intensity. In fact, by definition, bodily illusion are non-

painful distorted feelings related to the body (Russell and Tsao, 2018). Beyond the pure 

terminological definition, our findings may indicate that body perceptions and painful 

perceptions may be two different domains that could be affected at different level of 
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severity in such clinical conditions. Moreover, it may also indicate the existence of 

different phenotypes of patients, in which some are characterized also by the presence 

of bodily illusion, while others does not show this clinical feature.       

By contrast, the moderate correlation with neuropathic pain (NPSQ; rho=0.35), and 

small fibers’ symptoms count (rho=0.37), may plausible explain the higher prevalence 

of bodily illusion in FM+ respect to FM- patients. In fact, as highlighted in primary 

analysis (refer to Chapter II), we found a significant higher prevalence of neuropathic 

pain in FM+ (62.4%) respect to FM- (21.0%), with differences significant also for mean 

NPSI score (56.3 in FM+ versus 34.2 in FM-). Significant between-groups differences 

were found also for small-fibers symptoms that resulted more prevalent in FM+ (≥3 

symptoms: 51.1% vs. 15.2%).  

The presence of bodily illusions instead seems to do not interfere with disability, 

considering the weak association we found with FIQ score (rho=0.13). Nevertheless, it 

is noteworthy that these kind of ‘bizarre’ body distortions could negatively influence 

psychological distress. Despite we provide no specific questionnaire for psychological 

distress, the moderate correlation between bodily illusion and PSD (rho=0.32) calls to 

further investigate this possible relationship. In fact, PSD have been found linearly 

correlated with outcomes measuring psychological distress (Wolfe et al., 2013). 

The prevalence of bodily illusions of our study appear to be slightly lower than that 

found in CRPS patients (48%-84%) (Förderreuther et al., 2004b; Galer and Jensen, 

1999; Reinersmann et al., 2012). This difference may be explained both by the different 

types of questions administered, and by the etiology of the two different diseases. We 

take inspiration also from the neglect-like symptoms questionnaire administered in 

CRPS by other authors (Förderreuther et al., 2004; Galer et al., 1995; Galer and Jensen, 

1999). However, our questionnaire was adapted for patients as those with FM 
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complaining widespread symptoms. The focal involvement of symptoms affecting 

patients with CRPS may have conditioned the different prevalence rate respect to our 

sample of patients characterized by multifocal involvement. Finally, neuropathic pain 

represent one of the main clinical features of CRPS, while it may accounts only for a 

part of the variegated sequaela of symptoms that characterize FM. 

Some authors suggested that “phantoms perceptions” might be the cause of pain, rather 

its consequence (Bultitude and Rafal, 2010). The cross-sectional nature of our survey 

does not allows drawing conclusion about the causality effect of bodily illusions in FM. 

Nevertheless, the significant associations found with neuropathic symptoms, and the 

higher prevalence of neuropathic pain detected in FM patients (cfr. Chapter II), suggest 

hypothesising a role played by neuropathic symptoms and the occurrence of bodily 

illusions, or vice versa. Despite the unclarity about the association or causation with 

chronic pain in FM, perceptual dysfunctions could be reasonably considered as having a 

potential impact on clinical outcomes, as highlighted with PSD score.  

If confirmed in future cohort studies, the alteration of body perception may be 

considered potentially as one of the dimensions involved in clinical presentation of FM, 

on a par with pain perception, stiffness, and disability. Moreover, if the association 

between bodily illusions and psychological distress will be proved, it may represent a 

specific area of therapeutic intervention, for e.g., through informative and educational 

strategies.  
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6. TABLES AND FIGURES 

Table 1. Prevalence of Bodily Illusions (n=854) 

Bodily Illusions Prevalence (n= 854) FM+ (n= 749) FM- (n= 105) P value 

Occurrence of Bodily Illusions:  

     ≤1, n (%) 

     ≥2, n (%) 

     ≥3, n (%) 

     ≥4, n (%) 

 

245 (32.7) 

504 (67.3) 

232 (31.0) 

54 (7.2) 

 

62 (59.1) 

43 (41.0) 

14 (13.3) 

0 (0.0) 

<0.001
⸹ 

<0.001
⸹ 

<0.001
⸹ 

<0.01
⸹ 

Bodily illusions typology: SFSQ, n (%) 

      None 

      Body parts perceived as “swollen” 

      Body parts perceived as “asymmetrical” 

      Body parts perceived as “shrunk” 

      Body parts perceived as “heavy”       

      Body parts perceived as “constricted”       

 

58 (7.7) 

378 (50.5) 

116 (15.5) 

30 (4.0) 

581 (77.6) 

389 (51.9) 

 

25 (23.8) 

25 (23.8) 

7 (6.7) 

1 (1.0) 

59 (56.2) 

45 (42.9) 

 

<0.001
⸹
 

<0.001
⸹
 

0.02
⸹
 

0.19
⸹
 

<0.001
⸹
 

0.10
⸹
 

Legends: number of participants (n); percentage (%); Interquartile Range (IQR); Bodily Illusions range 

from o (no bodily illusions) to 5 (maximum number of bodily illusions), 
⸹
Chi-squared with Yates 

correction. 
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Table 2. Correlation Analysis between bodily illusions and clinical characteristics 

(n= 749) 

 

Clinical 

characteristic 
Correlation coefficient P value 

Symptoms 

duration 
0.16 <0.01 

FIQ
±
 0.13 <0.01 

NPSQ 0.35 <0.01 

Small Fibers 0.37 <0.01 

PAIN (0-10 NRS) 0.14 <0.01 

STIFFNESS 

(0-10 NRS) 
0.16 <0.01 

WPI 0.28 <0.01 

SSS 0.21 <0.01 

PSD 0.32 <0.01 

 

if statistically significant, in bold are reported the correlation coefficient > 0.50 (high) 
± 

three ordinal classes were considered for FIQ (Bennett et al., 2009): 0 to 39 (‘Mild);  ≥ 39 to <59 

(‘Moderate’); ≥ 59 to 100 (‘Severe’). A-priori cut-off  (≥1) was used to establish the presence of bodily 

illusions. The coefficient reported represent the result of Cramer’s V test. 

 

Legends: NPSI: Neuropathic Pain Symptoms Inventory, range from 0 (no neuropathic symptoms) to 100 

(worst neuropathic pain symptoms); FIQ: Fibromialgia Impact Questionnaire, range from 0 (no impact on 

health status) to 100 (maximum impact on health status); 0-10 NRS: Numeric Rating Scale, range from 0 

(no pain/stiffness) to 10 (worst pain/stiffness as possible); WPI: Widespread Pain Index, range from 0 

(none painful areas) to 19 (maximum number of painful areas).  
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Figure 1. Bodily illusions: frequencies of single and multiple responses in FM+ 

group 

 

 

Results shown as percentages of individual single choices and combination of responses.  A: 

Body parts perceived as “swollen”; B: Body parts perceived as “asymmetrical”; C: Body 

parts perceived as “shrunk”; D: Body parts perceived as “heavy”; E: Body parts 

perceived as “constricted”; F: no bodily illusions.  
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Figure 2. Bodily illusions: frequencies of single and multiple responses in FM- 

group 

 

 
Results shown as percentages of individual single choices and combination of responses.  A: 

Body parts perceived as “swollen”; B: Body parts perceived as “asymmetrical”; C: Body 

parts perceived as “shrunk”; D: Body parts perceived as “heavy”; E: Body parts 

perceived as “constricted”; F: no bodily illusions.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Fibromyalgia (FM), with his multifocal and multisystem involvement, is a chronic 

disease and the second most common diagnosed rheumatic disorder after osteoarthritis 

(Clauw, 2014), with a burden substantially similar to those in rheumatoid arthritis 

(Silverman et al., 2009). FM shows variegated clinical manifestations that sometimes 

has led clinicians to doubt its real existence, until to be considered a reflection of 

anxiety or attention seeking behaviour (McCabe et al., 2007) from patients. The major 

clinical features of FM are widespread pain in any body region (including visceral 

organs) (Smith et al., 2011), and systematic symptoms that may severely affects the 

quality of life (Smythe, 1986; Wolfe et al., 1990). Moreover, these patients shown 

abnormalities in the mechanisms of sensory processing (hyperalgesia, allodynia and 

hypervigilance) (Arroyo and Cohen, 1993; Geisser et al., 2003; Gibson et al., 1994; 

Lorenz, 1998; McDermid et al., 1996; Petzke et al., 2003; Staud et al., 2003) that 

probably allows both the onset and the perpetuation of this condition. Living with this 

disabling disease should not be underestimated due to its psychological and practical 

consequences that negatively influence clinical outcomes and the prognosis (McCabe et 

al., 2009).  

In addition to clinical manifestations described above they seems to refer a form of 

“phantom sensation” of swelling in hands and feet (McCabe et al., 2004), similar to 

those referred by patients with Complex Regional Pain Syndrome (CRPS) (Lewis et al., 

2007; Peltz et al., 2011), a condition called macrosomatoagnosia (Moseley, 2005; 

Robinson and Podoll, 2000). These phenomena have been defined as “phantoms” 

because perceived sensations are not confirmed by verifying the real status of body 

parts, nor by the visualization of the perceived swelling area. Patients are aware of this 

perceptual conflict, and that the swelling does not exist (McCabe et al., 2004). 
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However, phantom sensations seems so real that patients try try to untie their shoes or 

wear larger clothes, to feel more comfortable with their “enlarged” body parts (McCabe 

et al., 2009).  

The existence of these kind of ‘bizarre’ perceptual distortions, in turn, may influence the 

relationship with own body in pain, potentially increasing the general arousal and the 

overall patient’s pain experience. Pain represents the conscious perception that the body 

is threatened; it follows that is fundamental to understand how is perceived that body 

that needs of protection, because these mechanisms may be related with the emergence 

of pain itself (Wand et al., 2016). It is noteworthy from a clinical and therapeutic 

perspective that this kind of body perception disturbances (as documented in CRPS) 

may be not referred by patients to health care providers, if not directly questioned 

(Galer and Jensen, 1999; Lewis et al., 2010). These clinical stories may remain untold, 

even within the family context (Galer and Jensen, 1999), due to the bizarre features that 

make patients appear having some form of psychological/psychiatric disturbance 

(Förderreuther et al., 2004) or fearful to not being believed (Lewis et al., 2007). The 

untelling of these clinical experiences may negatively affect diagnosis, outcomes and 

prognosis.  

Considering the presence of long lasting and widespread pain in FM patients, and the 

existence of cortical plastic changes, it is plausible to expect an altered body perception 

in this population as already studied in CRPS. However, a specific test or validated 

questionnaire to assess these kind of impairments are missing and, for clinicians, the 

most useful way to understand the body perceptual experience remain the investigation 

of the patient’s story itself. FM is currently defined as an "illness", due to the absence of 

a well-recognized structural pathology rather than a disease (Yunus, 2008). (Esterson, 

1972) define the illness as an experience that "cannot be investigated by methods of bio-
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medicine because its study ultimately depends directly on phenomenological analysis of 

experienced suffering through individual self-report and behaviour". Moreover, the 

perception and cognitive representation of own body are subjective phenomena. 

Nevertheless, there is a lack of knowledge about the body perception experience in FM 

patients. To the authors’ knowledge, there are no quantitative, nor qualitative study 

exploring these aspects in subjects affected by FM. It has been published only 1 

phenomenological-hermeneutic study exploring FM patients' thoughts seeing 

themselves in videotaped moving sequences, thus not exactly what we intend for body 

perception (Longo et al., 2010). 

A better knowledge about body perception may be clinically useful under different 

point of views. First, results may represent a starting point to obtain the prevalence of 

perceptual dysfunctions in patients affected by FM. Secondarily, emerging data may be 

useful to study a possible correlation between the presence of perceptual disorders, and 

the duration of symptoms (or other clinical and/or demographic features) thus, with 

potential diagnostic, prognostic and therapeutic implication. Moreover, data coming 

from qualitative investigation may contribute to improve the understanding of chronic 

pain patient’s personal experience, including the perception of own body, and the 

sequela of correlated emotions, attitudes and beliefs. A deeply investigation of themes 

regarding the body perception in FM patients may help to understand the personal 

experience of a body that changes the way in how is daily lived, and may be useful to 

improve therapeutic relationship between patients and clinicians. Finally, results 

emerging from the in depth-interviews may be useful to develop future clinical tools as 

disease-specific questionnaire, designed on the base of patients referred perceptual 

dysfunctions. 
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2. RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND OBJECTIVES 

The research questions of this study are the following: 

1) What is the prevalence of body perceptual dysfunctions among FM patients with 

respect to other chronic musculoskeletal and rheumatic pain conditions (low 

back pain–LBP, neck pain-NP, knee osteoarthritis-KO and Rheumatoid 

Arthritis-RA), and to healthy subjects? 

2) What are the individual demographic, clinical and psychological features of 

patients with altered body perception compared with those without? 

3) What is the subjective perceptual experience of own body in patients suffering 

of body perception disturbances? 

Our goal is to explore phenomena of altered body perception among FM patients by 

illuminating their complexity, obtaining different but complementary information 

through different data sources (quantitative and qualitative), and providing information 

to:  

1) investigate the prevalence of altered body perception referred symptoms in FM 

patients with respect to other chronic musculoskeletal and rheumatic pain 

conditions (LBP, NP, KO and RA), and to healthy subjects; 

2) study differences, if any, concerning demographic, clinical and psychological 

features in sub-groups of patients referring perceptual abnormalities of their own 

body, with respect to those having no perceptual alterations, and 

3) explore patients' experience about their own body in pain, in terms of body 

perceptions, beliefs, emotions, attitudes and knowledge. 
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3. STUDY PLAN 

3.1 Study Design 

According to the research questions and the aims of this study, an explanatory 

sequential design study have been planned (Andrew and Halcomb, 2009). In this kind of 

mixed-method research design, findings from quantitative data collection method 

(through the administration of questionnaires and closed-ended questions) is followed 

by collection of qualitative data (open-ended questions with descriptive 

phenomenological analysis): emerging findings will represent the integration of both 

datasets (Andrew and Halcomb, 2009). The cross-sectional quantitative design will 

inform about the prevalence of the “body perception dysfunction” phenomenon. 

Moreover, it will provide demographic, clinical and psychological features in sub-

groups of FM patients referring body perceptual dysfunctions, compared to patients 

without them. The following qualitative phenomenological approach will inform about 

the lived experience of FM patients through the “direct exploration, analysis, and 

description of a particular phenomenon, as free as possible from unexamined 

presuppositions” (Streubert et al., 2003).  

3.2 Participants of Quantitative Study 

It will be enrolled a consecutive series of adult patients (>18 years old) affected by FM 

(group 1) diagnosed by a rheumatologist with more than 10 years of clinical experience 

in this field, according to the Diagnostic Criteria of the American College of 

Rheumatologists (Wolfe et al., 2010). 

The comparison group (group 2) will be composed by three cohorts of patients affected 

by chronic musculoskeletal and rheumatic pain conditions other than FM, while the 

control group (group 3) will be represented by a sample of age- and sex- matched 

healthy subjects. The first cohort will be represented by adult patients (>18 years old) 
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suffering of LBP for more than three months, scored ≥4 on a numbering rating scale 

(NRS) for average pain intensity during the past week, where 0 correspond to “no pain” 

and 10 represent the “worst pain imaginable”. Moreover, patients with LBP will be 

included if they have a score ≥5 point on the Roland and Morris Disability 

Questionnaire (RMDQ) (Monticone et al., 2012a; Padua et al., 2002), and at least 60% 

score on the questions provided by Wai et al. (2009), and Wand et al. (2016) to 

differentiates patients with dominant LBP or dominant leg pain, in order to minimize 

the likelihood of enrolling patients affected by radicular pain. The second cohort will be 

composed by patients affected by NP for more than three months, with a score ≥15 on 

the Neck Disability Index (NDI) and having pain confined to the boundaries described 

by (Bogduk, 2011; Merskey and Bogduk, 1994). The third cohort will be composed by 

patients diagnosed with knee osteoarthritis, according to the clinical classification 

criteria of Altman (1991), briefly summarized as follow: pain in the knee plus three of 

the following conditions, 1) age>50 years old, 2) less them 30 minutes of morning 

stiffness, 3) crepitus on active motion, 4) bony tenderness, 5) bony enlargement, 6) no 

palpable synovial warmth. The last cohort will be represented by patients with a 

diagnosis of Rheumatoid Arthritis according to the American College of 

Rheumatologist/EULAR Diagnostic Criteria (2010). 

Healthy volunteers will be enrolled in the control group if they does not suffer of 

musculoskeletal pain in any anatomical region during the last 6 months, presenting no 

other reasons for exclusion (see ¶ 3.4 - Eligibility Criteria). 

3.3 Participants of Qualitative Study 

It will be contacted by telephone a purposeful sample of patients from the FM group or 

from the comparison groups, having at least one affirmative answer to the Body 

Perceptual Dysfunctions Screening questionnaire (see at pages 22-24 of the Booklet). 
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They will be informed for the aims of the qualitative exploration, and asked to 

participate in a second-phase in which in-depth interviews will be provided. In case of 

affirmative answer it will be scheduled an appointment in order to arrange the 

qualitative interview. 

3.4 Eligibility Criteria  

The inclusion and exclusion criteria mentioned below will be considered for both the 

quantitative and qualitative collection data, and will be applied for all the groups of 

subjects included in the study. 

Inclusion Criteria:  

 Age: >18 years old; 

 Ability to speak, write and understand Italian language; 

 Informed consent accepted and signed. 

Exclusion Criteria:  

 Age: <18 years; 

 The presence of concomitant systematic or focal rheumatic diseases (lupus 

erythematosus lupus, acute inflammatory arthropathy etc.); 

 The presence of comorbidity such as neurological and/or cardiovascular 

diseases, major trauma, major psychiatric disorder and diabetic neuropathy; 

 Subjects with an history of alcohol abuse or exposition to neurotoxic 

medications (e.g. chemotherapies); 

 Currently pregnant subjects. 
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Moreover, it will be excluded subjects referring surgery or fracture in the 

affected area within the past year. Traumatic injuries may affect, per se, the 

perception of damaged body parts due to organic changes (Longo et al., 2010): 

negative body image due to evident changes in body appearance have been 

found to increase pain perception and the sense of ownership (Osumi et al., 

2014). In addition, the knowledge of disease and fear about the pathology 

(Longo et al., 2010) may contribute to affect also the cognitive representation 

about these parts. 

3.5 Quantitative methods 

Data collection: 

It will be administered a booklet, in paper-pencil or electronic version, in order to 

collect demographic and clinical data of the study sample. It will be used a 0-100 

numeric rating scale (101-NRS) (Jensen et al., 1986), as that provided by the Brief Pain 

Inventory (BPI) (Caraceni et al., 1996; Cleeland and Ryan, 1994) adapted to assess the 

average pain during the past week and month, not considered by the BPI. The 101-NRS 

seems to be most appropriated to assess pain perception in chronic pain patients (Jensen 

et al., 1986). Moreover, the booklet includes the SF-36 Health Survey (Apolone et al, 

1998), and the Pain Vigilance and Awareness Questionnaire (McCracken, 1997; 

Monticone et al., 2016). In order to describe pain intensity and anatomical distribution 

we will administer the Brief Pain Inventory (Caraceni et al., 1996; Cleeland and Ryan, 

1994) and, to study the neuropathic quality of symptoms described by patients, we will 

administer the Neuropathic Pain Symptom Inventory (Bouhassira et al., 2004; Padua et 

al., 2009). The Fibromyalgia Impact Questionnaire (Burckhardt et al., 1991; Sarzi-

Puttini et al., 2003), the Roland and Morris Disability Questionnaire (Padua et al., 2002; 

Roland and Fairbank, 2000), the Neck Disability Index (Marco Monticone et al., 2012b; 
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Vernon and Mior, 1991) and the Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score 

(KOOS-I) (M. Monticone et al., 2012; Roos et al., 1998) will be administered as 

outcome measure disease-specific, respectively for fibromyalgia, low back pain, neck 

pain, and knee osteoarthritis. The 28 joints-based Disease Activity Score (DAS-28) will 

be calculated for patients with RA. RA Disease status will be classified as ‘active’ for 

DAS28>5.1, ‘moderate’ for DAS28>3.2≤5.1, ‘low’ for DAS28 >2.6≤3.2 and ‘in 

remission’ for DAS28 ≤2.6. 

1) The Brief Pain Inventory (Bonezzi et al., 2002; Caraceni et al., 1996; Cleeland 

and Ryan, 1994) is a multidimensional measure of pain, including pain 

intensity, regional distribution and daily-life impact. Patients are required to 

make responses on a numeric 11-point horizontal scale between 0 (absence of 

pain) and 10 (the worst pain as possible). A body chart is administered to 

depict painful symptoms localization, while a horizontal bar with percentage 

values is used to express the efficacy of therapies eventually made.  

2) The SF-36 (Apolone et al, 1998; Ware and Sherbourne, 1992) is a widely used 

multidimensional measure of the health status. It consists of 36 items, assessing 

daily life activities in eight domains: physical functioning, role limitations due 

to physical problems, role limitations due to emotional problems, vitality, 

bodily pain and social functioning. It is possible to divide the scale into two 

main sub-scales, the Physical Component (SF36-PC) and the Mental 

Component (SF36-MC), if scores of all the 8 domains are available. The total 

scoring for each domain, and for the two main sub-scales ranges from 0 to 100, 

with the higher score represent a better life quality. Authors have suggested 

using the SF-36 and the FIQ in parallel to assess quality of life in FM patients 

(Assumpção et al., 2010).  
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3) The Pain Vigilance and Awareness Questionnaire (Monticone et al., 2016; 

Roelofs et al., 2003) is a 15-items scale based on a six-point grading (from 0 to 

5) measuring patients' behavior with respect to pain. It is composed by the two 

sub-domain of the "active vigilance", and of the "passive awareness". Scoring 

varying from 0 to 65, with higher score indicating greater endorsement of the 

behavior. Subjects have to answer questions considering their behavior in the 

past two weeks, indicating how frequently each condition described in each 

item correspond to their behavior.  

4) The Neuropathic Pain Symptom Inventory (Bouhassira et al., 2004; Padua et 

al., 2009) is a self-administered 12-items questionnaire used to assess 

neuropathic pain symptoms. This scale includes 10 different symptoms 

descriptors that patients can rate with a scale ranging from 0 to 10, based on 

the correspondence with their symptoms complains. Moreover, other two items 

assess the duration of spontaneous ongoing and paroxysmal symptoms. In the 

original version of the scale (Bouhassira et al., 2004) these two items are not 

included in the final score, while in the Italian version of the scale they are 

scored from 0 to 5 (from the better to the worst situation). Scores higher than 0 

represent the presence of neuropathic pain.  

5) The Fibromyalgia Impact Questionnaire (Burckhardt et al., 1991; Sarzi-Puttini 

et al., 2003) is composed by 10 items measuring functional disability and 

health status in patients with fibromyalgia. Questions regards the physical 

functioning, the number of days that patient felt well, and that failed to work in 

the last week, the work capacity, pain, fatigue, morning tiredness, stiffness, 

anxiety and depression. The first 10 sub-items ask for the patient's performance 

in daily task, providing responses on a three-point Likert scale from 0 to 3, 
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while the last 7 items are scored on a 0-10 scale, with higher value indicating 

the maximum level of impairment. The item two and three provide information 

about the number of days in the past week (0-7) that they feel good and that 

they missed work. Total score ranging from 0 to 100 correspond, respectively, 

to the lower and the higher level of impairment. 

6) The Roland and Morris Disability Questionnaire (RMDQ) (Padua et al., 2002; 

Roland and Fairbank, 2000) was developed in 1983 from the Sickness Impact 

Profile and consists of 24 self-administered items asking about the physical 

function that patients report to be affected as a consequence of LBP. It will be 

asked to check each statement and mark those that correspond to patient’s 

situation in the last four weeks: every positive answer is scored with 1 point. 

The total score represent the summation of each item’s answer and ranges 

between 0 (no disability) to 24 (severe disability). 

7) The Neck Disability Index (Marco Monticone et al., 2012b; Vernon and Mior, 

1991) is a 10 self-administered item questionnaire investigating the disability 

in neck pain patients. Each question has a 6-point score ranging between 0 and 

5, composing a total score varying from 0 to 50, with intermediate scores of 0-

4 (no disability), 5-14 (mild disability), 15-24 (moderate disability), 25-34 

(complete disability). It is possible to obtain a percentage score of disability, 

applying a formula taking into account the number of unanswered questions 

(Vernon, 2008).  

8) The Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (KOOS-I) (M. Monticone 

et al., 2012; Roos et al., 1998) is a self-administered questionnaire with 5 sub-

scales measuring pain, other symptoms, functioning in daily living, functioning 

in sport and recreation, and knee related quality of life. Answers, referred to 
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the last week period, are provided on a 5-Likert boxes scale, assigning 0 to 4 

point. The total score can be calculated as the sum of the 5 sub-scale ranging 

between 0 (extreme symptoms) to 100 (no symptoms) normalized score. 

9) The Body Perceptual Dysfunctions Questionnaire: patients will be asked to 

answer to nine questions about the potential existence of body perceptual 

disturbances. To the authors knowledge an outcome measure specific for these 

kinds of perceptual impairments have not yet been validated. For these reasons, 

the questions have been inspired to previous studies investigating body 

perceptual dysfunction and neglect-like symptoms studied in CRPS 

(Förderreuther et al., 2004; Galer et al., 1995; Galer and Jensen, 1999; Lewis et 

al., 2010, 2007; McCabe et al., 2004; Wand et al., 2016). These questionnaires 

have been adapted for patients as those with FM complaining widespread 

symptoms and modified on the base of authors’ experience in this field. Some 

of the statement proposed, found in CRPS patients, have been confirmed in 

qualitative studies (Förderreuther et al., 2004; Lewis et al., 2007). 

Answers provided by patients will serve as a pre-screening process to enrol 

participants showing potential features of body perceptual dysfunctions in the 

second-phase qualitative study. Inclusion criteria are established arbitrarily with 

the presence of at least one positive answer to the questions proposed, reflecting 

the potential existence of perceptual dysfunctions. Patients will be asked to 

check each statement and answer “yes” or “not” on the base of the concordance 

with their perceived sensations. The first question assess the cognitive neglect, 

and the second investigate the presence of involuntary movements. The third 

question asks about the position sense, while in the fourth question are reported 

five different statement about the presence of perceptual abnormalities, and 
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about the difference between what is felt and what is real (by touching or 

looking at body parts). Finally, the fifth statement regards the desire of “cut 

them off” the affected body parts.   

Moreover, a body-image drawing task, modified by the previous version, and verbal 

instructions of Lauche (Lauche et al., 2012) and Moseley (Moseley, 2008), will be 

administered in order to assess the own body image of subjects, and to match these data 

with patients referred perceptions. 

3.6 Qualitative methods  

Data collection: 

Participants will be contacted by telephone the day before the interview: each patient 

will be asked if he/she feels well enough (clinically and psychologically) to do the 

interview. An in-depth investigation of subjective experience about patients’ body 

perception will be carried up through the administration of in-depth interviews 

conducted in Italian language. The experimenter will follow a series of scheduled open-

ended questions (summarized in the Booklet), In order to guide the in-depth interview. 

Duration of each interview is estimated in 20-50 minutes, and will be conducted at the 

place preferred by the patients in order to encourage the freedom of speech and 

relaxation. Whether the interview will be conducted at the patient's home or in other 

places, it will be guaranteed a sufficiently quiet environment, and free of distractors. 

Subjects answer and history will be audio- recorded and transcribed verbatim to ensure 

the accuracy of data analysis.  
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4. DATA ANALYSIS 

4.1 Quantitative data analysis 

Study objective 1: to investigate the prevalence of altered body perception referred 

symptoms 

All baseline sample demographic, clinical and psychological data will be analysed for 

frequencies distribution. The prevalence of altered body perception symptoms will be 

reported using frequency distribution of each items reported in the screening 

questionnaire (see pages. 22-24 of the Booklet in the Appendix I). Differences between 

the prevalence of body perception symptoms will be studied between the sample of FM 

patients and control groups through a one-way ANOVA. Descriptive statistics will 

include range, mean (± standard deviation) or median values according to the normal or 

non-normal distribution of data. 

Study objective 2: to investigate study differences in any demographic, clinical and 

psychological features in FM patients referring perceptual abnormalities of their own 

body with respect to those having no perceptual alterations and the control groups. 

All baseline data will be analysed for differences between sub-groups of FM patients 

referring body perceptual disturbances (having at least one positive answers to the Body 

Perceptual Dysfunctions Questionnaire) with respect to the group of patients without 

this feature, and the control groups. Raw data will be summarizes using range, mean (± 

standard deviation) or median value according to the normal or non-normal distribution 

of data. Variance analysis (ANOVA), followed by Bonferroni’s test correction, will be 

used to compare differences between sub-groups mean value in quantitative, continuous 

variables (e.g. age, BMI, pain duration, pain intensities in NRS and other scales score), 

while Fisher exact probability test will be used for sub-groups differences in nominal 

variables (e.g. hand laterality, gender, educational level).  
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The association between item response and 1) demographic characteristics (age, gender, 

BMI), 2) clinical status (pain intensity and duration, neuropathic pain and disability), 3) 

cognitive/psychological characteristics, will be analysed using correlation statistical test 

(Pearson's r or Spearman's p where appropriate). In order to establish an association 

between items response with pain and disability adjusted for demographic and 

cognitive/psychological features will be used a multivariate linear regression. Value of 

p<0.05 will be considered for statistical significance. 

All baseline data will be analysed for descriptive and analytic statistics using the SPSS 

statistical package (SPSS, Chicago, USA). 

4.2. Qualitative data analysis 

Two investigators with different background (a physiotherapist and an expert in 

qualitative analysis) will perform content analysis. Peer analysis review will be 

performed: two reviewers read and re-read the verbatim-transcribed interviews, and 

then they will perform the coding process. Peer-reviewers will work independently, and 

then they will reach agreement above the codes identified. 

Responded validation of member check:  

Analytic categories, interpretations and conclusions identified through data analysis will 

be validating inviting a subgroup of participants recruited with a purposeful sample: 

transcripts and reporting will be returned to participants for their confirmations. 

Member checking is considered a technique to improve the validity of data acquired. 

Researchers’ interpretation will be compared against those of participants in order to 

reduce errors and differences in results reported (Andrew and Halcomb, 2009). 

5. ETHICAL ISSUES 

The investigator will inform all the participants that the interview can be stopped at any 

time if the decide to withdraw. Written informed consent will be obtained prior to 
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collect data of subjects fulfilling to the inclusion criteria. Patients will be reassured 

about the confidentiality of the information provided. Involvement in the study will not 

affect in any way usual care expected for patients' clinical case. Ethical approval will be 

required to the regional committee of Liguria Region (Italy).  

6. INSURANCE POLICY 

Considering the observational nature of the study, it is not necessary to provide any 

insurance policy. 

7. POTENTIAL BENEFITS AND RISKS FOR PATIENTS 

Potential benefits for enrolled patients will include the more comprehensive 

understanding of their symptoms characterizing FM syndrome, and the potential 

relationship between body perception disturbances and the long lasting pain. Moreover, 

patients included in qualitative study will have the opportunity to share their personal 

experience with painful body, and how this condition affects the daily life activities. 

Patients can express their emotions, beliefs, attitudes and thoughts regards their lived 

condition. Results coming from the qualitative data may be potentially used to develop 

future disease-specific outcome measures, designed in accordance with the experience 

shared by patients. 

Subjects will be enrolled only after obtaining the informed consent to participate in the 

study. In order to limit this risk to involuntary loss of data confidentiality, it will be 

implemented strict procedures for data management: patients’ sensitive data will be 

deleted after qualitative data analysis and a coding system will be used in order keeping 

patient’s personal data separated from those of clinical interest. The potential benefits of 

this study are greater than the risks and commitment required of the participants. 
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8. PRIVACY POLICY 

Sensitive data of the subjects recruited will be processed by the Experimenter 

Coordinator and his collaborators according to the Regolamento UE 2016/679 (GDPR –

 General Data Protection Regulation) e D.Lgs. 30/6/2003, n. 196 (Codice in materia di 

protezione dei dati personali), which protects the rights of a person with regard to the 

processing of his personal data. Each participant will receive informed consent and an 

information note on the protection of privacy. The authors of the study protocol 

established specific and rigorous procedures for the management of potentially sensitive 

data collected in this study. There will be no data with the names and addresses of the 

participants. Each participant will have a unique identification code (ID), and his name 

will never appear in any of the questionnaires collected and / or presented in the study 

results. Only researchers directly involved in the analysis will have access to the data. 

Any breach of data security will be reported to the competent authorities within 48 

hours. 

9. FINANCIAL CONDITIONS 

This study does not generate additional expenses for the National Health System. 
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11. FIGURES 

 

 
Fig. 1 – Study Planning. The flow-chart shows the methodological research approach and processes of 

data collection and analysis.  Patients with FM diagnosis, screened for inclusion/exclusion criteria, will be 

administered a series of questionnaires in order to obtain data about their demographic, clinical and 

psychological status. Those patients having one or more positive response to the self-administered Body 

Perceptual Dysfunctions Screening Questionnaire will be invited to participate in the second-phase study 

providing qualitative investigation through in-depth interviews. Qualitative phase will serve to improve 

the interpretation of data collected through quantitative phase. 
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SUMMARY  

Introduction: Longo et al. (2010) distinguishes primary sensory processing of somatic 

stimuli (somatosensation) from two other different mechanisms: somatoperception, 

which regards the higher-level percept of the body and objects contacting the body, and 

somatorepresentation which refers to abstract knowledge, beliefs, emotions and 

attitudes about the body in general, as well as about one’s own body as an object like 

any other in the external world. Dissociations between these functions has been 

documented in a variety of clinical conditions, including some afferent to 

physiotherapists: Complex Regional Pain Syndrome (CRPS) and phantom limb pain are 

two examples. Despite the body of literature published, the assessment, and the 

recognition of these subtle body perception disturbances seem to be underestimated and 

under-evaluated by clinicians, and the role of perception impairments in 

musculoskeletal disorders and rheumatic diseases is yet to be clarified. Moreover, this 

kind of body perception disturbances (as documented in CRPS) could be not referred by 

patients, if not directly questioned, due to its bizarre features that make them appear 

having some form of psychological disturbance or afraid not being believed (Lewis et 

al., 2010). To our knowledge the presence and magnitude of this kind of disturbances 
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and its relation with the chronicity of pain have not been well established in failed back 

surgery syndrome, probably making this area neglected or under estimated in routinely 

clinical practice. 

Aim: the aim of this study project is to shed light upon the possible relationship 

between of altered body perception and pain duration, pain intensity, neuropathic 

features and sensory profile.    

Objectives: a two-step project study have been planned. In the first step it will be 

collected data through cross-sectional methodology administrating a validated 

questionnaire to assess the explicit perception of own's body, the Fremantle Back 

Awareness Questionnaire (FreBAQ) (Janssens et al., 2017; Wand et al., 2016), and 

other patient reported measure assessing neuropathic quality of pain, pain intensity, 

disability, pain vigilance and depression. In the second step it will be administered the 

quantitative sensory test, a neurological examination, and the body perception 

assessment through the localisation of stimuli on the body surface (topognosis). The 

goal of this project is to objectify through quantitative measures administered in the 

second phase’s study, the alterations of explicit own's body perception subjectively 

referred by patients in the first phase study. Profiling patients with Failed Back Surgery 

Syndrome (FBSS) experiencing body perception dysfunctions may help to improve the 

knowledge of this burdening clinical condition.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Chronic low back pain (CLBP) with a lifetime prevalence of 60%–80% among the 

global population (Hoy et al., 2014) represents the disease with the major burden within 

musculoskeletal conditions, and when associated with radicular sign and symptoms is 

considered the most common neuropathic pain syndrome (Bennett, 1998). Considering 

that in 10% of patients with CLBP symptoms persist form more than 3 months 

(Airaksinen et al., 2006), it is not surprising that has been observed a significant 

increase in requests for surgery. In the United States more than 800,000 intervention of 

spine surgery are performed for CLBP (Sanders and Truumees, 2004), with an 

increased hospitalization rate of 170% in the decade 1998-2008 (Rajaee et al., 2012). 

Nevertheless, 20%-40% of these patients (Thomson, 2013) continue to suffer of severe 

chronic pain symptoms and functional impairments (Fritzell et al., 2001), a condition 

called Failed Back Surgery Syndrome (FBSS) or post-lumbar surgery syndrome. The 

prevalence and incidence of FBSS are comparable with those of rheumatoid arthritis, 

although FBSS patients have higher levels of pain, worse level of life quality and 

physical function, and higher level of unemployment (78%), also with respect to other 

conditions such as osteoarthritis, complex regional pain syndrome, and fibromyalgia 

(Thomson and Jacques, 2009). Despite the improvement of surgical techniques, during 

the past two decades FBSS increased in prevalence and incidence (Deyo et al., 2010; 

Perkins and Kehlet, 2000), and it expected to continually increase in the future (Burton, 

2006). Noteworthy, the estimated annual costs for the sole medical therapy are of more 

than $18,000 per patient in the U.S, highlighting the relevant burden of this condition 

(de Lissovoy et al., 1997).  

The International Association defines FBSS for the Study of Pain as "Lumbar spinal 

pain of unknown origin either persisting despite surgical intervention or appearing 
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after surgical intervention for spinal pain originally in the same topographical 

location" (Harvey, 1995). Patients with FBSS complain longstanding back pain, with or 

without referred or radicular symptoms, despite receiving one or more surgical 

interventions that, for this reason, have failed to treat the pain. Symptoms persist despite 

the absence of demonstrable neural compression, and neuropathic pain frequently have 

not a dermatomeric distribution (Long et al., 1988). The significant occurrence and 

burden of this condition, and the high rate of unsuccessful treatment call for a deepen 

investigation and accurate assessment of this challenging condition, with the scope of 

understand its clinical manifestations, and to provide appropriate and effective 

treatments. 

In a variety of clinical neuropathic pain conditions, and particularly in Complex 

Regional Pain Syndrome (Förderreuther et al., 2004a; Galer and Jensen, 1999; Lewis et 

al., 2007; Moseley, 2005; Podoll and Robinson, 2008), and phantom limb pain 

(Giummarra et al., 2010; Melzak, 1989), have been documented phenomena of 

disturbed somatoperception. A considerable part of these patients (48%-84%) resulted 

affected by at least one symptom of alteration in the body perception: they often refer 

distortions in the perceived volume and size of their limb, described as "heavy" and 

"pressurized" (Lewis et al., 2010, 2007; Moseley, 2005), and even an altered perception 

of limb skin temperature. Moreover, these patients refer a sense of strangeness and 

disowning, and poor control of movements of their own affected limb, as it was 'alien' 

and detached from the body (Lewis et al., 2007). Even, in such extreme form of 

detachment, they express the extreme desire to amputate it (Geertzen and Eisma, 1994). 

Some of these expressions reflecting altered body perception have been described also 

in CLBP patients: (Osborn and Smith, 2006) in their phenomenological analysis, refers 

to subject describing their painful spine as "separate from the body" and "out of their 
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automatic control". Hewer these data have been collected in a small sample of patient, 

and they were not affected by FBSS. From a clinical point of view, it is important to 

mention that these kind of disturbances could be not referred by patients, if it is not 

directly questioned (Galer and Jensen, 1999; Lewis et al., 2010), for fear of not being 

believed (Lewis et al., 2007) or of being considered mentally disturbed (Förderreuther 

et al., 2004b).  

(Longo et al., 2010) distinguish primarily sensory processing of somatic stimuli 

(somatosensation) from other two different mechanisms: somatoperception regards the 

higher-level percept of the body and objects contacting it, while somatorepresentation 

involves cognitive functions and refers to abstract knowledge, beliefs and attitudes 

about the body in general,  and about one’s own body specifically. Each one has 

different underlying functional and neuroanatomical bases (Longo et al., 2010). 

Conflicts between the body perception (what the body is felt to be like) and body 

representation (what the body Is believed to be like) could arise in such types of 

conditions and the most striking examples described in literature, are the phantom limb 

pain (Hilti and Brugger, 2010) and the xenomelia (Brang et al., 2008). In the first case, 

the patients still feel the presence of a limb that has been amputated, while in xenomelia 

(an extreme form of body schema alteration) patients refuse to acknowledge a limb 

from his body representation, and sometimes express an extreme desire to amputate it. 

In the first case there is a selective modification of the cognitive representation of own 

body, leaving unchanged and “not-updated” the perceptual one, (a perception without 

incarnation), while in the second case, such body parts are not recognized as own 

(incarnation without perception) (Hilti and Brugger, 2010): is the cognitive 

representation to be "not updated".  
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Thus, these findings highlight the existence of different and complex mechanisms 

involved in the relation between body parts, and how we can perceive it that goes 

beyond the simple sense of them. However, a large amount of study in chronic non-

cancer pain field, as in clinical and experimental neuroscience research, have focussed 

their effort for a long time in investigating the mechanism of somatosensation. As a 

consequence, we have poor knowledge about mechanisms with which our body 

construct higher-level somatoperception starting from the mechanism of 

somatosensation, and taking into account cognitive representation of body parts 

(somatorepresentation) (Longo et al., 2010). Overall, how we mentally represent our 

bodies, may influence our quality of life, social interactions and mental health (Lewis et 

al., 2007; Longo, 2015) but despite that, the assessment of body perception disturbances 

seems to be an area under estimated and under evaluated by clinicians (Lewis et al., 

2010).   

To the best of authors’ knowledge, only one case study (Nishigami, 2012) have been 

published on the topic of body perception dysfunctions in patients with FBSS, but it 

only involved the administration of hardness discrimination tasks, and not the 

administration of the FreBAQ, nor the topognosis. Thus, this research area appear to be 

unexplored in FBSS. Considering the correlation between body perception dysfunctions 

with pain intensity (Förderreuther et al., 2004a; Frettlöh et al., 2006; Reinersmann et al., 

2012; Wand et al., 2017), duration (Förderreuther et al., 2004a; Peltz et al., 2011) and 

disability (Beales et al., 2016; Janssens et al., 2017) highlighted in patients with CRPS, 

CLBP and pregnancy-related pelvic pain, it appear important to clarify if these 

correlation may exists also in FBSS patients. The impaired relationship between the 

patient and his own’s body parts may results in worse clinical outcomes and may affect 

the success of rehabilitation (Lewis and Schweinhardt, 2012). Thus, it is noteworthy 
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from a clinical and therapeutic point of view, to deepen scientific knowledge on these 

aspects. A direct relationship between pain mechanisms and the alteration of body 

perception and representation could be theorized on the base of the influence exerted by 

neuropathic pain and small fiber functionality, in developing "phantoms" perception 

(Calford and Tweedale, 1991; Frettlöh et al., 2006; Galer and Jensen, 1999; Gandevia 

and Phegan, 1999; Paqueron et al., 2003; Russell and Tsao, 2018). 

Such research groups (Förderreuther et al., 2004b; Lewis et al., 2010) have suggested 

including the assessment of CRPS body perception disturbances in clinical trial in order 

to discover if they change or resolve during the course of natural history, or due to 

therapeutic treatments. Moreover, it would be useful to identify if the presence of such 

disturbances could be an indicator of a poor prognosis (Förderreuther et al., 2004b). 

Considering the huge health, economic and social burden of both CLBP and FBSS (de 

Lissovoy et al., 1997; Deyo et al., 2010; Hoy et al., 2014; Perkins and Kehlet, 2000; 

Vos et al., 2015), we think that may be clinically relevant to discover if also in these 

kind of chronic pain condition may be present phenomena of altered body perception. 

2. AIM 

The primer aim of this study project is to investigate, in a two-step consecutive data-

collection, the subjective and objective presence of altered perception of own’s body in 

patient with FBSS. The second aim is to assess the potential correlation of body 

perception dysfunctions with patients' clinical variables (disability, neuropathic pain 

duration and intensity, number of surgeries), and psychological variables (depression 

and pain vigilance). Fig. 1 shows study project phases. 

A better understanding of the possible correlation between pain and the perception of 

own's body could potentially contribute to develop new methodologies of assessment 

and treatment in people suffering from these conditions, or implementing tests already 
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used in neuropsychological field (Keizer et al., 2011; Scarpina et al., 2014; Spitoni et 

al., 2015, 2015). Symptoms of altered body perception may be also used as outcome 

measures or prognostic indicator. 

3. MATHERIALS AND METHODS 

3.1 Participants 

Eligible subjects will be asked to complete a booklet in order to obtain clinical data 

about their medical condition (e.g. comorbidities, drugs administration, spine surgery, 

pain intensity). Subjects also completed a battery of validated questionnaires, followed 

by neurological examination, and the administration of a test for body perception 

evaluation (topognosis). Participants will not receive nominal compensation for the 

participation in the study. Ethical approval was obtained from the Ethics Committee of 

the Vrije Universiteit Brussel (protocol registration number 1, B.U.N. 143201940549, 

approved on 17/07/2019). All of the participants recruited will be asked to provide 

written informed consent prior to taking part in the study. Considering the explorative 

nature of the study a convenience sample of 30 patients with FBSS will be planned. 

 3.1.1 Inclusion Criteria:  

 subjects between 18 and 70 years of age; 

 subjects having normal or corrected-to-normal vision; 

 ability to speak, write and understand Dutch/French language; 

 previous surgery (e.g. laminectomy or lumbar fusion) in the past 10 years; 

 persistence of chronic pain in the low back and/or legs; 

 pain intensity subjectively rated ≥4 on a numbering rating scale (NRS) for 

average pain intensity during the past week, where 0 correspond to “no pain” 

and 10 represent the “worst pain imaginable”; 
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 patients reporting a score ≥5 point on the Roland and Morris Disability 

Questionnaire (RMDQ). 

3.1.2 Exclusion Criteria:  

 patient with a spinal cord stimulation implant; 

 history of major trauma, cardiovascular (e.g. stroke), neurological (e.g. multiple 

sclerosis, Alzheimer, Parkinson, etc.), or psychiatric diseases (altered vigilance, 

confusion, mental deterioration); 

 currently pregnancy; 

 history of alcohol abuse or exposition to neurotoxic medications (e.g. 

chemotherapies). 

3.2 Outcome Measurement  

It will be administered a booklet in order to collect demographic and clinical data of the 

study sample (medical history, medication use, compensation status, etc.). It will be also 

administered a series of self-administered measures to obtain data about body 

perception dysfunctions, pain features, disability and psychological distress. 

1) Lumbar pain and irradiated lower limb pain will be recorded with the 11-points 

NRS anchored to 0= 'no pain' and 10= 'worst pain imaginable' for 1) the average 

pain over the last week; 2) the worse pain over the last week, and 3) pain at the 

moment of the evaluation (Von Korff et al., 2000). A body chart is administered 

to depict painful symptoms localization.  

2) The Fremantle Back Awareness Questionnaire (FreBAQ) has been used to 

assess altered body perception of the back (Wand et al., 2016). It is a 9-item 

questionnaire with 5 response categories, for which participants rate the degree 

of agreement with a score varying from 0 (never) to 4 (always). Items 1-3 
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evaluate neglect-like symptoms, items 4 and 5 investigate reduced 

proprioceptive acuity, while item 6-9 asses the perceived shape and size of the 

trunk. English (Wand et al., 2016), Japanese (Nishigami et al., 2018), German 

(Ehrenbrusthoff et al., 2018) and Dutch (Janssens et al., 2017) version of the 

FreBAQ have shown acceptable psychometric properties in distinguish patients 

and healthy subjects, and evidence have highlighted significant relationship 

between higher FreBAQ score and clinical status, both in CLBP (Janssens et al., 

2017; Nishigami et al., 2018; Wand et al., 2016) and in pregnancy-related 

lumbopelvic pain (Beales et al., 2016; Wand et al., 2017). 

3) The SF-36 (Ware and Sherbourne, 1992) is a widely used multidimensional 

measure of the health status. It consists of 36 items, assessing daily life 

activities in eight domains: physical functioning, role limitations due to physical 

problems, role limitations due to emotional problems, vitality, bodily pain and 

social functioning. It is possible to divide the scale into two main sub-scales, the 

Physical Component (SF36-PC) and the Mental Component (SF36-MC), if 

scores of all the 8 domains are available. The total scoring for each domain and 

for the two main sub-scales ranges from 0 to 100, with the higher score 

represent a better life quality. It will be used the Dutch version of the scale 

(Aaronson et al., 1998). 

4) The Pain Vigilance and Awareness Questionnaire-PVAQ (McCracken, 1997) is 

a 15-items scale based on a six-point grading (from 0 to 5) measuring patients' 

behavior with respect to pain. It is composed by the two sub-domain of the 

"active vigilance" and of the "passive awareness". Scoring varying from 0 to 65, 

with higher score indicating greater endorsement of the behavior.  Subjects 

have to answer questions considering their behavior in the past two weeks, 
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indicating how frequently each condition described in each item correspond to 

their behavior. It will be administered the Dutch version of the questionnaire 

(Roelofs et al., 2003). 

5) The PainDETECT-Questionnaire (Freynhagen et al., 2006; Timmerman et al., 

2013), originally developed in Germany (©Pfizer Pharma GmbH 2005, Pfizer 

bv 2009. Cappelle a/d IJssel, the Netherlands), is a self-administered 7-items 

questionnaire used for screening of neuropathic components of pain, with a 

sensitivity of 85% and a specificity of 80% in discriminating between 

neuropathic and nociceptive pain in CLBP. The questions address the quality of 

pain symptoms with a score ranging from 0 to 5 (respectively indicating 

“never” and “very strong”). The 6
th

 question investigate the pain course pattern 

and the score vary between -1 to 2 on the base of the diagram selected by the 

patient, while the 7
th

 question asks about radiating pain scored as 2 or 0 on the 

base of the dichotomous answer “yes” or “no”. Four additional questions are 

present but not contribute to the final score that ranges between -1 to 38, 

indicating the likelihood of a neuropathic quality of pain: a score ≤ 12 indicates 

a low probability of neuropathic pain (< 15%) while a score ≥ 19 indicates an 

higher probability to have a neuropathic component of pain (> 90%). An 

intermediate score between these ranges indicates uncertain results needing a 

more detailed examination. 

6) The Roland and Morris Disability Questionnaire (RMDQ) (Roland and 

Fairbank, 2000) was developed in 1983 from the Sickness Impact Profile and 

consists of 24 self-administered items asking about the physical function that 

patients report to be affected as a consequence of LBP. It will be asked to check 

each statement and mark those that correspond to patient’s situation in the last 
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four weeks: every positive answer is scored with 1 point. The total score 

represent the summation of each item’s answer and ranges between 0 (no 

disability) to 24 (severe disability). Good psychometric values have been 

reported for RMDQ in Dutch CLBP patients (Brouwer et al., 2004). 

7) The Back Depression Inventory-II (BDI-II) (Beck et al., 1961; Van der Does, 

2002) is used worldwide as self-rating scales for measuring depression. It is 

composed by 21-item assessing the depression symptoms and severity. Each 

item comprise a list of four statements referred to the presence of a particular 

symptom of depression, scored in the range 0-3 on the base of subjects personal 

agreement with respect to the option best matching their mood during the 

previous 2 weeks. Total score ranges between 0 (no depression) and 63 (high 

level of depression), often classified with the intermediate ranges 0-13=no 

depression, 14-19=mild depression, 20-28=moderate depression, and 29-

63=severe depression (Beck et al., 1996). The BDI-II has shown good 

psychometrics proprieties for depression screening (Wang and Gorenstein, 

2013); it will be used the Dutch version of the BDI-II (Van der Does, 2002). 

8) Several questions about the distribution of pain will be administered in order to 

study the predominance of lower back or legs pain in the sample (Wai et al., 

2009; Wand et al., 2016): a cut-off of 60% score will serve as a clinical tool for 

the identification of sub-groups with pain predominant in low back versus pain 

predominant in legs. 

9) Moreover, a body-image drawing task, modifying the previous version and 

verbal instructions of Lauche (Lauche et al., 2012) and Moseley (Moseley, 

2008), will be administered in order to assess the own body image of subjects, 

and to qualitative matching these data with patients referred perceptions. 
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3.3 Study Protocol  

First-step investigation: 

Patients will be asked to complete all the questionnaires provided with the booklet. 

Answers provided by patients with the FreBAQ will serve as a pre-screening score to 

enrol subjects in the second-step study: inclusion criteria for this second step will be 

established arbitrarily with the presence of a score >4, reflecting the potential existence 

of perceptual dysfunctions. A score of 3-points have been registered in pain free 

controls of studies administering the FreBAQ in CLBP or pregnancy-related 

lumbovelvic pain population (Janssens et al., 2017), while scores of 0 and 4 points have 

been found in healthy controls enrolled, respectively, in the original FreBAQ validation 

study (Wand et al., 2014), and in the cross-cultural validation study on the German 

population (Ehrenbrusthoff et al., 2016). Thus, we have decided to use a more 

conservative cut-off value of 4 points in order to minimize the likelihood of enrol 

subjects with non significant alteration of the body perception. Moreover, they will be 

asked to perform the body-image drawing task (Moseley, 2008) to obtain a topographic 

distribution of body areas affected by disturbed perceptions. 

Second-step investigation: 

Experimental set-up and procedure: 

The entire battery of tests will be performed in a closed, dimly illuminated, constant 

temperature room with low external noise and minimizing other distracters. They will 

be informed about the purpose of the study giving them the general indication of being 

studying the sensitivity of their body parts, thus they will be blinded to study 

hypotheses. The participants will positioned comfortably on the examination table, 

lying prone to perform the neurological assessment and topognosis. A pillow will be 
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placed under the stomach In order to standardize the position of the lumbar spine and to 

enhance the relaxation of lumbar muscles.  

At the end of the experimental procedure it will be asked if subject were aware of the 

perceptual changes eventually emerged during the test before now.  

Neurological assessment: 

In order to obtain a sensory profile of patients, a bedside neurological examination 

(touch, pin prick, cold, and heat) will be performed according to the European 

Federation of Neurological Societies (EFNS) guidelines (Cruccu et al., 2010), the IASP 

Neuropathic Pain Special Interest Group (NeuPSIG) guidelines on neuropathic pain 

assessment (Haanpää et al., 2011), and the guidelines for assessment of neuropathic 

pain in primary care (Haanpää et al., 2009). The aim is to investigate possible 

correlations between the grade of body perception disturbances (measured through the 

FreBAQ) and potential dysfunctions of the large-, small- or both type of neural fibers 

(Haanpää et al., 2011).  

Sensitivity to light touch will be tested using a soft brush performing one movement of 

1-2 cm. The same procedure will be repeated for sensitivity to noxious stimuli (pinprick 

sensation) using a single-use pin, commonly used for neurological test, while heat and 

cold sensation will be assessed through the Thermo Feel Test (GIMA-31278, Italy). For 

heat and cold allodynia it will be assessed followed the same procedure utilized by 

(Timmerman et al., 2014). The former will be tested placing the Thermo Feel Test in a 

baby-bottle warmer at 45° Celsius, while for the latter it will be used an ice cube: in 

both cases the contact with the skin will be of two seconds and it will be asked patients 

to evaluate the discomfort on the 11-points NRS. Referred sensation or after sensation 

will be recorded if reported by the patients during the neurological exam. 
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For each type of sensory modality patients will be asked to grade the stimulus as 

‘comparable’ (normal tactile sensation), less strong (hypoesthesia), more strong 

(hyperesthesia) or painful (allodynia) with respect to the controlateral side or to the 

upper back. In case of allodynia, it will be asked to rate the level of pain with the 11-

points NRS. The horizontal line crossing from the right to the left of the first lumbar 

vertebra will be taken as a reference level to divide the upper from the lower back. In 

order to standardize the procedure used for neurological examination, all sensory tests 

will be performed at the levels of the third and fifth lumbar vertebra for the lower back, 

and at the level of the seventh and eleven thoracic vertebra for the upper back, 3 

centimeters apart from the midline represented by the inter-spinous line. The site of 

stimulation (upper back vs. lower back), the side (right vs. left), and the sensory 

modality (sensitivity to light touch, pinprick sensation, head and cold sensation) will be 

tested in a random order established a priori. 

 Pain Pressure Thresholds Testing (PPT): 

Pressure pain threshold will be measured using an algometer.  PPT is defined as the 

point at which the sensation of pressure changed to a sensation of pressure and pain. 

During the testing procedure, pressure will be increased at pre-definite steps of force 

(KPa/s) until the participant indicated their pressure pain threshold. Thirty-second 

interstimulus intervals will be adopted to reduce the possibility of temporal summation. 

PPT will be calculated as the mean of 3 threshold recordings was used for analysis. For 

this last test participants will positioned in a prone position and testing was undertaken 

at the area of referred maximal pain. Participants will be familiarized with pressure 

stimulation prior to collect data by three trial, on anatomical area not complained as 

painful at the baseline examination (e.g. upper thoracic paravertebral muscles).  

Localization of Touch on the body surface (Topognosis): 
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Rationale: 

Topognosis is the ability to localize sensory information on own body: it represents a 

perceptual process more complex than the simple detection of stimuli and it is a 

function clearly dissociated from this latter (Longo et al., 2010). Cases of dissociations 

between detection and localization have been described in the literature. For instance, 

patients following brain damage have showed minimal or no deficit with stimuli 

detection but have displayed the inability to indicate where they have been touched on 

their own body (Anema et al., 2009; Halligan et al., 1995; Rapp et al., 2002), and vice-

versa (Paillard et al., 1983; Rossetti et al., 1995). These deficits correspond to two 

different conditions called respectively atopognosia and numbsense (Longo et al., 

2010). Localizing stimuli within the somatotopic map is essential but not sufficient to 

localize these stimuli on the body surface; the so-called 'superficial schema' act as the 

representational model of reference linking the integration of these two different 

processes. This task tests the identification of light touch and superficial pain on body 

surface, thus it is a measure of the correct functioning of the superficial schema. 

To the best of authors knowledge, mislocalization errors in the field of neuropathic or 

musculoskeletal pain have been described only in the study of (Wand et al., 2013), 

showing how 69% of CLBP patients made at least one error in this task with respect to 

only 25% of healthy subjects. 

For the administration of this task, we will adopt a modified version of the protocol 

used by (Wand et al., 2013). The subjects will be undressed for the anatomical part 

tested and blindfolded during the stimulations. A schematic map of the focused body 

area will be shown on a standard A3 sheet, which schematizes the different anatomic 

areas through line demarcation and labels (fig. 2). The investigator will administer 

tactile stimulations by marking the center of each anatomical site through a slow 
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horizontal stroke with a cotton swab. Superficial pain stimulation will be induced via a 

light depression given with a single-use pin, commonly used for neurological test. Each 

site will be stimulated twice in a random sequence order. Each stimulation will be 

administered approximately with a rate of 1/s, after which patients will be asked to 

record stimulated site on the diagram (fig. 2). 

Scoring Protocol: 

Localization errors (mislocalization) and any referred sensation somewhere else will be 

recorded. In the case of referred sensations, further information will be asked to the 

subject on the location and the quality of the perceived stimulus. In the case of stimulus 

perceived as painful, 10-points Numeric Rating Scale (10-NRS) will be administered to 

evaluate pain intensity.  

3.4 Data Analysis  

Due to the preliminary nature of the study, no power calculation has been undertaken to 

establish a priori the sample size. For this reason, we have planned to enrol a 

convenience sample of 30 subjects.  

Data will be examined for outliers prior to statistical analysis and they will be removed 

from dataset if >2 standard deviations from the mean. Moreover, visually inspection 

will be performed for normality distribution of each parameter and data transformation 

will be undertaken where appropriate. Descriptive statistics will be used to present 

demographic information for the whole sample. Descriptive statistics will include range 

or interquartile ranges, mean (± standard deviation) or median values according to the 

normal or non-normal distribution of data. Likert scale data from individual 

questionnaire items were treated as ordinal data, whereas subscale scores were treated 

as interval data. All data will be analysed for descriptive and analytic statistics using the 
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SPSS statistical package (SPSS, Chicago, USA) and all tests for statistical significance 

were conducted at the 0.05 level.  

Study objective 1: to investigate the prevalence of explicit altered body perception 

referred symptoms. 

The prevalence of altered body perception symptoms in the study sample will be 

summarized using percentage frequency distribution (%), range (or interquartile range), 

mean (± standard deviation) or median value according to the normal or non-normal 

distribution of data of each items reported in FreBAQ and of the total FreBAQ score. 

Univariate correlation (Pearson R or Spearman p as appropriate) will be conducted 

between FreBAQ score and pain duration, NRS, PainDETECT-Questionnaire score, 

RMDQ, PVAQ, SF-36 and BDI-II.  

Study objective 2: to investigate study differences in any demographic, clinical and 

psychological features in sub-group of FBSS patients referring perceptual 

abnormalities of their own body with respect to sub-group of patients without 

perceptual alterations. 

The sample will be stratified according to the established FreBAQ cut-off (> 4 points), 

and analysed to identify significant correlations between FreBAQ total and sub-total 

scores, the clinical status and demographic features of subjects. Differences in clinical 

and demographic baseline data between the sub-group of patients having body 

perceptual dysfunctions (FreBAQ score >4), and that without perceptual dysfunctions 

(FreBAQ score <4) will be studied through the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test 

for ordered-categorical variables. Raw data will be summarized using range, mean (± 

standard deviation) or median value according to the normal or non-normal distribution 

of data. Variance analysis (ANOVA), followed by Bonferroni’s test correction, will be 
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used to compare differences between sub-groups mean value in quantitative-continuous 

variables (e.g. age, BMI, pain duration, pain intensities in NRS, and other scales score), 

while χ2 test (or Fisher exact test, if appropriate) will be used for sub-groups differences 

in nominal variables (e.g. gender, educational level).  

The association between FreBAQ total score and single-item response and 1) 

demographic characteristics (age, gender, BMI), 2) clinical status (pain intensity and 

duration, neuropathic pain and disability), 3) cognitive/psychological characteristics, 

will be analysed using correlation statistical test (Pearson's r or Spearman's rho as 

appropriate). In order to establish an association between FreBAQ total score and 

single-item response with pain and disability adjusted for demographic and 

cognitive/psychological features, it will be used a multivariate linear regression.  

Study objective 3: to investigate the correlation between explicit perceptual 

abnormalities, implicit perceptual abnormalities, and neurological examination. 

For each sensory test it will be reported the prevalence (using frequency and 

percentages) of established nominal categories ‘comparable’ (normal tactile sensation), 

less strong (hypoesthesia), more strong (hyperesthesia) or painful (allodynia). To assess 

central position, dispersion and distribution of variables, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 

will be used. Mean and Standard Deviation (SD) will be used to report the number of 

errors in topognosis (mislocalization) and values of the QST.  

Data of side-to-side and lower-back vs. upper back for within-subject comparisons will 

be studied through the Mann–Whitney U-test for sensory profile data and EQST; and 

through a two-sample t-tests for mislocalization error. If side-to-side and lower back vs. 

upper back comparisons will show statistical significant difference for sensory profile, 

EQST and mislocalization error, these data will be also used for correlation analysis 

with FreBAQ total score. The correlation between log-transformed FreBAQ total 
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scores, mislocalization and sensory profile will be studied with the nonparametric 

Kendall  -b coefficient. 

3.5 Study Period  

The recruitment period will be 4 months. There will be no follow up period.  

3.6 Discontinuation of the trial  

The sponsor has the right to halt or terminate the study in any case of concern for the 

safety of the patients resulting from new information.  

3.7 Ethical and regulatory considerations  

Approval for the conduct of the study will be obtained from the Ethics Committee of the 

Universitair Ziekenhuis Brussel, and from the Regulatory Authorities. The study will be 

conducted according to the principles laid down in the Declaration of Helsinki (2013), 

the European Union Clinical Trial Directive 2001/20/EC, the “Note for guidance on 

Good Clinical Practice” (CPMP/ICH/135/95 of January 17
th

 1997), and the GCP-

regulation from April 16
th

 2014. 

All diagnostic procedures and treatments applied after the study visits are part of 

standard management of acute neuromodulation patients, and will follow European and 

national guidelines. These procedures are therefore of immediate benefit to the patients. 

The investigators will assure that each patient enrolled in the trial will receive best 

practice medical treatment.  

The investigator will inform all the participants that they can withdraw from the study at 

any time. Written informed consent will be obtained prior to collect data of subjects’ 

respondent to the inclusion criteria. Patients will be reassured about the confidentiality 

of the information provided. Involvement in the study will not affect in any way usual 
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care expected for patients’ clinical case. Ethical approval will be required to the local 

committee.  

The design of the trail has been carefully reviewed and approved by the Steering 

Committee before being submitted for approval by the Ethics Committee and 

Regulatory Authorities. Personal data will be processed in accordance with the 

European Union’s Data Protection Directive (Directive 95/46/EC) and regulation 

2016/679, the relevant Belgian legislation, and good practice. Data will only be 

processed for the trial purposes. Person-identifiable data will not leave the unit from 

which they originated, and keys to identification numbers will be held confidentially 

within the clinical unit.  

3.8 Organizational structure 

3.8.1. Overall Structure  

The study will be organized by the Department of Neurosurgery of the UZ Brussel and 

Vrije Universiteit Brussel. The study will only be conducted in this hospital.  

3.8.2. Steering Committee 

The Steering Committee (SC) of the registry will decide on the final protocol and 

oversee the trial. The SC will closely interact with all partners involved and will review 

the scientific and organizational suggestions from the Scientific Advisory Board. The 

SC will meet at least monthly, will organize a permanent discussion forum and is 

responsible for establishing a good operating practice to make sure that the work plan is 

followed according to the consortium agreement. The SC is also responsible for 

scientific communication, dissemination of data and results exploitation.  

3.9 Administrative procedures 

3.9.1. Secrecy agreement  
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The investigator shall consider as confidential and shall take all necessary measures to 

ensure that there is no breach of confidentiality in respect of all information 

accumulated, acquired or deduced in the course of the trial, other than that information 

to be disclosed by law. 

3.9.2. Ownership of data and use of the study results  

All goods, materials, information (oral or written) and unpublished documentation 

related to this study, and the patient case report forms are the exclusive property of the 

Vrije Universiteit Brussel. The Vrije Universiteit Brussel has the ownership of all data 

and results collected during this study. 

 3.9.3. Audits and inspections 

For ensuring compliance with good clinical practice and regulatory agency guidelines, it 

may be necessary to conduct a site audit or an inspection. By signing the study contract, 

the investigator agrees to allow the sponsor and its representative, and regulatory 

agencies to have direct access to his study records for review. These personnel, bound 

by professional secrecy, will not disclose any personal identity or personal medical 

information. These audits involve review of source documents supporting the adequacy 

and accuracy of data gathered in the eCRF and review of documentation required to be 

maintained. The sponsor will in all cases help the investigatory prepare for an 

inspection by any regulatory agency.  

3.9.4. Study amendments 

It is specified that the appendices attached to this study and referred to in the main text 

of this study form an integral part of the study. No changes or amendments to this study 

may be made by the investigator or by the sponsor after the study has been agreed to 

and signed by both parties unless such a change or amendment have fully discussed and 
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agreed upon by the investigator and the sponsor. Any change agreed upon will be 

recorded in writing, the written amendment will be signed by the investigator and by the 

sponsor and the signed amendment will be appended to this study.  

3.9.4. Archiving 

The investigator will archive all study related documents and trial data in a safe and 

secure location according to ICH-GCP guidelines and take measures to prevent 

accidental or premature destruction of these documents. All documents must be held 

easily available if needed (e.g. in case of audit or inspection). No trial data should be 

destroyed without the sponsor’s agreement. Any source data will be archived according 

to the archiving regulations of the investigational sites following national regulations. 

The investigator is required to arrange for the retention of the patient identification 

codes for at least 15 years after the completion or discontinuation of the trial.  
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5. FIGURES 

 
 
Fig. 1 – Study Planning. The flow-chart shows the methodological research approach and processes of 

data collection and analysis.  Patients with FBS diagnosis, screened for inclusion/exclusion criteria, will 

be administered a series of questionnaires in order to obtain data about their demographic, clinical and 

functional status. Patients with FreBAQ score >4 will be invited to participate in the second-phase study 

providing quantitative investigation through administration of neurological exam and topognosis to assess 

the body perception.). Three kind of analysis may be performed with the aim to profile subjects: the first 

one will describe demographic and clinical features of the whole sample; the second analysis will study 

differences between the two sub-groups identified with the arbitrarily cut-off of 4 points on the FreBAQ 

total score, while the third one will involve correlation analysis between body perceptual dysfunctions 

and sensory profile only in the sample of patients having >4 points on the FreBAQ.  
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Fig. 2 - Body chart that will be used to the patients to judge the location of tactile and nociceptive stimuli 

administered 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION 

Every chapter of this thesis contains a thorough discussion of the specific topic 

investigated. This last section is dedicated to the analysis of some critical points that 

emerged from the discussions of each chapter; it also offers some suggestions that may 

prove helpful for future studies on BPDs in MDRDs and for the implementation of 

specific assessments in clinical practice. 

Clinical implications  

The presence of BPDs may be difficult both for patients to describe and for 

clinicians to comprehend and explain (Lewis et al., 2010; McCabe et al., 2009). From a 

clinical and therapeutic perspective, it is important to take into account that patients 

affected by perceptual disturbances (as documented in CRPS) may be reluctant to share 

their experiences (Galer and Jensen, 1999; Lewis et al., 2010) with health care providers 

or with family members if they are not questioned directly (Galer and Jensen, 1999). 

These difficulties arise because of the bizarre features characterizing body distortions, 

which external observers often attribute to some form of psychological/psychiatric 

disturbance (Förderreuther et al., 2004). Thus, patients are often fearful of not being 

believed (Lewis et al., 2007), with potential negative effects on clinical outcomes and 

prognosis of MDRDs. Moreover, clinicians probably tend to undervalue or to ignore 

these impairments (Lewis et al., 2010), so that these aspects of the patients’ clinical 

stories may remain untold.  

Overall, the way we mentally represent our body may influence our quality of life, 

social interactions and mental health (Lewis et al., 2007; Longo, 2015). Therefore, for 

patients, not being able to rely on information coming from their bodies and 

experiencing such bodily illusions can be confusing and distressing for patients. For 
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example, in his autobiographical descriptions of an acute knee injury, Oliver Sacks 

(Stone et al., 2012) reports experiencing a feeling of disownership and of threat to his 

sense of self. In their experimental studies, Paqueron et al. (2003) described the sense of 

astonishment of most patients who experience body size distortions as a consequence of 

limb peripheral input alterations. Even vision may have a limited influence on the 

vividness of such distortions, by increasing the discrepancy between what is real and 

visible and what is perceptually experienced, despite the patients' awareness of the 

illusory nature of these phenomena (Paqueron et al., 2003). Finally, the contradictory 

perception of missing or disowned body parts may coexist with the illusion of swelling 

(Paqueron et al., 2003), thereby increasing the strangeness of these phenomena. 

Moving from these premises, and taking into account the results of this thesis, clinicians 

should consider the role of distorted body perception in MDRDs, starting from directly 

asking patients about their body experience. In addition, patients should be able to 

receive adequate information about the existence of these clinical phenomena, which 

seem to occur in parallel to pain perception. Thus, from a clinical perspective, it is 

important to educate and to inform patients affected by BPDs, starting from the 

validation of this kind of unpleasant and strange experiences. For instance, clinicians 

could tell patients that their clinical descriptions resemble the very common situation of 

receiving an injection from the dentist and thereby perceiving one’s lips and cheeks as 

uncommonly swollen and distorted, despite one’s awareness that they maintain their 

normal size. Moreover, as highlighted in this thesis, in some MDRDs such as FM, 

bodily illusions can be associated with neuropathic features of pain. Therefore, it 

becomes clinically important to detect the presence of a potential underlying 

neuropathic condition that affects both large and small fibers (Caro et al., 2018; 

Grayston et al., 2018; Lawson et al., 2018). 
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Although the evidence is still fragmented and insufficient to guide precise assessments 

and interventions in routinely clinical practice,  tools such as the 2-PET – as discussed 

in Chapter I – have showed promising psychometric results in objectifying body 

enlargement distortions. Moreover, this assessment methodology represents a simple, 

safe and inexpensive procedure feasible for daily use in clinical practice. Thus, if the 

psychometric values of the 2-PET will be confirmed in future investigations, especially 

through a data comparison with healthy subjects, this may represent a useful tool for the 

objectification and monitoring of bodily illusions. 

Future directions 

Since an effective treatment depends on effective diagnostic procedures, before 

conducting new treatment studies on BPDs as those described in Chapter I, future 

research should prioritize its focus on diagnostic studies, with the major aim of 

objectifying the perceptual dysfunctions subjectively referred by patients or reported 

through qualitative methods. As a first step, research studies may start by confirming 

the validity of available diagnostic methodologies that have shown good psychometric 

values, such as the 2-PET. Considering that recent neuropsychological studies on 

healthy subjects have found a degree of distorted implicit body perception with respect 

to an intact explicit mechanism (Longo, 2017), it appears urgent to replicate the 2-PET 

data obtained in CLBP patients against a large sample of healthy subjects.  

CLBP patients have been found to have an altered conscious perception of their own 

body. Thus, it is reasonable to expect a further deterioration also of the implicit 

mechanism underlying body perception. For these reasons, and considering the 

complexity of the body experience phenomenon, future diagnostic studies should 

consider the concomitant assessment of different domains of bodily experience. In order 

to test the potential divergences between conscious and unconscious mechanisms of 
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body perception within and between MDRDs, both implicit and explicit body 

perception should be investigated in parallel to the clinical variables commonly used for 

clinical studies, as some authors have started to do with CRPS patients (Lewis et al., 

2019). 

Finally, some other important questions remain open:  

a) can the relationship, emerged from our study, between body illusions and neuropathic 

pain in FM be explained by anatomical or functional disorders of large or small fibers? 

b) is the correlation between body illusions and neuropathic pain found in our sample of 

FM present also in other kinds of MDRDs? 

c) can explicit and implicit dysfunctions found in CLBP and CNP constitute a cause, a 

consequence or an epiphenomenon with respect to pain perception? 

In order to answer to these questions, three main future research lines may be indicated:  

a) Cross-sectional studies should investigate the positivity of diagnostic tests for 

large (electromyography/electroneurography) and small fibers (skin punch 

biopsy, quantitative sensory testing, microneurography) in patients with MDRDs 

who complain about concomitant bodily illusions. The results of this thesis show 

a strong relationship between neuropathic pain and bodily illusions (Chapter II); 

however, our cross-sectional electronic survey had the purpose of preliminarily 

exploring this potential relationship and assessing neuropathic pain only through 

self-administered questionnaires. As a further step, in order to investigate the 

presence of underlying small-, large-fibers, or mixed-type neuropathies, 

diagnostic studies should be designed that focus both on a careful clinical 

examination and the administration of electro-diagnostic tests. 

b) Observational studies investigating the relationship between neuropathic pain 

and bodily illusions should be conducted also in other MDRDs potentially 
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presenting a neuropathic dimension of pain. In line with this suggestion, as part 

of this thesis, it has been proposed in Chapter V to study the presence of bodily 

illusions in a sample of CLBP patients affected by failed back surgery 

syndrome. Moreover, considering that Paqueron (Paqueron et al., 2003) found a 

limited role of vision in influencing the experience of bodily distortions, it 

should be carefully taken into account that the spine region is placed out of 

vision and represents, at the same time, the area where chronic painful 

conditions are more prevalent (Hoy et al., 2010; Vos et al., 2015). Not being 

able to perform a visual check on one’s back could predispose both to the onset 

of body distortions and to the worsening of pre-existing perceptual dysfunctions. 

In fact, the perceptual experience of one’s spine is completely based on the 

mental reconstruction of perceptual information integrated with beliefs and 

abstract knowledge. However, the former may be influenced by distorted 

sensations caused by pain, and the latter may be conditioned by cognitive 

interpretations on the illness, expectations and negative emotions. Thus, future 

research should be oriented to the study of the prevalence of body perception 

distortions in chronic neck and back pain.  

c) Longitudinal studies providing outcome measures for pain and body perception 

along a large enough period of observation may constitute an appropriate 

approach to the question raised in the second point. Future research studies 

should consider the causal relationship between the occurrence of BPDs and 

pain. Some authors suggested that BPDs seem to precede the onset of other 

symptoms, and it has been speculated that pain may be a consequence rather 

than a cause in the development of “phantom perceptions” (Bultitude and Rafal, 

2010). At the current state of the art, we lack data about this relationship in 
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MDRDs. However, we should consider that theoretically this may happen. The 

perception of owning a “distorted body” may influence a patient’s pain 

experience itself, apart from the overall body experience. Indeed, pain represents 

the conscious perception that the body is threatened; it follows that it is 

fundamental to understand how a body in need of protection is perceived, 

because these mechanisms may be related to the emergence of pain itself (Wand 

et al., 2016). On the other side, perceptions of body contours and body 

ownership are usually taken for granted, but in circumstances in which 

derangements appear between what is perceived and what is real, pain may 

potentially increase in response to such conditions, together with fear-avoidant 

behaviours. 

As highlighted in Chapter I, there are few assessment methodologies available for 

implicit body perception in the field of MDRDs, and those assessing conscious body 

experiences show some limitations. Implicit and explicit body experience certainly 

represent a complex construct to define and to investigate, and we lack recognized gold-

standard procedures to validate perceptual dysfunctions. Nevertheless, it is noteworthy 

that, other than evaluation methodologies found in MDRDs (as the 2-PET), others 

psychophysical tests are used in neuropsychology (Fuentes et al., 2013; Longo and 

Haggard, 2010) and may be implemented in future research. 

Regarding the investigation of explicit body perception, self-reported questionnaires 

adopted in MDRDs (as the FreBAQ/FreKAQ and the NLSQ) provide items not directly 

derived from studies dedicated to patients’ self-experience as those represented by 

qualitative research. Moreover, these questionnaires were borrowed and adapted from 

studies on CRPS patients rather than from studies investigating directly MDRDs 

patients. Qualitative interview-based studies may represent a useful and appropriate 
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methodological approach to obtain relevant themes to implement in questionnaires’ 

items based on patients' "first-person" perspective (Lewis et al., 2007; Valenzuela-

Moguillansky, 2013). For these reasons, a research project has been proposed in 

Chapter IV that adopts semi-structured interviews in order to explore the subjective 

experience of body perception in patients with FM. We must consider that body 

perception is essentially a subjective phenomenon. Therefore, we cannot achieve 

comprehensive and deep knowledge of this personal experience without the direct 

involvement of patients with dysfunctional body experiences.  

Finally, new advanced technology could be implemented in diagnostic studies (Turton 

et al., 2013) aimed at overcoming the excessive subjectivity of clinicians in the 

assessment of body perception disorders, but preserving at the same time the 

subjectivity of patients in expressing their own body experience.  

Strength and limitations  

The use of different study designs with the goal to better cover different aspects of 

BPDs in MDRDs probably represents the strength of this PhD project. Research studies 

and ongoing projects presented in Chapters II-V are the result of the knowledge 

gathered through a comprehensive review of the literature (Chapter I), a review that has 

been conducted with a rigorous methodology and has allowed us to identify a 

significant number of unaddressed problems and gaps. Moreover, a multidisciplinary 

team composed both by clinicians and researchers has been formed with the aim of 

limiting potential conflicting interpretations of terminology and concepts and covering 

the topic from different perspectives. 

The lack of administration of a clinical examination and/or other quantitative 

measures represents a weakness of our work. However, the research project presented in 

Chapter V represents a proposal for overcoming these limitations. 
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Conclusions 

The aim of this PhD project was to investigate the presence of body perception 

dysfunction phenomena in patients with MDRDs, with a particular focus on bodily 

illusions in FM patients, and the relationship with neuropathic pain. What motivated us 

most was the absence of a comprehensive knowledge of these phenomena in the 

scientific literature. Our goal has been achieved through different study designs and 

research projects.  

As reported in this thesis, altered body perceptions can represent a clinical 

characteristic of MDRDs, in addition to pain perception, disability and other affected 

domains. In FM patients, perceptual dysfunctions and neuropathic pain are correlated, 

even if it remains to be clarified if bodily illusions represent the cause or consequence 

of neuropathic syndromes. In particular, in light of the literature examined, the 

hypothesis formulated and the results emerged from the research conducted, it is clear 

that in future research studies and in clinical practice a special attention should be 

reserved to the assessment of dysfunctions/pathologies of peripheral small fibers. 

Moreover, through an extensive review of the literature, the current state of the art 

has also been clarified as regards our knowledge of BPDs in MDRDs, and an 

interpretational model has been proposed to facilitate both future research studies and 

clinical interpretations of research findings. The need has also been emphasized to 

include in future research studies an assessment of BPDs in the assessment of patients 

with MDRDs. 

We hope that our results and reflections can become a starting point for future 

studies in the emergent research area of BPDs in persons affected by MDRDs. 
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APPENDIX I 
 

In this Appendix, it has been reported a published editorial highlighting the clinical 

relevance of human touch for manual physical therapists. Among the therapeutic 

functions that can be exerted through manual therapy, it was also mentioned its 

potential role as a tool to restore the mental body representation in chronic painful 

conditions. 

 

Manual Therapy: Exploiting the Role of Human Touch 

Published as: 

Tommaso Geri, Antonello Viceconti, Marco Minacci, Marco Testa, Giacomo Rossettini 

Musculoskeletal Science and Practice, 44, 102044 (2019). 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Introduction: the physiotherapy approach to musculoskeletal pain is currently pointing 

more towards a hands-off management of patients by education and exercise therapy. 

However, hands-on techniques still represent a core element of musculoskeletal 

physiotherapy practice appreciated by patients and widely taught in educational 

program and clinical professional development training. 

Purpose: this professional issue explain why hands-on techniques may be considered a 

specific form of touch and outlines the importance of having a deep and wider 

understanding of their action mechanisms. Three aspects of the human touch, namely 

analgesic, affective and somatoperceptual are considered in light of the current 

literature. 

Implications: the view of hands-on techniques as a specific form of human touch 

implies a change of perspective. Primarily, manual therapy techniques are based on the 

physical properties of the delivered stimulus (requiring knowledge of anatomy, 

biomechanics and neurophysiology) as well as on the emotional properties that emerge 

from the sympathetic contact established with the patient. Secondarily, the manual 

therapists should develop relationship and communicative skills allowing this kind of 

touch to emerge. Thirdly, accordingly with this new perspective, the study of the 

multifaceted mechanisms of action of hands-on techniques requires a multidisciplinary 

team of researchers including specialists apparently far from the clinical field. Finally, 

the recognition of the therapeutic value of touch as one of the most qualifying 

professional acts of physiotherapists is needed and guarantees patients of its best 

evidence-based delivering. 
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HIGHLIGHTS 

 Several constructs have proposed the working mechanism of hands-on 

techniques. 

 Manual therapy may be conceived as a specific form of human touch. 

 Touch requires technical skills linked with a sympathetic contact with the 

patients. 

INTRODUCTION 

According to a bio-psychosocial framework suggesting that lifestyle and 

psychosocial factors are among the strongest barriers to recovery after musculoskeletal 

diseases (Vargas-Prada and Coggon, 2015), patient’s education and exercise therapy are 

currently proposed as recommended evidence-based interventions (Lin et al., 2019), 

while passive treatments are considered by some to be out-of-date to address the 

complexity of musculoskeletal disorders. Meanwhile, the benefit of passive treatment 

observed in clinical practice has posed the question about why these techniques are 

helpful as a growing body of literature has questioned the constructs that explain the 

operating mechanism of hands-on techniques (Bialosky et al., 2017).  

A large amount of evidence has identified hands-on techniques as a pain 

modulator playing a role  at multiple levels beyond biomechanics that represents only 

one of the possible explanations of action (e.g., change in spinal stiffness) (Zusman, 

2010). Different interpretative frameworks have been proposed to better clarify the 

mechanism of action of manual techniques (Bialosky et al., 2009; Testa and Rossettini, 

2016). The elicitation of neurophysiological effects (e.g., spinal reflex and pain neural 

networks modulation) and context-related effects (e.g., placebo, nocebo) provide 

additional interpretations to explain why somatosensory stimuli delivered during the 
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application of a manual technique are capable to modulate the patient’s processing of 

pain condition (Bialosky et al., 2018; Rossettini et al., 2018).  

This change of perspective has stimulated a debate among scholars on the role of hands-

on techniques (Collins et al., 2017; Karas et al., 2018; Mintken et al., 2018; Oostendorp, 

2018; Reid et al., 2017), resulting in two major reflections. As an opportunity, it has 

increased the awareness of the value of this treatment solution as effective to improve 

pain, function and to facilitate pain-free movement without ‘fixing’ or ‘cure’ any 

structural deficits (Lewis and O’Sullivan, 2018). As a pitfall, it has left a sense of loss 

among clinicians and teachers involved in orthopaedic manual therapy, thus considering 

the possibility to decrease the effort of teaching them or to abandon the techniques from 

their therapeutic toolbox in favour of active and psychological strategies (e.g., change of 

lifestyle, exercise therapy, pain education) (Rabey et al., 2017).  

Even though we are mature enough to accept a transformation of our heritage as 

a sign of professional development, we have to recognize that hands-on techniques are a 

core element of physiotherapy identity (Nicholls and Holmes, 2012) appreciated and 

expected by patients in the context of a therapeutic ritual historically founded on the use 

of touch (Rutberg et al., 2013). During the clinical encounter, physiotherapists use their 

hands to: offer care, obtain information about the patient’s complaints during the 

physical examination, prepare the patient for treatment, and deliver a therapeutic 

intervention (Roger et al., 2002). In clinical practice the ‘hands-on’ ritual highlights the 

technical competence of the professional (e.g., skills for soft tissues palpation or joint 

mobilization); express humanization of the healthcare experience (e.g., communicate 

compassion and support beyond spoken words); and define physical, personal and 

professional boundaries (e.g., create a safe space where the therapy can be delivered) 

(Kelly et al., 2018).  
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All these undeniable aspects imply that physiotherapists should not abandon 

manual approaches in the treatment of musculoskeletal pain. In contrast, there is the 

need to improve the awareness of their potentiality and expand the perspective of their 

utilization. With this vision, we propose to consider the hands-on techniques as a 

specific form of touch, in which different dimensions (analgesic, affective, 

somatoperceptual) should be acknowledged for a more comprehensive interpretation of 

the beneficial effects of manual therapy (Figure 1). Moving from this premise, this 

professional issue aims to explore: a) the different dimensions of touch and, b), their 

implications for physiotherapy. 

THE DIMENSION OG HUMAN TOUCH IN MANUAL THERAPY 

Analgesic Touch: 

Instinctively, each of us is unwittingly inclined to place a hand on a hurting body 

part, caressing, pressing, sustaining it, checking for body integrity or simply providing 

some form of self-support for anxiety reduction. The instinctive body touching to 

reduce pain is probably ancient like the human history and its origin is lost in the mists 

of time. Since the first studies of Melzack and Wall (Melzack and Wall, 1965) on gate 

control theory to more recent neurophysiologic experiments (Mancini et al., 2014; 

Nahra and Plaghki, 2003), researchers have confirmed the pain modulatory power of 

touch. Touch is able to produce pain modulation in a body area around to the location 

where painful stimuli are simultaneously administered, biasing signal detection, 

buffering the rating of pain intensity and quality of sensation (Mancini et al., 2014). In 

this sense, the tactile interaction appears to act through sensory interaction, rather than 

simply by distraction or other cognitive processes (e.g. lowering levels of anxiety, 

hypervigilance and fear of pain) (Harper and Hollins, 2012). This down regulation of 

pain levels (the tactile analgesia) seems to be expression of the pain modulatory 
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function of Aβ fibres on Aδ and C pathways, and may be mediated at brainstem level by 

subcortical neural circuitry (Mancini et al., 2015). 

Affective Touch: 

Touch is able to both communicate and elicit emotions (Hertenstein et al., 2009, 

2006; Smith and MacLean, 2007). The touched person can recognize emotions 

conveyed by the toucher, but only if the touch is contextual (Goldstein et al., 2016). The 

fact of being immersed in a therapeutic context with expectations of being touched, per 

se positively prepares the brain to be touched (Andersen and Lundqvist, 2019). On the 

other hand, caressing, like applying any other kind of manual approach adequate 

enough to stimulate C-Tactile fibres (the so called 'affective touch') (Croy et al., 2016), 

may represent a rewarding and pleasant therapeutic experience that facilitates affiliative 

behaviours (Walker et al., 2017) and pain reduction. These effects are mediated by 

neuroendocrine signals, including the activation of endogenous opioids, oxytocin and 

dopaminergic pathways (Ellingsen et al., 2016; Grandi, 2016). 

Thus, the sympathetic contact with the patients carries the physiotherapist’s 

touch with the meaningful dimension of non-verbal, context-depended communication 

(Pinto et al., 2012). Touching with this intention promotes positive emotional responses 

like feelings of safety and relaxation (Walker et al., 2017) and reduces negative 

affective feelings, avoidance and stress-related biomarkers (e.g. salivary alpha amylase, 

salivary cortisol, heart rate) through the deactivation of systems related with stressful 

response to threat (Maratos et al., 2017). When the ‘right’ emotions are delivered 

according to the patient’s emotional status (a more psycho- than physio-oriented duty), 

hands-on approaches are capable of producing a dyadic empathetic touch-relationship, 

helping the removal of psychosocial barriers involved in patient’s emotional response 

(Grandi, 2016). 
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Somatoperceptual Touch: 

Beyond the biomechanical constructs, the hands-on approach may improve the 

patient’s body perception by promoting the reorganization of body mental 

representations (Longo, 2015), especially for those body regions hidden to the vision, as 

the spine (Nishigami et al., 2015). The physiotherapist’s touch can guide the patient to 

better find the localisation of pain and tactile stimuli on his body surface (Puentedura 

and Flynn, 2016). This way, hands-on techniques offer the patient the chance to 

discriminate between safe and threatening stimuli, promoting the conscious perception 

of an intact body. Realizing that the body is not damaged, nor threatened (Wand et al., 

2016) reduces anxiety, avoidance and defensive responses (Harvie et al., 2016). Overall, 

exteroceptive stimuli provided by physiotherapist may promote a more integrated 

patient’s body perception (Serino and Haggard, 2010). Recent findings suggest a 

positive influence of visual feedback on pain perception (Heinrich et al., 2019). In this 

sense physiotherapists' hands may act similarly to patients' eyes, enhancing the sense of 

body ownership ('this is my body'), and improving the perceived sense of agency ('I'm 

in control of my body') (Longo et al., 2008). 

IMPLICATIONS 

The expanded framework to include touch for the manual techniques will offer 

the patient a treatment oriented not only somato-topically but also ‘emotion-topically’. 

This can be achieved with a ‘semantic’ approach that gives a relational meaning to the 

hands-on technique, administered respecting the patient’s health and emotional 

conditions.  

The exploitation of hands-on techniques as a specific form of touch offers four 

main important consequences to the physiotherapy profession.  

1. It is not therapeutic if it is not sympathetic. Clinicians should remember that manual 
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techniques are not tools to fix the patient’s body, rather they provide the opportunity 

to communicate with the patient’s brain similar to words. For instance, during the 

interaction with a person, we can talk using a high or light tone of voice, speaking 

slowly or speedily, with emphasis or dosing the brakes (what is called “dynamics” 

in a music performance) with different relapses on our communication. 

Communication mediated by the touch occurs in the same way. Consequently, 

clinicians should select the appropriate “dynamics” when administering hands-on 

techniques, characterized through the properties of the physical (e.g., location, 

dimension of contact area, intensity, velocity of execution, contact frequency and 

timing) and emotional (e.g., kindness, reception, affectivity, firmness) stimulus. 

Therefore, it would be appropriate to focus future research efforts on the physical 

properties, location and administration methods of the stimulus conveyed to the 

patients, independently of the kind of manual technique applied (e.g., joint 

mobilisation, soft tissues intervention, neural sliding). This perspective may help the 

comparison of manual techniques beyond the supposed biomechanical or 

neurophysiological rationale. 

2. Educators should be aware of the overall therapeutic possibilities of touch that span 

from the correct execution of manual techniques to the wider consideration of the 

connection to the patient’s body perception and emotions. This paradigm shift 

requires a continuous development of relation skills to establish an emotional 

communication with the patients. Teachers should develop a formalization and a 

more comprehensive science of the “affective touch”. To do this, students should be 

trained in manual techniques as well as in communication skills with a paradigm 

shift from the use of biomechanical and neurophysiological constructs alone, to the 

wider consideration of the patient pain experience and emotional communication as 
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informative for technique design. These two aspects need special attention to 

establish an empathetic contact with the patients that would ease the emergence of 

the affective touch. Knowledge of biomechanical and anatomical features maintains 

nevertheless its importance to support the correct execution of hands-on techniques 

to achieve the intended physical stimulus.  

3. Researchers should orient their investigations on two emerging areas: the “affective 

touch” and the reorganization of mental representation. From the former research 

field, we may improve the understanding on how to use more proficiently the 

physical properties of touch in a more “emotionally”-oriented perspective. Through 

the latter, we may refine the modalities in which we already use hand-on techniques, 

in order to promote body map reorganization (e.g., through interactive patient 

involvement in drive selective attention on body sites where tactile stimuli were 

applied). This perspective reinforces the need for an enlarged multidisciplinary 

research approach to musculoskeletal pain involving, for example, specialists from 

fields apparently distant from the clinic e.g. semantics, psychology, ethnology 

Physiotherapy associations should promote the therapeutic role of hands-on techniques 

and claim their specificity, even though not exclusive, for the physiotherapy profession. 

There is the need to state firmly that touching a person is a therapeutic act per se, 

delivered according to precise theoretical constructs (e.g., neurophysiological, 

biomechanical, psychological) to insure its results. The relationship between the patient 

and the physiotherapist, unlike any other ones, represent a particular context in which 

the physiotherapist has the legitimate permission to have a close contact with the 

patient’s body. Considering also the emotional component carried with the touch, only 

trained and registered healthcare providers should use this approach in clinical setting. 

CONCLUSIONS 
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In summary, the complex and multidimensional patient-provider interaction 

exploits manual therapy as a specific form of human touch. In this perspective, tactile 

stimulation induced by physiotherapist’s hands not only meet the patient’s expectations 

but represents a special tool to non-verbally communicate meaningful messages to 

patients' brain, able to produce analgesia, regulate patient’s emotions and reorganize 

mental representations. We hope that this change of perspective would offer to the 

physiotherapy community the opportunity to better appreciate the implicit working 

mechanisms of manual therapy. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1. The semantic of touch is characterized by the physical and emotional 

properties of the applied stimulus. The physical properties encompass the deep 

knowledge of anatomy and biomechanics and their administration is encoded within the 

parameters of the technique described in terms of contact area, location of the contact, 

intensity and frequency of the stimulus. The emotional properties are related to the 

sympathetic contact with the patients which allows to administer the technique using a 

different “affective tone” based on non-verbal relationship and communitive skills. The 

effects of the technique described in the text are analgesic, affective and 

somatoperceptual. 
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Introduction

Each of us unequivocally owns a unique object, our own body. 
It is ‘unique’ because it is a multisensory object.1 This univo-
cal multisensoriality is provided by a complex and integrated 
network of cortical areas coding for different types of stimuli, 
the so-called ‘body matrix’.2 The brain houses multiple repre-
sentations of the body3 and this set of representational systems 
makes us capable of experiencing what happens to us, viewed 
both from the inside and the outside. In order to better study 
and explain this duality, Longo et al.4 suggest differentiating 
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the modality by which we feel our body from the inside, as an 
object of direct perception (somatoperception), from the other 
modality by which we can cognitively reflect the body from 
the outside (somatorepresentation). With the former, we can 
perceive our body and objects contacting it, while with the 
latter we can consider our body as a physical and biological 
object like another in the external world, with which we estab-
lish a relationship.1

Moreover, Longo et al.4 highlight another important dif-
ference between these two high-order processes (somatoper-
ception and somatorepresentation), and the basic mechanisms 
producing the sensations of touch, proprioception, cold, 
warm, nociception, and vision (called somatosensation). 
These three different mechanisms are integrated and linked,2 
but are independent of each other. The integrity of the periph-
eral receptors deputed to somatosensation, for example, is 
neither sufficient nor necessary to produce somatoperception 
or somatorepresentation. The most striking demonstration of 
this phenomenon is represented by the illusory perception of 
owning a limb (somatoperception) when the person knows 
that it has been amputated (somatorepresentation), and all 
the sensitive receptors are physically missing from that body 
part (somatosensation). The fact that this perceptual sensa-
tion is referred to as vivid and has detailed sensorial charac-
teristics indicates that the peripheral information has been 
stored somewhere centrally in the brain: sensations from the 
‘old’ limb are maintained in a body structure model of refer-
ence and continue to exist even in the absence of the limb 
itself.3 It follows that there may be a dissociation between 
these different components of mental representation of the 
body and the primary sensory process because each one has 
different underlying functional and neuro-anatomical bases 
(see Longo et al.4 for a detailed dissertation and other 
examples).

However, we have a less accurate knowledge of 
somatoperception and somatorepresentation because the 
mechanisms underlying somatosensation have been the pri-
mary focus of studies conducted in experimental Psychology 
and Neurophysiology.4

Pain itself can induce alterations in body/space percep-
tion.5,6 In turn, modifications in the way by which we per-
ceive our bodies (e.g. through visual manipulations)7–9 or the 
space with which our bodies interact10,11 may have implica-
tions in pain perception. These results highlight how the 
complex experiences of pain perception and body perception 
itself may depend on multisensorial representations stored in 
our brains, and how they may be potentially linked.2,12,13 
Pain represents the conscious perception that the body is 
threatened; it follows that it is fundamental to understand 
how a body that needs protection is perceived, because these 
mechanisms may be related to the emergence of pain itself.14 
It is noteworthy from a clinical and therapeutic perspective 
that this kind of ‘bizarre’ body perception disturbance may 
not be referred by patients to health care providers, if it is not 
directly questioned15,16 for fear of not being believed17 or of 

being considered mentally disturbed.18 Thus, overall, how 
we mentally represent our bodies may influence our quality 
of life, social interactions, and mental health.17,19

Phenomena of disturbed somatoperception and soma-
torepresentation have been documented in a variety of clini-
cal neuropathic pain conditions affecting the musculoskeletal 
system, and particularly in Complex Regional Pain Syndrome 
(CRPS)15,17,20,21 and phantom limb pain,22,23 but remain 
undiscovered for musculoskeletal disorders and rheumatic 
diseases (MDRDs). Moreover, while compelling prelimi-
nary evidence about interactions between body representa-
tion and space perception have been published in 
CRPS,11,20,24–27 this interaction remains to be clarified in 
MDRDs. Considering the correlation between body percep-
tion dysfunction with pain intensity17,26,28 and duration17,29 
highlighted in CRPS, it seems to be clinically important to 
clarify if this link exists in MDRDs. Thus, in order to have a 
complete overview of this research area, a literature search 
must be conducted to guide further research and clinical 
practice. Figure 1 summarizes the theoretical bases and the 
aims of this review.

Moreover, different terminologies have been used in sci-
entific literature to describe body perception and mental rep-
resentations, and the relative meanings assigned within this 
terminology are sometimes ambiguous or contradictory,30 
making it difficult to uniformly cover this research area. 
Although the issue of the terminology used is still under 
debate,31 for the purpose of the present review, we arbitrarily 
refer to somatosensation and the other higher-order pro-
cesses, namely, somatoperception and somatorepresenta-
tion, as defined by Longo et al.4

Aim

The aim of this review is to map and examine the magnitude 
and nature of available published research about distur-
bances of explicit and implicit19 mechanisms of body per-
ception, body representation, and perception of surrounding 
space in MDRDs. The present protocol represents a detailed, 
step-by-step description of how we intend to conduct the 
scoping review in order to limit the occurrence of reporting 
bias. Any deviations from the protocol that may occur will be 
addressed and explained in the final scoping review report.

Materials and methods

The scoping design approach was selected in order to  
systematically32,33 map and synthesize the research trends and 
findings on body perception and body representation that 
seem to be applicable in the clinical context of MDRDs. The 
scoping study represents the most appropriate method of over-
viewing the literature about an emergent research area which 
is still fragmented, complex, wide, poorly understood, or  
not previously deeply investigated.33,34 Our methodology  
is inspired by recently published scoping studies and  
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protocols.34–36 Our research team will use the six-step frame-
work for scoping review developed by Arksey and O’Malley37 
and supplemented by Peters et al.,38 as a guide. Moreover, it 
will follow the recommendations of Daudt et al.39 to enhance 
the six framework stages of Arksey and O’Malley. The six 
steps (five mandatory and one optional) are detailed below:

Step 1. Identifying research questions

•• Are there any documented modifications of the implicit 
and explicit cognitive and perceptual representations of 
one’s own body in MDRDs affected patients?

•• Do these phenomena show different features between 
MDRDs patients and those with other disorders, or are 
there different features between MDRD sub-groups?

•• What are the methodologies used to explore these phe-
nomena? Are they easily applicable in clinical practice?

•• When related to the body, the terms perception, repre-
sentation, and their synonyms can be ambiguous and 
differently interpreted depending on the specific ref-
erence areas and disciplines. We aim to investigate 
what terminology is used in different publications, by 

whom and for what purpose, including inter-article 
concordance.

Step 2. Identify relevant studies

We will follow the acronym PCC (Population, Concept, 
and Context) proposed by The Joanna Briggs Institute40 to 
describe elements of the inclusion criteria.

Population

The studies included will report data about adult individuals 
(>16 years old) of both sexes, affected by MDRDs, for 
example, low back pain, neck pain, osteoarthritis, rheuma-
toid arthritis, and fibromyalgia.

Concept

The main concept of this review will be the potential altera-
tions involved in how patients perceive their body and/or sur-
rounding space. Another core concept of this review refers to 
the characteristics (entity, typology, theoretical bases, and 
practical implications) of the potential disturbances involved.

Figure 1. Summary of theoretical bases and aims of the scoping review.
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Context

Literature specifically concerning MDRDs will be reviewed. 
Both experimental and clinical settings will be considered. 
However, we will focus mainly on the studies which relied 
on measures, methodologies, and/or tests that are adminis-
trable in clinical practice.

Types of studies

Quantitative and qualitative studies will be included in this 
review in order to better overview the current state of the art 
about the topic. Details on criteria for including and exclud-
ing studies are shown in Table 1. Studies that are included 
must be published on humans in English or, if not in English, 
then containing an English abstract, with additional informa-
tion of an earlier or ongoing trial study report. Data from 
these last sources will be extracted based on the information 
available in the abstract. However, we will keep a record of 
studies published in other languages in order to provide a 
general overview of the amount of international literature 
published.

Measure of outcomes for body perception and 
representation

The details are summarized in Table 1.

Search strategy and information sources

The multidisciplinary team composed of physiotherapists, 
neurologists, and psychologists will define search strategy. 
As recommended by Valaitis et al.,41 we will follow a three-
step search strategy. First, a preliminary search will be pilot 
tested in order to pre-select key words from abstracts and 
titles of papers considered relevant to the topic. This step 
will only involve two online databases, Medline (PubMed) 
and the Cochrane Library. Moreover, we will use PubReMiner 
(a free version data mining tool: http://hgserver2.amc.nl/cgi-
bin/miner/miner2.cgi) in order to retrieve additional key 
words and Mesh terms to assemble in the final search query. 
Based on the key words and Mesh terms retrieved, a defini-
tive search strategy will be developed using Medline 
(PubMed interface) (see Supplemental Appendix I). This pri-
mary search strategy will be peer-reviewed independently by 
two of the co-authors using the PRESS 2015 Evidence-
Based Checklist42 and re-adjusted after suggestions. The 
search strategy is detailed in Supplemental Appendix I. 
Search history and the peer review of the search strategy will 
be available upon request. We will use a wide range of search 
terms but also manual filters for Species (Human) in order to 
balance the comprehensiveness and specificity of the search 
strategy with feasibility. No date limitations will be imposed 
for the search strategy.

A secondary search strategy will be performed by adjust-
ing the primary search strategy for all the other databases 

included. Finally, in order to retrieve additional sources, a 
third strategy will be adopted: the four journals with the 
highest impact factor in the field of MDRDs will be elec-
tronically searched, and the reference list of all the articles 
and reviews of interest identified will be scanned. Moreover, 
inherent articles provided by each member of the team after 
searching personal databases will be analysed. If necessary, 
authors of the original studies will be contacted for further 
information or missing data.

Differently from systematic reviews, scoping reviews are 
characterized by an iterative search process rather than a 
fixed and pre-established one. For this reason, our search 
strategy and the inclusion/exclusion criteria may be changed 
and updated during the development of the review, following 
the feedback of the research team, if required.

Data management. All references of identified records will be 
imported and managed with Zotero (https://www.zotero.
org/); this will allow us to remove duplicates. A Google Drive 
folder will be used to share sources between team members.

Electronic databases. The search will be conducted in the fol-
lowing electronic databases: MEDLINE (PubMed), The 
Cochrane Library, The Cochrane Central Register of Controlled 
Trials (CENTRAL), The Campbell Library, the Physiotherapy 
Evidence Database (PEDro), SCOPUS, PsycINFO, Web of Sci-
ence, TRIP Database, and ProQuest Central database. Theses 
and dissertations will be searched on PQDT Open. In addition, 
a search for grey literature will be conducted through corre-
spondence with specialists and experts as well as using web 
search engines (i.e. Google, Google Scholar), limited to the first 
100 citations. A secondary review will be performed by scan-
ning the Grey Matters Checklist (https://www.cadth.ca/
resources/finding-evidence/grey-matters) of the Canadian 
Agency for Drugs and Technology in Health and searching the 
conference abstracts contained therein. The search strategy will 
be modified and adapted, if required, in order to balance the 
thoroughness and relevance of the records with the total volume 
and the feasibility of data management. The International Pro-
spective Register of Systematic Reviews database (PROS-
PERO) has been previously searched in order to check whether 
there are any reviews already registered on this topic.

Step 3. Study selection

The reviewing process will be carried out in two different 
steps: (1) preliminary identification of relevant studies 
based on the title and/or abstract; (2) study selection based 
on the eligibility criteria (see Table 1). For the first step, 
before starting the screening, the researchers will perform a 
pilot test, pre-formal screening for a random 10% of the 
records retrieved on PubMed as a calibration exercise, with 
the goal of improving reliability across reviewers. For the 
second step, pre-formal screening will be performed on a 
random 10% of overall records retrieved on all databases 
included. For both calibration tests, percentage inter-rater 

http://hgserver2.amc.nl/cgi-bin/miner/miner2.cgi
http://hgserver2.amc.nl/cgi-bin/miner/miner2.cgi
https://www.zotero.org/
https://www.zotero.org/
https://www.cadth.ca/resources/finding-evidence/grey-matters
https://www.cadth.ca/resources/finding-evidence/grey-matters
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agreement will have to be >90% in order to start the formal 
screening:34 if agreement observed is lower, the inclusion 
and exclusion criteria will be clarified and another round of 
pilot testing will be performed. Feedback from this test will 
also be used to refine inclusion/exclusion criteria. Another 
pilot trial charting exercise will be performed prior to data 
abstraction in order to improve the adherence of extracted 
information with research questions and objectives.37–39,41,43 
Study features coming from a convenience sample of five 
of the included articles will be extracted separately by two 

reviewers. A pilot form of the spreadsheet developed a pri-
ori will be used and the inter-rater agreement will be veri-
fied. If necessary, the spreadsheet will be modified, based 
on the research team feedback, until it reaches 90% or more 
inter-reviewer agreement.44

In the first step, records screening will be conducted to 
determine the eligibility of the studies. Each record will be 
considered as included, excluded, or uncertain. At this stage, 
uncertain studies will not be eliminated; these records will be 
analysed in the second stage, undergoing a full-text review 

Table 1. Eligibility criteria for included and excluded studies.

Inclusion criteria Exclusion criteria

Studies investigating alterations of the implicit and explicit body and space perception, 
body representation, and the characteristics of neurocognitive impairments (entity, 
typology, theoretical bases, and practical implications) to these associated.

Language: Full text in Englisha

Setting: Experimental or clinicalb

Participants:
Studies on humans (>16 years old), male and female
Patients affected by musculoskeletal disorders or rheumatic diseases (i.e. low back 
pain, neck pain, osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, and fibromyalgia), including 
radicular syndromes (radicular pain and radiculopathies)

Study design:
Primary research studies:

•• Quantitative design:
-• Experimental designs (randomized controlled trials, controlled clinical trials, 

proceedings,c conference abstractsc)
-• Observational designs (descriptive studies, surveys, cohort studies, cross-

sectional studies, observer-reported or patient-reported outcome studies, 
case studiesc and case series,c proceedings,c and conference abstractsc)

•• Qualitative designs: phenomenological and grounded theory approaches
Secondary research studies:

-• of quantitative studies: systematic review with or without meta-analysis, 
observational

-• of qualitative studies: meta-summary, meta-synthesis
Outcomes:

•• Quantitative research design:
-• Primary outcomes:

measures, methodologies, and tests used by authors to assess body 
perception, body representation, and perception of surrounding space, the 
association between pain (intensity and duration) and disturbances of body 
perception, body representation, and perception of surrounding space

-• Secondary outcomes:
the association between neuro-anatomical and/or neurophysiological 
correlates and measures of body perception

•• Qualitative research design:
-• Primary o.utcomes:

the frequency and typology of words used by patients in describing 
the alterations of one’s own body perception or representation in 
musculoskeletal disorders and rheumatic diseases. Themes and subthemes 
will be derived by the analysis of patient interviews

Studies investigating body image intended 
as the satisfaction about one’s own bodily 
appearance

Language: Full text and abstract not in Englishe

Participants:
•• Patients affected by:
-• neuropathic pain (e.g. complex 

regional pain syndrome – CRPS, 
phantom limb pain) or myelopathies

-• Eating disorders (e.g. anorexia, 
bulimia)

-• Psychiatric or neurological conditions 
(e.g. personality dissociation, 
somatoform disorders, body identity 
integrity disorders – BIID, dementia, 
Alzheimer and Parkinson diseases, 
multiple sclerosis, stroke, cerebral 
palsy, spinal cord diseases)

-• Congenital, hereditary, or endocrine 
abnormalities and deformities (e.g. 
pectus carinatum, phocomelia, 
acromegaly, gigantism, Marfan 
syndrome, benign joint hypermobility 
syndrome)

-• Neoplastic or post-neoplastic 
conditions (e.g. breast cancer)

Study design:
•• Narrative reviewd

•• Editorials, commentaries or expert 
opinion articles, point of view, letters to 
editors, correspondences or replies to 
letters,e book reviews, or chapters

•• Study protocolf

aOr full text not in English but with the abstract in English, only if containing additional information of an earlier or ongoing trial study report.
bWith a particular focus on studies reporting methodologies or test/measures feasible to translate into clinical practice.
cDescribed with a rigorous methodology.
dA reference list of narrative review about the topic of interest will be manually scanned.
eIncluded in the qualitative analysis only if containing additional information on an earlier or ongoing trial study report.
fExcluded from the analysis but reported in order to provide a general overview of the amount of international literature published.
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best fitting the inclusion and exclusion criteria. The PRISMA 
(Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and 
Meta-Analyses) flow chart45 will be used to report the search 
process and the final numbers of articles included in the 
qualitative analysis. An excel spreadsheet will be used to 
report all results from the two searching steps and to assign a 
univocal identification number to each record.

Two reviewers with different backgrounds, for example, a 
neuropsychologist and a physiotherapist, will perform all 
screening steps independently. The multidisciplinary nature 
of our research team, which includes physiotherapists, neu-
rologists, neuropsychologists, and methodologists, along 
with its inter-professionality, that is, members trained in 
clinical practice and academic researchers,46,47 is highly 
appreciable, especially in this area of research, which has 
historically been addressed within psychological disciplines. 
By contrast, in this review, the area of research is discussed 
from the rehabilitation perspective. Discrepancies during the 
screening phase will be resolved via discussion between 
reviewers until a consensus is reached; in case of persistent 
disagreement, a third reviewer will be introduced.

Findings emerging from the review will be organized 
around the research questions previously mentioned. One 
reviewer will extract standard information about the studies’ 
characteristics and background, as well as additional informa-
tion, using a standardized excel spreadsheet (see Supplemental 
Appendix II), which may be modified after the pilot trial 
charting exercise. Another member of the team will check the 
correspondence of data extracted with the research questions 
and goals of the review by doing a full-text reading.

After this calibration exercise procedure, a single reviewer 
will extract data from each study included, which will be 
verified by another member of the team. A third reviewer 
will resolve any disagreement.

Step 4. Charting the data

A summary for numerical results and qualitative analysis 
will be reported and, if possible, data will be graphically 
charted.

Step 5. Collating, summarizing, and reporting the results

Results will be qualitatively and quantitatively synthesized 
in order to determine what has already been discovered in 
this research area and what requires a more in-depth investi-
gation, in line with the research purpose. In agreement with 
the concept of ‘literature map’, results will be presented 
graphically as suggested by Peters et al.38

Methodological quality appraisal

Quality critical appraisal of risk of bias will not be performed 
in line with guidance on scoping review conduct.38 Since stud-
ies in this area tend to be non-homogeneous in terms of their 

methodology and study designs, the present scoping review is 
intended as a broad overview of the evidence pertaining to a 
topic, irrespective of study quality. Moreover, the emerging 
nature of the topic in question renders it difficult to appraise 
the quality of the methodology used in each study. In fact, the 
main goal of this study, unlike that of systematic reviews, is to 
map and synthesize the evidence available about this topic 
rather than provide the best available evidence.38,40

Step 6. Consultation phase (optional)

If considered potentially helpful by the research team, a con-
sultation phase will be introduced with the goal of getting 
additional sources of information and perspectives related to 
the scope of inquiry.37 More in detail, this step may be intro-
duced if a conflicting use of the terminology emerges related 
to the alteration in body perception and representation, and/or 
if the studies included are scarce, come from different settings, 
or are obtained through very different research designs. This 
step can potentially provide insights on the meaning and appli-
cability of findings, highlighting what the literature fails to 
clarify and how research in this area could be improved. 
Researchers involved in this project are experts in the field of 
body perception and representation; their publications on this 
topic attest to their expertise. Moreover, other professionals 
will be involved (such as physiotherapists, neurologists, psy-
chologists, and neurophysiologists) that may share additional 
references, provide new knowledge, or improve the debate 
around the theme of this scoping review through their exper-
tise. Recruitment will take place by personal email invitation. 
Experts will be invited to discuss the strengths and limitations 
of published studies, interpretation of the findings, clinical 
applicability, and proposal to guide future research in this area. 
Ways to standardize the terminology used if discrepancies 
emerge in the findings of the review will also be discussed. 
Email correspondence and face-to-face or Skype meetings 
will be used to discuss how to improve research methodology 
within this topic and what main areas could be further investi-
gated. A semi-structured spreadsheet will be administered in 
order to systematically aggregate the questions raised and the 
suggestions provided.

Discussion

We aim to review scientific literature published on the dys-
functions of implicit and explicit body perception, body repre-
sentation, and perception of surrounding space in patients with 
MDRDs. Our goals are (1) to delimit the state of the art, (2) to 
clarify the currently used terminology, and (3) to define the 
clinical usefulness and feasibility of the diagnostic and thera-
peutic methodologies studied. Through the publication of this 
protocol, we intend to define and outline the step-by-step pro-
cedure to conduct the scoping review in order to limit the 
occurrence of reporting bias. Any deviations from the protocol 
will be reported in the final draft of the scoping review.
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The scoping design approach has been selected for its 
appropriateness in overviewing the literature published on 
an emergent complex and fragmented research area that has 
not been systematically studied before. We adopt the meth-
odological framework currently recognized for conducting 
systematic reviews,33,37–39,47,48 modelling this protocol on 
those previously published by other authors.34,35

Ethics

The present review is not a primary research study and does 
not require formal ethical approval.

Dissemination

In recent years, the publication of review (included scoping 
review) protocols has increased in order to improve the 
transparency process, which is considered important as a 
validity criterion. This research protocol aims to outline the 
methodological steps planned in conducting and reporting 
the review. The results of this overview will be of interest for 
clinicians and researchers involved in the area of body per-
ception, body representation, and perception of surrounding 
space. It may be of particular interest for physiotherapists 
treating MDRDs, aiming to better understand body percep-
tion disturbances and their potential role in developing and/
or perpetuating long-lasting pain.
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APPENDIX III 

In this Appendix, it has been reported the letter of submission for the Article 2 

("Fibromyalgic patients complain neuropathic pain and symptoms indicative of small-

fiber pathology: findings from a national on line cross-sectional survey"). 

 

 Evidence of submission for the Article 2 

 

Journal: PAIN 

Title: Fibromyalgic patients complain neuropathic pain and symptoms indicative of 

small-fiber pathology: findings from a national on line cross-sectional survey 

ID: PAIN-D-20-00501 

Format: Research Paper 

Authors: Antonello Viceconti, MSc; Tommaso Geri, PhD; Simone De Luca, Pt; Filippo 

Maselli, MSc; Giacomo Rossettini, PhD; Alberto Sulli, Associated Professor; Angelo 

Schenone, Full Professor; Marco Testa, PhD 

 

 

Dear Mr. Viceconti, 

 

Your submission entitled "Fibromyalgic patients complain neuropathic pain and 

symptoms indicative of small-fiber pathology: findings from a national on line cross-

sectional survey" has been assigned the following manuscript number: PAIN-D-20-

00501. 

 

You will be able to check on the progress of your paper by logging on to Editorial 

Manager as an author. 

The URL is https://www.editorialmanager.com/pain/ 

username: vice88 

password: click here to reset your password 

 

Thank you for submitting your work to this journal. 

 

Kind regards, 

 

Sally Weiss 

Managing Editor, PAIN 

 

 

https://www.editorialmanager.com/pain/
https://www.editorialmanager.com/pain/l.asp?i=212763&l=FTB1ROQV
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APPENDIX IV 
 
In this Appendix, it has been reported the Additional Files of the Article 2 (Chapter II), 

and of the Article 3 (Chapter III). 
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Additional file I of Article 2 

 

Fibromyalgic and Rheumatic patients’ association contacted for Survey administration. 

 
 

Fibromyalgic Associations 

contacted 

Italian 

Region 

Web Site 

 

   

A.P.MA.R.R. National  https://www.apmarr.it 

A.I.S.F. National  https://sindromefibromialgica.it 

A.I.S.F. (South Italy Division) South https://sindromefibromialgica.it 

A.N.FI.SC. 
Center-

North 
http://www.anfisc.it 

Fondazione Alessandra Graziottin 

ONLUS 
North 

https://www.fondazionegraziottin.org/it

/index.php 

Fibromialgia Toscana ONLUS Center  http://www.fibromialgiatoscana.org 

La Compagnia dei Fibromialgici 
Center-

North 
https://fibromialgiamagazine.it/ 

A.M.R.E.R. 
Center-

North 
www.amrer.it 

Libellula Libera Center  https://libellulalibera.it 

Associazione Fibromialgia e 

Stanchezza Cronica F.V.G. 

ONLUS 

North - 

A.MA.RE. FVG  http://www.malatireumaticifvg.org/ 

A.LO.MA.R. North  http://www.alomar.it/ 

Comitato Fibromialgici Uniti On Line - 
 

A.P.MA.R.R.: Associazione nazionale Persone con Malattie Reumatologiche e Rare ONLUS 

A.I.SF: Associazione Italiana Sindrome Fibromialgica ONLUS 

A.N.FI.SC.: Associazione Nazionale Fibromialgia, CFS, Encefalomielite Mialgica 

A.MA.RE. FVG: Associazione Nazionale Malati Reumatici - Friuli Venezia Giulia 

A.LO.MA.R.: Associazione Lombarda Malati Reumatici ONLUS 

A.M.R.E.R.: Associazione Malati Reumatici Emilia-Romagna 

In bold: associations accepted to receive our invitation e-mail and to forward it their subscribers 
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Additional file II of Article 2 

 
Questionario: “Valutazione del dolore e delle percezioni del corpo nei pazienti 

fibromialgici” 

 

Benvenuto! 

 

Gentilmente risponda alle domande sulla base della sua personale esperienza con la 

Fibromialgia. La compilazione dell’intero questionario è volontaria e richiede massimo 

10-12 minuti. Le sue risposte sono completamente anonime e saranno utilizzate 

solamente per gli scopi di questa ricerca. 

Questa indagine permetterà di conoscere se i pazienti affetti da fibromialgia riferiscono 

sintomi soggettivi di dolore neuropatico e come questo viene indagato nella pratica 

clinica. 

Il suo aiuto potrà permetterci di migliorare le informazioni riguardanti l’approccio 

clinico utilizzato nella Fibromialgia. 

 

Cliccando sul link del questionario, lei fornirà il suo consenso a partecipare allo studio.  

Quando avrà completato ogni domanda, clicchi su “Prosegui” per salvare le sue 

risposte. Se deciderà di abbandonare il questionario, selezioni “Uscita”. 

 

Grazie per la sua partecipazione a questo questionario. 

 

SEZIONE A – Informazioni socio demografiche e cliniche 

 

Informazioni socio-demografiche 

 

1. È maschio o femmina? [selezioni] 

  

  

 

 

2. Quanti anni ha? [indichi in anni, es. 53] 

 ………. 

 

3. Qual è il titolo di studio più elevato che ha raggiunto? [selezioni] 

  

  

  

  

  

 

4. In che area d’Italia vive? [selezioni] 
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Informazioni cliniche 

 

5. Da quanto tempo ha ricevuto la diagnosi di Fibromialgia da parte di un 

Reumatologo? [indichi in mesi, es. 24. Non indichi un intervallo di tempo: es. 

24/36 mesi] 

 ………. 

 

6. Soffre o ha sofferto anche di altre patologie diagnosticate da medici 

specialisti? [selezioni anche più di una risposta se ritiene opportuno] 

  

  

   

  

  

 

 

7. Per la diagnosi di Fibromialgia le sono mai stati prescritti i seguenti esami 

diagnostici? [selezioni “no” se non le è stato prescritto un dato esame per la 

diagnosi di Fibromialgia]  

  

  

  

Risonanza Magnetica o Radiografia del sistema muscoloscheletrico (es. 

colonna vertebrale, arti) 

 

8. Sta effettuando in questo momento una terapia farmacologica prescritta da 

un medico specialista (es. reumatologo) per la Fibromialgia? [selezioni 

anche più di una risposta se ritiene opportuno]  

  

  

  

  

  

o ciclobenzaprina (es. Flexiban) 

 

 

 

9. Ha dolore o rigidità nelle seguenti aree? [selezioni anche più di una risposta 

se ritiene opportuno] 

 o-omerale destro 

 -omerale sinistro 
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 destra 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

[solo se è stata contrassegnata almeno un’area anatomica nella precedente 

domanda] 

 

10. Da quanto tempo sono stabilmente presenti i sintomi (riferito al dolore e 

alla rigidità) nelle aree anatomiche che ha appena descritto? [indichi in 

mesi, es. 18. Non indichi un intervallo di tempo: es. 24/36 mesi].   

….. 

  

11. Utilizzando la scala riportata, indichi il livello di severità nella scorsa 

settimana per quanto riguarda la fatica che ha accusato. [selezioni] 

 

 0= nessun problema 

 1= problemi leggeri o intermedi, generalmente intermittenti 

 2= problemi intermedi, considerevoli, spesso presenti e/o a un livello         

                 moderato di frequenza 

 3= problemi severi, pervasivi, continui e che interferiscono con la vita di tutti 

      i giorni 

 

12. Utilizzando la scala riportata, indichi il livello di severità nella scorsa 

settimana per quanto riguarda la sensazione di risveglio senza riposo. 

[selezioni] 

 0= nessun problema 

 1= problemi leggeri o intermedi, generalmente intermittenti 

 2= problemi intermedi, considerevoli, spesso presenti e/o a un livello   

                 moderato di frequenza 

 3= problemi severi, pervasivi, continui e che interferiscono con la vita di tutti 

      i giorni 

 

13. Utilizzando la scala riportata, indichi il livello di severità nella scorsa 

settimana per quanto riguarda i sintomi cognitivi (difficoltà di 

concentrazione e/o memoria). [selezioni] 

 0= nessun problema 

 1= problemi leggeri o intermedi, generalmente intermittenti 

 2= problemi intermedi, considerevoli, spesso presenti e/o a un livello moderato 

 di frequenza 

 3= problemi severi, pervasivi, continui e che interferiscono con la vita di tutti i 

 giorni 
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14. Negli ultimi 6 mesi ha avuto i seguenti sintomi? [selezioni anche più di una 

risposta se ritiene opportuno] 

  

 dolori o crampi nella parte bassa dell’addome 

 umore depresso, sentirsi depressi 

 

 

  

SEZIONE B – NPSI e FIQ 
 

Neuropathic Pain Symptoms Inventory 

Lei potrebbe provare uno o più tipi di dolore. Questo dolore può essere di diversi 

tipi: potrebbe trattarsi di un dolore spontaneo, ad esempio un dolore in assenza di 

qualsiasi stimolazione, che potrebbe essere continuo o manifestarsi sotto forma 

di brevi attacchi di dolore. Potrebbe anche trattarsi di un dolore provocato o 

accentuato dallo sfioramento, dalla pressione o dal contatto della parte dolorante 

con il freddo. Questo questionario è stato costruito per aiutare il suo medico a 

valutare e curare meglio i diversi tipi di dolore che prova.  

Vorremmo sapere se ha dolore spontaneo, cioè dolore in assenza di stimolazioni. 

Per ciascuna delle seguenti domande, la preghiamo di scegliere il numero che 

descrive meglio l’intensità media del dolore spontaneo che ha provato nelle 

ultime 24 ore. Scelga il numero 0 se non ha provato questo tipo di dolore (faccia 

un cerchietto attorno a un solo numero). 

 

15. Il dolore spontaneo (cioè in assenza di stimolazioni) assomiglia a una 

sensazione di bruciore (nelle ultime 24 ore)? [selezioni un valore tra 0 e 10 dove 

il valore 0 corrisponde a “nessuna sensazione di bruciore” e il valore 10 

corrisponde a “la peggiore sensazione di bruciore che si possa immaginare”] 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

16. Il dolore spontaneo (cioè in assenza di stimolazioni) assomiglia ad una 

stretta (ultime 24 ore)? [selezioni un valore tra 0 e 10 dove il valore 0 

corrisponde a “nessuna stretta” e il valore 10 corrisponde a “la peggiore stretta 

che si possa immaginare”] 
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17. Il dolore spontaneo (cioè in assenza di stimolazioni) assomiglia ad una 

sensazione di compressione (ultime 24 ore)? [selezioni un valore tra 0 e 10 dove 

il valore 0 corrisponde a “nessuna sensazione di compressione” e il valore 10 

corrisponde a “la peggiore sensazione di compressione che si possa immaginare”] 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Vorremmo sapere se ha brevi attacchi di dolore. Per ciascuna delle seguenti 

domande, la preghiamo di scegliere il numero che descrive meglio l’intensità 

media dei suoi attacchi di dolore nelle ultime 24 ore. Scelga il numero 0 se non 

ha provato questo tipo di dolore. 

18. Il dolore è simile a delle scosse elettriche (ultime 24 ore). [selezioni un 

valore tra 0 e 10 dove il valore 0 corrisponde a “nessun dolore simile a scosse 

elettriche” e il valore 10 corrisponde a “il peggior dolore simile a scosse elettriche 

che si possa immaginare”] 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

19. Il dolore è simile ad una pugnalata (ultime 24 ore). [selezioni un valore tra 

0 e 10 dove il valore 0 corrisponde a “nessun dolore simile ad una pugnalata” e il 

valore 10 corrisponde a “il peggior dolore simile ad una pugnalata che si possa 

immaginare”] 
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Vorremmo sapere se avverte dolore provocato o accentuato dallo sfioramento, 

dalla pressione o dal contatto della parte dolorante con il freddo o con il caldo. 

Per ciascuna delle seguenti domande, la preghiamo di scegliere il numero che 

descrive meglio l’intensità media del dolore provocato nelle ultime 24 ore. 

Scelga il numero 0 se non ha provato questo tipo di dolore 

 

20. Il dolore è provocato o accentuato dallo sfioramento della parte 

dolorante (ultime 24 ore)? [selezioni un valore tra 0 e 10 dove il valore 0 

corrisponde a “nessun dolore” e il valore 10 corrisponde a “il peggior dolore che si 

possa immaginare”] 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

21. Il suo dolore è provocato o accentuato dalla pressione sulla parte 

dolorante (ultime 24 ore)? [selezioni un valore tra 0 e 10 dove il valore 0 

corrisponde a “nessun dolore” e il valore 10 corrisponde a “il peggior dolore che si 

possa immaginare”] 
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22. Il dolore è provocato o accentuato dal contatto della parte dolorante con 

il freddo (ultime 24 ore)? [selezioni un valore tra 0 e 10 dove il valore 0 

corrisponde a “nessun dolore” e il valore 10 corrisponde a “il peggior dolore che si 

possa immaginare”] 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Vorremmo sapere se ha delle sensazioni nella parte dolorante. Per ciascuna delle 

seguenti domande, la preghiamo di scegliere il numero che descrive meglio 

l’intensità media delle sensazioni insolite nelle ultime 24 ore. Scelga il numero 

0, se non ha avuto questo tipo di sensazione.  

23. Ha una sensazione di aghi o spilli nella parte dolorante (ultime 24 ore)? 

[selezioni un valore tra 0 e 10 dove il valore 0 corrisponde a “nessuna sensazione di 

aghi o spilli” e il valore 10 corrisponde a “la peggior sensazione di aghi o spilli che 

si possa immaginare”] 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

24. Avverte un formicolio nella parte dolorante (ultime 24 ore)? [selezioni un 

valore tra 0 e 10 dove il valore 0 corrisponde a “nessuna sensazione di formicolio” 

e il valore 10 corrisponde a “la peggior sensazione di formicolio che si possa 

immaginare”] 
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25.  Da quando soffre di Fibromialgia ha riscontrato la presenza dei seguenti 

sintomi nelle aree del corpo in cui ha appena dichiarato di avvertire dolore 

o in altre parti del corpo? [selezioni anche più di una risposta se ritiene 

opportuno] 

  

-sensibilità al tatto (es. intolleranza al contatto con le lenzuola o i vestiti) 

re bene il contatto con gli        

    oggetti o le superfici) 

 

    rispetto ad un altro oppure in una zona del tronco rispetto ad un’altra) 

  colorazione della cute (es. chiazze chiare o scure) 

 

      corpo 

 

 iuscire a sentire bene la temperatura  

                dell’acqua calda) 

    

    dell’acqua fredda) 

  

 

 

Fibromyalgia Impact Questionnaire 

 

26.   Indichi il numero che esprime meglio la Sua condizione di salute 

prevalente nell’ultima settimana. Se normalmente non pratica l’attività 

descritta selezioni l’opzione “attività non praticata”. 

 

Nell’ultima settimana è stata/o in grado di: 

 
Sempre 

Quasi 

sempre 

Qualche 

volta 
Mai 

Attività 

non 

praticata 

a) Andare a fare la spesa? 0 1 2 3  

b) Fare il bucato? 0 1 2 3  

c) Preparare i pasti? 0 1 2 3  

d) Lavare i piatti? 0 1 2 3  

e) Passare l’aspirapolvere? 0 1 2 3  

f) Rifare i letti? 0 1 2 3  

g) Camminare per alcuni 

isolati? 0 1 2 3  

h) Andare a trovare amici o 

parenti? 
0 1 2 3  
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27. Per quanti giorni è stata bene nell’ultima settimana? [scelga una sola 

risposta] 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

28. Per quanti giorni, nell’ultima settimana, non Le è stato possibile andare al 

lavoro o fare i lavori domestici a causa della fibromialgia? [scelga una sola 

risposta] 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

29. Nell’ultima settimana, quanto dolore o gli altri sintomi della fibromialgia 

hanno interferito con la capacità di svolgere il Suo lavoro, comprese le faccende 

domestiche? [selezioni un valore tra 0 e 10 dove il valore 0 corrisponde a “nessuna 

difficoltà” e il valore 10 corrisponde a “grande difficoltà”] 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

i) Fare i lavori di 

giardinaggio? 
0 1 2 3  

j) Guidare l’automobile? 0 1 2 3  
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30. Nell’ultima settimana, quanto è stato forte il suo dolore? [selezioni un valore 

tra 0 e 10 dove il valore 0 corrisponde a “nessun dolore” e il valore 10 corrisponde 

a “dolore molto forte”] 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

31. Nell’ultima settimana, quanto si è sentito/a stanco/a? [selezioni un valore tra 

0 e 10 dove il valore 0 corrisponde a “nessuna stanchezza” e il valore 10 

corrisponde a “molto stanco/a”] 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

32. Nell’ultima settimana, come si è sentito/a al risveglio? [selezioni un valore 

tra 0 e 10 dove il valore 0 corrisponde a “ben riposato/a” e il valore 10 corrisponde 

a “molto stanco/a”] 
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33. Nell’ultima settimana, quanto si è sentito/a rigido/a? [selezioni un valore tra 

0 e 10 dove il valore 0 corrisponde a “nessuna rigidità” e il valore 10 corrisponde a 

“molto rigido/a”] 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

34. Nell’ultima settimana, come descriverebbe il suo grado di ansia o 

nervosismo? [selezioni un valore tra 0 e 10 dove il valore 0 corrisponde a “per 

nulla ansioso/a” e il valore 10 corrisponde a “molto ansioso/a”] 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

35. Nell’ultima settimana, come descriverebbe il suo grado di malinconia o 

depressione? [selezioni un valore tra 0 e 10 dove il valore 0 corrisponde a “per 

nulla depresso/a” e il valore 10 corrisponde a “molto depresso/a”] 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

Gentile Signora/Signore, grazie per averci dedicato il suo tempo per la 

compilazione di questa indagine conoscitiva! 
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Additional file III of Article 2 

 
Questionnaire: “Assessment of pain and body perception in fibromyalgic patients” 

 

Welcome to this survey! 

Please, answer the following questions based on your personal experience with 

Fibromyalgia. Completion of the entire questionnaire is voluntary and will take you 10-

12 minutes. Your answers are completely anonymous and they will only be used for the 

purposes of this research.  

This survey will allows to know if fibromyalgic patients refer subjective symptoms of 

neuropathic pain, and how they are investigated in clinical practice. 

Your participation is fundamental because it will allow us to improve the knowledge 

about the clinical approach to Fibromyalgia. 

By clicking on the link to the survey, you provide your consent to participate in our 

study. Whenever you complete each question, click on “Next” to save your answer. If 

you decide to abandon the survey, click on “Exit”. 

Thank you for taking part to this survey. 

 

SECTION A – Socio-demographic and clinical information 

Socio-demographic characteristics 

 

1. What is your gender? [select] 

  Male 

  Female 

 I prefer to not answer 

2. How old are you? [complete in years, e.g. 53] 

 ………. 

3. Which is your study qualification? [select] 

  

  

  

  

   

4. In which part of Italy do you live? [select] 

  

  

  

 s 

Clinical Information 

5. How long did you received a diagnosis of fibromyalgia by a Rheumatologist? 

[complete in months, e.g. 24. Not complete with ranges: e.g. 24/36 months] 

 ………. 
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6. Do/did you suffer from other pathologies diagnosed by specialists? [More 

answers are possible] 

  

  

   

 

      etc...) 

  

 

 

7. Did you have prescription for the following diagnostic exams to diagnose 

Fibromyalgia? [select “no” if a certain exam was not prescribed to diagnose 

Fibromyalgia]  

  Electromyography/Electroneurography  

  Sural biopsy 

  Cutaneous biopsy 

 Musculoskeletal imaging (MRI or RX, e.g. spinal column, limbs) 

 

8. In this moment, are you taking a pharmacological therapy prescribed by a 

rheumatologist or other specialized physicians? [More answers are possible] 

  Yes, I am taking fluoxetine (e.g. Prozac)  

  

  Adepril) 

  

  

 

 

 

 

9. Do you feel pain or stiffness in the following areas? [More answers are 

possible] 

  Right shoulder girdle 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 t thigh 

  

  

  

  

  Chest 

  Abdomen 

  Upper back 

  Lower back 
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  Neck 

  No symptoms in the previous anatomical areas 

 

[Complete only if in the previous question was checked at least one anatomical 

area] 

10. How long are your symptoms (pain and stiffness) present in the anatomical 

areas previously described? [complete in months, e.g. 18. Not complete with 

ranges: e.g. 24/36 months].   

….. 

  

11. Using the following scale, please specify the severity of effort you have 

experienced during the past week. [select] 

   0= no problem 

   1= mild or moderate problems, usually intermittent 

   2= moderate or significant problems, often present and/or with moderate 

      frequency 

   3= severe, intense and continuous problems which limited activities of daily 

      life 

 

12. Using the following scale, please specify the severity of the sensation of 

getting up tired at the morning, you have experienced during the past week. 

[select] 

   0= no problem 

   1= mild or moderate problems, usually intermittent 

   2= moderate or significant problems, often present and/or with moderate 

      frequency 

   3= severe, intense and continuous problems which limited activities of daily 

      life 

 

13. Using the following scale, please specify the severity of your cognitive 

symptoms (e.g. difficulty in concentration and/or memory) you have 

experienced during the past week. [select] 

 0= no problem 

 1= mild or moderate problems, usually intermittent 

 2= moderate or significant problems, often present and/or with moderate      

      frequency 

 3= severe, intense and continuous problems which limited activities of daily life 

 

14. Did you feel the following symptoms during the past 6 months? [More 

answers are possible] 

   Headache 

   Pain or spasms in the lower abdomen 

   Feeling depressed, feeling blue 

  None 
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SECTION B – NPSI e FIQ 

Neuropathic Pain Symptoms Inventory 

You are suffering from pain due to injury or disease of the nervous system. This 

pain may be of several types: you may have spontaneous pain, i.e. pain in 

absence of any stimulation, which may be long-lasting or occur as brief attacks. 

You may also have pain provoked or increased by brushing, pressure, or contact 

with cold in the painful area. You may feel one or several types of pain. This 

questionnaire has been developed to help your doctor to better evaluate and treat 

various types of pain you feel. 

We wish to know if you feel spontaneous pain, that is pain without any 

stimulation. 

For each of the following questions, please select the number that best describes 

your average spontaneous pain severity during the past 24h. 

Select the number 0 if you have not felt such pain (circle one number only). 

 

15. Does your spontaneous pain (without any stimulus) feel like burning 

(during the past 24h)? [select a value in a range from 0 to 10, where 0 is “no 

burning” and 10 is “the worst burning imaginable”] 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

16. Does your spontaneous pain (without any stimulus) feel like squeezing 

(during the past 24h)? [select a value in a range from 0 to 10, where 0 is “no 

squeezing” and 10 is “worst squeezing imaginable”] 
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17. Does your spontaneous pain (without any stimulus) feel like pressure 

(during the past 24h)? [select a value in a range from 0 to 10, where 0 is “no 

pressure” and 10 is “worst pressure imaginable”] 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

18. Does your pain feel like electric shocks (during the past 24h)? [select a 

value in a range from 0 to 10, where 0 is “no electric shocks” and 10 is “worst 

electric shocks imaginable”]  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

19. Does your pain feel like stabbing (during the past 24h)? [select a value in 

a range from 0 to 10, where 0 is “no stabbing” and 10 is “worst stabbing 

imaginable”]  
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20. Is your pain provoked or increased by brushing on the painful area 

(during the past 24h)? [select a value in a range from 0 to 10, where 0 is “no 

pain” and 10 is “worst pain imaginable”] 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

21. Is your pain provoked or increased by pressure on the painful area 

(during the past 24h)? [select a value in a range from 0 to 10, where 0 is “no 

pain” and 10 is “worst pain imaginable”]  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

22. Is your pain provoked or increased by contact with something cold on 

the painful area (during the past 24h)? [select a value in a range from 0 to 10, 

where 0 is “no pain” and 10 is “worst pain imaginable”]  
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23. Do you feel pins and needles (during the past 24h)? [select a value in a 

range from 0 to 10, where 0 is “no pins and needles” and 10 is “worst pins and 

needles imaginable”] 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

24. Do you feel tingling (during the past 24h)? [select a value in a range from 0 

to 10, where 0 is “no tingling” and 10 is “worst tingling imaginable”] 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

25. Since you suffer from Fibromyalgia, have you ever observed any of the 

following symptoms in painful areas you referred or in other anatomical 

areas? [more answers are possible] 

 eyes/mouth 

 Allodynia (e.g. clothes or bed sheets intolerance) 

 Changed pattern of sweating on body (e.g., sweating or moist skin in one limb     

    compared to others or sweating skin only in a portion of the trunk compared  

    to others)  

  Skin color alterations/modifications (e.g. white or dark spots on skin) 

  Reduced hair/nails growth on lower extremities or other body areas) 

 Thermal allodynia (skin that hurts at contact with warm surfaces, e.g. warm  

    water)  

 Warm hypoesthesia (e.g. reduced skin sensation at contact with warm  

     surfaces, e.g. warm water) 

 Cold hypoesthesia (reduced skin sensation at contact with cold surfaces, e.g.  

    cold water) 
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Fibromyalgia Impact Questionnaire 

 

26. Select the number that better describes your health status during the past 

week. If you usually do not do any of the following activities, select the item 

“not done”. 

In the past week, were you able to: 

 

27. Of the 7 days in the past week, how many days did you feel good? [select 

only one answer] 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

28. How many days in the past week did you miss work or house chores 

because of your fibromyalgia? [select only one answer] 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 
Always 

Most 

times 
Occasionally Never 

Not 

done 

k) Do shopping? 0 1 2 3  

l) Do laundry with a washer and 

dryer? 
0 1 2 3  

m) Prepare meals? 0 1 2 3  

n) Wash dishes/cooking utensils by 

hand? 
0 1 2 3  

o) Vacuum a rug? 0 1 2 3  

p) Make beds? 0 1 2 3  

q) Walk several blocks? 0 1 2 3  

r) Visit friends/relatives? 0 1 2 3  

s) Do yard work? 0 1 2 3  

t) Drive a car? 0 1 2 3  
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29. In the past week, how much did pain or other symptoms of your 

fibromyalgia interfere with your ability to do your job, including house 

chores? [select a value in a range from 0 to 10, where 0 is “no problem” and 

10 is “great difficulty”] 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

30. In the past week, how bad has your pain been? [select a value in a range 

from 0 to 10, where 0 is “no pain” and 10 is “very severe pain”] 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

31. In the past week, how tired have you been? [select a value in a range from 0 

to 10, where 0 is “no tiredness” and 10 is “very tired”] 
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32. In the past week, how have you felt when you got up in the morning? [select 

a value in a range from 0 to 10, where 0 is “awoke well rested” and 10 is 

“awoke very tired”] 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

33. In the past week, how bad has your stiffness been? [select a value in a range 

from 0 to 10, where 0 is “no stiffness” and 10 is “very stiff”] 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

34. In the past week, now tense, nervous or anxious have you felt? [select a 

value in a range from 0 to 10, where 0 is “not tense” and 10 is “very tense”] 
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35. In the past week, how depressed or blue have you felt? [select a value in a 

range from 0 to 10, where 0 is “not depressed” and 10 is “very depressed”] 

  0 

  1 

  2 

  3 

  4 

  5 

  6 

  7 

  8 

  9 

  10 

 

 

Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey! 
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Additional file I of Article 3 

Here is reported the Italian version of the additional Section of the questionnaire 

showed in Additional file II of the Article 2, in which we asked for the presence of 

bodily illusions. 

 

Questionario: “Valutazione del dolore neuropatico e delle percezioni del corpo nei 

pazienti fibromialgici” 

 

 

Presenza di possibili dispercezioni corporee nei pazienti fibromialgici 

 

15. Le capita di percepire alcune volte, se non le tocca, guarda o se non ci 

presta attenzione, che le parti del corpo indicate prima siano: [selezioni 

anche più di una risposta se ritiene opportuno] 

  

  come se fossero ingrandite (ad esempio: gonfie), salvo poi accorgersi che non  

     sono ingrandite (ad esempio, gonfie) se le osserva o se le tocca  

     

 come se fossero rimpicciolite, salvo poi accorgersi che non sono rimpicciolite 

se le osserva o se le tocca        

 come se fossero asimmetriche (esempio: accorciate), salvo poi accorgersi che 

non sono asimmetriche (ad esempio, accorciate) se le osserva o se le tocca. 

 come se fossero pesanti 

 come se fossero “costrette”  

no, non mi succede  

 

16. [solo se è stato risposto “Si” al precedente quesito] In quali aree del suo 

corpo avverte questo tipo di percezione? [selezioni anche più di una risposta 

se ritiene opportuno] 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  
 

 

17. [solo se è stato risposto “Si” al primo quesito] Ha mai parlato con un medico 

o un altro professionista della salute (es. infermieri, fisioterapisti, psicologi) 

della presenza di questi disturbi che lei ha appena descritto? [selezioni 

anche più di una risposta se ritiene opportuno] 
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 si, con un medico di medicina generale      

 si, con un medico specialista      

 si, con un altro professionista sanitario (es. infermieri, fisioterapisti) 

 si, con uno/una psicologo/a 

 no, non ne ho mai parlato con nessuno 

   

18. Da quanto tempo, oltre al dolore, ha notato anche questi cambiamenti nella 

percezione del suo corpo? [completi, indicando la durata in mesi. es. 18]  

 

……….   
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Additional file II of Article 3 

Here is reported the English version of the additional Section of the questionnaire 

showed in Additional file III of the Article 2, in which we asked for the presence of 

bodily illusions. 

 
Questionnaire: “Assessment of neuropathic pain and bodily illusions in 

fibromyalgic patients” 

 

SECTION B – Screening Questionnaire for Body Perceptual Dysfunctions in 

fibromyalgic patients 

 

15. If I do not look, touch or pay attention to some body parts, sometimes it 

seems to perceive them: [More answers are allowed] 

  

 as if they were enlarged (e.g. swollen), and I need to look or touch at them to 

realize that they are not enlarged (e.g. swollen)    

, and I need to look or touch at them to realize that they 

are not shrunk    

as if they were asymmetrical (e.g. shortened), and I need to look or touch at 

them to realize that they are not asymmetrical (e.g. shortened) 

as if they were heavy          

as if they were pressurized  

None of the previous perceptions  

 

16. [answer only if you does not answered "None of the previous perceptions" in the 

previous question] In which of the following body areas do you feel these 

types of perception? [More answers are allowed] 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

17. [answer only if you does not answered "None of the previous perceptions" in the 

first question] Have you ever referred about of these symptoms to a doctor 

or other health professionals (e.g. nurses, physical therapists, 

psychologists)? [More answers are allowed] 
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 Yes, to a general practitioner      

Yes, to a specialist physician       

Yes, to other health professionals (e.g. nurses, physical therapists) 

yes, to a psychologist 

No, I never talk about them 

   

18. In addition to pain, how long did you notice these changes in body 

perception? [complete in months, e.g. 18. Not complete with ranges: e.g. 24/36 

months]  
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APPENDIX V 
 
In this Appendix, it has been reported the Booklet of the research study project 1: 

“Body Perception Dysfunctions Subjectively Experienced by Fibromyalgic Patients: a 

Mixed-Method Research Project"  
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SCHEDA DATI 
 
Data:              ID Paziente:            

Nome e Cognome _________________________________                                 Età    _______ (anni) 

Numero di telefono:  _______________________________  email: ___________________________                   

Sesso:                                M           F                                Vive:        da solo:              con un/una partner                                         

Fumatore:                         Si           No                                 Peso __________    Altezza  _________ 

 

Ultimi livello scolastico completato: 

       Scuole Elementari Scuole Medie Inferiori 

       Laurea Dottorato di Ricerca

 
Scuole Medie Superiori 

 Da quanto tempo soffre di questi dolori diffusi? (esprima in mesi)                                        _________ 
 

 E’ in gravidanza o ha partorito nell’ultimo mese?                □ Si     □ No 

 Ha mai subìto interventi chirurgici o traumi (fratture o altre lesioni), in passato o di recente nelle aree del 

corpo dove attualmente ha dolore?                        □ Si     □ No 

 Le è mai stata diagnosticata una o alcune delle seguenti patologie?   
 

Diabete   □ Si     □ No    Infarto (o altre patologie cardiovascolari)   □ Si      □ No       Tumore       □ Si     □ No 

Depressione (o altre patologia psicologica/psichiatrica)  □ Si   □ No     Patologie Neurologiche  □ Si     □ No 

 Le era già stata precedentemente diagnosticata la fibromialgia o si tratta della prima volta?  

 □ era già stata diagnosticata in precedenza, _____ mesi fa   □ E’ la prima volta che viene diagnosticata 

 Come giudica mediamente il dolore che ha provato nell’ultima settimana?  

  
 

 

 Come giudica mediamente il dolore che ha provato nell’ultimo mese?  

   

 

 

 

Terapie attualmente in corso (farmacologiche, fisioterapiche o altro) per il disturbo di cui soffre: 

 ____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Terapie attualmente in corso (farmacologiche, fisioterapia o altro) per eventuali altri disturbi di cui soffre: 

____________________________________________________________________________________

    

NESSUN 
DOLORE 

0 1 
0 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

IL PEGGIOR 
DOLORE 
IMMAGINABILE 10 

NESSUN 
DOLORE 

IL PEGGIOR 
DOLORE 
IMMAGINABILE 

0 1 
0 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
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Brief Pain Inventory 
 

1.  Nel corso della nostra vita, abbiamo modo di provare dolore ogni tanto (come ad esempio un mal 
di testa, una distorsione o un dolore ai denti). Durante l’ultima settimana, ha provato un dolore 
diverso da questi?          □ Si        □ No     

2. Tratteggi sul disegno le zone del corpo dove Lei sente dolore. Collochi una “X” dove le fa più male 

DESTRA               SINISTRA                           SINISTRA         DESTRA

                   

3. Valuti il suo dolore collocando una “X” in corrispondenza del numero che meglio descrive 
l’intensità del Suo peggior dolore delle ultime 24 ore. 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Valuti il suo dolore collocando una “X” in corrispondenza del numero che meglio descrive 
l’intensità del Suo peggior dolore più lieve delle ultime 24 ore. 
 

 
 
 

 

5. Valuti il suo dolore collocando una “X” in corrispondenza del numero che meglio descrive 
l’intensità del Suo dolore in media delle ultime 24 ore. 

 

 

 

NESSUN 
DOLORE 

IL PEGGIOR 
DOLORE 
IMMAGINABILE 

0 1 
0 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

NESSUN 
DOLORE 

IL PEGGIOR 
DOLORE 
IMMAGINABILE 

0 1 
0 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

NESSUN 
DOLORE 

IL PEGGIOR 
DOLORE 
IMMAGINABILE 

0 1 
0 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
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0 1 
0 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

0 1 
0 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

SOLLIEVO 
COMPLETO 

NESSUN 
SOLLIEVO 0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 

6. Valuti il suo dolore collocando una “X” in corrispondenza del numero che meglio descrive 
l’intensità del Suo dolore in questo momento. 

 

 

 
7. Nelle ultime 24 ore quanto sollievo Lei ha ricevuto dalle terapie o dalle medicine? Collochi una “X” 

sopra la percentuale che meglio descrive quanto sollievo del dolore ha avuto. 

 

 

 
8. Indichi con una “X” il numero che meglio descrive quanto il dolore ha interferito con la Sua vita 

nelle ultime 24 ore con: 

a) La Sua sttività generale 

 

 

 
b) Il Suo umore 

 

 

 

c) La Sua capacità di camminare 

 

 

 

d) La Sua normale attività lavorativa (sia in casa che fuori casa)  

 

 

 

e) La relazioni con glia altri 

 

 

 
f) Il sonno 

 

 

 

g) La gioia di vivere 

 

 

 

 

NESSUN 
DOLORE 

IL PEGGIOR 
DOLORE 
IMMAGINABILE 

0 1 
0 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

NON HA 
INTERFERITO 
PER NULLA 

HA INTERFERITO 
COMPLETAMENTE 

0 1 
0 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

0 1 
0 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

0 1 
0 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

0 1 
0 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

0 1 
0 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

NON HA 
INTERFERITO 
PER NULLA 

NON HA 
INTERFERITO 
PER NULLA 

NON HA 
INTERFERITO 
PER NULLA 

NON HA 
INTERFERITO 
PER NULLA 

NON HA 
INTERFERITO 
PER NULLA 

NON HA 
INTERFERITO 
PER NULLA 

HA INTERFERITO 
COMPLETAMENTE 

HA INTERFERITO 
COMPLETAMENTE 

HA INTERFERITO 
COMPLETAMENTE 

HA INTERFERITO 
COMPLETAMENTE 

HA INTERFERITO 
COMPLETAMENTE 

HA INTERFERITO 
COMPLETAMENTE 
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The Edimburgh Handedness Questionnaire 
 

 

Per favore indichi che mano preferisce utilizzare nelle seguenti attività inserendo un + nella colonna 

appropriata.  

Quando la preferenza è decisa inserisca un ++.  

Se l’utilizzo di una mano piuttosto che l’altra per lei è indifferente inserisca un + in entrambe le colonne. 

Alcune attività richiedono l’utilizzo di entrambe le mani, in questo caso tra parentesi sono segnalate le parti 

dell’attività, o dell’oggetto, di interesse.  

Per favore cerchi di rispondere a tutte le domande, lasci in bianco solo quando non ha assolutamente alcuna 

esperienza dell’attività o dell’oggetto in questione. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

Sinistra 

 
 

Destra 

1 Con che mano scrive?   

2 Con che mano disegna?   

3 Con che mano lancia un sasso?   

4 Con che mano usa le forbici?   

5 Con che mano usa lo spazzolino da denti?   

6 Con che mano usa il coltello senza forchetta?   

7 Con che mano usa il cucchiaio?   

8 Con che mano accende un fiammifero?   

9 Con che mano impugna la scopa (mano superiore)?   

10 Con che mano apre un barattolo (mano che svita il coperchio)?   

    

I. Con che piede preferisce calciare un pallone?   

II. Che occhio userebbe se e quando dovesse usarne uno solo (per es: 
guardare nel buco della serratura)? 

  

III. Ha parenti prossimi mancini? Se si indichi nella casella a fianco 
quali (genitori, fratelli, nonni). 

  

IV. È stato corretto al mancinismo? Da piccolo lo hanno forzato ad 
usare la mano destra? Risponda con SI o NO nella casella a fianco 
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SF -36 

Scelga una risposta per ogni domanda  

1. In generale direbbe che la Sua salute è: 

Eccellente Molto Buona Buona Passabile Scadente 

1 2 3 4 5 

2. Rispetto a un anno fa, come giudicherebbe, ora, la Sua salute in generale: 

Decisamente 
migliore adesso 

rispetto a un anno fa 

Un po’ migliore 
adesso rispetto a 

un anno fa 

Più o meno uguale 
rispetto a un anno 

fa 

Un po’ peggiore 
adesso rispetto a 

un anno fa 

Decisamente 
peggiore 

aeadesso rispetto 
a un anno fa 

1 2 3 4 5 

Le seguenti domande riguardano alcune attività che potrebbe svolgere nel corso di una qualsiasi giornata.  
Ci dica, scegliendo una risposta per ogni riga, se attualmente la Sua salute La limita nello svolgimento di 
queste attività. 

 Si mi limita 
parecchio 

Si, mi limita 
parzialmente 

No, non mi 
limita per 

nulla 

3. Attività fisicamente impegnative, come correre, sollevare 
oggetti pesanti, praticare sport faticosi 

1 2 3 

4. Attività di moderato impegno fisico, come spostare un 
tavolo, usare l’aspirapolvere, giocare a bocce o fare un 
giretto in bicicletta 

1 2 3 

5. Sollevare o portare le borse della spesa 1 2 3 

6. Salire qualche piano di scale 1 2 3 

7. Salire un piano di scale 1 2 3 

8. Piegarsi, inginocchiarsi o chinarsi 1 2 3 

9. Camminare per un chilometro 1 2 3 

10. Camminare per qualche centinaia di metri 1 2 3 

11. Camminare per circa cento metri 1 2 3 

12. Fare il bagno o vestirsi da soli 1 2 3 

Nelle ultime quattro settimane, ha riscontrato i seguenti problemi sul lavoro o nelle altre attività 
quotidine, a causa della sua salute fisica?  

Risponda Si o No a ciascuna domanda. Si No 

13. Ha ridotto il tempo dedicato al lavoro o ad altre attività 1 2 

14. Ha reso meno di quanto avrebbe voluto 1 2 

15. Ha dovuto limitare alcuni tipi di lavoro o di altre attività 1 2 

16. Ha avuto difficoltà nell’eseguire il lavoro o altre attività( ad esempio, ha fatto più 
fatica) 

1 2 
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Nelle ultime quattro settimane, ha riscontrato i seguenti problemi sul lavoro o nelle altre attività 
quotidine, a causa del Suo stato emotivo (quale il sentirsi depresso o ansioso)?  

Risponda Si o No a ciascuna domanda. Si No 

17. Ha ridotto il tempo dedicato al lavoro o ad altre attività 1 2 

18. Ha reso meno di quanto avrebbe voluto 1 2 

19. Ha avuto un calo di concentrazione sul lavoro o in altre attività 1 2 

 

20. Nelle ultime quattro settimane, in che misura la Sua salute fisica o il Suo stato emotivo hanno 
interferito con le normali attività sociali con la famiglia, gli amici, i vicini di casa e i gruppi di cui fa 
parte (Indichi un numero) 

Per nulla Leggermente Un pò Molto Moltissimo 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

21. Quanto dolore fisico ha provato nelle ultime quattro settimane (Indichi un numero) 

Nessuno Molto Lieve Lieve Moderato Forte Molto Forte 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

 

22. Nelle ultime quattro settimane, in che misura il dolore L’ha ostacolata nel lavoro che svolge 
abitualmente, sia in casa sia fuori? (Indichi un numero) 

Per nulla Molto Poco Un pò Molto Moltissimo 

1 2 3 4 5 

Le seguenti domande si riferiscono a come si è sentito nelle ultime quattro settimane. Risponda a ciascuna 
domanda scegliendo la risposta che più si avvicina al Suo caso.  

Per quanto tempo nelle ultime quattro settimane si è sentito: 

 Sempre Quasi 
sempre 

Molto 
tempo 

Una parte 
del tempo 

Quasi 
mai 

Mai 

23. Vivace e brillante? 1 2 3 4 5 6 

24. Molto agitato? 1 2 3 4 5 6 

25. Cosi giù di morale che niente 
avrebbe potuto tirarla su? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

26. Calmo e sereno? 1 2 3 4 5 6 

27. Pieno di energia? 1 2 3 4 5 6 

28. Scoraggiato e triste? 1 2 3 4 5 6 

29. Sfinito? 1 2 3 4 5 6 

30. Felice? 1 2 3 4 5 6 

31. Stanco? 1 2 3 4 5 6 
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32. Nelle ultime quattro settimane, per quanto tempo la Sua salute fisica o il Suo stato emotivo hanno 
interferito nelle Sue attività sociali, in famiglia, con gli amici? (Indichi un numero)  

Sempre Quasi sempre Una parte del tempo Quasi mai Mai 

1 2 3 4 5 
 
 

Scelga, per ogni domanda, la risposta che meglio descrive quanto siano Vere o False le seguenti   
affermazioni.

 Certamente 
vero 

In gran parte 
vero 

Non so In gran 
parte falso 

Certamente 
falso 

33. Mi pare di ammalarmi un po’ 
più facilmente degli altri 

1 2 3 4 5 

34. La mia salute è come quella 
degli altri 

     

35. Mi aspetto che la mia salute 
andrà peggiorando 

     

36. Godo di ottima salute      
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Neuropathic Pain Symptom Inventory 

Lei soffre di un dolore dovuto ad una lesione o ad una malattia del sistema nervoso. Questo 

dolore può essere di diversi tipi. Lei potrebbe provare un dolore spontaneo, ad esempio un dolore 
in assenza di qualsiasi stimolazione, che potrebbe essere continuo o manifestarsi sotto forma di 

brevi attacchi di dolore. Potrebbe anche provare un dolore provocato o accentuato dallo 

sfioramento, dalla pressione o dal contatto della parte dolorante con il freddo. Lei può provare uno 
o più tipi di dolore. Questo questionario è stato costruito per aiutare il suo medico a valutare e 

curare meglio i diversi tipi di dolore che prova. 

Vorremmo sapere se ha dolore spontaneo, cioè dolore in assenza di stimolazioni. Per ciascuna 

delle seguenti domande, la preghiamo di scegliere il numero che descrive meglio l’intensità media 

del dolore spontaneo che ha provato nelle ultime 24 ore. Scelga il numero 0 se non ha provato 
questo tipo di dolore (faccia un cerchietto attorno a un solo numero). 

Q1. Il dolore assomiglia a una sensazione di bruciore? 

 
Q2. Il dolore assomiglia ad una stretta? 

Q3. Il dolore assomiglia a una sensazione di compressione? 

Q4. Nelle ultime 24 ore, il dolore spontaneo è stato presente: Scelga la risposta che descrive 
meglio il suo caso.  

 In continuazione                                                                                   [_] 
 Da 8 a 12 ore                                                                                           [_] 
 Da 4 a 7 ore                                                                                             [_] 
 Da 1 a 3 ore           [_] 
 Meno di 1 ora                                                                       [_]                        

Vorremmo sapere se ha brevi attacchi di dolore. Per ciascuna delle seguenti domande, la                 

preghiamo di scegliere il numero che descrive meglio l’intensità media dei suoi attacchi di dolore 

nelle ultime 24 ore. Scelga il numero 0 se non ha provato questo tipo di dolore (faccia un 

cerchietto attorno a un solo numero). 

Q5. Il dolore è simile a delle scosse elettriche.  

 

Nessuna 
sensazione di 
bruciore 

0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10 
La peggiore sensazione di bruciore 
che si possa immaginare  

Nessuna stretta 
0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10 

La stretta più forte che si possa 
immaginare 

Nessuna 
sensazione di 
compressione 

0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10 
La peggiore sensazione di 
compressione che si possa immaginare 

Nessuna dolore simile 
a scosse elettriche 

0  1  2 3  4  5  6  7  8 9 10 
Il peggiore dolore simile a scosse 
elettriche che si possa immaginare  
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Q6. Il dolore è simile a una pugnalata? 

Nessuna dolore simile 
ad una pugnalata 

0  1  2 3  4  5  6  7  8 9 10 Il peggiore dolore simile ad una 
pugnalata che si possa immaginare 

 
Q7. Nelle ultime 24 ore, quanti di questi attacchi di dolore ha avuto?  

Scelga la risposta che descrive meglio il suo caso. 

  Più di 20           |   | 

  Da 11 a 20           |   | 
  Da 6 a 10           |   | 
  Da 1 a 5           |   | 
  Nessun attacco di dolore          |   | 

Vorremmo sapere se avverte dolore provocato o accentuato dallo sfioramento, dalla pressione o 
dal contatto della parte dolorante con il freddo o con il caldo. Per ciascuna delle seguenti domande, 
la preghiamo di scegliere il numero che descrive meglio l’intensità media del dolore provocato nelle 
ultime 24 ore. Scelga il numero 0 se non ha provato questo tipo di dolore (faccia un cerchietto 
attorno ad un solo numero.) 

Q8. Il dolore è provocato o accentuato dallo sfioramento della parte dolorante? 

Nessuna dolore 0  1  2 3  4  5  6  7  8 9 10 Il peggior dolore che si possa 
immaginare 

 

 
Q9. Il suo dolore è provocato o accentuato dalla pressione sulla parte dolorante? 

Nessuna dolore 0  1  2 3  4  5  6  7  8 9 10 Il peggior dolore che si possa 
immaginare 

 

 

Q10. Il dolore è provocato o accentuato dal contatto della parte dolorante con il freddo? 

Nessuna dolore 0  1  2 3  4  5  6  7  8 9 10 Il peggior dolore che si possa 
immaginare 

 

Vorremmo sapere se ha delle sensazioni nella parte dolorante. Per ciascuna delle seguenti 
domande, la preghiamo di scegliere il numero che descrive meglio l’intensità media delle 
sensazioni insolite nelle ultime 24 ore. Scelga il numero 0, se non ha avuto questo tipo di 
sensazione.  

 Q11. Ha una sensazione di aghi o spilli? 

Nessuna sensazione di 
aghi o spilli 

0  1  2 3  4  5  6  7  8 9 10 La peggiore sensazione di aghi o 
spilli che si possa immaginare 

Q12. Avverte un formicolio? 

Nessuna sensazione di 
formicolio 

0  1  2 3  4  5  6  7  8 9 10 La peggiore sensazione di 
formicolio che si possa 
immaginare 
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Pain Vigilance and Awareness Questionnaire 

Istruzioni: la preghiamo di rispondere alle domande del questionario, facendo una crocetta su una 
sola casella per ciascuna domanda, indicando la frequenza con cui prova queste esperienze. 

0 = mai; 1 = raramente; 2 = qualche volta; 3 = spesso; 4 = quasi sempre; 5 = sempre 
. 

Item Descrizione Mai Raramente 
Qualche 

volta 
Spesso 

Quasi 
sempre 

Sempre 

1 Sono molto sensibile al dolore       

3 

Noto rapidamente le 
variazioni di intensità del 

dolore 
      

4 
Noto rapidamente gli effetti 

delle cure sul dolore       

5 

Noto rapidamente le variazioni 
di localizzazione e di estensione 

del dolore 
      

6 
Mi concentro sulle sensazioni 

dolorose 
      

7 

Mi accorgo del dolore anche 
quando sono occupato con 

un'altra attività 
      

9 

Capisco immediatamente 
quando il dolore comincia 

o aumenta 
      

 
10 

Quando eseguo qualcosa che 
aumenta il dolore, la prima cosa 
che faccio è verificare quanto il 

dolore sia cresciuto 

      

11 
Capisco immediatamente 

quando il dolore diminuisce       

12 
Mi sembra di rendermi 

conto del dolore più degli 
altri 

      

13 
Presto molta attenzione al mio 

dolore       

14 
Sono consapevole del mio 

livello di dolore       

15 
Sono preso dal pensiero del 

dolore       
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Fibromyalgia Impact Questionnaire (Only for Fibromyalgia Patients) 

Istruzioni per la compilazione: dalla domanda n°1 alla n° 10 indicare con una x il numero che esprime 
meglio la Sua condizione di salute prevalente nell’ultima settimana. Se normalmente non pratica 
l’attività descritta, passi alla successiva senza segnare alcuna risposta. 
 
 
1. Nell’ultima settimana è stata/o in grado di: 

 
  

Sempre 
Quasi 

sempre 
Qualche 

volta 
Mai 

1. Andare a fare la spesa? 0 1 2 3 

2. Fare il bucato? 0 1 2 3 

3. Preparare i pasti? 0 1 2 3 

4. Lavare i piatti? 0 1 2 3 

5. Passare l’aspirapolvere? 0 1 2 3 

6. Rifare i letti? 0 1 2 3 

7. Camminare per alcuni isolati? 0 1 2 3 

8. Andare a trovare amici o parenti? 0 1 2 3 

9. Fare i lavori di giardinaggio? 0 1 2 3 

10. Guidare l’automobile? 0 1 2 3 

      

 

2. Per quanti giorni è stata/o bene nell’ultima settimana? 
 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

        

3. Per quanti giorni, nell’ultima settimana, non Le è stato possibile andare al lavoro o fare i lavori 
domestici a causa della fibromialgia? 

 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

 

Istruzioni per la compilazione: nelle restanti domande, segnare il punto sulla linea che esprime al 
meglio la Sua condizione di salute prevalente nell’ultima settimana. 
 
4. Quanto dolore o gli altri sintomi della fibromialgia hanno interferito con la capacità di 

svolgere il Suo lavoro, comprese le faccende domestiche? 

 

          
 

                   Nessuna difficoltà                                                       Grande difficoltà   
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5. Quanto è stato forte il suo dolore? 

 

          
 

              Nessun dolore                                                                     Molto forte    
 
 
6. Quanto si è sentita/o stanca/o? 

 

          
 

            
              Nessuna stanchezza                 Molto stanca/o 
 
 
7. Come si è sentita/o al risveglio? 

 

          
 

            
                      Ben riposata/o                              Molto stanca/o 
 
 

8. Quanto si è sentita/o rigida/o? 

 

          
 

            
        Nessuna rigidità      Molto forte 

   

 
9. Come descriverebbe il Suo grado di ansia o nervosismo? 

 

          
 

                Per nulla ansiosa/o                 Molto ansiosa/o 
 

 

10. Come descriverebbe il suo grado di malinconia o depressione? 

 

          
 

           

                 Per nulla depressa/o                      Molto depressa/o 
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Roland and Morris Disability Questionnaire (Only for Low Back Pain Patients) 

Quando avete mal di schiena trovate difficile eseguire alcune abituali attività. Questa lista contiene 
alcune frasi che le persone utilizzano per descrivere cosa provano quando hanno mal di schiena. 
Leggendole potrete notare che alcune di esse ben descrivono come vi sentite oggi. Leggendo la lista 
pensate a come vi sentite oggi. Se una frase descrive bene il modo in cui vi sentite oggi segnate con un 
cerchio il numero della frase. Se invece la frase non descrive il vostro stato, lasciatela in bianco e 
passate alla successiva. 

Importante: segnate solo le frasi che ben descrivono il modo in cui vi sentite oggi 

 

1. Per il mio dolore alla mia schiena rimango la maggior parte del tempo a casa 

2. Cambio frequentemente posizione per trovare e mantenere una posizione comoda per la mia 

schiena 

3. Per il mio dolore alla schiena cammino più lentamente del solito 

4. Per il mio dolore alla schiena non faccio alcun lavoro che normalmente facevo per la casa 

5. Per il mio dolore alla schiena uso il corrimano per salire le scale 

6. Per il mio dolore alla schiena mi stendo per riposare più spesso 

7. Per il mio dolore alla schiena devo appoggiarmi a qualcosa per alzarmi da una poltrona 

8. Per il mio dolore alla schiena cerco di far fare le cose ad altri per me  

9. Mi vesto più lentamente per il dolore alla schiena 

10. Per il mio dolore alla schiena riesco a stare in piedi solo per breve tempo 

11. Per il mio dolore alla schiena evito di piegarmi o di inginocchiarsi 

12. Per il mio dolore alla schiena trovo difficoltà nell’alzarmi da una sedia 

13. Ho dolore alla schiena quasi sempre 

14. Ho difficoltà nel girarmi nel letto 

15. Per il mio dolore alla schiena ho uno scarso appetito 

16. Per il mio dolore alla schiena faccio fatica a mettere le calze 

17. Per il mio dolore alla schiena posso percorrere a piedi solo brevi distanze 

18. Per il mio dolore alla schiena dormo meno  

19. Per il mio dolore alla schiena posso vestirmi solo con l’aiuto di qualcuno 

20. Per il mio dolore alla schiena resto seduto per gran parte della giornata 

21. Per il mio dolore alla schiena sono costretto ad evitare lavori domestici pesanti 

22. Per il mio dolore alla schiena sono più irritabile e di cattivo umore del normale 

23. Per il mio dolore alla schiena salgo le scale più lentamente del normale 

24. Per il mio dolore alla schiena rimango a letto quasi tutto il tempo 
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Dominant Low Back Pain versus Dominant Leg Pain (Only for Low Back Pain Patients) 

 
 
Quale, tra le situazioni riportate di seguito, descrivono meglio il suo dolore nelle ultime 4 settimane? 
 
 

 Il 100% del mio dolore è nella schiena 

 l’80% del mio dolore è nella schiena e il 20% nella/e gamba/e 

 il 60% del dolore è nella schiena e il 40% nella/e gamba/e 

 il 50% del dolore è nella schiena e il 50% nella/e gamba/e 

 il 40% del dolore è nella schiena e il 60% nella/e gamba/e 

 il 20% del dolore è nella schiena e l’80% nella/e gamba/e 
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Neck Disability Index (Only for Neck Pain Patients) 

 

ISTRUZIONI: Il presente questionario è stato creato per permetterci di capire in che modo il dolore che 
prova al collo abbia condizionato la Sua capacità di gestire le attività della vita quotidiana. Per cortesia, 
risponda ad ogni sezione barrando LA RISPOSTA che giudica più pertinente. Ci rendiamo conto che si 
possa trovare d’accordo con più di una affermazione, ma PROVI GENTILMENTE A CERCHIARE SOLO LA 
RISPOSTA CHE DESCRIVE MAGGIORMENTE IL SUO PROBLEMA PROPRIO ADESSO. 
 
Sezione 1 - Intensità del dolore 
□ Al momento non ho dolore cervicale.  
□ Al momento il dolore cervicale è molto lieve.  
□ Al momento il dolore cervicale è di media intensità.  
□ Al momento il dolore cervicale è abbastanza forte.  
□ Al momento il dolore cervicale è molto forte.  
□ Al momento il dolore cervicale è il massimo immaginabile. 
 
Sezione 2 - Cura personale (lavarsi, vestirsi, ecc.) 
□ Riesco a prendermi cura di me stesso/a normalmente senza sentire più dolore cervicale del solito.  
□ Riesco a prendermi cura di me stesso/a normalmente ma mi causa più dolore cervicale del solito.  
□ Mi fa male prendermi cura di me stesso/a e sono lento/a e prudente.  
□ Ho bisogno di un po' di aiuto ma riesco per lo più a prendermi cura di me stesso/a.  
□ Ho bisogno di aiuto ogni giorno in quasi tutti gli aspetti della cura di me stesso/a. 
□ Non mi vesto, mi lavo con difficoltà e sto a letto. 
 
Sezione 3 - Alzare pesi 
□ Riesco a sollevare oggetti pesanti senza sentire più dolore cervicale del solito.  
□ Riesco a sollevare oggetti pesanti ma sentendo più dolore cervicale del solito.  
□ Il dolore cervicale mi impedisce di sollevare oggetti pesanti da terra, ma ci riesco se sono 

posizionati in maniera opportuna, per esempio su un tavolo.  
□ Il dolore cervicale mi impedisce di sollevare oggetti pesanti, ma riesco a sollevare oggetti leggeri o 

di medio peso se sono posizionati in maniera opportuna.  
□ Riesco a sollevare solo oggetti molto leggeri. 
□ Non riesco a sollevare o trasportare assolutamente niente. 
 
Sezione 4 – Leggere 
□ Riesco a leggere quanto voglio senza provare alcun dolore al collo. 
□ Riesco a leggere quanto voglio avvertendo un dolore al collo lieve. 
□ Riesco a leggere quanto voglio avvertendo un dolore al collo di media intensità. 
□ Non riesco a leggere quanto voglio a causa di un dolore al collo di media intensità. 
□ Non riesco a leggere quanto voglio a causa di un dolore al collo molto forte. 
□ Non riesco a leggere del tutto. 
 
Sezione 5 – Mal di testa 
□ Non provo mal di testa per nulla.  
□ Provo un mal di testa lieve che insorge raramente. 
□ Provo un mal di testa di media intensità che insorge raramente. 
□ Provo un mal di testa di media intensità che insorge frequentemente. 
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□ Provo un mal di testa molto forte che insorge frequentemente. 
□ Provo quasi sempre mal di testa. 
 
Sezione 6 – Concentrarsi 
□ Riesco a concentrarmi perfettamente quando lo desidero senza difficoltà. 
□ Riesco a concentrarmi perfettamente quando lo desidero con leggera difficoltà. 
□ Avverto una difficoltà intermedia a concentrarmi quando lo desidero. 
□ Avverto molta difficoltà a concentrarmi quando lo desidero. 
□ Avverto moltissima difficoltà a concentrarmi quando lo desidero. 
□ Non riesco a concentrarmi del tutto. 
 
Sezione 7 – Lavorare 
□ Riesco a svolgere tutto il lavoro che voglio. 
□ Riesco a svolgere solo il mio lavoro abituale, ma nulla di più. 
□ Riesco a svolgere parte del mio lavoro abituale, ma nulla di più. 
□ Non riesco a svolgere il mio lavoro abituale. 
□ Svolgo ogni lavoro con molta difficoltà. 
□ Non riesco più a svolgere alcun lavoro. 
 
Sezione 8 - Guidare 
□ Riesco a guidare la mia macchina senza alcun dolore al collo. 
□ Riesco a guidare la mia macchina fin quando voglio provando un lieve dolore al collo. 
□ Riesco a guidare la mia macchina fin quando voglio provando un dolore al collo di media intensità. 
□ Non riesco a guidare la mia macchina fin quando voglio a causa di un dolore al collo di media 

intensità. 
□ Riesco a guidare proprio con molta difficoltà a causa di un forte dolore al collo. 
□ Non riesco più a guidare la mia macchina a causa del dolore cervicale. 
 
Sezione 9 – Dormire 
□ Non ho problemi per dormire. 
□ Il mio riposo è scarsamente disturbato (meno di un’ora di insonnia). 
□ Il mio riposo è leggermente disturbato (1-2 ore di insonnia). 
□ Il mio riposo è moderatamente disturbato (2-3 ore di insonnia). 
□ Il mio riposo è disturbato moltissimo (3-5 ore di insonnia). 
□ Il mio riposo è completamente disturbato (5-7 ore di insonnia). 
 
Sezione 10 – Svagarsi  
□ Posso dedicarmi a tutti i miei passatempi senza alcun dolore al collo. 
□ Posso dedicarmi a tutti i miei passatempi con un po’ di dolore al mio collo. 
□ Posso dedicarmi a molti, ma non a tutti i miei passatempi a causa del dolore al mio collo. 
□ Posso dedicarmi solo ad alcuni dei miei passatempi a causa del dolore al mio collo. 
□ Posso dedicarmi con difficoltà ai miei passatempi a causa del dolore al mio collo. 
□ Non riesco più a dedicarmi a nessun passatempo. 
 
Commenti:………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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The Knee injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (KOOS-I) (only for patients affected 
by knee osteoarthritis) 

 
 

ISTRUZIONI: il presente questionario ha lo scopo di raccogliere informazioni in merito al suo punto di 
vista circa i problemi del suo ginocchio. Queste informazioni ci aiuteranno a conoscere la salute del suo 
ginocchio e il livello con cui è in grado di svolgere le normali attività quotidiane. Per cortesia, risponda 
ad ogni domanda barrando la casella più appropriata (una sola casella per ciascuna domanda). Se è 
indeciso sulla risposta da scegliere, fornisca la migliore risposta possibile.  
 
Sintomi  
Risponda alle seguenti domande ripensando ai sintomi avvertiti durante la scorsa settimana. 
 
S1. Il suo ginocchio tende a gonfiarsi? 

 Mai   Raramente   Qualche volta   Spesso  Sempre 

  □           □           □     □      □  
S2. Avverte crepitii, schiocchi o altri rumori quando muove il ginocchio? 

 Mai   Raramente   Qualche volta   Spesso  Sempre  

  □           □           □     □      □  
S3. Il suo ginocchio si blocca o si arresta quando si muove? 

 Mai   Raramente   Qualche volta   Spesso  Sempre  

  □           □           □     □      □  
S4. Riesce ad estendere il ginocchio completamente? 

 Mai   Raramente   Qualche volta   Spesso  Sempre  

  □           □           □     □      □  
S5. Riesce a piegare il ginocchio completamente? 

 Mai   Raramente   Qualche volta   Spesso  Sempre  

  □           □           □     □      □  
 

Rigidità 
Le seguenti domande riguardano il grado di rigidità articolare che ha provato durante la scorsa 
settimana. La rigidità è una sensazione di limitazione e di rallentamento nella naturalezza con cui 
normalmente utilizza il suo ginocchio. 

S6. Qual è la rigidità del suo ginocchio, appena svegliato la mattina? 

 Mai   Raramente   Qualche volta   Spesso  Sempre  

  □           □           □     □      □  
S7. Qual è la rigidità del suo ginocchio quando è seduto, sdraiato o a riposo, nel corso nella giornata? 

 Mai   Raramente   Qualche volta   Spesso  Sempre  

  □           □           □     □      □  
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Dolore 

D1. Con quale frequenza ha dolore al ginocchio? 

 Mai   Raramente   Qualche volta   Spesso  Sempre  

  □           □           □     □      □  

Quanto dolore ha avuto la scorsa settimana durante le seguenti attività? 

D2. Torcere/fare perno sul ginocchio 

 Mai   Raramente   Qualche volta   Spesso  Sempre  

  □           □           □     □      □  
D 3. Estendere completamente il ginocchio 

 Mai   Raramente   Qualche volta   Spesso  Sempre  

  □           □           □     □      □  
D 4. Flettere completamente il ginocchio 

 Mai   Raramente   Qualche volta   Spesso  Sempre  

  □           □           □     □      □  
D 5. Camminare su superfici piane 

 Mai   Raramente   Qualche volta   Spesso  Sempre  

  □           □           □     □      □  
D 6. Salire o scendere le scale 

 Mai   Raramente   Qualche volta   Spesso  Sempre  

  □           □           □     □      □  
D 7. La notte, stando a letto 

 Mai   Raramente   Qualche volta   Spesso  Sempre  

  □           □           □     □      □  
D 8. Rimanere seduto o sdraiato 

 Mai   Raramente   Qualche volta   Spesso  Sempre  

  □           □           □     □      □  

D 9. Rimanere in posizione eretta 

 Mai   Raramente   Qualche volta   Spesso  Sempre  

  □           □           □     □      □  
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Funzionamento, attività quotidiane 
Le seguenti domande riguardano le sue capacità fisiche. Con questo termine intendiamo le abilità di 
spostarsi e di prendersi cura della propria persona. Per cortesia, per ognuna delle seguenti attività, 
indichi il grado di difficoltà incontrato durante la scorsa settimana a causa del suo ginocchio.  
 

 
A1. Scendere le scale 

 Mai   Raramente   Qualche volta   Spesso  Sempre  

  □           □           □     □      □  

A2. Salire la scale 

 Mai   Raramente   Qualche volta   Spesso  Sempre  

  □           □           □     □      □  

A3. Alzarsi da seduto 

 Mai   Raramente   Qualche volta   Spesso  Sempre  

  □           □           □     □      □  

A4. Stare in piedi 

 Mai   Raramente   Qualche volta   Spesso  Sempre  

  □           □           □     □      □  

A5. Flettersi verso il pavimento/raccogliere un oggetto da terra 

 Mai   Raramente   Qualche volta   Spesso  Sempre  

  □           □           □     □      □  

A6. Camminare su superfici piane 

 Mai   Raramente   Qualche volta   Spesso  Sempre  

  □           □           □     □      □  

A7. Salire/scendere dalla macchina 

 Mai   Raramente   Qualche volta   Spesso  Sempre  

  □           □           □     □      □  

A8. Fare spese o compere 

 Mai   Raramente   Qualche volta   Spesso  Sempre  

  □           □           □     □      □  

A9. Indossare le calze 

 Mai   Raramente   Qualche volta   Spesso  Sempre  

  □           □           □     □      □  
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A10. Alzarsi dal letto 

 Mai   Raramente   Qualche volta   Spesso  Sempre  

  □           □           □     □      □  

A11. Sfilare le calze 

 Mai   Raramente   Qualche volta   Spesso  Sempre  

  □           □           □     □      □  

 

 
A12. Stendersi a letto (girandosi, conservando la posizione del ginocchio) 

 Mai   Raramente   Qualche volta   Spesso  Sempre  

  □           □           □     □      □  

A13. Entrare/uscire dalla vasca da bagno 

 Mai   Raramente   Qualche volta   Spesso  Sempre  

  □           □           □     □      □  

A14. Sedersi 

 Mai   Raramente   Qualche volta   Spesso  Sempre  

  □           □           □     □      □  

A15. Alzarsi/sedersi sul WC 

 Mai   Raramente   Qualche volta   Spesso  Sempre  

  □           □           □     □      □  

A16. Svolgere lavori domestici pesanti (spostare oggetti pesanti, lavare i pavimenti, etc.) 

 Mai   Raramente   Qualche volta   Spesso  Sempre  

  □           □           □     □      □  

A17. Svolgere lavori domestici leggeri (cucinare, spolverare, etc.) 

 Mai   Raramente   Qualche volta   Spesso  Sempre  

  □           □           □     □      □  

 

Funzionamento, sport e attività ricreative 
Le domande seguenti riguardano le sue capacità fisiche durante attività più impegnative. Per cortesia, 
risponda alle seguenti domande ripensando al grado di difficoltà incontrato durante la scorsa 
settimana a causa del suo ginocchio. 
 
SP1. Accovacciarsi 

 Mai   Raramente   Qualche volta   Spesso  Sempre  

  □           □           □     □      □  
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SP2. Correre 

 Mai   Raramente   Qualche volta   Spesso  Sempre  

  □           □           □     □      □  

SP3. Saltare 

 Mai   Raramente   Qualche volta   Spesso  Sempre  

  □           □           □     □      □  

 

 
SP4. Torcere/fare perno sul ginocchio infortunato 

 Mai   Raramente   Qualche volta   Spesso  Sempre  

  □           □           □     □      □  

SP5. Inginocchiarsi 

 Mai   Raramente   Qualche volta   Spesso  Sempre  

  □           □           □     □      □  

 
Qualità di vita 
 

Q1. Quanto spesso si accorge di avere problemi al ginocchio? 

 Mai   Raramente   Qualche volta   Spesso  Sempre  

  □           □           □     □      □  

Q2. Ha modificato il suo stile di vita al fine di evitare attività potenzialmente dannose per il suo 
ginocchio? 

 Mai   Raramente   Qualche volta   Spesso  Sempre  

  □           □           □     □      □  

Q3. Quanto è preoccupato a causa della mancanza di sicurezza del suo ginocchio? 

 Mai   Raramente   Qualche volta   Spesso  Sempre  

  □           □           □     □      □  

Q4. In generale, i problemi del suo ginocchio quanta difficoltà creano? 

 Mai   Raramente   Qualche volta   Spesso  Sempre  

  □           □           □     □      □  
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Rappresenti come SENTE il suo corpo e non come pensa che il suo corpo dovrebbe 

essere. 
 

Si concentri sul suo corpo: senza toccarne alcuna parte, provi a disegnarne i contorni che 

ne rappresentano le dimensioni, seguendo la forma del suo corpo così come le appare 

mentalmente. Si concentri su dove sente che si trovano le parti del suo corpo e come 

sente che sono fatte, incluse le sue dimensioni. Non disegni parti del corpo che non riesce 

a sentire. 
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BODY PERCEPTUAL DYSFUNCTIONS SCREENING QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

 
1. Ci sono alcune parti del corpo che non le sento “mie”, come se non appartenessero al mio corpo.

            
                  Si __  No __
  

Indichi per favore il nome delle parti del corpo che sente come se non le appartenessero: 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Mi sembra come se alcune parti del mio corpo a volte si muovessero da sole, come se non riuscissi 
a controllarle 
                          Si __  No __ 
 

3. Se non le guardo, o tocco o non ci presto attenzione, mi sembra di non riuscire a capire dove siano 
posizionate alcune parti del mio corpo         

                           Si __  No __ 
 

4. Mi sembra che alcune volte, se non le tocco, guardo o se non ci presto attenzione, alcune parti del 
mio corpo siano:  

 - come ingrandite (esempio: gonfie)      Si __  No __  

- come rimpicciolite       Si __  No __  

- come se fossero asimmetriche (esempio: accorciate)   Si __  No __    

- come se fossero pesanti      Si __  No __  

- come se fossero “costrette”       Si __  No __  
   

5. A volte sento una tale sensazione di fastidio in alcune parti del mio corpo che vorrei liberarmene, 
“tagliarle via”.            
                      Si __  No __ 

Da quanto tempo, oltre al dolore, ha notato anche questi cambiamenti nella percezione del suo corpo? 
(esprima la durata in mesi)   

                      __________ 

Per favore, scriva qui sotto (se lo ritiene necessario) I suoi commenti o altre sensazioni che percepisce 
riguardo al suo corpo (per cortesia, scriva in STAMPATELLO): 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
    
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Se ha risposto di SI a 1 o più domande tra queste ultime 5, sarebbe disponibile ad effettuare 
un'intervista della durata di circa 30 minuti per capire meglio l'esperienza di percezione del corpo? 
 
                                     SI         NO 



APPENDIX VI 
 
In this Appendix, it has been reported the letter of Ethic Committee confirming the 

approval for the study project: "Body Perception Dysfunctions Subjectively Experienced 

by Fibromyalgic Patients: a Mixed-Method Research Project" 

 

Ethical approval of Research Project 1 

 
 

 







 
 

APPENDIX VII 
 
In this Appendix, it has been reported the letter of Ethic Committee confirming the 

approval for the study project: “Body perception in patients with failed back surgery 

syndrome". 

 

Ethical approval of Research Project 2 

 
 

 






